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Parliament adopts this code.

The book first
SUBSTANTIAL RIGHT

Title I
GENERAL PART

Chapter I
COMMON PROVISIONS

Article 1.  The contravention law of the Republic of Moldova
(1) This code is a law of the Republic of Moldova that includes legal norms that establish general and

special principles and provisions in contravention matters, determine the facts that constitute contraventions
and provide for the contravention process and contravention sanctions.

(2) In the cases expressly provided for in this code, the provision of the article in the code may contain a
rule of reference to another normative act, published in the Official Gazette of the Republic of Moldova. In
such cases, the requirements applicable to the norm of the contravention law, including the requirement of
foreseeability, are also applicable to the respective normative act.

(3) If in the process of applying another normative act it is found that its provisions contradict the
principles established in this code, the provisions of this code shall be applied.

Article 2.  Purpose of the contravention law
The purpose of the contravention law is to defend the legitimate rights and freedoms of the person, the

defense of property, public order, other values   protected by the law, in the settlement of contravention cases, as
well as in the prevention of the commission of new contraventions.

Article 3.  Action of the contravention law in time
(1) The contraventional character of the deed and its contraventional sanction are established by this

code in force at the time of the commission of the deed.
(2) The misdemeanor law that tightens the sanction or worsens the situation of the person guilty of

committing a misdemeanor does not have retroactive effect.
(3) The act which, by a new law, is no longer considered a contravention is not sanctioned, and the

sanction established and not executed before the entry into force of the new law is not executed.



(4) If the new law provides for a milder contraventional sanction, this sanction shall be applied. In the
case of the application of the sanction from the old law, this sanction is executed within the maximum limit of
the sanction from the new law. If the new law no longer provides for a certain category of the sanction, the
sanction of such a category, established and not executed before the entry into force of the new law, is no longer
executed.

(5) If the new law provides for a harsher sanction, the continuous contravention whose commission
began before the entry into force of the new law is sanctioned in accordance with the law in force at the time of
its consummation.

(6) The time of committing the contravention is considered the time of the illegal action, and in the case
of inaction, the time when the action that the offender failed to perform should have been carried out, regardless
of the time of the consequences.

Article 4.  The action of the contraventional law on the person and in space
(1) The contravention committed on the territory of the Republic of Moldova is sanctioned in

accordance with this code.
(2) The contravention committed outside the territory of the Republic of Moldova by a citizen of the

Republic of Moldova or by a stateless person residing in the territory of the Republic of Moldova is sanctioned
in accordance with this code if the act is also provided for by the law of the country in which it was committed,
and the person has not was prosecuted in that country.

(3) Diplomatic representatives of foreign states or other persons who, in accordance with the
international treaties to which the Republic of Moldova is a party or in accordance with the laws of the
Republic of Moldova, do not fall under the jurisdiction of the Republic of Moldova, or in the case of for which
the contravention liability is removed.

(4) The contravention committed in the territorial waters or in the airspace of the Republic of Moldova
is considered committed on the territory of the Republic of Moldova.

(5) The contravention committed on board a maritime vessel or an aircraft registered according to the
legislation of the Republic of Moldova and located outside its water or air space is sanctioned in accordance
with this code if the international treaties to which the Republic of Moldova is a party do not provide otherwise.

(6) Pursuant to this code, contraventions committed on board a military maritime or aerial ship
belonging to the Republic of Moldova are sanctioned, regardless of the location of the ship.

(7) The place where the prejudicial action was committed is considered the place of the action,
regardless of the time of the consequences. In case of inaction, the place of the act is considered to be the place
where the action that the person failed to perform was supposed to take place, regardless of the time of the
consequences.

Article 5.  The principle of legality
(1) No one can be declared guilty of committing a contravention, nor subject to the contravention

sanction except in accordance with the contravention law.
(2) Extensive unfavorable interpretation and application by analogy of the contravention law are

prohibited.
(3) The contraventional law does not aim at causing physical suffering or harming human dignity. No

one can be subjected to torture, nor to cruel, inhuman or degrading punishments or treatments.
Article 6.  The principle of equality before the law
(1) Persons who have committed contraventions are equal before the law and the public authorities and

are subject to contravention liability regardless of race, nationality, language, religion, sex, political affiliation,
wealth, social origin or any other situation.

(2) According to the provisions of the Constitution, other laws and/or international treaties to which the
Republic of Moldova is a party, certain categories of persons may benefit from special conditions for criminal
prosecution or the guarantee of not being subject to criminal prosecution and liability.

Article 7.  The principle of justice
The person can be sanctioned only for the contravention in respect of which his guilt is proven, in

compliance with the norms of this code.
Article 8.  The principle of the personal character of contraventional liability
(1) The person is subject to contravention liability only for acts committed with guilt.
(2) Only the person who intentionally or imprudently committed an act provided for by the

contraventional law is subject to contraventional liability.
Article 9.  The principle of individualization of contraventional liability and sanction 
                   contravention
(1) When applying the contravention law, account is taken of the character and the prejudicial degree of

the contravention, the person of the perpetrator and the mitigating or aggravating circumstances.



(2) No one can be subjected to contraventional liability twice for one and the same deed.
Chapter II

THE CONTROVERSY. CONTRACTION LIABILITY
Article 10.  Contravention
The act - action or inaction - illegal, with a lower degree of social danger than the crime, committed

with guilt, which attacks the social values   protected by the law, is provided for by this code and is subject to a
contraventional sanction, constitutes a contravention.

Article 11.  The contravention continues
(1) The deed characterized by the uninterrupted, indefinite performance of the contravening activity is

considered a continuous contravention. In the case of a continuous contravention, there is no plurality of
contraventions.

(2) The continuous contravention is consumed at the moment of the termination of the contraventional
action or inaction or the occurrence of some events that prevent this activity.

Article 12.  Prolonged contravention
(1) The deed committed with a single intention, characterized by two or more identical contraventional

actions and/or inactions committed with a single purpose, constituting as a whole a contravention, is considered
a prolonged contravention.

(2) The prolonged contravention is consumed when the last contraventional action or inaction is
committed.

Article 13.  Attempt
The intentional action or inaction, aimed directly at the commission of a contravention which, due to

causes independent of the perpetrator's will, did not produce its effect is considered an attempted contravention.
Article 14.  Guilt
(1) The contravention is committed intentionally or recklessly.
(2) The contravention is considered to have been committed with intent if the person who committed it

was aware of the prejudicial nature of his action or inaction, foresaw its prejudicial consequences, wanted or
consciously admitted the occurrence of these consequences.

(3) The contravention is considered to have been committed recklessly if the person who committed it
was aware of the prejudicial character of his action or inaction, foresaw its prejudicial consequences, but easily
considered that they could be avoided, or did not realize taking into account the prejudicial character of his
action or inaction, he did not foresee the possibility of its prejudicial consequences, although he should and
could foresee them.

(4) If, as a result of the intentional commission of the contravention, there are more serious
consequences which, according to the law, attract the tightening of the contravention sanction and which were
not covered by the intention of the person who committed it, the contravention liability for such consequences
arises only if the person foresaw the harmful consequences, but easily considered that they could be avoided, or
if the person did not foresee the possibility of these consequences, although he should and could foresee them.
Consequently, the contravention is considered intentional.

Article 15.  Liability for the offense committed while intoxicated
                      produced by alcohol or other substances
The state of intoxication produced by the voluntary consumption of alcohol or other substances does not

remove the contraventional character of the act. The causes of drunkenness, its degree and influence on the
commission of the offense are taken into account when determining the punishment.

Article 16.  Contraventional liability of the natural person
(1) The natural person responsible who, at the time of the commission of the contravention, is 18 years

old is liable for contraventional liability.
(2) The natural person between the ages of 16 and 18 is liable to contraventional liability for committing

the acts provided for in art. 69 para. (1), art. 78, 85, 87, art. 88 para. (1), art. 89, art. 91 para. (1), art. 104, 105,
art. 157 para. (1)–(4), (6), (7) and (9)–(12), art. 203, art. 204 para. (1), (2) and (3), art. 228–245, 336, 342, 352–
357, 363, 365, art. 366 para. (1), art. 367, 368, 370, art. 372 para. (2).

 (3) In the case of the minor who has committed an act that falls under the provision of the rule from the
special part of the first book, the investigating officer, the prosecutor or the court sends the materials of the
contravention case to the authority of the local public administration for the problems of minors. At the request
of the investigating officer, the court may apply coercive measures of an educational nature to the minor
according to art. 104 of the Criminal Code.

(4) For the commission of contraventions outside the exercise of their duties, military personnel are
liable for contraventions according to the general provisions.

(5)  –  repealed.



(6) The responsible person (person who, in an enterprise, institution, organization, regardless of the type
of ownership and legal form of organization, in a central or local public authority, is granted, permanently or
temporarily, by law, by appointment, election or by virtue of an assignment, certain rights and obligations in
order to exercise the functions of the public authority or the administrative disposition, organizational or
economic actions) is liable to contraventional liability for the commission of an act provided by this code in the
case:

a) intentional use of his duties contrary to service obligations;
b) clearly exceeding the rights and attributions granted by law;
c) non-fulfilment or improper fulfillment of service obligations.
(6  ) If the contraventional act is committed by adopting or not adopting an act by a collegial body,

each of the members of the collegial body is responsible.
(6  ) The member of the collegial body is not liable for the adoption of an act if there is evidence that

proves that:
a) was not present at the meeting and did not vote in absentia; or
b) did not participate in the vote; or
c) voted against.
(6  ) The member of the collegial body is not liable for not adopting an act if there is evidence that

proves that:
1) he did not know and should not have known that the adoption of the act was necessary; or
2) if he has the legal, contractual or statutory right, he has taken the necessary steps to convene the

meeting or to include on the agenda of the collegial body the issue of the adoption of the respective act, as well
as he has correctly exercised his obligations regarding the organization and conduct of the meeting of the
collegial body or , as the case may be, signing, approving, countersigning, reporting requests, actions, files and
documentation necessary for the preparation of the agenda and the examination of draft decisions; or

3) was absent from the meeting whose agenda was or at which the respective issue was examined for
the following reasons:

a) he did not know and could not know about the convening of the meeting;
b) participated in a case in the court, arbitration institution or in a mediation session;
c) he was on a business trip in a different locality than the one where the meeting was convened;
d) was on leave;
e) the meeting took place before the expiration of the 9-day period following the death of the

husband/wife, cohabitant/concubine or a close relative;
f) the accident, natural calamity or other cause made it impossible to participate in the meeting; or
4) previously voted for the adoption of the act.
(7) In the absence of the conditions stated in paragraph (6), the person with responsibility responsible

for committing a contravention is liable according to the general provisions.
Article 17.  Contraventional liability of the legal person
(1) A legal person, with the exception of public authorities, is liable for contraventional liability for an

act provided for by this code if:
a) it did not fulfill or improperly fulfilled the direct provisions of the law that establish duties or

prohibitions regarding the performance of a certain activity or performed an activity that does not correspond to
its articles of incorporation or its stated goals;

b) the act was committed in the interest of the respective legal entity by a natural person empowered
with management functions, who acted independently or as part of an organ of the legal entity;

c) the act was admitted or authorized, or approved, or used by the person empowered with management
functions;

d) the act was committed due to the lack of supervision and control on the part of the person empowered
with management functions.

(1  ) A natural person is considered empowered with management functions if he has at least one of the
following functions:

a) representing the legal person;
b) making decisions on behalf of the legal entity;
c) exercising control within the legal entity.
(2) The legal person is liable for contravention if the material rule from the special part of the first book

expressly provides for its sanctioning.
(3) If the contraventional liability of the legal person is provided for in the special part of the first book,

the individual enterprise is liable as a legal person.
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(4) The contraventional liability of the legal person does not exclude the liability of the natural person
or, as the case may be, the person with the responsibility function for the committed contravention.

Article 17  . Responsibility
Responsibility is the psychological state of the person who has the ability to understand the prejudicial

character of the act, as well as the ability to manifest his will and direct his actions.
Article 18.  Proportions and damages
 (1) The value of the goods stolen, acquired, received, manufactured, destroyed, used, transported, kept,

sold, passed over the customs border or the value of the damage caused, which, at the time of the commission
of the contravention, does not exceed 20% of the amount of the salary, is considered to be of small proportions
forecasted monthly average for the economy, approved by the Government for the current year at the date of
the act.

(2)  The considerable or essential nature of the damage caused is determined by taking into account the
value, quantity and significance of the goods for the victim, his material condition and income, the existence of
dependents, other circumstances that have an essential influence on the victim's material condition, regardless
of the proportions .

 (3) The considerable or essential character of the damage caused in the case of prejudice to the rights
and interests protected by law is established taking into account the degree of damage to the fundamental rights
and freedoms of the victim.

Chapter III
THE CAUSES THAT REMOVE THE CONTROVERSIAL CHARACTER

OF THE FACT AND INFRINGEMENT LIABILITY
Article 19.  The causes that remove the contraventional character of the deed
The following are considered causes that remove the contraventional nature of the act:
a)  –  repealed;
b) legitimate defense;
c) state of extreme necessity;
d) physical and/or mental coercion;
e) well-founded risk;
f) fortuitous case;
g) executing the superior's order or disposition.
Article 20.  –  repealed.
Article 21.  Legitimate defense
The person who commits an act in order to repel a direct, immediate, material and real attack, directed

against him, against another person or against a public interest, is in a state of legitimate defense.
Article 22.  State of extreme necessity
The person who performs actions to save his life, bodily integrity or health, as well as the life, bodily

integrity or health of another person, a valuable asset of himself or another person, or the public interests of a
person is in a state of extreme necessity. imminent serious danger, which cannot be removed otherwise.

Article 23.  Physical and/or mental coercion
(1) The deed provided for by this code committed due to a physical constraint that the person could not

resist and that could not be removed in another way does not constitute a contravention.
(2) The deed, provided by this code, committed because of a mental coercion exercised by threatening

an imminent danger, for oneself or for another person, which could not be removed in any other way, does not
constitute a contravention.

Article 24.  The well-founded risk
(1) The deed, provided by this code, which caused damage to the interests protected by the law in the

case of a risk based on the achievement of socially useful goals, does not constitute a contravention.
(2) The risk without which the socially useful purpose could not be achieved is considered justified, and

the person who took the risk took measures to prevent damage to the interests protected by the law.
(3) The risk knowingly combined with the danger to the person's life or the danger of causing an

ecological or social disaster cannot be considered justified.
Article 25.  Accidental event
(1) The deed provided by this code, the result of which is the consequence of a circumstance that could

not be foreseen, does not constitute a contravention.
(2) Circumstances created by the concurrence of contraventions do not constitute a fortuitous case.
Article 25  .  Execution of the order or provision
                          SUPERVISOR
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(1) The deed provided for by the contravention law, committed by the person in order to execute an
order or provisions of the superior which are binding for him, does not constitute a contravention, if the order
or provision is not clearly illegal and if the person who executed it did not know that the order or provision is
illegal. The person who issued the illegal order or disposition is subject to contraventional liability for the
committed deed.

(2) The person who intentionally committed the contravention in order to execute the obviously illegal
order or provision of the superior is responsible for the contravention on general grounds.

(3) Non-execution of the manifestly illegal order or provision excludes contraventional liability for non-
execution and/or damages in connection with it.

(4) The provisions of this article apply to all subjects of contraventional liability.
Article 26.  Removal of contraventional liability
The removal of contraventional liability for the deed containing the constitutive elements of the

contravention takes place in the case of:
a) voluntary renunciation of committing the contravention;
a  ) state of irresponsibility;
b) minor misdemeanor or attempted minor misdemeanor;
c) reconciliation of the victim with the perpetrator;
c  ) concluding the transaction according to the Law on Mediation;
d) prescription of contraventional liability;
e) amnesty;
f) the amicable finding of the road accident.
Article 27.  Voluntary renunciation of the commission of the contravention
Voluntary renunciation of the commission of the contravention is the cessation of the action directly

aimed at the commission of the contravention if the person is aware of the possibility of completing the deed.
Article 27  . The state of irresponsibility
(1) The person who commits a prejudicial act while being unable to realize or direct his actions due to a

chronic mental illness, a temporary disorder of mental activity, mental alienation is considered to be
irresponsible or another pathological mental state.

(2) The person who committed a deed in a state of responsibility, but who, before the sanctioning
decision was pronounced, fell ill with a mental illness, being deprived of the possibility of being aware or of-
and direct his actions.

Article 28.  Minor offence, attempted minor offence
(1) The contravention for which this code stipulates as the maximum penalty a fine of up to 10

conventional units is considered minor.
(2) In the case of minor contravention or attempted minor contravention, the authority (person with

responsibility) competent to examine the contravention cause may remove the contravention liability, limiting
itself to addressing a verbal remark to the perpetrator.

Article 29.  Reconciliation of the victim with the perpetrator
The started contravention process ceases in the case of reconciliation between the victim and the

perpetrator in the contraventions provided for in art. 69, 78, art. 96 para. (1) lit. a) and para. (3), art. 97, art. 97 
 para. (1), art. 97  -105, art. 242 para. (1). Reconciliation is personal. For persons lacking legal capacity,
reconciliation is done by their legal representatives. Persons with limited exercise capacity can reconcile with
the approval of their legal representatives.

Article 30.  Prescription of criminal liability
(1) Prescription removes contraventional liability.
(2) The general limitation period for criminal liability is one year.
(3) The special limitation period for the contraventions provided for in art. 74 para. (4) and (10), art. 78

 , art. 155  , art. 177 para. (3) and (4) letter c), d), g) and art. 179 is 18 months.
 (4) The limitation period for contraventional liability is reduced by half for persons who were minors at

the time of committing the contravention.
(5) The limitation period runs from the date of the commission of the contravention and until the date of

finality of the decision regarding the contravention cause.
(6) In case of committing a new contravention by the same person, the limitation period is calculated for

each contravention separately.
(7) The limitation period is suspended if the person who committed the contravention avoids the

contravention process. In this case, the limitation period starts to run from the date of the person's arrest or self-
denunciation.
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(8) In the case provided for in para. (6), the person cannot be held liable for contravention if one year
has passed since the date of committing the contravention and no new contravention has been committed
during this period.

(9) In the case of continuous contravention and prolonged contravention, the limitation period runs from
the date of the last action or inaction.

(10) The statute of limitations for the enforcement of the contraventional sanction is one year, calculated
from the date on which the decision or decision by which it was applied became final.

(11) It is considered that the violator was not subject to criminal liability:
a) whose contravention liability has been removed;
b) who fully executed the sanction;
c) in respect of which the contravention process has ceased.
Article 31.  Amnesty
(1) Amnesty is the act that has the effect of removing the contraventional liability and the execution of

the contraventional sanction, reducing or commuting the contraventional sanction.
(2) The amnesty does not affect the security measures or the rights of the victim.
Article 31  .   Amicable finding of the road accident
(1) The amicable finding of the road accident is applied in the contraventions provided for in art. 242

para. (1), in the event that two vehicles are involved in the accident, the accident resulting only in insignificant
damage to the vehicles, without causing bodily harm to the victim, and the owners and/or users of the vehicles
hold, at the time of the accident, the compulsory insurance policy of domestic car civil liability or the "Green
Card" insurance certificate (in the case of the vehicle owned or used by an insured person abroad), valid.

(2) The procedure for amicable determination of the road accident does not apply in the case of the
accident that resulted in bodily injuries and/or damage to property (for example, road installations, pillars,
fences, buildings, etc.), other than the vehicles involved in the accident road.

(3) The procedure for the amicable finding of the road accident consists in the completion, signing and
presentation by the drivers of the vehicles involved in the accident of the form "Amicable finding of the
accident" to the insurer, according to the provisions of Law no. 414/2006 regarding the mandatory civil liability
insurance for damage caused by vehicles.

(4) The amicable finding of the road accident removes the contraventional liability.
Chapter IV

VIOLATION SANCTIONS
Article 32.  Contraventional sanction
(1) The contraventional sanction is a measure of state coercion and a means of correction and re-

education which is applied, in the name of the law, to the person who has committed a contravention.
(2) The contraventional sanctions applicable to natural persons are:
a) the warning;
b) fine;
c) deprivation of the right to carry out a certain activity;
d) deprivation of the right to hold certain positions;
e) application of penalty points;
f) deprivation of a special right (the right to drive vehicles, the right to own or carry and use a weapon);
g) unpaid work for the benefit of the community;
h) contraventional arrest.
(3) Deprivation of the right to carry out a certain activity, deprivation of the right to hold certain

positions, deprivation of a special right and penalty points can also be applied as complementary sanctions.
(4) Minors can be penalized only with the deprivation of the right to carry out a certain activity.
(5) The contraventional sanctions applicable to the legal person are:
to fine;
b) deprivation of the right to carry out a certain activity.
(6) Deprivation of the right to carry out a certain activity can also be applied as a complementary

sanction.
Article 33.  The warning
(1) The warning consists in warning the violator about the danger of the committed act and in the

recommendation to comply with the legal provisions in the future.
(2) The warning is applied in writing.
(3) The sanction of the warning, provided for in art. 198 para. (3), (4), art. 247 para. (1), art. 249 para.

(1), art. 250 para. (1), art. 251 para. (4), (5), art. 319, art. 366 para. (1), are applied by the ascertaining agent
under the conditions of art. 446 para. (1), without sending the contravention case to the court.
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Article 34.  Fine
(1) The fine is a pecuniary sanction, which is applied in the cases and within the limits provided by this

code. The fine is established in conventional units. A conventional unit is equal to 50 lei.
(2) The fine applies to natural persons from one to 1500 conventional units, and to persons with

responsibility - from 10 to 1500 conventional units.
 (2  ) The fine is applied to legal entities within the limits established by the article in the special part of

the first book of this code, as the case may be:
a) fine from 10 to 1500 conventional units;
b) fine in the amount of the value of the respective product or service that constitutes the object of the

contravention, but not less than the value of the maximum limit in conventional units, if this fact is expressly
provided for by the material norm in the special part of the first book.

(2  ) Repeated committing by the legal person, during one year, of the violations specified in the special
part of the first book of this code is sanctioned with a fine in the amount of double the amount of the fine in the
value of the maximum limit, indicated in the special part of the first book .

(2  ) Committing by the legal entity the third time or more, within a year, of the violations specified in
the special part of the first book of this code is sanctioned with a fine in the amount of three times the amount
of the fine in the value of the maximum limit, indicated in the special part of the first book.

(2  ) The fine shall be paid by the violator voluntarily within 30 days from the date of its establishment.
(2  ) The fines applied for the commission of contraventions are transferred to the state budget, with the

exception of those provided for in paragraphs (2  )–(2  ).
(2  ) The fines applied by the administrative commission from the local executive public authority for

the contraventions provided for in art. 398 are transferred to the respective local budget.
(2  ) The fines applied by the bodies of the State Fiscal Service for the contraventions provided for in

art. 263 paragraph (2) are transferred to the state social insurance budget.
(2  ) The fines applied by the National Medical Insurance Company for committing the contraventions

provided for in art. 413 are transferred to the budget of the mandatory medical assistance insurance funds.
(3) The violator is entitled to pay half of the established fine if he pays it in no more than 3 working

days from the date of notification of the decision to apply the contraventional sanction.
In this case, it is considered that the penalty of the fine is fully executed, except for the case where the

decision to apply the contraventional sanction was challenged and the violator did not withdraw his request to
contest the decision, issued on the contravention case, until the judicial investigation.

(3  ) The records of the execution of fines are kept in the Register of debtors. The content of the
Register of debtors, the way of keeping it and the way of recording the execution of fines are regulated by the
Government.

(4) If the natural or legal person has not paid the fine within 30 days from the date of its establishment,
the procedure will be carried out according to the regulations of the Enforcement Code. If the payment of the
fine is not possible due to the lack or insufficiency of the assets or due to the willful avoidance of the offender
from paying it, the court may replace the unpaid amount of the fine, as the case may be, with:

a) fine in double size, which, however, cannot exceed the maximum limit of the sanction with the fine
provided by the contraventional material norm or by this article;

b) deprivation of the right to carry out a certain activity for a period of 6 months to a year;
c) unpaid work for the benefit of the community, calculating one hour of work for a conventional unit,

the duration of work being no more than 60 hours;
d) contraventional arrest, calculating one day of arrest for 2 conventional units, the duration of the arrest

being no more than 30 days. In this case, the restrictions provided for in art. 38 paragraph (4) will be taken into
account.

(5) In the cases provided for in para. (4), the unpaid amount of the fine established for the
contraventions provided for in art. 228–245 can be replaced by deprivation of the right to drive vehicles for a
period of 6 months to a year.

(6) For the situations listed in paragraph (4) letters a), c) and d), deprivation of the right to carry out a
certain activity for a period of 6 months to a year can be applied as a complementary sanction.

(7) In the cases provided for in para. (4), the unpaid amount of the fine imposed on the legal entity can
be replaced by the deprivation of the right to carry out a certain activity for a period of 6 months to one year.

(8) The fine shall be replaced by the court in whose territorial jurisdiction the authority of which the
ascertaining agent who examined the case is a part, at the initiative of him or the prosecutor who examined the
case. If the sanction is applied by the court, the replacement is carried out by the court that judged the case on
the merits, at the behest of the bailiff.

Article 35.  Deprivation of the right to carry out a certain activity. 
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                       Deprivation of the right to hold certain positions
(1) Deprivation of the right to carry out a certain activity consists in temporarily prohibiting the natural

person from carrying out a certain activity. The penalty of deprivation of the right to carry out a certain activity
can be applied if the activity was used to commit the contravention or if the contravention represents a violation
of the rules for carrying out this activity.

(2)  –  repealed.
(3) The deprivation of the right to carry out a certain activity or the deprivation of the right to hold

certain positions can be applied by the court for a term from 3 months to one year. This sanction is applied in
cases where, taking into account the nature of the contraventions committed by the guilty person, the law
declares the carrying out of a certain activity or the holding of a certain function by him as inadmissible.

(4)  –  repealed.
Article 36.  Application of penalty points.
                       Deprivation of special right
(1) In the cases and in the amount provided by the sanction of the contravention norm in chapters XII

and XIII of the first book, the driver of the vehicle declared guilty of the commission of the contravention,
together with the application of the main sanction, is applied a number of penalty points as a complementary
sanction.

(2) If the application of the sanction in the manner provided for in paragraph (1) conditions the
accumulation of 15 penalty points, the investigating agent refers the contravention case for examination to the
competent court, which, together with the main sanction and the application of the penalty points, applies
deprivation of the special right to drive vehicles for a period of 6 months to one year as a complementary
sanction.

(3) Penalty points shall be canceled at the expiration of the 6-month period from the date of the finding
of the contravention for which they were applied or from the date of deprivation, by court decision, of the right
to drive vehicles.

(3  ) Penalty points are canceled upon presentation of the confirmatory document certifying the passing
of the special training program for the cancellation of penalty points approved by the Government.

(4) The way of recording the penalty points and the way of ensuring the access of the holder of the right
to drive vehicles to the information about the penalty points are established by the Government.

(4  ) Deprivation of the right to drive vehicles is applied by the court for a period of 6 months to 3
years, except for the cases provided for in paragraph. (2).

(4  ) Deprivation of the right to drive vehicles cannot be applied to the person with disabilities who
uses the vehicle as the only means of transportation, except in cases where he has driven it by knowingly
assigning a false registration number to it or driving in the condition of intoxication caused by alcohol or other
substances, or evaded the medical examination to ascertain this condition, or left the scene of the road accident
in which he was a participant.

(5) Deprivation of the right to own or carry and use a weapon is ordered by the court for a period of 2 to
5 years depending on the seriousness of the contravention provided in the special part of the first book.

(6) When the term of deprivation of the right to drive vehicles or the right to own or carry and use a
weapon expires, the person is restored to this right in the manner established by the Government.

Article 37.  Unremunerated work for the benefit of the community
(1) Unremunerated work for the benefit of the community consists in training the violator natural

person, outside the basic service or study time, to the work established by the local public administration
authority.

(2) Unremunerated work for the benefit of the community is established for a duration of 10 to 60 hours
and is performed in 2–4 hours per day. In the case of the violator who is not employed in the labor field, is not
trained in basic activities or studies, at his request or with his consent, the sanction can be executed up to 8
hours a day.

(3) Unremunerated work for the benefit of the community can be applied only to persons who accept to
carry out such a sanction, except for the contravention provided for in art. 78 and 318 , for which the
consent of the person is not necessary.

(4) After the pronouncement of the court decision, the president of the court session explains the essence
of the sanction of unpaid work for the benefit of the community, a fact that is recorded in the minutes of the
court session.

(5) The violator sanctioned with unpaid work for the benefit of the community is given a written
commitment obliging him to appear within 10 days at the probation body in whose territorial range he is
domiciled.
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(6) In case of evasion from unpaid work for the benefit of the community, this sanction is replaced by
contraventional arrest, calculating one day of arrest for 2 hours of unpaid work for the benefit of the
community. The procedure regarding the replacement of unpaid work for the benefit of the community with
criminal arrest is examined by the court within 30 days.

 (7) Unremunerated work for the benefit of the community cannot be applied to military personnel by
contract and to persons who have not reached the age of 16.

(8)  -  repealed.
 (9) Servicemen and short-term servicemen sanctioned with unpaid work for the benefit of the

community serve this contravention sanction in the military unit.
Article 38.  Contraventional arrest
(1) Contraventional arrest is an exceptional contraventional sanction which consists of deprivation of

liberty for a term established by court decision and which is executed under the conditions provided by the
Enforcement Code.

(2) The contraventional arrest is applied, as a rule, for the commission of an act that threatens or
endangers the health or bodily integrity of the person.

(3) Contraventional arrest may also be applied in case of intentional non-execution of another
contraventional sanction.

(4) The duration of the contravention arrest is from 3 to 15 days. In the case of the competition for
contraventions or the accumulation of sanctioning decisions, for which, according to the law, the contravention
arrest is provided as a sanction, the court can apply this sanction for a period of up to 30 days.

(5) The duration of the contraventional detention is included in the duration of the contraventional
arrest.

(6) Contraventional arrest cannot be applied, if it would threaten or endanger the health or bodily
integrity of the offender, persons with severe and pronounced disabilities, military personnel, military personnel
and employees with special status of the Ministry of Internal Affairs, employees on the basis of the contract,
minors, pregnant women, women who have children up to 8 years old, the person who is the sole breadwinner
of the child up to 16 years old, nor people who have reached the general retirement age. For committing the
offense provided for in art. 78   , criminal arrest may be applied to persons who have reached the general
retirement age, provided that there are no justified impediments related to their health.

Article 39.  Deprivation of the legal person of the right to carry out a certain
                      activity
(1) Depriving the legal person of the right to carry out a certain activity consists in establishing the

prohibition to conclude certain transactions, to issue shares or other securities, to receive subsidies, facilities
and other advantages from the state or to carry out other activities.

(2) Deprivation of the right to carry out a certain activity can be limited to a certain territory of the
administrative-territorial unit and/or to a certain period of the year and is established for a period of 3 months to
a year.

Article 40. –  repealed. 
Chapter V

APPLICATION OF THE CONTROVERSIAL SANCTION
Article 41.  The general criteria for individualizing the sanction
(1) The contraventional sanction is applied depending on the nature and prejudicial degree of the

contravention, the characteristics of the person and the mitigating and aggravating circumstances.
(2) A fair sanction is applied to the person whose guilt is proven, within the limits and in accordance

with the provisions of this code.
(3) When establishing the sanction of unpaid work for the benefit of the community or contraventional

arrest for committing the contraventions provided for in art. 78–78  , art. 85, art. 91 para. (1), art. 199 para. (1),
art. 233 para. (1) and para. (2  ), art. 355, art. 361 para. (5), the court may compel the offender to participate in
probationary programs in the manner provided by law.

Article 42.  Extenuating circumstances
(1) When applying the contraventional sanction against the person whose guilt is proven, mitigating

circumstances are considered:
a) prevention of harmful consequences or voluntary reparation of the damage;
b) contribution to the discovery of the contravention;
c) committing the offense in a competition of personal or family circumstances;
d) the commission of the contravention by a minor, a pregnant woman or a person who supports a child

under the age of 8;
e) the illegal or immoral actions of the victim that caused the contravention.
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(2) Circumstances other than those provided for in paragraph (1) may also be considered mitigating.
Article 43.  Aggravating circumstances
(1) When applying the contravention sanction against the person whose guilt is proven, aggravating

circumstances are considered:
a) continuation of illegal behavior, contrary to the summons to end such behavior;
b) the commission of the contravention by a person who was previously sanctioned for a similar

contravention or for other facts that are relevant to the case;
c) instigating or attracting minors to commit the offence;
d) commission of the contravention by a group of persons;
e) committing the offense by taking advantage of the conditions of natural calamities or other

exceptional situations;
f) committing the offense while intoxicated by alcohol or other substances. The court is entitled,

depending on the nature of the contravention, not to consider this circumstance as aggravating;
g) committing the offense against a minor, a woman, an elderly person or a person who is unable to

defend himself due to illness, disability or another factor;
h) committing the contravention for reasons of prejudice.
(2) The aggravating circumstance provided for in the special part of the first book as a constitutive

element of the contravention cannot be taken into account when applying the sanction.
(3) The list of aggravating circumstances in this article is exhaustive.
Article 43  . Application of the contraventional sanction in the case of the attempt 
                        of contravention
(1) When applying the sanction for the attempted contravention, the circumstances under which the

deed did not produce its effect are taken into account.
(2) The amount of the sanction for the attempted contravention cannot exceed three quarters of the

maximum of the harshest sanction provided for in the corresponding article of the special part of the first book
for the consummated contravention.

Article 44.  Application of the contraventional sanction in the case of plurality 
                       of contraventions
(1) If one and the same person commits two or more contraventions, a penalty is applied for each

contravention separately.
(2) If the person is declared guilty of committing two or more misdemeanors, a penalty is applied for

each misdemeanor separately, definitively establishing the penalty for multiple misdemeanors by absorbing the
lighter penalty from the more serious penalty or by cumulating the penalties applied in the limits established by
the article that provides for the more serious sanction.

Article 44  .  Applying a milder sanction than that provided by law
(1) Taking into account the exceptional circumstances of the case, related to the purpose and reasons of

the deed, the role of the offender in committing the offence, the personality of the offender, his behavior during
and after the consummation of the offence, other circumstances that essentially reduce the seriousness of the
offense and the consequences them, as well as the active contribution of the participant of a group offense to its
discovery, the investigating officer, as the case may be, the prosecutor, the court or the administrative
commission may apply a sanction below the minimum limit, provided by the special part of the first book for
the respective offense .

 (2) The provisions of para. (1) do not apply to persons who have not executed the contraventional
sanctions for the previously committed acts or have unextinguished criminal antecedents.

Article 45.  Reparation of damage
(1) The person whose right or legitimate interest has been violated by the contravention may defend it

through a civil action filed according to the civil procedural legislation. In particular, this person has the right to
reparation of patrimonial and non-patrimonial damage caused by the contravention. This paragraph applies to
the same extent if, in the sense of art. 30 paragraph (11), it is considered that the perpetrator was not subject to
contravention liability.

(2) When resolving the contravention case, the competent authority is entitled, at the request of the
victim, to order the reparation of the damage caused by the contravention if there are no discrepancies on its
extent.

Article 46.  Execution of the obligation, the failure of which is sanctioned
The contraventional sanction does not absolve the violator from the execution of the obligation for

which non-fulfilment was applied.
Chapter V 

REMEDY OF VIOLATIONS
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WHICH CONSTITUTE OFFENSES
Article 46  .  The remedial plan
(1) The remedial plan is an annex to the minutes regarding the contravention, drawn up under the

conditions of this chapter, in which the ascertaining agent establishes, as a recommendation, remedial measures
and the deadline for their implementation in order to comply with the requirements of the legislation.

(2) The remedial plan is drawn up and attached by the ascertaining agent to the minutes regarding the
contravention by which the contravention was found as a result of the state control carried out by the bodies
empowered with control functions, according to Law no. 131/2012 regarding state control over entrepreneurial
activity.

(3) If a remedial plan is drawn up, contraventional sanctions, including complementary sanctions, are
not applied until the remedial deadline expires.

(4) The rectification period represents a period between 30 and 90 working days from the date of
communication of the minutes regarding the contravention, during which the violator has the opportunity to
remedy the violations found and comply with the requirements of the legislation. The remedial term is
established taking into account the circumstances of the act and the complexity of the actions to be taken by the
offender. The remedial deadline set by the ascertaining agent cannot be changed.

(5) The ascertaining agent shall not draw up a remedial plan if:
a) the violator immediately removes the detected violation;
b) within 3 months from the date of implementation of a remedial measure from the remedial plan, the

violator again commits the contravention for which it was established;
c) prescriptions were issued to the violator for the same violations by the control body, according to

Law no. 131/2012 regarding state control over the activity of an entrepreneur, and he did not execute them
within the established term;

d) the violation is irremediable.
 (6) The responsibility for carrying out the remedial measures rests with the person who, according to

the law, bears contraventional liability for the ascertained facts.
(7) The remedial plan model is established in the annex to this code.
(8) Drawing up the minutes regarding the contravention in violation of the provisions of this chapter

shall result in the nullity of the minutes.
(9) Within 10 working days from the expiry date of the remedial period, the ascertaining agent verifies

the actions taken by the violator and completes part II of the remedial plan, in which he mentions in what
proportion the established remedial measures have been carried out.

(10) If, following the verification indicated in para. (9), it is found that the violator does not comply
with the legal requirements and the remedial measures are not taken within the established term, the
ascertaining agent draws up another report on the contravention, whereby the respective contraventional
sanctions are applied to the responsible person.

(11) The provisions of this chapter apply to the contraventions provided for in art. 55–61, art. 74–74  ,
art. 76  , art. 77 para. (1)–(7), art. 77  , art. 79 para. (1) and (5), art. 80, art. 81–83, art. 91  , art. 93–95, art.
97–98, art. 109–156, art. 157 para. (1)–(3), (5) and (6  ), art. 158–169, art. 177, art. 180  , art. 182–196  , art.
197 para. (1)–(10) and (12)–(29), art. 198–200  , art. 204, art. 206, art. 207, art. 221  , art. 224, art. 246–259 
, art. 268, art. 270, art. 271, art. 272  para. (3), (7)–(11), (13) and (14), art. 273 points 4), 6), 10)–14), 17) and
18), art. 274 para. (2)–(4), (6) and (7), art. 275, art. 277  -280, art. 283–285, art. 286 para. (1), (2) and (5), art.
293   para. (4) and (5), art. 330  , art. 330  , art. 330  , art. 344  -345, art. 348, art. 349 para. (4), art. 358, art.
358  , art. 364 para. (6)–(8), art. 364  .

Chapter V 
MEANING OF CERTAIN TERMS

OR EXPRESSIONS IN THIS CODE
Article 46  .  General dispositions
Whenever the contravention law uses a term or an expression among those defined in this chapter,

their meaning is according to the following provisions.
Article 46  .  Reasons for prejudice
(1) Prejudicial reasons mean preconceived ideas of the perpetrator based on considerations of race,

color, ethnic, national or social origin, citizenship, sex, gender, language, religion or religious beliefs, political
opinions, disability, sexual orientation, identity gender, state of health, age, marital status, migrant or asylum
status, regardless of whether the act is committed in relation to the person possessing such protected
characteristics, in relation to his or her property or in relation to the person who provides support to persons
who possesses such protected characteristics or is associated with them, this association being real or perceived
as real.
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(2) The presence in the victim's profile of certain protected characteristics will not in itself constitute a
sufficient basis to conclude that an act motivated by prejudice has been committed.

(3) It is considered that the deed was committed for reasons of prejudice, regardless of whether the
perpetrator was driven entirely or only partially by such reasons, other reasons being also present.

Title II
THE SPECIAL PART

Chapter VI
OFFENSES AFFECTING POLITICAL RIGHTS,

LABOR AND OTHER CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS
NATURAL PERSONS

Article 47.  Preventing the exercise of the electoral right
Preventing access to the polling station
is sanctioned with a fine of 12 to 18 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of 18 to

30 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position with the deprivation, in both cases, of
the right to carry out a certain activity for a period of 3 months to a year.

Article 48.  -  repealed.
Article 48  .  Violation of management legislation

                        financial means of political parties,
                        of electoral funds and initiative groups
 (1) Late submission or non-submission by political parties of financial management reports
it is sanctioned with a warning or a fine from 120 to 400 conventional units applied to the responsible

person and/or the legal entity.
(2) Premeditated distortion and/or concealment, incomplete presentation or untruthful presentation of

information, non-presentation or incomplete presentation of identification data of donors or contributors in the
report on the financial management of the political party

it is sanctioned with a warning or a fine from 90 to 300 conventional units applied to the person in a
responsible position and/or to the legal entity.

(3) Violation of the way of recording and using the political party's patrimony and the means from the
electoral fund

is sanctioned with a fine from 90 to 240 conventional units.
(4) The use contrary to the destination of the allocations from the state budget for political parties, if

this does not constitute a crime,
is sanctioned with a fine from 180 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal entity and/or the

person with a responsible position and with the deprivation of the right to hold certain positions or to carry out
certain activities for a period of 3 months to one year.

(5) The late submission or non-submission by the initiative groups of the reports on their financing
and, respectively, by the electoral contestants/referendum participants of the reports on the financing of the
electoral campaign

it is sanctioned with a warning or a fine from 90 to 300 conventional units.
(6) Premeditated distortion and/or concealment, incomplete presentation or untruthful presentation of

information, non-presentation or incomplete presentation of donor identification data from the report on the
financing of the activity of initiative groups and from the report on the financing of the electoral campaign

it is sanctioned with a warning or a fine from 60 to 240 conventional units.
(7) Illegal use of administrative resources, including favoring or consenting to the illegal use of

administrative resources, during election periods, if this does not constitute a crime,
is sanctioned with a fine from 90 to 300 conventional units with the deprivation of the right to hold

certain positions or to carry out certain activities for a period of 3 months to a year.
Article 48  . Non-execution of the summons of the Central Electoral Commission
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Non-execution of the summons of the Central Electoral Commission regarding the payment to the state
budget of the sums received by political parties, initiative groups or electoral competitors in violation of the law
or over the established ceilings

it is sanctioned with a fine from 180 to 300 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible
position and with the deprivation of the right to hold certain positions for a period of 3 months to one year.

Article 48  .  Illegal financing of political parties,
                        of initiative groups, of competitors
                        electoral or participants
                       in the referendum
(1) Illegal financing of political parties, initiative groups, electoral competitors or referendum

participants by natural persons, manifested by exceeding the ceilings established by law or on behalf of third
parties (anonymous) or by violating the rules established by the framework existing regulation,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 180 to 300 conventional units applied to the person with a liability function.

(2) Illegal financing of political parties, initiative groups, electoral competitors or referendum
participants by legal entities, manifested by violating the rules established by the existing regulatory
framework,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 240 to 600 conventional units applied to the legal person, with a fine
from 180 to 300 conventional units applied to the person with a liability function.

Article 49.  Obstructing the body's activity
                    election and jeopardizing the process
                    of voting
(1) Refusal or non-supply of data and materials requested by the electoral body, as well as non-

execution of its decision
is sanctioned with a fine of 12 to 18 conventional units.
(2) Destruction, intentional damage to subscription lists for supporting the candidate or initiating the

referendum, as well as destruction, intentional damage to the electoral list and/or ballots
is sanctioned with a fine of 18 to 30 conventional units.
(3) Refusal to execute the provisions of the president of the electoral office of the polling station

regarding ensuring order in the polling station and the related territory
is sanctioned with a fine of 6 to 12 conventional units.
(4) Photographing or public display of the completed ballot or unauthorized removal of the ballot

handed in for voting from the premises of the polling station
it is sanctioned with a warning or a fine from 6 to 50 conventional units.
Article 50.  Unauthorized electoral display
                      or damage to the electoral display
(1) Displaying election campaign material or referendum support material in a place other than the one

established, as well as damaging it
is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 18 conventional units.
(2) Producing and/or disseminating electoral agitation advertising materials that do not contain the name

of the electoral competitor, the date of printing, the circulation of the materials and the name of the printing
house that printed them

is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 18 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from
18 to 30 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 60 to 120
conventional units applied to the legal person with the deprivation of the right to to carry out a certain activity
for a period of 3 months to a year.

Article 51.  Enrollment in several lists of candidates
The deliberate acceptance of the person to be entered in several lists of candidates

is sanctioned with a fine of 9 to 15 conventional units.
Article 52.  Electoral agitation prohibited
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(1) Carrying out electoral agitation on election day or on the day before election day
it is sanctioned with a fine of 40 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of

100 to 150 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(2) Conducting electoral agitation by non-commercial organizations, trade unions, patronages,

representatives of religious cults or their component parts, carried out including in places of worship, within the
electoral campaign

it is sanctioned with a fine of 50 to 70 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of
100 to 200 conventional units applied to the person in a responsible position, with a fine of 250 to 400
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(3) The candidate's use of hate speech and/or incitement to discrimination during the election period
and/or in election campaign materials

it is sanctioned with a fine from 150 to 250 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 250 to 400 conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 52  .  Organized transportation
                            of voters
(1) The organized transport of voters to the polling station on the day of voting, in order to determine

them to exercise their electoral rights in the parliamentary, presidential, local elections or in the referendum,
is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 120 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 180 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation, in all cases, of the
right to carry out a certain activity for a period of at 6 months to a year.

(2) Organizing during the electoral campaign the transport of voters to the polling station on the day of
voting

is sanctioned with a fine from 90 to 240 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 250 to 400 conventional units applied to the legal person with or without the deprivation, in all cases, of
the right to carry out a certain activity for a period of at 6 months to a year.

Article 53.  Violation of electoral legislation by
                       members of the electoral body

(1) Failure by the members of the electoral bodies to publicize the lists of candidates in the elections or
the issues subject to the referendum

is sanctioned with a fine of 6 to 12 conventional units.
(2) Leaving the polling station without reason before the beginning of the totalization of the results of

the elections or the results of the referendum and before the signing of the minutes
is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 12 conventional units.
(3) Unjustified failure to deliver the ballot to the person entered in the electoral list or the delivery to a

single voter of more ballots than is provided by law
is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 12 conventional units.
Article 54.  Violation of the legislation regarding religious cults
(1) Impeding the freedom to belong or not to a certain religion, to have or not to have certain beliefs, to

change one's religion or beliefs, to profess one's religion or beliefs individually or jointly, in public or in
private, through teaching, religious practices, worship and the performance of rites

is sanctioned with a fine of 3 to 6 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of 60 to
120 conventional units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation, in both cases, of the right to
carry out a certain activity for a period of 3 months to a year.

(2) Confessional intolerance manifested through acts that hinder the free exercise of a religious cult or
through actions to propagate religious hatred

it is sanctioned with a warning or a fine from 6 to 12 conventional units.
(3)  - repealed.
 (4) Carrying out religious activities by foreign citizens in public places without prior notification of the

town hall of the respective locality
is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 12 conventional units.
(5) Offense brought to the religious feelings of natural persons, desecration of objects revered by them,

of premises, monuments, graves, of their conceptual symbolism
it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 36 conventional units or with unpaid work for the benefit of the

community from 40 to 60 hours.
(6) Violation of the exclusive right of religious cults to publish, print and manufacture, sell or otherwise

distribute religious objects
is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 30 conventional units.
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(7) Disclosure of the secret of confession by a minister of religious worship
is sanctioned with a fine from 3 to 6 conventional units.
Article 54  .  Practicing a profession or an activity without the right
Practicing a profession or an activity, other than the activity of an entrepreneur, without holding a

license or other authorization, if the law stipulates that its possession is mandatory, is sanctioned
with a fine from 30 to 48 conventional units applied to the natural person or with unpaid work in community
service from 40 to 60 hours, with a fine from 48 to 72 conventional units applied to the responsible person,
with a fine from 120 to 180 conventional units applied to the legal person with deprivation, in all cases, of the
right to to carry out a certain activity for a period of 6 months to a year.

Article 54  .  Violation of equality in the field of work
(1) Any distinction, exclusion, restriction or preference, based on race, nationality, ethnic origin,

language, religion or beliefs, sex, age, sexual orientation, disability, opinion, political affiliation or any other
criterion, which has as an effect limiting or undermining equality of opportunity or treatment in employment or
dismissal, in the direct activity and in professional training, carried out by:

a) placing employment notices indicating the conditions and criteria that exclude or favor certain
people;

b) unjustified refusal to hire the person;
c) unjustified refusal of admission of some persons to professional qualification courses;
d) differentiated remuneration for the same type and/or volume of work;
e) the differentiated and unfounded distribution of work tasks, which results from the granting of a less

favorable status to some persons,
it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 84 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 120 to 210 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 210 to
270 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(2)  - repealed.
Article 55.  Violation of labor legislation
(1) Violation of labor legislation, manifested by:
a) non-compliance by the employer with the normal duration of working time;
b) engaging in additional work, on rest days and non-working holidays without the employee's written

consent;
c) the employer's refusal to grant additional breaks for feeding the child;
d) the employer's refusal to grant annual vacations according to the law;
e) the employer's refusal to grant social, study leaves, guaranteed by law;
e  ) the employer's refusal to suspend employment relations under art. 78 para. (1) of the Labor Code

no. 154/2003;
f) making unjustified deductions from the salary;
g) failure to grant the guarantees and compensations provided for by law;
h) the employer's refusal to issue the certificate regarding work and salary,
it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 70 to 120 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 150 to 240
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(2) The same violations committed against the minor
it is sanctioned with a fine of 50 to 80 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of

100 to 140 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine of 200 to 300
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(3) Violation of labor legislation, manifested by:
a) performance of work by a person without having concluded an individual work contract in written

form;
b) establishing and paying a salary below the minimum level guaranteed by the state or established by

the collective agreement/labor agreement;
c) non-remuneration of additional work, work performed on rest days and non-working holidays and/or

night work;
d) non-payment of additions, increments, compensation payments, including the awards provided by

law, by the regulations approved by the employer, by the collective agreement/labor agreement, by the
individual labor contract,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 70 to 120 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 150 to 240 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 260 to
400 conventional units applied to the legal person.
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Article 55  . Use of undeclared work
Use of undeclared work
is sanctioned for each identified person with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the

natural person, with a fine from 150 to 210 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position,
with a fine from 210 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person .

Article 55  .  Payment of salary or other payments without their reflection in the accounting records
Payment of salary or other payments without their reflection in the accounting records
is sanctioned, for each person identified, with a fine of 400 to 500 conventional units applied to the

natural person, with a fine of 1000 to 1500 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position,
with a fine of 1000 to 1500 conventional units applied the legal person.

Article 55  .  Violation by the employer of the security legislation 
                        and occupational health
(1) Violation by the employer of the legislation on safety and health at work, if the act does not

constitute a crime, manifested by:
a) failure to assess professional risks at workplaces;
b) failure to inform employees about professional risks;
c) lack in the economic unit of documents in the field of safety and health at work, which must be drawn

up and/or held by the employer according to the legislation in force;
d) failure to provide employees with instructions and training regarding safety and health at work;
e) attracting certain categories of employees to work prohibited by law;
f) admission to work of employees without professional training and/or the necessary training in the

field of safety and health at work;
g) non-compliance with the obligation to establish for employees their duties in the field of safety and

health at work;
h) failure to comply with the obligation to create and maintain hygienic and sanitary working

conditions;
i) failure to comply with the obligation to provide free protective equipment;
j) failure to ensure the conditions for carrying out the periodic medical examination in the manner

established by law and, as the case may be, the periodic psychological testing of employees;
k) non-compliance with the obligation to take the necessary measures for providing first aid,

extinguishing fires and evacuating workers;
l) non-compliance with the obligation to ensure the permanent and proper functioning of protection

systems and devices, measuring and control equipment, as well as installations for capturing, retaining and
neutralizing harmful substances released during technological processes,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 100 to 200 conventional units applied to the responsible person, with a
fine from 250 to 400 conventional units applied to the legal entity.

(2) The same violations committed against the minor
it is sanctioned with a fine from 240 to 300 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible

position, with a fine from 400 to 500 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(3) Failure to ensure communication, research, records and reporting in the established manner of work

accidents occurring in the economic unit or the change in the actual situation resulting from the occurrence of a
work accident, except in cases where maintaining this situation may generate other work accidents or may
endanger the life of the injured or other persons,

it is sanctioned with a fine of 300 to 400 conventional units applied to the person in a responsible
position.

Article 55  .  Violation of the rules of conduct
                         of unqualified activities with character
                         occasionally carried out by day laborers
(1) Violation of the provisions regarding the daily duration or the duration during a calendar year of the

non-qualified activity of an occasional nature carried out by the day laborer
it is sanctioned with a fine from 25 to 50 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 50 to 100 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(2) Violation of the provisions regarding the attraction of persons aged 15 to 16 to occasional activities

carried out by day laborers without the written consent of parents or legal representatives
it is sanctioned with a fine from 40 to 80 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 50 to 100 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(3) Violation of the provisions regarding the remuneration of the work performed by the day laborer
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it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 40 to 80 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(4) Violation of the rules for keeping the register of day laborers
it is sanctioned with a fine from 15 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 20 to 40 conventional units applied to the legal person.
Article 56.  Violation of employment and protection legislation
                      of people looking for a job
(1) The use by persons with a position of responsibility, when completing official documents, of names

of professions or positions that do not correspond to the Classifier of occupations from the Republic of
Moldova

is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 30 conventional units.
(2) Failure to communicate, within the term established by the legislation, by the beneficiary of

unemployment aid and/or integration or professional reintegration allowances to the territorial employment
agency where he is registered, of any change in the conditions that led to establishing the right of beneficiary

is sanctioned with a fine from 2 to 6 conventional units.
(3) Non-offering by the public authority, public institution or state enterprise of the places planned for

internships of at least 10% of the staff
it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the responsible person.
Article 56  .  Violation of employment legislation 
                        of disabled people
(1) Avoiding or refusing to conclude an employment contract with a disabled person who has

recommendations regarding placement in the field of work from the institution empowered by legislation
it is sanctioned with a fine from 180 to 210 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(2) Avoiding or refusing to assign available jobs or to create new jobs for the placement in the work

field of people who have partially lost their ability to work as a result of a work accident or have acquired an
occupational disease, at the respective employer, as a result of which they were recognized as persons with
disabilities,

is sanctioned with a fine from 240 to 300 conventional units.
(3) Avoiding or refusing to reserve jobs and to hire persons with disabilities in the workplace in

proportion to at least 5 percent of the total number of employees, during a financial year, if, according to the
personnel statements, there are 20 of employees and more,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 240 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(4) Failure to notify the territorial agency for employment by employers, within the term established by

the legislation, of the information on the jobs reserved for the employment of persons with disabilities, as well
as the information on the employment of persons with disabilities carried out at the places reserved work,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 180 to 210 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(5) Non-fulfilment and non-compliance with the regulations in force regarding the integration of

persons with disabilities into the workplace through the reasonable arrangement and adaptation of workplaces
to ensure access and use by persons with disabilities

it is sanctioned with a fine from 240 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person.
Article 57.  Violation of payment deadlines for salaries, pensions, scholarships, 
                      allowances and making other permanent payments, 
                       established by legislation
(1) Intentional violation by more than 2 months of the term established for the payment of salaries, as

well as for making other payments of a permanent nature, established by legislation,
it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 60 to 120 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 120 to 180
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(2) Intentional violation by more than 2 months of the term established for the payment of pensions,
scholarships, allowances, as well as for making other payments of a permanent nature, established by
legislation,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 45 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 66 to 120 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 132 to 180
conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 58.  Admission of the minor to jobs that present danger 
                       for his life and health or attracting the minor to work 
                       which poses a danger to his life and health
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Admitting the minor to jobs that pose a danger to his life and health or engaging the minor to perform
work prohibited by law

is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from
150 to 240 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 240 to 300
conventional units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation , in all cases, the right to carry out a
certain activity for a period of 6 months to a year.

Article 59.  Evasion from negotiations on the conclusion of the collective agreement 
                       of work or violation of the term of its conclusion
Evading the representatives of the parties from negotiations on the conclusion, modification or

completion of the collective labor agreement or violation of the negotiation deadline, failure to ensure the
commission's activity in order to conclude the collective labor agreement within the deadline

is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 18 conventional units.
Article 60.  Unfounded refusal to conclude a collective labor contract
Unfounded refusal of the employer to conclude a collective labor agreement
is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 30 conventional units.
Article 61.  Preventing the exercise of the right to establish trade unions 
                       and their affiliation
Preventing the exercise of the right of employees to found unions and to join them in order to defend

their professional, economic and social interests and to enroll in them
it is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 30 to 42 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.
Article 62 . –  repealed.
Article 63.  Non-fulfillment of maintenance and education obligations 
                      and training the child
(1) Non-fulfilment or improper fulfillment by the parents or by the persons who replace them of the

obligations of maintenance, education and training of the child
it is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 15 conventional units or with unpaid work for the benefit of the

community from 15 to 25 hours.
(2) The actions specified in paragraph (1), if they resulted in the lack of supervision of the child,

vagrancy, begging or the child committing a socially dangerous act,
it is sanctioned with a fine from 9 to 18 conventional units or with unpaid work for the benefit of the

community from 40 to 60 hours.
Article 63  . Admission of persons who have not reached the age of 16
                        in leisure facilities unaccompanied outside the established hours
Allowing people under the age of 16 to be in bars, cafes, restaurants, cinemas, discos, disco clubs, night

clubs, saunas, Internet rooms or other entertainment venues without being accompanied by their parents or their
substitutes after 22.00

it is sanctioned with a fine of 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of 90
to 180 conventional units applied to the legal person with the deprivation of the right to carry out a certain
activity for a period of 3 to 6 months.

Article 64.  Preventing the exercise of the right to communicate with the child 
                      and to educate him
(1) Unfounded prevention of one of the parents (of both parents) from taking part in the education of the

child
is sanctioned with a fine from 15 to 30 conventional units.
(2) Violation by the child's parents/legal representatives, grandparents, brothers or sisters of the decision

of the guardianship authority regarding the establishment of the way of realizing the right of communication
with the child

it is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 12 conventional units or with unpaid work for the benefit of the
community from 12 to 24 hours.

Article 65.  Violation of the legislation regarding the special protection of children 
                       at risk and of children separated from their parents
(1) Non-exercise or improper exercise by authorized persons of the attributions of local guardianship

authority or territorial guardianship authority regarding:
a) identification, recording and assistance of children at risk;
b) protection of children separated from their parents;
c) determining the status of the child;
d) cooperation between guardianship authorities;
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e) failure to comply with the legal conditions for receiving and registering notifications regarding
children at risk

it is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 90 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible
position with or without deprivation of the right to hold a certain position for a period of 3 months to one year.

(2) Failure to ensure compliance by the employees of the central and local public administration
authorities, of the structures, institutions and services within or subordinate to them, which operate in the fields
of social assistance, education, health care, legal bodies, with the terms and procedures provided by the
mechanism intersectoral cooperation regarding:

a) transmission to the competent guardianship authority of notifications regarding children at risk, as
well as those regarding cases of violence, neglect or exploitation of children within social services, medical,
educational, cultural institutions;

b) participation in the process of initial and complex assessment of the child's situation at the request of
the local guardianship authority, as well as in the development and implementation of the individualized
assistance plan,

is sanctioned with a fine from 15 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from
30 to 150 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position with or without deprivation of the
right to hold a certain position or to carry out a certain activity for a period of 3 months to a year.

(3) Failure to notify the guardianship authority by the person in charge and by other persons obliged to
do so about the existence of a danger to the child's life or health or about the violation of his legitimate rights
and interests

is sanctioned with a fine from 15 to 30 conventional units.
Article 65  .  Discrimination in the field of education
Any difference, exclusion, restriction or preference, based on race, nationality, ethnic origin, language,

religion or beliefs, sex, age, disability, opinion, political affiliation or any other criterion, manifested:
a) to provide access to educational institutions of any type and level;
b) by establishing study admission principles, based on certain restrictions, in violation of the provisions

of the legislation in force;
c) in the educational process, including the evaluation of accumulated knowledge;
d) in the scientific-didactic activity,
it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 84 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 120 to 210 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 210 to
270 conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 65  .  Obstructing the activity of the social worker/specialist 
                        in the protection of children's rights
Obstructing the activity of the social worker/specialist in the protection of children's rights in the

process of identifying, evaluating, recording, assisting or monitoring the child at risk or the child separated
from the parents, by unjustified refusal to provide truthful and complete information or failure to appear within
the deadline indicated the requested information, or unlawfully preventing access to the child's location or
maliciously evading the execution of legitimate provisions
is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 42 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from 12 to 48
conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 42 to 90 conventional
units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation , in all cases, the right to hold a certain position or
to carry out a certain activity for a period of up to 6 months.

Article 65  .  Unfounded refusal to issue the medical certificate 
                        birth certificate
Non-issuance of the medical certificate of birth, of the duplicate in the cases provided by the legislation

by the medical and sanitary institution, as well as non-observation or non-issuance of the medical certificate of
birth by the doctor who attended the birth or to whom the mother addressed after the birth, if the birth occurred
outside the medical institution,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 48 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 36 to 60 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position with or without deprivation
of the right to hold a certain position for up to 6 months.

Article 66.  Violation of the rules of adoption, the establishment of guardianship (guardianship) over 
                      children left without parental care, non-fulfillment of prescriptions 
                      laws of the guardianship authority
(1) Violation by persons with responsibility in curative, training, social assistance and other similar

institutions of the 3-day deadline for communicating to the guardianship authority about children left without
parental care who can later be passed on for adoption or under guardianship (guardianship) for care and
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education
is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 30 conventional units.
(2) The presentation of false data about the child left without parental care by the person in charge of the

birth home (section), from the curative, prophylaxis or other kind of institution
is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units.
(3) Failure to fulfill within the term the legal prescriptions of the guardianship authority regarding the

manner of exercising guardianship or guardianship over the minor or regarding the manner of exercising the
protective measure over the adult

is sanctioned with a fine from 20 to 50 conventional units.
Article 67.  Violation of the legislation on meetings
(1) Holding the meeting without submitting the prior declaration by its organizer in the manner

established by the legislation
is sanctioned with a fine of 18 to 24 conventional units.
(2) Preventing the organization or holding of meetings in accordance with the law, as well as preventing

participation or forcing to participate in them
is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 30 conventional units.
(3) Non-fulfillment by the organizer of the meeting of the obligations provided by law
is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 18 conventional units.
(4) Attending the meeting with the weapon on him
it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units with the deprivation of the right to own a

weapon and carry a weapon for a period of 3 months to a year.
(4  ) Participation in the meeting with possession of explosive substances, any prohibited substances or

other objects that may endanger the life or health of people
it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units or with contravention arrest from 5 to 15

days.
(5) Preventing in any form access to buildings in the immediate vicinity of the meeting place
is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 30 conventional units.
Article 67 . –  repealed. 
Article 68.  Forcing or preventing to participate in the strike
Forcing or preventing to participate in the strike by threatening to apply force or by taking advantage of

the dependency of the constrained person
it is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 30 conventional units or with unpaid work for the benefit of the

community from 30 to 60 hours.
Article 69.  Insult
(1) Insult, i.e. words or deeds that harm the honor and dignity of the person,
it is sanctioned with a fine from 9 to 18 conventional units or with unpaid work for the benefit of the

community from 10 to 20 hours.
(2) The insult brought in the mass media , in written form, drawing or image, or through a computer

system
it is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 24 conventional units or with unpaid work for the benefit of the

community from 15 to 30 hours.
(3) The facts provided for in para. (1) or (2), committed for reasons of prejudice,
it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 30 conventional units or with unpaid work for the benefit of the

community from 20 to 60 hours.
Article 70.  Slander
(1) Slander, i.e. knowingly spreading false information defaming another person,
is sanctioned with a fine from 48 to 72 conventional units applied to the natural person or with unpaid

work for the benefit of the community from 20 to 60 hours, with a fine from 72 to 150 conventional units
applied to the person in a responsible position with deprivation of the right to hold certain positions or the right
to carry out certain activities for a period of 3 months to a year.

(2) The same action accompanied by the accusation of committing a crime
is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person or with unpaid

work for the benefit of the community from 40 to 60 hours, with a fine from 90 to 180 conventional units
applied to the person in a responsible position with deprivation of the right to hold certain positions or the right
to carry out certain activities for a period of 6 months to a year.

(3) The act provided for in para. (1) and (2), committed for reasons of prejudice,
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it is sanctioned with a fine from 72 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person or with unpaid
work for the benefit of the community from 30 to 60 hours, or with criminal detention of up to 15 days, with a
fine from 180 to 240 conventional units applied to the person with a position of responsibility with the
deprivation of the right to hold certain positions or the right to carry out certain activities for a period of 6
months to one year.

Article 70  .  Incitement to discrimination
(1) Intentional actions, public exhortations, dissemination of information or other forms of public

information, including through the mass media, in written form, drawing or image, or through a computer
system, aimed at inciting discrimination on grounds of prejudice

it is sanctioned with a fine from 20 to 80 conventional units applied to the natural person, from 120 to
210 conventional units to the person with a responsible position.

(2) Actions taken as part of a speech or public debate with a reasonable and objective justification
regarding issues of religion, education, objective scientific research, including in the context of artistic events
or actions, are not considered incitement to actions of discrimination based on prejudice .

Article 70  .  Bullying
Harassment, i.e. the manifestation of physical, verbal, non-verbal behavior or other actions that lead to

the creation of an intimidating, hostile, degrading, humiliating or offensive environment, with the aim or effect
of harming the dignity of a person based on the criteria of race, color, national origin , ethnic and social status,
citizenship, language, religion or belief, age, sex, gender identity, marital status, sexual orientation, disability,
health status, HIV status, opinion, political affiliation, wealth, birth or any other criterion,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 78 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person or with
unpaid work for the benefit of the community from 40 to 60 hours, with a fine from 150 to 240 conventional
units applied to the person in a responsible position with or without deprivation , in both cases, the right to hold
certain positions or the right to carry out a certain activity for a period of 3 months to a year.

Article 70  .  Victimization
Any action or inaction resulting in negative consequences for the person who filed a complaint or

brought an action in court for the purpose of ensuring the principles of equality and non-discrimination or for
the purpose of providing information, including testimonies, that refer to the complaint or action brought by to
another person

it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 84 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 120 to 210 conventional units applied to the person with a liability function.

Article 71.  Violation of the legislation regarding access to information and regarding
                       upon petition
(1) Intentional violation of the legal provisions regarding access to information or those regarding

petitioning
it is sanctioned with a fine from 9 to 15 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 18 to 30 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.
(2) Presentation, upon request, of an answer with obviously erroneous data
it is sanctioned with a fine from 27 to 33 conventional units applied to the responsible person.
Article 71  .  Discrimination regarding access to available services and goods 
                        PUBLIC
Any difference, exclusion, restriction or preference, based on criteria of race, nationality, ethnic origin,

language, religion or beliefs, sex, age, disability, opinion, political affiliation or any other criterion, manifested
in the field of access of people to the services offered by public authorities, for medical assistance, medical
rehabilitation and other health services, for social protection, banking and financial, transport, cultural and
leisure services, for the sale or rental of movable or immovable goods, as well as to other services and goods
available to the public, if the act does not constitute a crime,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 84 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 120 to 210 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 210 to
270 conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 71  .  Obstructing the work of the  Equality Council
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Obstructing the activity of the Equality Council with the aim of influencing its decisions, failure to
present relevant information requested for the examination of complaints or in the monitoring process within
the time limit provided by law, intentional ignoring and non-execution of the prescriptions and
recommendations of the council, as well as the obligations assumed by the conciliation agreements , preventing
in any other form its activity

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 45 to 90 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.

Article 72.  Illegal prevention of access to documents from 
                      The archival fund
Illegal prevention of access to documents from the Archival Fund
it is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 12 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 9 to 18 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.
Article 73.  Violation of the method of handing over copies of the legal deposit, 
                       the intentional destruction or damage of the library fund
(1) Violation of the method of handing over to the National Library and other library centers copies of

the legal deposit for national bibliographic control and statistical records
is sanctioned with a fine of 6 to 12 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of 15 to

30 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position or unpaid work for the benefit of the
community, in both cases, from 20 to 60 hours .

(2) Deliberate destruction or damage to the library fund
it is sanctioned with a fine from 9 to 15 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 12 to 24 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.
Article 74.  Violation of legislation regarding
                        to cultural heritage, heritage
                        archaeological or monuments
                       of public forum
(1) Violation of the regime of protection and use of cultural heritage assets, archaeological heritage or

public monuments
it is sanctioned with a fine from 350 to 500 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 1000 to 1500 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from
1000 to 1500 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(2) Building public monuments without legal approvals
it is sanctioned with a fine from 90 to 180 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 180 to 250 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 250 to
300 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(3) Dismantling, displacement or modification of public monuments without legal approvals
it is sanctioned with a fine from 350 to 500 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 750 to 900 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 1000
to 1500 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(4) Interventions through unauthorized construction or in violation of the building permit on the land of
the historical monument, the monument of public forum or on the land with archaeological heritage or in their
protection zones

is sanctioned with a fine from 350 to 500 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 1000 to 1500 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position with the deprivation of
the right to hold certain positions for a period of 9 months to a year, with a fine from 1000 to 1500 conventional
units applied to the legal person with the deprivation of the right to carry out a certain activity.

(5) Failure to fulfill the duties related to the maintenance, care, preservation and restoration of public
monuments

it is sanctioned with a fine from 400 to 500 conventional units applied to the person with a
responsibility function, with a fine from 1000 to 1500 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(6) Non-compliance by the mayor of the administrative-territorial unit with the legal provisions
regarding the protection of historical monuments, ensuring the protection of the archaeological heritage and
reporting to the National Archaeological Agency regarding the non-compliance with the legislation regarding
the protection of the archaeological heritage, as well as reporting to the Monument Inspection Agency
regarding non-compliance with the legislation in the field of monument protection,

is sanctioned with a fine of 400 to 500 conventional units.



(7) Issuance by the issuer of the building permit in the absence of the certificate of discharge of
archaeological burden for the lands with archaeological heritage, in the absence of the approval of the National
Council of Historical Monuments for interventions on historical and cultural monuments of national category
or in the absence of the approval of the National Council for Public Forum Monuments regarding the
construction of public forum monuments or war commemorative works, if this does not constitute a crime,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 1000 to 1500 conventional units applied to the person with a
responsible position with or without the deprivation of the right to hold certain positions for a period of 9
months to one year.

(8) The prevention by the owners of the lands with archaeological heritage or by the holders of the right
to their possession of the access of authorized personnel, according to the legislation, by the authority
responsible for the protection and exploitation of the archaeological heritage, in view of the archaeological
prospecting, research and protection of the archaeological heritage and ensuring protection and guarding
measures for archaeological heritage assets

it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 180 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(9) Alienation by private owners of lands with archaeological heritage or monuments entered in the
Register of monuments of the Republic of Moldova protected by the state without prior notification of the
Ministry of Culture

it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 180 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(10) Unauthorized making of inscriptions, writings, drawings or any other actions that lead to the
destruction, degradation, change of historical data or the appearance of public monuments or war
commemorative works

it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 180 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 74  .  Processing of personal data in violation of the law
                        regarding the protection of personal data
(1) Non-compliance with the basic conditions for the processing, storage and use of personal data,

except for the cases provided for in para. (5),
is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from

90 to 180 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 120 to 300
conventional units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation , in all cases, of the right to carry out
a certain activity for a period of 3 months to a year.

(2)  -  repealed.
(3) Violation of the rights of the subject of personal data to be informed, to access personal data, to

intervene on personal data, to oppose and not to be subject to an individual decision
is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from

90 to 180 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 120 to 300
conventional units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation , in all cases, the right to carry out a
certain activity for a period of 3 months to a year.

(4)  -  repealed.
(5) Cross-border transmission of personal data in violation of the legislation on the protection of

personal data
is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from

90 to 180 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 120 to 300
conventional units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation , in all cases, the right to carry out a
certain activity for a period of 3 months to a year.

Article 74  .  Refusing to provide information or preventing access 
                        the staff of the National Center for Data Protection with 
                        Personal Character
(1) Refusal to provide the information or documents requested by the National Center for the Protection

of Personal Data in the process of exercising control powers, the presentation of inauthentic or incomplete
information, as well as the failure to present the requested information and documents within the deadline
established by law

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 60 to 150 conventional units applied to the legal person.
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(2) Preventing the access of personnel authorized with control functions of the National Center for the
Protection of Personal Data in the rooms and on the territory of the location of the personal data recording
systems, to the personal data processed by the operators and/or the persons authorized by operators, to the
processing equipment, to programs and applications, to any document or record related to the processing of
personal data

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 120 to 240 conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 74  .  Failure to comply with the decisions of the National Center for Protection
                       Personal Data
Failure to comply within the established term with the decision of the National Center for the Protection

of Personal Data regarding the reinstatement of the rights of the subject of personal data, including regarding
the suspension or termination of the processing of personal data, regarding the blocking, partial or complete
destruction of personal data processed with violation of the legislation in the field of personal data protection,

is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from
60 to 180 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 150 to 300
conventional units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation , in all cases, the right to carry out a
certain activity for a period of 3 months to a year.

Chapter VII
OFFENSES AFFECTING THE HEALTH OF THE POPULATION,

PERSONAL HEALTH, TO THE SANITARY-EPIDEMIOLOGICAL STATE
Article 75.  Disclosure of confidential information regarding the medical examination
                       detection of human immunodeficiency virus contamination 
                       (HIV) which causes AIDS
(1) Disclosure of confidential information about medical examinations to detect contamination with the

human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) that causes the AIDS disease by medical personnel or by other persons
who, by virtue of their service obligations, have such information

is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 42 conventional units.
(2) The act provided for in para. (1), committed for reasons of prejudice,
is sanctioned with a fine from 48 to 72 conventional units.
Article 76.  Avoidance of the tuberculosis patient removing bacilli
                       from the treatment or violation of the prescribed regimen
Evasion of the bacilli-eliminating tuberculosis patient from treatment or violation of the prescribed

regimen
is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 15 conventional units.
Article 76  .  Failure to comply with prophylaxis, prevention and/or measures
                        combating epidemic diseases
(1) Non-compliance with the provisions/measures of prophylaxis, prevention and/or combating of

epidemic diseases, as well as the public health measures established by the competent authorities,
it is sanctioned with a fine from 40 to 100 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 200 to 700 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(1  ) Repeated commission of the same contravention provided for in para. (1) during the same

calendar year by a person previously sanctioned, by a final judgment/decision, for this contravention
it is sanctioned with a fine from 300 to 500 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 1000 to 1500 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(2) The intentional presentation of false or incomplete data or the refusal to present the data necessary to

complete the epidemiological file
it is sanctioned with a fine from 50 to 150 conventional units applied to the natural person.
Article 77.  Illicit practice of medical and pharmaceutical activity
(1) Practicing medical and pharmaceutical activity as a profession by a person who does not have the

appropriate medical and pharmaceutical studies
is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 42 conventional units.
(2) Practicing by the person authorized to carry out pharmaceutical activities some types of activity not

indicated in the license
it is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 24 to 42 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 30 to 60
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(3) Carrying out pharmaceutical activity in places not authorized by the Ministry of Health
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it is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 24 to 42 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 30 to 60
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(4) Non-compliant storage of medicines, storage, use, advertising and marketing of medicines not
authorized by the Ministry of Health for use, medicines with expired validity period, as well as those without
the document and/or information certifying the quality and without the name and address of the manufacturer ,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 70 to 120 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 100 to
150 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(5) Violation of the rules for prescribing prescriptions and dispensing medicines
is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 30 conventional units.

(6) The production, modification of the production formula, the technological flow, the marking of
medicines, other pharmaceutical and parapharmaceutical products, as well as the technical-normative
documentation, by the enterprises that produce medicines, other pharmaceutical and parapharmaceutical
products without the respective authorization of the Ministry Health

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(7) Practicing the pharmaceutical activity without using the informational system for recording the

circulation of medicines, using this system in violation of the established requirements
it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible

position, with a fine from 72 to 102 conventional units applied to the legal person with the deprivation, in both
cases, of the right to carry out a certain activity for a term from 3 months to a year.

(8) Practicing folk medicine without a special authorization, issued in the manner established by law,
it is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 30 conventional units with or without deprivation of the right to

carry out a certain activity from 3 months to one year.
Article 77  .  Failure to comply with commitments regarding the institution's insurance
                        medico-sanitary with medicines
Non-compliance with the commitments assumed by the parties regarding the provision of the public or

private medical and sanitary institution with medicines according to the public procurement contract or other
sales-purchase contract

it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 120 to 300 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 240 to
300 conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 77  .  Outraging the doctor or medical worker
(1) Insulting the doctor or medical worker, i.e. the premeditated insult to his honor, dignity or

professional reputation, in the exercise of his duties
it is sanctioned with a fine from 10 to 25 conventional units applied to the natural person.
(2) Outraging the doctor or medical worker accompanied by acts of hooliganism and/or bodily harm, if

these actions do not constitute a crime,
it is sanctioned with a fine from 50 to 150 conventional units applied to the natural person or with a

contravention arrest of up to 15 days.
Article 78.  Injury to bodily integrity
(1) Maltreatment or other violent actions that caused insignificant damage to bodily integrity
it is sanctioned with a fine from 15 to 30 conventional units or with unpaid work for the benefit of the

community from 20 to 40 hours, or with contraventional arrest from 5 to 10 days.
(2) Intentional slight injury to bodily integrity that caused a short-term disturbance of health or an

insignificant but stable loss of work capacity
it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 45 conventional units or with unpaid work for the benefit of the

community from 40 to 60 hours, or with contraventional arrest from 10 to 15 days.
(3) The facts provided for in para. (1) or (2), committed for reasons of prejudice,
it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units or with unpaid work for the benefit of the

community from 40 to 60 hours, or with a misdemeanor arrest for up to 15 days.
Article 78  .  Domestic violence
Maltreatment or other violent actions, committed by a family member towards another family member,

which caused insignificant injury to bodily integrity
it is sanctioned with unpaid work for the benefit of the community from 40 to 60 hours or with

contravention arrest from 7 to 15 days.
Article 78  .  Acts of persecution
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The repeated persecution of a person who was caused a state of anxiety, fear for his own safety or that
of his close relatives, being forced to change his way of life, committed by:

a) tracking the person;
b) contacting or attempting to contact by any means or through another person,
it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units or with unpaid work for the benefit of the

community from 20 to 40 hours, or with contraventional arrest from 10 to 15 days.
Article 79.  Violation of the legislation on blood donation
(1) Abduction of blood and blood derivatives, their unintentional alteration
is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 12 conventional units.
(2) Use of donated blood, blood derivatives and blood preparations for profit
it is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 24 conventional units or with unpaid work for the benefit of the

community from 40 to 60 hours.
(3) Illegal removal from the country of donated blood, blood derivatives and blood preparations
it is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 36 conventional units or with unpaid work for the benefit of the

community from 40 to 60 hours.
(4) Failure to ensure the preservation of donated blood, blood derivatives and blood preparations
it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible

position, with a fine from 120 to 180 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(5) Intentional concealment by blood donors of data regarding previous illnesses
is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units.
Article 80.  Violation of health regulations
(1) Violation of health regulations when selling products (goods) or when providing services to the

consumer
it is sanctioned with a fine from 3 to 6 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from

10 to 30 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 42 to 60
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(2) Violation of health regulations by employees of food sector enterprises, including when selling food
products or providing consumer services in the food sector

it is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 24 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 90 to 120 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(2  ) Non-fulfillment of the obligation of the employers of fueling stations with petroleum products
regarding the provision of free access to the sanitary group for persons

it is sanctioned with a fine from 42 to 60 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(3) Failure to comply with the legal prescriptions of the competent authorities regarding the removal of

the violation of sanitary regulations
it is sanctioned with a fine from 120 to 150 conventional units applied to the responsible person, with a

fine from 150 to 240 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(4) Failure to fulfill the obligation to make public truthful information about the quality of drinking

water
is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units.
(5) The production, storage, transportation and distribution of new types of food products and

unapproved materials that come into contact with food products in premises and under conditions that do not
comply with sanitary rules

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 48 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 120 to 150 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 120 to
240 conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 80  .  Preparation, marketing or distribution of products
                         food not recommended for preschoolers and students in institutions
                         of general and professional technical education, as well as in the camps
                         of rest and improving the health of children and adolescents
The preparation, sale or distribution of food products not recommended for preschoolers and students in

general and professional technical education institutions, as well as in rest and health care camps for children
and adolescents, regardless of the type of ownership and their legal form of organization,

is sanctioned with a fine of 6 to 12 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of 40 to
70 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine of 60 to 90 conventional
units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation, in both cases, the right to carry out a certain
activity for a period of 3 months to a year.

Article 81.  Employment in enterprises in the food sector or in
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                       enterprises that carry out maintenance activities
                        body of the staff without medical examination and/or without
                       hygienic training, and/or without the necessary qualification in the subject
                        of hygiene
Employment in food sector enterprises or in enterprises that carry out personal care activities without a

medical examination and/or hygiene training, and/or without the necessary hygiene qualification
it is sanctioned with a fine from 90 to 120 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible

position, with a fine from 120 to 150 conventional units applied to the legal person.
Article 82.  Placement on the market of materials that come into contact with
                       food products, which have not been registered
Placing on the market materials that come into contact with food products, which have not been

registered according to the procedure provided by law
it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 108 to 150 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 180 to
240 conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 82  .  Use in the production process, marketing and distribution
                         food additives, food supplements, new food products,
                         fortified food products, food products treated with radiation
                          ionizers and materials that come into contact with food products, which
                          were not registered
The use in the production process, placing on the market and distribution of food additives, food

supplements, new food products, fortified food products, food products treated with ionizing radiation, as well
as the use throughout the food chain of materials that come into contact with food products, which were not
registered according to the legal provisions

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 100 to 150 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 180 to
240 conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 83.  Failure to take measures to stop the placing on the market of new types
                       of food products and unapproved materials that come
                       in contact with food products
Failure to take measures to stop the placing on the market of new types of food products and

unapproved materials that come into contact with food products, to organize and carry out their withdrawal
from the circuit, to execute the decisions of the supervisory and control bodies regarding their conditional use
or their destruction

it is sanctioned with a fine from 42 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 150 to 180 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 180 to
240 conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 84.  Production, placing on the market and/or marketing of products
                       and providing services dangerous to life and health
                       CONSUMER
Producing, placing on the market and/or selling products and providing services dangerous for the life

and health of the consumer, contrary to legal provisions,
is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from

180 to 240 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 210 to 300
conventional units applied to the legal person with deprivation, in in all cases, the right to carry out a certain
activity for a period of 3 months to a year.

Article 85.  Illegal procurement or keeping of drugs, precursors, ethnobotanicals
                       and their analogues in small quantities or drug use
                       without a doctor's prescription
(1) The illegal procurement or keeping, without the purpose of alienation, of drugs, precursors,

ethnobotanicals and their analogues in small quantities, as well as the consumption of drugs without a doctor's
prescription

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units or with unpaid work for the benefit of the
community for up to 72 hours.

(2) In the case of the person who voluntarily surrendered illegally possessed drugs, precursors,
ethnobotanicals and their analogs, or who voluntarily addressed or accepts to address a medical institution in
order to be given the necessary assistance in connection with their illegal consumption, the contraventional
liability for the facts provided for in this article is removed.
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Article 86.  Failure to take measures to ensure the protection of sowings
                       of plants containing drugs, their precursors and analogues
Failure to take the measures provided by the legislation to ensure the established regime of protection of

the sowing of sleeping poppy, hemp, coca shrub, places of storage and processing of the harvests of these crops,
failure to take measures to destroy the remains left after harvesting and waste production containing drugs,
precursors and their analogues

it is sanctioned with a fine from 90 to 210 conventional units applied to the responsible person, with a
fine from 300 to 600 conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 87.  Illegal cultivation of plants containing drugs, precursors
                        and their analogues and the manufacture of ethnobotanicals
Illegal cultivation of plants containing drugs, their precursors and analogues and the manufacture of

ethnobotanicals without the purpose of alienation, if the facts do not constitute crimes,
is sanctioned with a fine from 42 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from

180 to 300 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 300 to 600
conventional units applied to the legal person, in all cases with/or without the deprivation of the right to carry
out a certain activity for a period from 1 year to 3 years.

Article 88.  Bringing the minor to the state of intoxication caused by alcohol
                       or other substances
(1) Bringing the minor to a state of intoxication caused by alcohol or other substances
it is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 24 conventional units applied to the natural person.
(2) The actions specified in paragraph (1) committed by the parents or the persons who replace them, or

by the persons to whom the minor is in a subordinate relationship
is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 36 conventional units.
Article 89.  Practicing prostitution
(1) Practicing prostitution, i.e. satisfying a person's sexual desire by any method and/or means, against

payment, 
it is sanctioned with a fine from 14 to 26 conventional units or with unpaid work for the benefit of the

community from 10 to 20 hours.
(2) Benefiting from the services indicated in paragraph (1) in exchange for offering or promising to

offer a reward to the person who provides such services
it is sanctioned with a fine from 36 to 48 conventional units or with unpaid work for the benefit of the

community from 40 to 60 hours.
(3) The person who committed against his will the actions provided for in paragraph (1) is absolved of

contraventional liability.
Article 90.  Production, marketing, distribution or storage of products
                       pornography
Producing, selling, broadcasting or keeping pornographic products to be sold or broadcast
it is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the legal person.
Article 90  .  Public activities with a negative impact on minors
(1) Dissemination of public information with a negative impact on minors and/or violation of the

legislation regarding the protection of minors from the negative impact of public information, other than those
provided for in para. (2),

is sanctioned with a fine from 48 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from
60 to 120 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 120 to 180
conventional units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation , in all cases, of the right to exercise a
certain activity for a period of 3 months to a year.

(2) Broadcasting public information and/or committing acts aimed at the propagation of prostitution,
pedophilia or pornography

is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 72 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from
120 to 180 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 180 to 240
conventional units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation , in all cases, of the right to exercise a
certain activity for a period of 3 months to a year.

Article 91.  Consumption of alcoholic beverages in places where it is
                      sale of alcoholic beverages to minors is also prohibited
(1) Consumption of alcoholic beverages in places where it is prohibited
is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 30 conventional units.
(2) Selling alcoholic beverages to minors
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is sanctioned with a fine from 48 to 72 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from
120 to 210 conventional units applied to the legal person with the deprivation, in both cases, of the right to
exercise such an activity for a period of 3 months to a year.

Article 91  .  Violation of placement control legislation 
                        on the market and consumption of tobacco products, of products 
                        related devices and accessories for use,
                        recharging or heating them
 (1) The import, placing on the market or sale of tobacco products, related products, devices and

accessories for their use, recharging or heating, unpackaged and unlabelled in accordance with the legal
provisions

it is sanctioned with a fine from 78 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 270 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person with the deprivation of the right to carry out a
certain activity for a period of 6 months to one year.

(2) Import, placing on the market or sale of food products, toys and/or other products associated with
tobacco products

it is sanctioned with a fine from 72 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 270 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person with the deprivation of the right to carry out a
certain activity for a period of 6 months to one year.

(3) Placing on the market of tobacco for oral use, chewing tobacco, tobacco for nasal use, products
containing added nicotine in quantities greater than those provided by the legislation in force

it is sanctioned with a fine from 78 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 270 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person with the deprivation of the right to carry out a
certain activity for a period of 6 months to one year.

(4) The import, placing on the market or sale of tobacco products and related products with the level of
emissions above the limits provided by the legislation in force

it is sanctioned with a fine from 72 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 270 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person with the deprivation of the right to carry out a
certain activity for a period of 6 months to one year.

(5) Placing on the market tobacco products, related products, devices and accessories for their use,
recharging or heating that contain ingredients prohibited by tobacco control legislation

it is sanctioned with a fine from 270 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(6) Placing on the market tobacco products, related products, devices and accessories for their use,

refilling or heating that contain false, misleading presentation and labeling elements or that may create
erroneous impressions about the characteristics, effects on health , the risks and emissions of these products, the
placing on the market of tobacco products, related products, devices and accessories for their use, refilling or
heating that contain elements of presentation and labeling that suggest that a certain tobacco product, a product
connected, a device or accessory to use, recharge or heat them is less harmful than others or has vitalizing,
energizing, healing, rejuvenating, natural, organic,other beneficial effects on health or lifestyle or refer to smell,
taste, presence or absence of flavors and/or other additives

it is sanctioned with a fine from 240 to 270 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(7) The placing on the market of tobacco products without the traceability mark

is sanctioned with a fine from 240 to 270 conventional units applied to the legal entity with or without the
deprivation of the right to carry out a certain activity for a period of 6 months to a year.

(8) –  repealed.
(9) Failure to present to the National Public Health Center within the established terms the information

provided by the tobacco control legislation and/or presentation of untrue and incomplete information
is sanctioned with a fine from 240 to 270 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible

position, with a fine from 270 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person with the deprivation of the
right to carry out a certain activity for a period of 6 months to one year.

(10) The sale of tobacco products, related products, devices and accessories for their use, recharging or
heating in a different way than through sale-purchase, without the seller and the buyer being physically in the
presence of each other,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 72 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 240 to 270 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(11) Visible display of tobacco products, related products, devices and accessories for their use, refilling
or heating in commercial premises accessible to the public
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it is sanctioned with a fine from 72 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 240 to 270 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 270 to
300 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(12) Failure to display in a visible place in commercial units the information regarding the prohibition
of the sale of tobacco products, related products, devices and accessories for their use, recharging or heating to
persons under the age of 18

is sanctioned with a fine from 150 to 180 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible
position, with a fine from 210 to 240 conventional units applied to the legal person with or without the
deprivation of the right to carry out a certain activity for a period of 6 months to a year.

(13) Marketing tobacco products, related products, devices and accessories for use, recharging or
heating them to minors or selling tobacco products, related products, devices and accessories for use,
recharging or heating them without checking in the manner age of the buyer established by law

it is sanctioned with a fine from 72 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person.
(14) Failure to display the unique no-smoking sign
is sanctioned with a fine from 150 to 180 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible

position, with a fine from 210 to 240 conventional units applied to the legal person with or without the
deprivation of the right to carry out a certain activity for a period of 6 months to a year.

(15) Allowing smoking in closed and semi-closed public spaces, including in common places,
workplaces and other places where smoking is prohibited by the legislation in force

is sanctioned with a fine from 210 to 240 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible
position, with a fine from 270 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person with the deprivation of the
right to carry out a certain activity for a period of 6 months to one year.

(16) Allowing smoking in public transport
is sanctioned with a fine from 78 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from

90 to 120 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 270 to 300
conventional units applied to the legal person with the deprivation of the right to carry out a certain activity for
a period of 6 months to a year.

(17) Smoking in closed and semi-closed public spaces, including places of common use, at workplaces,
in open public spaces managed by medical and sanitary institutions, educational institutions, central and local
public authorities, including on their related territories, within 10 meters of the open entrance to closed public
spaces, including common use places, and workplaces, from open windows and air intake places/facilities for
closed public spaces and workplaces .

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 42 conventional units applied to the natural person.
(18) Smoking in public means of transport, in private means of transport in which minors are present,

under the roof of public transport stations, in amusement parks and playgrounds for children, in stadiums,
arenas, in markets and other spaces public open during entertaining or other public events

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 42 conventional units applied to the natural person.
(19) –  repealed.
(20) Marketing of tobacco products, related products, devices and accessories for their use, recharging

or heating in prohibited places - units with a commercial area of   less than 20 m 2 located at a distance of less
than 200   from educational and medical institutions –

is sanctioned with a fine from 250 to 300 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility
function, with a fine from 350 to 400 conventional units applied to the legal entity with or without the
deprivation of the right to carry out a certain activity for a period of 6 months to a year.

(21) Marketing of cigarettes and cigarillos at a price lower than the reference price
it is sanctioned with a fine from 175 to 200 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 250 to 300 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.
Chapter VIII

CONTRAVENTIONS AFFECTING REAL RIGHTS
Article 92.  Secrecy of information about the available land fund
Concealment of information about the available land fund or violation of the deadlines for examining

the requests of the natural person regarding the allocation of land
it is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 30 conventional units applied to the person in a responsible

position with or without the deprivation of the right to carry out a certain activity for a period of 3 months to
one year.

Article 93.  Violation of the legislation on geodesy, cartography
                       and topography
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(1) Failure to comply with legislation and state standards in the field of geodesy, topography,
cartography, geoinformatics and cadastre through:

a) execution of works in a coordinate system other than the national one;
b) failure to meet the measures specified in the control acts and in the prescriptions;
c) failure to submit the annual report on time or concealment of information regarding the works

performed;
d) failure to transmit to the National Geospatial Data Fund a copy of the topographical and cartographic

materials and data created;
e) execution of works by persons not certified in the field according to the provisions of Law no.

778/2001 regarding geodesy, cartography and geoinformatics and/or Law no. 354/2004 regarding the formation
of real estate or in the absence of the necessary category for the execution of works;

f) location of constructions, as well as building networks contrary to the project documentation;
g) destruction or displacement of constructions in the process of forming the real estate contrary to the

project documentation;
h) reception and registration of real estate contrary to the project documentation;
it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 120 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 150 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(2) Destruction of the points of the national geodetic network, the global navigation satellite system

GNSS, the leveling and gravimetric networks, the materials and data from the National Geospatial Data Fund,
as well as the border posts

it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 120 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 150 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person, in both cases the costs of restoration are borne
by the offender.

Article 94.  Violation of construction rules on surfaces with deposits
                       of useful substances
Violation of construction rules on surfaces with deposits of useful substances and on the territories

above mining targets and places of burial of harmful substances and waste
is sanctioned with a fine of 6 to 12 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of 120 to

180 conventional units applied to the legal person with the deprivation, in both cases, of the right to carry out a
certain activity for a period of 6 months at one year.

Article 95.  Violation of the established way of using the operating fund,
                       harvesting and transporting wood, harvesting resin
(1) Violation of the established way of using the fund for exploitation, harvesting and transporting

wood, harvesting resin
it is sanctioned with a fine from 10 to 25 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 50 to 80 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.
(2) Transporting wood without provenance or delivery documents
it is sanctioned with a fine from 15 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 50 to 80 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.
Article 96.  Violation of copyright and related rights
(1) Violation of copyright or related rights, if this does not constitute a crime, committed by:
a) the reproduction of works or objects of related rights in the course of the entrepreneurial activity

tangential to the intellectual activity in the field of copyright and related rights, especially in the field of
literature, art and science, for the purpose of commercialization or offering for commercialization, import,
export, as well as the storage, transport of copies of works or phonograms for the purposes mentioned, or any
other form of capitalization of copyright objects or related rights for the purpose of obtaining profit, without the
consent of the rights holder;

b) the rental, exchange or other form of making available to third parties free of charge or for a fee, as
well as the storage for the mentioned purposes or other exploitation of copies of works or phonograms, in any
way and in any form, without control marking and without to hold, at the time of the control, the copyright
contracts concluded with the rights holders;

c) selling or offering for sale, renting, importing or storing technical equipment or their components
intended to facilitate access to the broadcasts of broadcasting organizations that communicate conditionally via
ether, cable, satellite in an interactive mode, including via the Internet;

d) indicating on copies of works or phonograms false information about the ownership and limits of the
exercise of copyright and related rights, as well as other information that may mislead the beneficiary;



e) improper application of control marks, other than those for the material supports specified in the
annexes to the request for release of control marks, on copies of works or phonograms exploited without the
consent of the rights holder;

f) modification, removal from copies of works or phonograms of the symbols and signs of protection of
copyright and related rights, indicated by the holder of the respective rights; the removal from copies of works
or phonograms of information regarding the administration of copyright and related rights; the removal from
copies of works or phonograms of the technical means of protection of copyright and related rights;

g) appropriation of paternity or coercion to co-paternity
it is sanctioned with a fine from 48 to 60 conventional units, applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 120 to 150 conventional units, applied to the person with a responsible position.
(2) The falsification, production, destruction, use, storage, transportation or illicit sale of control

markings, if these actions do not constitute crimes,
it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 72 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 150 to 180 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.
(3) Negligent destruction of the original scientific, literary, fine art, sculpture, architecture, manuscript

or definitive version of the original phonogram or audiovisual work
it is sanctioned with a fine from 72 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 180 to 210 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.
Article 97.  Illegal use of the brand
The use without the owner's consent of the protected trademark or of a sign which, due to the identity or

similarity with the registered trademark and the identity or similarity of the products or services covered by the
sign and the brand, generates the risk of confusion in the perception of the consumer, the application of the sign
on products or on packaging, as well as its use as packaging in the case of three-dimensional brands, offering
products under this sign for sale or selling or storing them for this purpose, or, as the case may be, offering or
providing services under this sign, importing or exporting products under this sign, using the sign in
advertising, multiplying, storing or selling the sign for the mentioned purposes, as well as encouraging third
parties to carry out these actions,if these actions do not constitute crimes,

is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from
120 to 180 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position or, in both cases, with unpaid
work for the benefit of the community from 40 to 60 hours.

Article 97  . Illegal use of the designation of origin of the product 
                        and the geographical indication
(1) Direct or indirect commercial use of a registered designation of origin/geographical indication for

products not covered by registration to the extent that these products are comparable to those registered under
this designation or to the extent that this use allows to take advantage of the reputation of the designation
protected, as well as impersonating, imitating or evoking associations related to a registered designation of
origin/geographical indication, even if the true origin of the product is indicated or if the protected name is used
in translation or is accompanied by an expression, such as "like ”, “of the type”, “of the style”, “imitation”, or
other similar expressions, false or misleading indication regarding the provenance, origin, nature or essential
qualities of the product,that appears on the product or its packaging, in advertising, as well as the use as
packaging of a container likely to create an erroneous impression regarding the origin of the product, the
carrying out of practices likely to mislead the consumer regarding the true origin of the product, as well as
urging third parties to carry out these actions, if these actions do not constitute crimes,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units, applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 120 to 180 conventional units, applied to the person with a responsible position, or with unpaid work for
the benefit of the community from 40 to 60 hours.

(2) Illegal use within the meaning of para. (1) of an unregistered designation of origin/geographical
indication, protected on the basis of bilateral agreements to which the Republic of Moldova is a party, if these
actions do not constitute crimes,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units, applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 120 to 180 conventional units, applied to the person with a responsible position, or with unpaid work for
the benefit of the community from 40 to 60 hours.

Article 97  .  Illegal use of the names of traditional specialties
                        guaranteed
Any practice likely to mislead the consumer regarding a name of the guaranteed traditional specialty,

any imitation of a name registered and reserved according to the provisions of the Law on the Protection of
Geographical Indications, Designations of Origin and Guaranteed Traditional Specialties, any commercial use
of the names of products that could be confused with the names of guaranteed traditional specialties registered
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with the reservation of the name according to the provisions of the Law on the Protection of Geographical
Indications, Designations of Origin and Guaranteed Traditional Specialties, any abusive or misleading
usurpation of the mention "Traditional Specialty Guaranteed" and the national symbol associated with it , as
well as urging third parties to carry out these actions,if these actions do not constitute crimes,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units, applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 120 to 180 conventional units, applied to the person with a responsible position, or with unpaid work for
the benefit of the community from 40 to 60 hours.

Article 98.  The use, when marking products, of some false indications
                      or misleading
(1) The use, when labeling food products, of false or misleading indications in order to mislead the

consumer regarding the quality, quantity, properties, destination, value or the date of manufacture of the
products or the provision of services, as well as regarding the manufacturer and its headquarters,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 90 to 120 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 120 to 180
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(2) The use, when marking the products, other than those indicated in paragraph (1), of false or
misleading indications in order to mislead the consumer regarding the quality, quantity, attributes, destination,
value or the date of manufacture of the products or the provision of services, as well as regarding the
manufacturer and its headquarters,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 90 to 120 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 120 to 180
conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 99.  Violation of the exclusive right of the patent holder
                      or of the owner of the utility model
Manufacturing, importing, exporting, transporting, offering for sale, selling, other way of putting into

economic circulation, storing for such purposes products incorporating a patented invention or a registered
utility model, for which, in accordance with the legislation, it is authorization of the holder is required, carried
out without this authorization, if these actions do not constitute crimes,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 48 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 90 to 150 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 120 to 180
conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 100.  Violation of the exclusive right of the right holder on
                        industrial design or model
The manufacture, import, export, transport, sale, any other way of putting into economic circulation,

storage for such purposes of products that fully or to a substantial extent incorporate a protected industrial
design or model, for which, in accordance with the legislation , the authorization of the right holder is required,
carried out without this authorization, if these actions do not constitute crimes,

it is sanctioned with a fine of 12 to 24 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of 45
to 60 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.

Article 101.  Violation of the exclusive right of the patent holder for
                         plant variety
The production, reproduction, conditioning for the purpose of propagation, transportation, import,

export, offering for sale, sale, other way of putting into economic circulation, storage for such purposes of the
material of the patented plant variety, for which, in accordance with the legislation, it is required the
authorization of the patent holder, carried out without this authorization, if these actions do not constitute
crimes,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 60 to 90
conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 102.  Violation of the exclusive right of the holder of the topography of the circuit
                        integrity
The reproduction of the topography of the protected integrated circuit or a part thereof, as well as the

import, export, transport, offer for sale, sale, other way of putting into economic circulation the product
incorporating a topography of the protected integrated circuit or part thereof, for which, in accordance with the
legislation, the owner's authorization is required, carried out without this authorization, if these actions do not
constitute crimes,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.



Article 103.  Infringement of copyright on invention, topography
                        integrated circuit or industrial design/model
Appropriating the quality of authorship, coercing co-authorship, disclosing the essence of the invention,

the topography of the integrated circuit or the industrial design/model before the submission of the application,
without the author's consent, if these actions do not constitute crimes,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person or with unpaid
work for the benefit of the community from 40 to 60 hours, with a fine from 48 to 60 conventional units
applied to the legal person.

Article 104.  Deliberate destruction or damage of foreign property
(1) Deliberate destruction or damage of foreign property, if the act does not constitute a crime,
it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 36 conventional units or with unpaid work for the benefit of the

community from 20 to 40 hours.
(2) The act provided for in para. (1), committed for reasons of prejudice,
it is sanctioned with a fine from 48 to 72 conventional units or with unpaid work for the benefit of the

community from 30 to 60 hours.
Article 104  .  Deliberate destruction or damage to property
                         common of co-owner associations in condominiums
Deliberate destruction or damage of the common property of the condominium co-owner associations
it is sanctioned with a fine of 25 to 40 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of 60

to 90 conventional units applied to the legal person.
Article 105.  Embezzlement in small proportions from the property of the owner
Taking small amounts from the owner's property through theft, embezzlement, embezzlement, abuse of

office or fraud
it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units or with unpaid work for the benefit of the

community from 40 to 60 hours.
Article 106.  Causing material damage through deception or abuse
                        trustworthy
Causing material damage through deception or abuse of trust, if the act does not represent evasion and

does not meet the elements of a crime,
is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 90 conventional units.
Article 107.  Obtaining or disclosing secret information
                         commercial, banking or fiscal
(1) Obtaining without the owner's consent the information that constitutes a commercial, banking or

fiscal secret for the purpose of their illegal disclosure or use
it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 42 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.
(2) Disclosure of information that constitutes a commercial, banking or tax secret by a public official or

by a person to whom this information was entrusted or became known in connection with his service
it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 90 to 150 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.
Article 107  . Editing of unregistered public periodicals
Editing of public periodicals not registered in the Register of public periodicals
it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the person in a responsible

position.
Article 108.  –  repealed.

Chapter IX
VIOLATIONS IN THE FIELD OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

Article 109.  Violation of the water protection regime
(1) Violation of the water protection regime resulting in water pollution, soil erosion and other harmful

phenomena
it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 120 conventional units applied to the natural person or with

unpaid work for the benefit of the community from 10 to 40 hours, with a fine from 600 to 800 conventional
units applied to the legal person.

(2) Commissioning of businesses, communal and other buildings without the constructions and
installations that prevent the impurity and infection of the waters or their harmful influence

is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person or with unpaid
work for the benefit of the community from 20 to 40 hours, with a fine from 42 to 90 conventional units
applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine of to 240 to 300 conventional units applied to the
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legal entity.
(3) Washing vehicles, machinery and packaging in natural waters, near them and in other unauthorized

places
is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person or with unpaid

work for the benefit of the community from 40 to 60 hours, with a fine from 60 to 120 conventional units
applied to the legal person with or without deprivation, in both cases, of the right to carry out a certain activity
for a period of 3 months to a year.

(3  ) Accepting directly or indirectly, through implicit actions or inactions, or benefiting from washing
services of vehicles, machinery and packaging in natural waters, near them and in other unauthorized places

is sanctioned with a fine from 20 to 50 conventional units applied to the natural person or with unpaid
work for the benefit of the community from 40 to 60 hours, with a fine from 100 to 200 conventional units
applied to the legal person with or without deprivation, in both cases, of the right to carry out a certain activity
for a period of 3 months to a year.

(4) Non-compliance with the dimensions and protection regime of water protection areas of rivers and
water basins and riparian water protection sheets

it is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 18 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 60 to 120 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(5) Non-compliance with the limits and protection regime of forest water protection curtains
it is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 18 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 60 to 120 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(6) Non-fulfillment by the captain or by other members of the command staff of a ship of the

obligations provided by the legislation regarding the registration in the on-board documents of operations with
substances harmful to people and the living resources of the sea or with mixtures containing such substances
above the established norms, the introduction of false statements in the on-board documents regarding such
operations or the illegitimate refusal to present the documents to persons with a responsible position

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 42 conventional units or with unpaid work for the benefit of the
community from 40 to 60 hours.

(7) The discharge of waste from the operation of ships or cargo residues into the marine environment or
into watercourses by ships using national ports, as well as failure to ensure their delivery to port reception
facilities

it is sanctioned with a fine from 120 to 180 conventional units applied to the natural person or with
unpaid work for the benefit of the community from 30 to 60 hours, with a fine from 200 to 300 conventional
units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation, in both cases, of the right to carry out a certain
activity for a period of 3 months to a year.

Article 110.  Violation of water use rules
(1) Catching and using water in violation of established limits, using potable water for technical

purposes
is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 24 conventional units applied to the natural person or with unpaid

work for the benefit of the community from 20 to 40 hours, with a fine from 120 to 240 conventional units
applied to the legal person with or without deprivation, in both cases, of the right to carry out a certain activity
for a period of 3 months to a year.

(2) Using aquatic objectives without a special use authorization
is sanctioned with a fine of 24 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of 240

to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation of the right to carry out a
certain activity for a period of 3 months to a year.

(3) Illegally preventing other water users from placing and/or using a water outlet and mobile
installations under the terms of Water Law no. 272/2011

is sanctioned with a fine of 40 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of 300
to 500 conventional units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation of the right to carry out a
certain activity for a period of 3 months to a year.

 (4) Ownership of the reservoir or pond without having its own regulations for the exploitation of dams,
ponds and reservoirs

is sanctioned with a fine of 40 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of 300
to 500 conventional units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation of the right to carry out a
certain activity for a period of 3 months to a year.

 (5) Evacuation by the keeper of the reservoir or pond of water for fish technological purposes, except in
cases of detection and eradication of fish diseases,
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is sanctioned with a fine of 40 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of 300
to 500 conventional units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation of the right to carry out a
certain activity for a period of 3 months to a year.

Article 111.  Failure to comply with the rules and instructions regarding exploitation
                        constructions, installations and hydrotechnical measuring devices,
                        of water management and protection
Failure to comply with the rules and instructions regarding the operation of constructions, installations

and hydrotechnical, household and water protection measuring devices
it is sanctioned with a fine of 6 to 12 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of 24

to 30 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine of 60 to 120 conventional
units applied to the legal person.

Article 112.  Damage to constructions and hydrotechnical installations,
                         of water management and protection
Damage to hydrotechnical constructions and installations, household and water protection, including

networks and installations of drinking water supply systems,
it is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 18 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 120 to 240 conventional units applied to the legal person.
Article 113.  Violation of the rules for conducting economic activity
                         in water protection areas
(1) Unauthorized application of pesticides and fertilizers on strips with a width of 300 meters from the

edge of the riparian slope of the bed
is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 24 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from

180 to 240 conventional units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation, in both cases, of the right
to carry out a certain activity for a period of 3 months to a year.

(2) The construction and location, in the water protection zone, of fertilizer and pesticide warehouses,
facilities for the preparation of chemical solutions, oil product warehouses, fuel stations, farm waste water
collectors and livestock complexes, technical service points and equipment and vehicle washing, the
distribution of land, in such an area, for the storage of waste of any origin, the unauthorized construction of
sewage installations, collectors and water purification installations WASTE

is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from
180 to 240 conventional units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation, in both cases, of the right
to carry out a certain activity for a period of 3 months to a year.

(3) Unauthorized carrying out of the works of plugging the meadows and dry arms of the rivers, of the
works of regularization of the river courses, extraction of useful substances, construction materials and
installation of communications in the water protection area

it is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 180 to 240 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(4) Land cultivation, organization of camps for animals and birds, setting up of campsites and tent
camps within the limits of riparian water protection sheets

it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 180 to 240 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(5) Discharge, in surface waters, in irrigation and drainage canals, on lands, regardless of their use, and
in the public sewerage network or in other unauthorized places, of untreated waste water, originating from
domestic activities and non-domestic, thermally polluted ones, waters contaminated with pathogenic germs and
parasites, petroleum products or residues and other pollutants

it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 180 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person.

 (6) The carrying out of economic activity by enterprises with an impact on the environment without
devices for keeping quantitative and qualitative records of water consumption and discharges, as well as for the
prevention of water pollution or their destructive effects,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 180 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(7) Illicit discharge of radioactive substances into surface water, sewage, irrigation and drainage
channels

it is sanctioned with a fine from 150 to 300 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 300 to 900 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function and with a fine from
900 to 1500 conventional units applied to the legal entity.

Article 114.  Violation of the rules for the protection of fish resources



                         and fishing rules
(1) Violation of the rules for the protection of fish resources
it is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 12 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 120 to 180 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(2) Violation of fishing rules, if the act does not constitute a crime,
it is sanctioned with a fine of 9 to 12 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of 200

to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(3) Transporting, selling fishery products and other aquatic organisms without the necessary documents

established by the legislation
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 60 la 90 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă

de la 240 la 300 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice cu privarea, în ambele cazuri, de dreptul de
a desfăşura o anumită activitate pe un termen de la 3 luni la un an.

(4) Acţiunile specificate la alin.(1) însoţite de pescuitul ori de distrugerea unor specii valoroase de peşte
şi de plante acvatice sau a altor reprezentanţi ai faunei şi florei acvatice

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 42 la 90 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 400 la 500 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice cu privarea, în ambele cazuri, de dreptul de
a desfăşura o anumită activitate pe un termen de la 3 luni la un an.

(5) Pescuitul cu utilizarea curentului electric, a explozivilor, a substanțelor stupefiante, a substanțelor
otrăvitoare sau reactive de orice fel

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 60 la 90 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 240 la 300 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice.

Articolul 115. Degradarea terenurilor, falsificarea informaţiei despre starea
                        şi folosirea lor
(1) Degradarea stratului fertil al solului, decopertarea neselectivă şi folosirea stratului fertil contrar

destinaţiei
se sancționează cu amendă de la 80 la 160 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă

de la 120 la 180 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei juridice.
 (2) Amplasarea, construcţia şi darea în exploatare a obiectivelor care generează efecte de poluare a

solului
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 18 la 42 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă

de la 120 la 180 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice.
(3) Arderea în cîmp deschis a resturilor vegetale de orice provenienţă
se sancționează cu amendă de la 200 la 300 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice sau cu

muncă neremunerată în folosul comunității de la 40 la 60 de ore, cu amendă de la 600 la 800 de unități
convenționale aplicată persoanei juridice cu sau fără privarea de dreptul de a desfășura o anumită activitate pe
un termen de la 3 luni la un an.

 (4) Falsificarea informaţiei despre starea şi folosirea terenurilor
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 30 la 60 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice, cu amendă

de la 120 la 180 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de răspundere.
(5) Depozitarea neautorizată pe terenuri cu sol fertil a materialelor de construcție ori a deșeurilor

industriei extractive și a altor asemenea
se sancționează cu amendă de la 80 la 150 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă

de la 100 la 300 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei juridice.
 (6) Nedeclararea de către proprietar autorităților administrației publice locale în termen de 30 de zile

lucrătoare despre schimbarea modului de folosință a terenului
se sancționează cu amendă de la 18 la 42 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă

de la 60 la 120 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei juridice.
 (7) Schimbarea modului de folosință a terenurilor agricole ocupate cu pășuni proprietate publică a

unității administrativ-teritoriale fără consultarea deținătorilor de animale
se sancționează cu amendă de la 80 la 150 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de

răspundere.
Articolul 116. Abaterea neautorizată de la proiectele de organizare a teritoriului
                        sau de folosinţă a terenului
(1) Abaterea neautorizată de la proiectele de organizare a teritoriului, de ameliorare, precum şi folosirea

terenurilor contrar destinaţiei pentru care au fost repartizate
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 6 la 18 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă de

la 120 la 180 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice.
(2) Ocuparea nelegitimă a terenurilor, îngrădirea lor



se sancţionează cu amendă de la 24 la 30 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 180 la 240 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice.

Articolul 117. Neîndeplinirea obligaţiei de a aduce terenurile într-o stare 
                        care să asigure folosirea lor conform destinaţiei, inclusiv
                         de a combate și preveni răspîndirea buruienilor
(1) Neîndeplinirea obligaţiei de a aduce terenurile într-o stare care să asigure folosirea lor conform

destinaţiei
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 12 la 30 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă

de la 60 la 120 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice.
(2) Neîndeplinirea obligaţiei de a aduce terenurile afectate de folosirea subsolului într-o stare care să nu

prezinte pericol şi să asigure folosirea lor ulterioară
se sancționează cu amendă de la 60 la 120 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă

de la 100 la 200 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei juridice.
 (3) Neîndeplinirea obligaţiei de a combate și preveni răspîndirea buruienilor pe terenuri (cu excepția

terenurilor cu destinație agricolă)
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 12 la 30 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă

de la 60 la 120 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice.
Articolul 118. Neefectuarea măsurilor obligatorii de ameliorare a terenurilor,
                        de protecţie a solului contra eroziunii provocate de vînt şi de apă,
                        de prevenire a altor procese care deteriorează starea solului
Failure to carry out mandatory land improvement measures, soil protection against wind and water

erosion, prevention of other processes that damage the soil condition
it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 120 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 100 to 200 conventional units applied to the legal person.
Article 119.  Violation of the method of protection and use of the basement
(1) Unauthorized use of basement
is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 120 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 250 to 500 conventional units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation, in both cases, of the
right to carry out a certain activity for a period of 3 months to a year.

(2) Studying and researching the basement without special projects, as well as incomplete and irrational
studying and researching the basement

is sanctioned with a fine of 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of 100
to 250 conventional units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation, in both cases, of the right to
carry out a certain activity for a period of 3 months to a year.

(3) Presentation of false information regarding the quantity and quality of the useful mineral substance
extracted

is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from
60 to 120 conventional units applied to the legal person with or without the deprivation, in both cases, of the
right to carry out a certain activity for a period of 3 months to a year.

(4) Non-compliance with the design, construction and commissioning requirements of enterprises and
other objectives related to the use of the basement

is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from
100 to 250 conventional units applied to the legal person with or without the deprivation, in both cases, of the
right to carry out a certain activity for a period of at 3 to 6 months.

(5) Violation of the rules and norms for the safe conduct of underground exploitation works, the
requirements regarding the protection of the underground and the environment, which causes the impurity of
useful mineral substances or bringing the land and the underground into an unusable state,

is sanctioned with a fine of 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of 100
to 250 conventional units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation, in both cases, of the right to
carry out a certain activity for a period of 3 to 6 months.

(6) Intentional failure to ensure, in the process of studying and using the basement, the integrity of
territories, constructions and other objectives, including territories and objectives protected by the state in
particular,

is sanctioned with a fine of 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of 100
to 250 conventional units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation, in both cases, of the right to
carry out a certain activity for a period of 3 to 6 months.



(7) Violation of the way of keeping records and balances of the movement of reserves of useful mineral
substances and waste from extractive production, violation of the requirements regarding the keeping of state
cadastres and balances of reserves of useful substances

it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 120 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(8) Violation of requirements and rules for burial (storage) in the basement of substances and harmful

waste or wastewater
it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 120 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 100 to 250 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(9) Failure to fulfill the requirements and measures regarding the recultivation of lands damaged by

mining excavations, regarding the bringing of mining enterprises, boreholes, underground galleries in a
condition that ensures their further use and the safety of the population

it is sanctioned with a fine from 250 to 500 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(10) Violation of the requirements and rules for erecting constructions on the lands in the basement of

which there are deposits of useful mineral substances, on the lands of mining enterprises (including above the
underground ones), as well as on the burial (storage) grounds in the basement of substances and hazardous
waste,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 120 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 150 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(11) Commercialization and circulation of useful solid mineral substances without legal documents of
provenance

is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 120 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 150 to 300 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position with the deprivation of the
right to carry out a certain activity for a period of 6 months to one year, with a fine of 250 to 400 conventional
units applied to the legal entity with or without deprivation of the right to carry out a certain activity for a
period of 6 months to a year.

(12) Non-execution of the prescriptions regarding the removal of violations detected at the enterprises
or the objectives related to the use of the basement, undisputed according to the legislation on the state control
of the entrepreneurial activity,

it is sanctioned with a fine of 200 to 400 conventional units applied to the legal person with or without
the deprivation of the right to carry out a certain activity for a period of 3 to 6 months.

(13) Carrying out the extraction of useful mineral substances in the absence of annual plans for the
development of mining works and/or in the absence of regulations regarding the loss of useful mineral
substances, coordinated according to the legislation in force,

it is sanctioned with a fine of 300 to 500 conventional units applied to the legal person with or without
the deprivation of the right to carry out a certain activity for a period of 3 to 6 months.

Article 120.  Unauthorized uncovering and destruction of litter, living blanket
                         and the upper layer of fertile soil
Unauthorized uncovering and destruction of litter, live cover and top layer of fertile soil to use them for

purposes other than forestry or for commercial purposes
it is sanctioned with a fine from 50 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person or with unpaid

work for the benefit of the community from 20 to 40 hours, with a fine from 150 to 300 conventional units
applied to the legal person.

Article 121.  Carrying out forest exploitation contrary to the purposes
                          or the requirements provided by the legislation
Carrying out forest operations contrary to the purposes or requirements provided for in the authorization

(provision) for cutting trees or in the forestry ticket
it is sanctioned with a fine of 50 to 100 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of

300 to 400 conventional units applied to the legal person.
Article 122.  Illegal cutting or damage to trees and shrubs
(1) Illegal cutting or damage to trees and shrubs to the extent of stopping their growth or damage to

trees and shrubs that does not stop their growth
it is sanctioned with a fine from 50 to 100 conventional units applied to the natural person or with

unpaid work for the benefit of the community from 40 to 60 hours, with a fine from 300 to 500 conventional
units applied to the legal person.

 (2) Illegal cutting of trees and shrubs from green spaces, damaging them or parts of them, clearing
and/or moving, without the permission of the local public administration authority coordinated with the public
administration authorities for the environment, plants from green spaces to other places during construction



it is sanctioned with a fine of 50 to 100 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of
300 to 500 conventional units applied to the legal person.

 (2  ) Damage to trees and shrubs in green spaces by arson
is sanctioned with a fine from 200 to 300 conventional units applied to the natural person or with unpaid

work for the benefit of the community from 40 to 60 hours, with a fine from 600 to 800 conventional units
applied to the legal person with or without deprivation of the right to to carry out a certain activity for a period
of 3 months to a year.

 (3) The actions specified in paragraph (1) carried out by persons responsible for the protection and
guarding of forest vegetation

is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 120 conventional units.
 (4) Authorization by persons responsible for the protection and guarding of forest vegetation to harvest

wood in violation of the law and other normative acts
it is sanctioned with a fine from 100 to 150 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 150 to 300 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.
Article 123.  Destruction and damage to forest crops, young trees
                        derived through natural regeneration, of the natural seed and
                        pre-existent
Destruction and damage to forestry crops, to young stands produced through natural regeneration, to

natural and pre-existing seed
is sanctioned with a fine from 50 to 80 conventional units applied to the natural person or with unpaid

work for the benefit of the community from 40 to 60 hours, with a fine from 200 to 400 conventional units
applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine of to 300 to 500 conventional units applied to the
legal entity.

Article 124.  Destruction and injury to seedlings and cuttings in nurseries
                         and forest plantations
Destruction and damage to saplings and cuttings from nurseries and forestry plantations
is sanctioned with a fine from 40 to 80 conventional units applied to the natural person or with unpaid

work for the benefit of the community from 40 to 60 hours, with a fine from 200 to 400 conventional units
applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine of to 300 to 500 conventional units applied to the
legal entity.

Article 125.  Violation of the manner and terms of afforestation a
                          exploited plots and unforested lands
Violation of the manner and terms of afforestation of exploited parcels and unforested lands from the

forest fund, as well as exploited parcels from the lands with forest vegetation outside this fund,
it is sanctioned with a fine from 40 to 80 conventional units applied to the natural person or with unpaid

work for the benefit of the community from 40 to 60 hours, with a fine from 200 to 300 conventional units
applied to the legal person.

Article 126.  Deliberate destruction or damage of meadows, pastures,
                         drainage ditches in forests, drainage systems,
                         of roads and engineering installations on the land
                         forest fund
Deliberate destruction or damage of meadows, pastures, drainage ditches in forests, drainage systems,

roads and engineering installations on the lands of the forest fund
it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person or with unpaid

work for the benefit of the community from 20 to 40 hours, with a fine from 100 to 200 conventional units
applied to the legal person.

Article 126  . Illegal animal grazing
Grazing of animals on public property of the administrative-territorial unit in a different period of the

year than that established by the local public administration authority, joint grazing of groups of animals of
different species, grazing of animals suffering from officially notifiable diseases

it is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 12 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 12 to 30 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.

Article 127.  Violation of the rules for the use of objects of the forest fund
(1) Unauthorized mowing of grass for hay and unauthorized grazing on forest fund lands, in protective

forest curtains and in green spaces
it is sanctioned with a warning or a fine from 3 to 6 conventional units or with unpaid work for the

benefit of the community from 20 to 40 hours.
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(2) Unauthorized harvesting of wild fruits and berries, nuts, mushrooms, medicinal plants and other
plants, vine snails in the sectors where it is prohibited or is only allowed on the basis of the forestry ticket, as
well as violation of the set deadlines, volume and method of harvesting

it is sanctioned with a warning or a fine from 3 to 6 conventional units applied to the natural person or
with unpaid work for the benefit of the community from 20 to 40 hours, with a fine from 60 to 120
conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 128.  Violation of the provisions of the normative acts regarding the use
                       and the protection of the hunting stock
(1) Violation of the provisions of the normative acts regarding the use and protection of hunting funds,

regarding hunting and other types of use of hunting resources
it is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 120 to 240 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.
(2) Vînătoarea fără autorizaţie (licenţă), fără carnet de vînător sau fără permis de deţinere sau port şi

folosire a armei de vînătoare, depăşirea normelor stabilite de recoltare a vînatului, precum şi vînătoarea în
locurile interzise şi în perioadele de prohibiţie, folosirea armelor, uneltelor şi metodelor interzise

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 30 la 60 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 120 la 240 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de răspundere.

(3) Încălcarea prevederilor actelor normative privind cerințele de biosecuritate indispensabile profilaxiei
și controlului pestei porcine africane la mistreți

se sancționează cu amendă de la 30 la 60 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 120 la 240 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de răspundere.

Articolul 129. Distrugerea sau deteriorarea intenţionată a locurilor de vieţuire
                         a faunei
Distrugerea sau deteriorarea intenţionată a vizuinelor, muşuroaielor de furnici, cuiburilor de păsări şi

altor locuri de vieţuire a faunei de pe terenurile fondului forestier
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 12 la 30 de unităţi convenţionale sau cu muncă neremunerată în folosul

comunităţii de pînă la 60 de ore.
Articolul 130. Amplasarea neautorizată a stupilor şi a stupinelor pe terenurile
                        fondului forestier sau nerespectarea prescripţiilor din biletul
                        silvic privind amplasarea lor
Amplasarea neautorizată a stupilor şi a stupinelor pe terenurile fondului forestier sau nerespectarea

prescripţiilor din biletul silvic privind amplasarea lor
se sancţionează cu avertisment sau cu amendă de la 3 la 6 unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei

fizice, cu amendă de la 30 la 60 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice.
Articolul 131. Încălcarea normelor şi regulilor de desfăşurare a activităţii
                         în apicultură
(1) Neînregistrarea în sistemul informațional a adresei stupinei în staţionar şi a numărului familiilor de

albine, neînregistrarea în sistemul informațional a informațiilor referitoare la amplasarea stupinei în pastoral,
lipsa paşaportului stupinei, amplasarea stupinei fără acordul deţinătorilor de teren, cu încălcarea legislaţiei de
mediu şi sanitar-veterinare

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 24 la 35 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 40 la 70 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice.

 (2) Tăinuirea cazurilor de morbiditate sau de mortalitate spontană a albinelor, a cazurilor de apariţie a
semnelor de boală, defrişarea nejustificată a bazelor (surselor) melifere şi intervenţia de reconstrucţie a
mediului ambiant necoordonată cu organele de protecţie a mediului

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 12 la 24 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 24 la 36 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice.

(3) Comercializarea şi utilizarea în tehnologia de creştere a albinelor şi de tratare a maladiilor a
preparatelor chimice şi medicamentoase care nu sînt certificate şi reglementate de actele normative naţionale

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 18 la 30 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 36 la 60 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice.

(4) Refuzul nejustificat al persoanelor cu funcţie de răspundere din cadrul autorităţilor administraţiei
publice locale de ambele niveluri de a atribui terenuri pentru amplasarea stupinelor, reţinerea, de către
persoanele abilitate, a vehiculelor, ce efectuează transportarea familiilor de albine, pe un timp ce depăşeşte
normele în vigoare (15 minute), falsificarea produselor apicole de către producător şi/sau comercianţi,
producerea pentru comercializare, precum și comercializarea materialului biologic de prăsilă [regină (matcă) şi
roi] la stupinele neatestate în categoria de prăsilă



se sancţionează cu amendă de la 30 la 60 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 60 la 90 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de răspundere, cu amendă de la 60 la 120
de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice.

 (5) Importul, posesiunea și exploatarea materialului genitor ce aparţine raselor neomologate şi
amplasarea familiilor, roiurilor şi reginelor (mătcilor) de albine de origine necunoscută în zonele de interdicţie
înfiinţate în scopul ameliorării calităţii genetice a familiilor de albine

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 45 la 54 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 90 la 150 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice.

 (6) Comercializarea produselor apicole în lipsa paşaportului stupinei
se sancționează cu amendă de 3 la 6 unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă de la 9 la

15 unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de răspundere, cu amendă de la 12 la 24 de unități
convenționale aplicată persoanei juridice.

Articolul 132. Distrugerea sau deteriorarea intenţionată a semnelor de restricţie,
                         a indicatoarelor de amenajament silvic, a barierelor şi parapetelor,
                         a obiectelor de agitaţie şi informaţie vizuală
Distrugerea sau deteriorarea intenţionată în terenurile fondului forestier a semnelor de restricţie, a

panourilor, a barierelor, a indicatoarelor de amenajament silvic şi a bornelor silvice, a îngrădirilor de restricţie
şi a construcţiilor din locurile de agrement, altor obiecte de agitaţie şi informaţie vizuală şi de amenajare a
fondului forestier

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 30 la 50 unităţi convenţionale sau cu muncă neremunerată în folosul
comunităţii de 60 de ore.

Articolul 133. Darea în exploatare a obiectivelor de producţie fără instalaţiile
                         to prevent the negative impact on forests
Commissioning of enterprises, sections, aggregates, transport routes, communal objectives, other new

objectives, as well as reconstructed ones, without the installations to prevent the negative impact on the
condition and regeneration of forests

it is sanctioned with a fine of 50 to 80 conventional units applied to the person in a responsible position
with or without deprivation of the right to carry out a certain activity for a period of 3 months to a year.

Article 134.  Unauthorized use of forest land
                        and green spaces for deforestation, construction of buildings 
                        administrative, warehouses and other objectives
Unauthorized use of forest land and green spaces for deforestation, construction of administrative

buildings, warehouses and other objectives
is sanctioned with a fine from 50 to 80 conventional units applied to the natural person or unpaid work

for the benefit of the community from 20 to 60 hours, with a fine from 200 to 400 conventional units applied to
the legal person with or without deprivation, in both cases, of the right to carry out a certain activity for a
period of 3 months to a year.

Article 134  .  Violation of building regulations
                            of objectives and/or location
                            in public property green spaces
                            of incompatible objectives
                             with their destination
(1) The construction and/or placement in publicly owned green spaces of objectives incompatible with

their purpose
it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 210 to 270 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function and with a fine from
240 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(2) Unauthorized placement in publicly owned green spaces of objectives for economic-social activities
compatible with the destination of green spaces (facilities for practicing sports, games and recreation, social-
cultural objectives, mobile commercial units) 

it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 24 conventional units applied to the natural person or with unpaid
work for the benefit of the community from 20 to 60 hours and with a fine from 180 to 240 conventional units
applied to the legal person.

Article 135.  Circulation and parking of vehicles on the lands of the forest fund,
                         in green spaces outside public roads and in prohibited places
Circulation and parking of vehicles on the lands of the forest fund and in green spaces off public roads

and in prohibited places
it is sanctioned with a warning or a fine from 3 to 6 conventional units.
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Article 136.  Violation of sanitary rules in forests, green spaces,
                         public gardens, reserves and forest areas
Violation of sanitary rules in forests, green spaces, public gardens, reserves and forest areas
it is sanctioned with a warning or a fine from 20 to 40 conventional units.
Article 137.  Violation of forest fire protection rules,
                         green spaces, public gardens, reserves and forest areas
(1) Violation of the rules of fire protection in forests, green spaces, public gardens, reserves and forest

areas
is sanctioned with a fine from 20 to 50 conventional units.
(2) Destruction or damage to the forest, green space, public garden, reserve and forest bypass as a result

of arson or negligent attitude towards fire
is sanctioned with a fine from 80 to 150 conventional units applied to the natural person or with unpaid

work for the benefit of the community from 20 to 60 hours, with a fine from 150 to 200 conventional units
applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine of to 250 to 400 conventional units applied to the
legal entity.

Article 138.  Violation of the established way of creating and using collections
                         zoos
Violation of the way provided by the legislation for creating, completing, keeping, using, recording,

selling, acquiring or sending zoological collections
is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 18 conventional units.
Article 139.  Violation of the way of using the animal kingdom in the reservations
                          natural and in other natural areas protected by the state
Violation of the established way of using the animal kingdom in nature reserves and other natural areas

protected by the state
is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 30 conventional units.
Article 140.  Collection or destruction of plants, capture or destruction
                         animals included in the Red Book of the Republic of Moldova
                         and in the annexes to the Convention on International Trade
                         with wild species of fauna and flora on the verge of extinction
                         (CITES)
(1) Collecting or destroying plants, capturing or destroying animals included in the Red Book of the

Republic of Moldova and in the annexes to the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of
Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES), illegal trading, as well as committing other actions or inactions that may cause
the reduction of the number of these plants and animals or their disappearance

is sanctioned with a fine of 50 to 100 conventional units.
(2) Violation of the rules of export or import of plant and animal species included in the Red Book of

the Republic of Moldova and in the annexes to the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of
Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES)

it is sanctioned with a fine of 100 to 200 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of
300 to 400 conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 141.  Violation of the protection regime of objects and complexes
                        from the background of the natural areas protected by the state
(1) Violation of the protection regime of objects and complexes from the background of natural areas

protected by the state, including from scientific reserves, natural reserves, landscape reserves, resource
reserves, biosphere reserves, from national parks, from nature monuments, from areas with multifunctional
management , from botanical gardens, dendrological gardens, zoological gardens, from monuments of
landscape architecture, which led or may lead to the destruction or change of their initial state,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 40 to 80 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 200 to 3000 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(2) Violation of the rules for the protection of soil, deposits, water resources, fauna and flora from the
objects and complexes of the fund of natural areas protected by the state, as well as their unauthorized use

it is sanctioned with a fine of 50 to 100 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of
200 to 400 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(3) Violation of the rules prohibiting the placement, processing and dumping of industrial and household
waste in the objects and complexes within the natural areas protected by the state and in their protection zones

it is sanctioned with a fine from 50 to 80 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 200 to 400 conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 142.  Violation of the way of using the operating fund,



                       harvesting, transporting and exporting wood
(1) Violation of the way of using the fund for exploitation, harvesting, transportation and export of wood

and wood products
it is sanctioned with a fine of 50 to 100 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of

200 to 400 conventional units applied to the person in a responsible position.
(2) Commercialization or circulation of wood products without legal documents of provenance (delivery

documents according to accounting documentation)
is sanctioned with a fine of 50 to 100 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of 200

to 300 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine of 300 to 400
conventional units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation of the right to carry out a certain
activity for a period of 3 months to a year.

(3) Incorrect preparation of primary materials for cutting and receiving the wood mass
it is sanctioned with a fine from 200 to 400 conventional units applied to the responsible person.
Article 143.  Non-payment for environmental pollution
Failure to pay for environmental pollution, failure to pay it in full and on time in the accounts of

ecological funds
it is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 12 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 18 to 30 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 24 to 42
conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 144.  Violation of ecological requirements during construction and installation
                         in operation, when operating enterprises, installations,
                         other objectives
Violation of ecological requirements during construction, commissioning, operation of enterprises,

installations, other objectives
is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 24 conventional units applied to the natural person or with unpaid

work for the benefit of the community from 20 to 40 hours, with a fine from 240 to 300 conventional units
applied to the legal person with or without deprivation, in both cases, of the right to carry out a certain activity
for a period of 3 months to a year.

Article 145.  Non-admission of inspection of objectives or non-presentation
                        information about the state of the environment
Preventing the access of state ecological inspectors to inspecting the objectives and refusing to provide

information, as well as presenting erroneous information about the state of the environment
is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 12 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from

180 to 240 conventional units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation, in both cases, of the right
to carry out a certain activity for a period of 3 months to a year.

Article 146.  Non-use of installations for the purification of pollutants
                         and controlling emissions into the atmosphere, for water purification
                          PLANT
Non-use of the installations, equipment, apparatus provided for the purification of pollutants and the

control of emissions into the atmosphere, for the purification of wastewater that is discharged into aquatic
objects or into the public sewerage network, for the control of their quality and the control of not exceeding the
maximum permissible concentration of pollutants in the discharged wastewater , as well as the violation of the
rules and operating instructions of the indicated facilities

is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 12 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from
120 to 240 conventional units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation, in both cases, of the right
to carry out a certain activity for a period of 3 months to a year.

Article 147.  Exceeding emission limit values
                         harmful to the environment and emission
                         of pollutants without authorization
(1) Exceeding the emission limit values   of polluting substances, of radiological, physical and biological

action on the environment, the emission of pollutants into the atmosphere without the authorization of the
authorized public authority, if obtaining such an authorization is necessary according to the legislation,

is sanctioned with a fine of 100 to 150 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of
300 to 400 conventional units applied to the legal person with or without the deprivation, in both cases, of the
right to carry out a certain activity for a period of 3 months to a year.

(2) Failure by units and enterprises to comply with the legal obligation regarding the emission limit
values   of hazardous substances generated as a result of waste disposal



it is sanctioned with a fine from 120 to 180 conventional units applied to the natural person or with
unpaid work for the benefit of the community of up to 60 hours, with a fine from 200 to 300 conventional units
applied to the legal person with or without deprivation, in both cases , of the right to carry out a certain activity
for a period of 3 months to a year.

(3) Carrying out the activity of energy recovery of used tires, recovery and recycling activities of metal
waste in the absence of emission purification facilities in the environmental components, in the absence of
measuring equipment for emission control, including the computerized one, as well as the erroneous
presentation or failure to submit reports on the volume of emissions and their quality, in the activity process,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 120 to 180 conventional units applied to the natural person or with
unpaid work for the benefit of the community of up to 60 hours, with a fine from 200 to 300 conventional units
applied to the legal person with or without deprivation, in both cases , of the right to carry out a certain activity
for a period of 3 months to a year.

Article 148.  Violation of the regime and method of using hydrocarbons
                         halogens that destroy the ozone layer
(1) Manufacturing or putting into commercial circulation aerosols or portable fire extinguishers

containing chemical substances that destroy the ozone layer
it is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 18 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 120 to 180 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(2) The use of chemical substances that destroy the ozone layer in the manufacture of aerosols, new

industrial cooling systems, mobile air conditioning units, as well as sterilization products, their use in any other
new fields in which they previously did not have were used

it is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 18 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 120 to 180 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(3) The use of chemical substances that destroy the ozone layer in the manufacture of insulating panels
and packaging made of organic, flexible or semi-rigid expanded

it is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 12 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 60 to 120 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(4) The use and commercial circulation of cleaning agents and solvents containing one or more
chemical substances that destroy the ozone layer, with the exception of carbon tetrachloride when it is used as a
solvent in chlorination processes in a closed system or as a solvent in processes where, for technical reasons, it
cannot be substituted with another substance, harmless for the ozone layer,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 12 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 60 to 120 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(5) Violation of rules for the use of methyl bromide in agriculture
it is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 12 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 60 to 120 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(6) The use, storage and transport of containers with chemical substances that destroy the ozone layer

not labeled with the inscription "Contains substances that destroy the ozone layer"
is sanctioned with a fine from 15 to 21 conventional units.
(7) Refusal of importers, exporters and persons who put into commercial circulation substances,

products and equipment containing substances that destroy the ozone layer to present to the authorities
empowered with this right for control the documents provided by the legislation regarding the use of these
substances

is sanctioned with a fine from 9 to 15 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from
90 to 150 conventional units applied to the legal person with or without the deprivation, in both cases, of the
right to carry out a certain activity for a period from 3 to 6 months.

Article 149.  Environmental pollution causing damage
Pollution of the environment (atmospheric air, surface and underground water basins, land) with

industrial, construction or household waste, with domestic water, with pollutant emissions that caused damage,
if this action does not constitute a crime,

is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 36 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from
210 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person with or without the deprivation, in both cases, of the
right to carry out a certain activity for a period of at 6 months to a year.

Article 150.  Non-fulfillment of registration obligations in the on-board documents
                        of operations with harmful substances and mixtures
Failure to fulfill the obligations, provided by the legislation in force, regarding the registration in the

ship's logbook of operations with substances harmful to human health, for aquatic flora and fauna or with
mixtures containing such substances above the established norms, the entry in the logbooks of of forgeries



related to such operations
is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 12 conventional units.
Article 151.  Violation of technical and ecological testing rules
Violation of the rules of technical and ecological testing of land vehicles, ships and aircraft through non-

qualitative testing that resulted in exceeding the admissible pollutant emission norms or technical defects
it is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 150 to 210 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 60 to 120
conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 152.  –  repealed.
Article 153.  Operation of land vehicles, ships and aircraft
                        that exceed the permitted pollutant emission norms
                        and noise emission
The operation of land vehicles, ships and aircraft that exceed the permitted standards for pollutant

emission and noise emission during operation
is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 12 conventional units.
Article 154.  Violation of waste management rules
(1) Non-compliance with the established method of collection, storage, transport, storage, neutralization

and evacuation, including in aquatic objectives, in the basement, etc., of industrial, construction waste, bio-
waste, municipal and other waste

it is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 24 conventional units applied to the natural person or with unpaid
work for the benefit of the community of up to 60 hours, with a fine from 120 to 180 conventional units applied
to the legal person with or without deprivation, in both cases , of the right to carry out a certain activity for a
period from 3 months to a year.

 (1  ) Non-compliance with the established way of burning industrial, construction, bio-waste,
municipal and other waste

is sanctioned with a fine from 200 to 300 conventional units applied to the natural person or with unpaid
work for the benefit of the community from 40 to 60 hours, with a fine from 600 to 800 conventional units
applied to the legal person with or without deprivation of the right to to carry out a certain activity for a period
of 3 months to a year.

 (2) The facts specified in paragraph (1) that created the danger of environmental pollution
is sanctioned with a fine of 24 to 48 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of 180

to 240 conventional units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation, in both cases, of the right to
carry out a certain activity for a period of 3 months to a year.

(3) Arbitrary storage or in prohibited places or the use of other methods of evacuation, treatment or
disposal of waste without the authorization of the competent authorities

it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person or with unpaid
work for the benefit of the community of up to 60 hours, with a fine from 60 to 120 conventional units applied
to the legal person with or without deprivation, in both cases , of the right to carry out a certain activity for a
period from 3 months to a year.

 (4) Concealment of information or the intentional presentation of false or incomplete information
regarding waste management, regarding their evacuation in the event of an accident

is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person or with unpaid
work for the benefit of the community from 40 to 60 hours, with a fine from 60 to 120 conventional units
applied to the responsible person, with a fine of to 180 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal entity with
or without the deprivation, in all cases, of the right to carry out a certain activity for a period of 6 months to a
year.

(5) Violation of the rules of records and primary control in the field of waste management, non-
compliance with the deadlines for presenting reports in the nominated field

it is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person or with unpaid
work for the benefit of the community of up to 60 hours, with a fine from 120 to 180 conventional units applied
to the legal person with or without deprivation, in both cases , of the right to carry out a certain activity for a
period from 3 months to a year.

(6) Transmission of hazardous waste to natural or legal persons who do not hold licenses
(authorizations) for their collection, transportation, treatment and disposal

is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from
180 to 240 conventional units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation, in both cases, of the right
to carry out a certain activity for a period of 3 months to a year.
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 (7) Non-compliance with the operating regime and rules of waste processing and neutralization
facilities, industrial waste storage or burial sites, bio-waste, municipal and other waste

is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 42 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from
240 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation, in both cases, of the right
to carry out a certain activity for a period of at 6 months to a year.

 (8) The design and construction of enterprises and other objectives, as well as the implementation of
materials and technologies that do not correspond to the security conditions of the use, processing and
evacuation of waste

is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 42 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from
120 to 180 conventional units applied to the legal person with or without the deprivation, in both cases, of the
right to carry out a certain activity for a period of 3 months to a year.

(9) Non-compliance with the rules regarding the import, export or transit of waste
is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from

120 to 180 conventional units applied to the legal person with or without the deprivation, in both cases, of the
right to carry out a certain activity for a period of at 6 months to a year.

(10) Failure to ensure the sorting, collection, treatment and evacuation of waste, failure to reach the
minimum waste recovery or recycling targets, as well as allowing the storage of waste of any origin

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the responsible person.
 (11) Failure to take measures to liquidate unauthorized and uncontrolled dumpsters
it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the responsible person.
(12) Failure to comply with hazardous waste management requirements regarding:
a) labelling, packaging and classification;
b) reclassification as non-hazardous waste;
c) mixing with other categories of waste;
d) collection, transportation and temporary storage
is sanctioned with a fine from 100 to 180 conventional units applied to the legal person with or without

the deprivation of the right to carry out a certain activity for a period of 6 months to one year.
 (13) Nerespectarea de către producătorii și distribuitorii de produse a cerințelor prevăzute la art. 12 alin.

(5)–(7) din Legea nr. 209/2016 privind deșeurile
se sancționează cu amendă de la 40 la 80 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei juridice cu sau fără

privarea de dreptul de a desfășura o anumită activitate pe un termen de la 3 luni la un an.
 (14) Nerespectarea procesului de gestionare a deșeurilor de baterii și acumulatori prin:
a) abandonarea bateriilor și acumulatorilor uzați sau a componentelor solide ale acestora;
b) deversarea electrolitului din acumulatorii uzați pentru autovehicule pe sol, în apele de suprafață,

apele subterane și în sistemele de canalizare
se sancționează cu amendă de la 120 la 180 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice sau cu

muncă neremunerată în folosul comunității de până la 60 de ore, cu amendă de la 200 la 300 de unități
convenționale aplicată persoanei juridice cu sau fără privarea, în ambele cazuri, de dreptul de a desfășura o
anumită activitate pe un termen de la 3 luni la un an.

 (15) Nerespectarea de către operatorul stației de tratare sau de către operatorul schemei de valorificare
materială a deșeurilor de echipamente electrice și electronice a obligațiilor privind:

a) asigurarea recuperării sau reciclării deșeurilor de echipamente electrice și electronice supuse tratării
care pot fi recuperate sau reciclate;

b) asigurarea atingerii țintelor minime de recuperare și reciclare a deșeurilor de echipamente electrice și
electronice;

c) raportarea, trimestrială, către producătorii de echipamente electrice și electronice a rezultatelor de
performanță în atingerea țintelor de colectare și tratare a deșeurilor de echipamente electrice și electronice
stabilite de Guvern;

d) asigurarea procesului tehnologic astfel încât materialele finale obținute după dezasamblarea
echipamentelor electrice și electronice uzate să nu conțină componenți cu caracteristici periculoase

se sancționează cu amendă de la 120 la 180 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice sau cu
muncă neremunerată în folosul comunității de până la 60 de ore, cu amendă de la 200 la 300 de unități
convenționale aplicată persoanei juridice cu sau fără privarea, în ambele cazuri, de dreptul de a desfășura o
anumită activitate pe un termen de la 3 luni la un an.

 (16) Încălcarea interdicției privind producerea, punerea la dispoziție pe piață și utilizarea substanțelor
enumerate în secțiunea 1 din anexa nr. 6 la Legea nr. 209/2016 privind deșeurile, fie individual, fie în
compoziția preparatelor, fie sub formă de compuși ai unor diverse articole,



se sancționează cu amendă de la 120 la 180 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice sau cu
muncă neremunerată în folosul comunității de până la 60 de ore, cu amendă de la 200 la 300 de unități
convenționale aplicată persoanei juridice cu sau fără privarea, în ambele cazuri, de dreptul de a desfășura o
anumită activitate pe un termen de la 3 luni la un an.

 (17) Încălcarea interdicției pentru operațiunile de valorificare sau eliminare a deșeurilor de poluanți
organici persistenți care pot conduce la recuperarea, reciclarea, regenerarea sau reutilizarea oricăror dintre
substanțele enumerate în secțiunea a 2-a din anexa nr. 6 la Legea nr. 209/2016 privind deșeurile

se sancționează cu amendă de la 120 la 180 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice sau cu
muncă neremunerată în folosul comunității de până la 60 de ore, cu amendă de la 200 la 300 de unități
convenționale aplicată persoanei juridice cu sau fără privarea, în ambele cazuri, de dreptul de a desfășura o
anumită activitate pe un termen de la 3 luni la un an.

 (18) Violation of the normative acts regarding the management of waste resulting from medical activity,
by the leaders of medical assistance institutions for humans and animals, as well as by the leaders of research
institutions in this field, by:

a) the lack of annual planning of the necessary expenses for the management of waste resulting from the
activity of medical assistance for humans and animals and/or from related research, classified into hazardous
and non-hazardous waste;

b) lack of waste management plans resulting from medical activity and ensuring their implementation in
accordance with the internal regulation and normative acts approved by the Government;

c) lack of the person responsible for the waste management activities resulting from the medical
activity, nominated in the established manner, or failure to ensure the continuous professional training of the
employees in the field of waste management resulting from the medical activity

it is sanctioned with a fine from 120 to 180 conventional units applied to the person with a position of
responsibility or with unpaid work for the benefit of the community from 30 to 60 hours.

Article 154  .  Violation of the rules regarding
                           extended liability
                           of the manufacturer
(1) Waste management in the absence of an individual or collective system for managing the respective

waste flows, or failure to present documents confirming an individual system or certification as a member of a
collective system for the collection, treatment, recovery or disposal of products that they became waste

it is sanctioned with a fine from 120 to 180 conventional units applied to the natural person or with
unpaid work for the benefit of the community of up to 60 hours, with a fine from 200 to 300 conventional units
applied to the legal person with or without deprivation, in both cases , of the right to carry out a certain activity
for a period of 3 months to a year.

(2) Failure to register in the established manner the manufacturer or distributor of products subject to
extended producer responsibility regulations in the Automated Information System "Waste Management"
owned by the Environment Agency

it is sanctioned with a fine from 120 to 180 conventional units applied to the natural person or with
unpaid work for the benefit of the community of up to 60 hours, with a fine from 200 to 300 conventional units
applied to the legal person with or without deprivation, in both cases , of the right to carry out a certain activity
for a period of 3 months to a year.

(3) Non-compliance by the operator of the waste deposit responsible for the maintenance, supervision,
monitoring and post-closure control of the deposit with the obligation to report annually in the Automated
Information System "Waste Management" on the types and quantities of waste removed, as well as semi-annual
reporting on the data recorded following the monitoring of the waste deposit, to demonstrate compliance with
the provisions of the environmental authorization for waste management, as well as to demonstrate the status of
the fulfillment of the measures in the program for compliance,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 120 to 180 conventional units applied to the natural person or with
unpaid work for the benefit of the community of up to 60 hours, with a fine from 200 to 300 conventional units
applied to the legal person with or without deprivation, in both cases , of the right to carry out a certain activity
for a period of 3 months to a year.

(4) Non-compliance by the landfill operator responsible for the maintenance, supervision, monitoring
and post-closure control of the landfill with the obligation to establish a fund for the closure and post-closure
follow-up of the landfill

it is sanctioned with a fine from 120 to 180 conventional units applied to the natural person or with
unpaid work for the benefit of the community of up to 60 hours, with a fine from 200 to 300 conventional units
applied to the legal person with or without deprivation, in both cases , of the right to carry out a certain activity
for a period of 3 months to a year.
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Article 155.  Violation of the rules of record keeping, transport, storage, use
                        and burial of biological, chemical preparations and other substances
                        toxic
(1) Violation of the rules of registration, transport, storage, use and burial of biological and chemical

preparations, mixtures of preparations or other toxic substances, if this act does not meet the constitutive
elements of the crime,

is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from
180 to 240 conventional units applied to the legal person with the deprivation, in both cases, of the right to
carry out a certain activity for a period of 6 months to a year.

(2) Violation of the rules for recording, transporting, storing, using and burying mineral fertilizers,
ameliorative substances, pesticides, plant growth stimulants, mixtures of preparations or other toxic substances,
if they are used in agriculture, if this act does not meet the constitutive elements of the crime,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 180 to 240 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(3) –  repealed.
(4) Irregular management by mixing mercury waste, including used fluorescent lamps, with other

categories of hazardous waste or with other waste, substances or materials
it is sanctioned with a fine from 120 to 180 conventional units applied to the natural person or with

unpaid work for the benefit of the community from 40 to 60 hours, with a fine from 300 to 400 conventional
units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation, in both cases, of the right to carry out a certain
activity for a period of 3 months to a year.

Article 155  .  Violation of the rules for conducting nuclear activities
                          and radiological
(1) Carrying out nuclear and radiological activities without a radiological authorization issued according

to the law
it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 90 to 180 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 180 to 300
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(2) Failure to report within the deadline, exceeding by five working days the deadline provided by law,
of the export, import of technologies, materials, devices, software, equipment that fall under the scope of the
nuclear guarantees regime

it is sanctioned with a fine from 90 to 180 conventional units applied to the responsible person, with a
fine from 180 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal entity.

(3) Use of nuclear and radiological installations, nuclear and radioactive material without a security
certificate issued according to the law

it is sanctioned with a fine from 90 to 180 conventional units applied to the responsible person, with a
fine from 180 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal entity. The sanction is applied for each radiological
or nuclear installation, radioactive or nuclear material used without security certificates.

(4) Carrying out the activities of design, construction of nuclear and radiological objectives, location,
relocation, transfer, assembly, commissioning, test operation, repairs and maintenance, modification,
conservation, decommissioning, import, export, temporary introduction of nuclear installations and
radiological, of nuclear or radioactive materials, as well as carrying out the activities of transporting nuclear
and radioactive materials without the authorization provided by law

it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 120 to 180 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 180 to
300 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(5) Admission to nuclear and radiological activities of persons who do not have the necessary training or
who do not have a valid exercise permit for these activities, as well as the non-recording of individual effective
doses in the category A personnel file

it is sanctioned with a fine from 120 to 180 conventional units applied to the responsible person.
(6) Obstructing the legitimate activity of the representatives of the control body in the field of nuclear

and radiological activities by not allowing them to carry out the legal control
it is sanctioned with a fine from 120 to 180 conventional units applied to the responsible person, with a

fine from 180 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal entity.
(7) Presentation, for the purpose of assessment or control, of erroneous or incomplete data
it is sanctioned with a fine from 90 to 180 conventional units applied to the responsible person, with a

fine from 180 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal entity.
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(8) Concealment of cases of detection, evasion, loss of sources of ionizing radiation, of nuclear
materials, destruction of the integrity of nuclear materials and radioactive sources or failure to inform, within
24 hours, the control body in the field of nuclear and radiological activities about these facts

it is sanctioned with a fine from 120 to 300 conventional units applied to the responsible person, with a
fine from 300 to 600 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(9) The operation of nuclear or radiological installations in the absence of a quality control system to
ensure the requirements of radioprotection, nuclear and radiological security, physical security of the objective,
preparation for emergency intervention in the event of nuclear or radiological incidents or accidents

it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 180 conventional units applied to the responsible person, with a
fine from 180 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal entity.

(10) Non-presentation of data, presentation of false or non-updated data to the control body in the field
of nuclear and radiological activities regarding the information requested by normative acts for inclusion in
national reports on the implementation of the requirements of treaties and international conventions to which
the Republic of Moldova is a party

it is sanctioned with a fine from 180 to 300 conventional units applied to the responsible person, with a
fine from 300 to 1000 conventional units applied to the legal entity.

(11) Failure to register radiation doses applied to patients, failure to report radiological incident cases,
including unjustified irradiation of patients,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 150 to 450 conventional units applied to the responsible person, with a
fine from 450 to 750 conventional units applied to the legal entity.

(12) Violation of the rules of import, export, transport, storage or use of substances, materials, waste and
nuclear and/or radioactive devices, if this does not constitute a crime,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 150 to 300 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 400 to 600 conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 155  .  Breach of prevention requirements
                           of major accidents involving
                           hazardous substances, as well as of
                           limitation of their consequences on
                           human health and the environment
Violation of the requirements to prevent major accidents involving dangerous substances, as well as to

limit their consequences on human health and the environment, by:
a) failure to designate the person responsible for security management, good condition and harmless

operation in the established manner and/or the failure of this person to hold a permit to exercise duties related
to industrial security, especially at sites that pose a risk of major accidents involving dangerous substances;

b) non-compliance with the necessary conditions and measures, according to the provisions of the
legislation in force, to prevent major accidents and to limit their consequences on human health and the
environment;

c) failure to immediately inform the local public administration authority on whose territory the site is
located, the Environmental Agency, the General Inspectorate for Emergency Situations and the Technical
Supervision Agency about the occurrence of a major accident involving dangerous substances;

d) failure by the operator to transmit, within at most 3 days after the completion of the work, to the
Environment Agency, to the General Inspectorate for Emergency Situations and to the Agency for Technical
Supervision the information regarding the works or changes made to the technical installations, regarding the
modification of a process or the nature, physical form or quantity of hazardous substances used within a site or
a storage area, which fall under the scope of Law no. 108/2020 regarding the control of the dangers of major
accidents involving dangerous substances, and which may have significant consequences in the event of a
breakdown, a major accident or may lead to the reclassification of a lower-level site as a higher-level site or
vice versa,

e) failure by the operator to send to the Environmental Agency the security report that includes the
information provided by Law no. 108/2020 on the control of the dangers of major accidents involving
dangerous substances;

f) failure to inform the public and/or neighboring legal entities regarding the risks posed by the location,
production objects or technical installations (existing or future), regarding the storage of hazardous substances,
including those that fall under the scope of Law no. 108/2020 regarding the control of the dangers of major
accidents involving dangerous substances, or failure to provide the requested information at the request of the
competent authorities provided for in art. 5 para. (2) from Law no. 108/2020 on the control of the dangers of
major accidents involving dangerous substances
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it is sanctioned with a fine from 40 to 80 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility
function, with a fine from 180 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 156.  Non-fulfillment of the provisions of the legislation regarding expertise
                        state ecological and environmental impact assessment
Failure to fulfill the provisions of the legislation regarding the state ecological expertise and

environmental impact assessment or the requirements included in the conclusions of the state ecological
expertise and environmental impact assessment, the financing or execution of projects and programs that have
not passed the state ecological expertise and environmental impact assessment

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 180 to 240 conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 157.  Cruelty to animals
(1) Violation of the requirements regarding the maintenance of animals, regulated by the sanitary-

veterinary legislation, which may endanger their life or health,
it is sanctioned with a fine from 48 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 180 to 300 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.
(2) Intentional illegal causing of avoidable pain or suffering to the animal, if the act does not constitute a

crime,
it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 150 to 300 conventional units applied to the person in a responsible position, with or without confiscation
of the animals.

(3) The actions specified in para. (1) and (2) which caused damage to the animal's health
it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 120 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 180 to 300 conventional units applied to the person with a liability function.
(4) Leaving the pet in danger or abandoning it or keeping it without food or the necessary medicines
it is sanctioned with a fine from 72 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 90 to 120 conventional units applied to the person with a liability function.
(5) Evasion of the animal keeper to subject the animals to the preventive measures provided for in the

Program of strategic actions for surveillance, prevention and combating of diseases in animals, to prevent the
transmission of diseases from animals to humans

it is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.

(6) The free movement of aggressive or dangerous dogs within the locality or their transport in public
transport without a leash and muzzle

is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 30 conventional units.
(6  ) Breeding or keeping dogs without the necessary authorization or in conditions that pose a danger

to people or animals
is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 30 conventional units.
(7) Omitting the collection of waste from the animal walking in the public space
it is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 30 conventional units or with unpaid work for the benefit of the

community from 20 to 35 hours.
(8) Refusing to remove the dead animal or burying it in an unauthorized place
it is sanctioned with a fine from 3 to 6 conventional units applied to the natural person or with unpaid

work for the benefit of the community from 20 to 35 hours, with a fine from 6 to 12 conventional units applied
to the person with a responsible position.

(9) Public incitement to animal cruelty or its justification
it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 60 to 120 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.
(10) Inflicting pets on humans or animals
it is sanctioned with a fine from 50 to 100 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 80 to 160 conventional units applied to the person with a liability function.
(11) Organising, financing, promoting, facilitating or supporting through various technical or logistical

means competitive activities such as animal fighting
it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 120 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 150 to 300 conventional units applied to the person with a liability function.
(12) The actions provided for in para. (1)–(4), (9)–(11) committed:
a) repeatedly during the same calendar year;
b) in public or in the presence of minors;
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c) by a person responsible for the care, protection and well-being of animals, training or providing
veterinary medical assistance;

d) against two or more animals
it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 120 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 170 to 340 conventional units applied to the person with a liability function.
Article 158.  Violation of the maintenance rules for dogs and cats
                         and other animals
(1) Violation of prohibitions or maintenance rules for dogs, cats and other animals, approved by

decision of the local public administration authority,
it is sanctioned with a warning or a fine from 6 to 12 conventional units applied to the natural person,

with a fine from 24 to 48 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function.
 (2) Walking dogs or other animals in public places contrary to the rules approved by decision of the

local public administration authority
is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 12 conventional units.
(3) Allowing the access of dogs or cats in animal farms or in food processing, manufacturing or storage

units, in markets and fairs, with the exception of service dogs, companion dogs, specially trained for people
with disabilities, as well as hunting dogs with a muzzle and being led on a leash by authorized persons,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 60 to 120 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.

Article 158  .  Violation of the rules regarding identification and registration
                           animals, as well as zootechnical rules
(1) Refusal of identification and registration of animals by owners, possession of animals that are not

identified and registered according to the provisions of sanitary-veterinary regulations, failure to hand over the
individual passports of slaughtered or dead cattle to the territorial sanitary-veterinary authority,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 2 to 9 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from
12 to 24 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.

(2) Transporting animals that are not identified and registered or without the appropriate documents,
including the individual passport in the case of cattle,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 3 to 12 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 12 to 24 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.

(3) Omitting the declaration by the holders to the territorial sanitary-veterinary authority, within the
terms established by law, of the purchase, including import, sale, including export, death, disappearance,
calving, slaughter of animals

it is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 15 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 12 to 24 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.

(4) The purchase of animals that are not identified and are not registered in the database of the Animal
Identification and Traceability System

it is sanctioned with a fine from 3 to 12 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 6 to 30 conventional units applied to the person in a responsible position.

(5) Sacrifice of animals that are not identified
it is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 18 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 15 to 42 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.
(6) Slaughter of cattle identified and registered in other places than in the slaughter units authorized by

the competent sanitary-veterinary authority
it is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 24 conventional units applied to the natural person,

with a fine from 12 to 42 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(7) Production and/or marketing of frozen semen, embryos, hatching eggs for commercial hybrids,

silkworm eggs, eggs and fish larvae outside specialized units, authorized for this purpose, with the exception of
scientific institutions,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 12 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 6 to 30 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.

(8) Violation of technological norms or instructions regarding artificial insemination
it is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 12 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 12 to 18 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.
(9) Clandestine mounting
it is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 12 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 6 to 30 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.
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(10) Intentional entry in the zootechnical records or in the certificates regarding the quality of the
breeding material of erroneous data regarding the origin, age, productive performance and quality indices of the
raw, diluted, refrigerated or frozen semen

it is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 24 conventional units applied to the person in a responsible
position.

(11) Failure to comply with the cattle mating plan for directed breeding by breeders of high genetic
value

it is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 12 conventional units applied to the person in a responsible
position.

Article 158  .  Violation of the norms and rules of the activity
                          in the field of classification of cattle, pig and sheep carcasses
(1) Failure by the slaughtering units to classify and identify the carcasses of cattle, pigs and sheep
it is sanctioned with a fine from 80 to 100 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(2) Non-compliance by slaughter units with the obligation to have an authorized classifier
it is sanctioned with a fine from 80 to 100 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(3) Non-compliance by the slaughtering units with the obligations of registration and presentation to the

supervisory and control authority of the information regarding the prices for the classified carcasses
it is sanctioned with a fine from 25 to 40 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(4) Limiting the access of the inspector appointed by the supervision and control authority to verify the

correctness of the carcass classification
it is sanctioned with a fine of 15 to 25 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of 30

to 50 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(5) Incorrect classification of cattle, pig and sheep carcasses
it is sanctioned with a fine from 25 to 40 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 30 to 50 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(6) Classification of carcasses by a person who does not hold a classification authorization or admission

for classification of carcasses of a person who does not hold a classification authorization
it is sanctioned with a fine of 30 to 50 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of 50

to 70 conventional units applied to the legal person.
Chapter X

OFFENSES IN THE FIELD OF INDUSTRY, CONSTRUCTION,
ENERGY, MUNICIPAL HOUSEHOLD, HOUSING AND

DEVELOPMENT OF THE TERRITORY
Article 159.  Violation of the provisions of normative acts, of documents
                         normative-technical regarding the performance in the conditions
                         safety of works that can cause accidents
                         or incidents
(1) Violation of the provisions of normative acts, of normative-technical documents in the field of

industrial security through:
a) omitting the application of the complex of measures to protect the vital interests of the person and

society from possible damage and incidents to dangerous industrial objects and their effects that caused damage
in small proportions

it is sanctioned with a fine from 48 to 84 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 180 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person;

b) carrying out activities and/or works in the field of industrial security in the absence of a positive
expert opinion issued by the expert authority in the field of industrial security

it is sanctioned with a fine from 48 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 180 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(2) Violation of the notification procedure regarding the possession of a dangerous industrial object, as
well as regarding the performance of adjustment works of technical installations and/or technological systems,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 15 to 30 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility
function, with a fine from 48 to 60 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(3) Non-fulfillment by the owners and managers of dangerous industrial objects of the prescriptions in
order to exclude deviations and violations of construction, maintenance, service and exploitation rules, which
may cause damage, fires, explosions or endanger life people,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 15 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 60 to 120
conventional units applied to the legal person.
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(4) Violation of the rules regarding the protection of natural gas networks, which has the effect of
reducing the reliability of the supply of natural gas and/or putting people, property or the environment at risk,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 36 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 42 to 60 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.

(4  ) Omitting the application of complex measures regarding the protection of natural gas networks
which has the effect of reducing the reliability of natural gas supply and/or which endangers people, property or
the environment

it is sanctioned with a fine from 36 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 42 to 60 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 100 to
200 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(5) Violation of the requirements regarding compulsory liability insurance for damages caused in the
process of exploitation of the dangerous industrial object and/or for the exploitation of the dangerous industrial
object, with the exception of putting the dangerous industrial object into operation, without holding a
compulsory liability insurance contract for damages caused in the process of exploitation of the dangerous
industrial object,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 15 to 30 conventional units applied to the responsible person, with a
fine from 48 to 60 contravention units applied to the legal person.

Article 160.  Violation of rules, norms and instructions regarding
                         when storing, transporting, using and recording the materials
                         EXplosives
Violation of the rules, norms and instructions regarding the storage, transportation, use and record of

explosive materials in industry, at the objectives under the control of the state supervision authorities of the safe
performance of works in industry and mining inspection

it is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 30 conventional units applied to the responsible person.
Article 161.  Unauthorized disconnection of electricity, energy
                        thermal or natural gas
Unauthorized disconnection of consumer installations from the electrical networks, from the thermal

networks or from the natural gas networks, except in cases when such actions are undertaken to ensure the
safety of people's lives or are undertaken in emergency or force majeure situations ( extraordinary),

it is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 15 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 15 to 30 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.

Article 162.  Causing a disturbance in the networks
                           electric with voltage up to 1000
                            of volts
(1) Recklessly causing a disturbance in electrical networks with a voltage of up to 1000 volts (at

overhead, underground and underwater electricity transmission lines, at connection and distribution facilities),
resulting in a blackout in providing consumers with electricity,

it is sanctioned with a fine of 10 to 15 conventional units applied to the natural person or with unpaid
work for the benefit of the community of up to 30 hours, with a fine of 30 to 45 conventional units applied to
the responsible person.

(2) Deliberately causing a disturbance in electrical networks with a voltage of up to 1000 volts (at
overhead, underground and underwater power transmission lines, at connection and distribution facilities),
resulting in a blackout in the insurance electricity consumers,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person or with unpaid
work for the benefit of the community of up to 60 hours, with a fine from 42 to 60 conventional units applied to
the person with a responsible position.

Article 163.  Violation of the Regulation on network protection
                         ELECTRICAL
Violation of the requirements set out in the Regulation on the protection of electrical networks, which

creates the danger of a power cut, disrupts the normal operation of electrical networks, damages electrical
networks, causes breakdowns, fires, accidents or may result in putting people's lives at risk or causing damage ,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 30 to 90 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 60 to 120
conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 163  .  Failure to comply with the prescriptions issued by the National Agency
                          for Energy Regulation

1
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(1) Failure by the owners and managers of electrical installations, electrical networks to fulfill the
prescriptions in order to exclude deviations and violations of the normative-technical documents for the
arrangement and operation of electrical installations, electrical networks, which may result in damage, fires,
explosions or putting people's lives at risk,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 15 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 60 to 120
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(2) Failure by the owners and the managers of the thermal installations to fulfill the prescriptions in
order to exclude deviations and violations of the construction, maintenance, service and exploitation rules,
which may cause damages, fires, explosions or put in danger to people's lives,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 15 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 60 to 120
conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 164.  Illegal use of electricity, thermal energy
                         or natural gas
(1) Illegal use of electricity, thermal energy or natural gas by unauthorized connection to the electricity

network, the thermal network or the natural gas network, by avoiding the measuring equipment or by
interfering with its operation through various methods that lead to omission of registration or incomplete
registration of electricity, thermal energy or natural gas consumption

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 45 to 120 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 90 to
180 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(2) Illegal connection to a final consumer's thermal energy or natural gas utilization facility, use of
electricity through illegal connection to a final consumer's utilization facility

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 45 to 120 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 90 to
180 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(3) Illegal use of electricity, thermal energy or natural gas by unauthorized reconnection, after
disconnection, to the electricity network, the thermal network or the natural gas network

it is sanctioned with a fine from 42 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 60 to 150 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 120 to
240 conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 165.  Violation of the right of access to the measuring equipment and/or to the operator's
facilities

The unmotivated refusal to provide access to the measuring equipment and/or the operator's facilities
located on the end user's property or the unmotivated failure to ensure the end user's access to the measuring
equipment located on the operator's property

it is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 18 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 90 to 120
conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 166. -  repealed.
Article 167.  Damage to thermal networks or their equipment
Damage to thermal networks or their equipment
it is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 36 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 42 to 60 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.
Article 168.  Violation of the rules regarding the protection of thermal networks
Violation of the rules regarding the protection of thermal networks, which has the effect of reducing the

reliability of the supply of thermal energy and/or putting people, goods or the environment at risk,
it is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 36 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 42 to 60 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.
Article 169.  Violation of the rules for carrying out the activity by
                         participants in the electricity market, in the natural gas market,
                         to the provision of the public water supply and/or sewage service
                         and in the production, distribution and/or supply of thermal energy                      
Violation by the participants in the electricity market, in the natural gas market, in the provision of the

public water supply and/or sewerage service and in the production, distribution and/or provision of thermal
energy of the rules for carrying out the activities, established in the normative acts in domain, manifested by:



a) refusal to allow the performance of controls, verifications and inspections ordered by the state
regulatory and control authority in the field of energy or obstruction of this authority in their performance;

b) failure to submit the data, information requested by the state regulatory and control authority in the
field of energy or the provision of incorrect or incomplete data and information;

c) unjustified delay in the connection of electrical installations, natural gas installations of potential final
consumers to the electrical networks, to the natural gas networks, to the execution of the water
connections/sewerage connections to the water supply and/or sewage network, to distribution networks and/or
supply of thermal energy or in the reconnection of electrical installations, natural gas installations, water supply
and/or sewage or thermal energy of final consumers to the electrical networks, to the natural gas networks, to
the network of water and/or sewage supply or thermal energy;

d) incorrect application of regulated tariffs, regulated prices for electricity, natural gas, public water
supply and/or sewerage and thermal energy or the application of tariffs for auxiliary services provided that were
not approved or approved by regulatory authority and state control in the field of energy;

e) the unjustified refusal of suppliers who fulfill public service obligations to conclude a contract for the
supply of electricity, natural gas, public water supply and/or sewerage, distribution and/or supply of thermal
energy;

f) the unjustified refusal of the operators of the transmission systems or the operators of the distribution
systems to conclude a contract for the provision of the electricity, natural gas transport service or a contract for
the provision of the electricity, natural gas, water supply distribution service and/or sewerage, distribution
and/or supply of thermal energy;

g) non-compliance by the operators of the transport systems, by the operators of the distribution
systems, of the provisions of the normative regulatory acts regarding the expansion of the electric networks, of
the gas networks approved by the regulatory authority and state control in the field of energy;

h) non-compliance by the operators of the transport systems, by the operators of the distribution systems
of the obligation to notify the final consumers about scheduled interruptions in the supply of electricity, natural
gas, water supply or thermal energy within the terms and under the conditions established in the Regulation
with on the quality of electricity transport and distribution services, in the Regulation on the quality of natural
gas transport and distribution services, in the Regulation on the public water supply and sewerage service, in
the Regulation on the supply of thermal energy ;

i) non-compliance by distribution system operators with the obligation regarding the periodic
metrological verification of the measuring equipment of household consumers with whom they concluded
contracts for the provision of the nominated public service;

j) the unjustified disconnection of the electrical installations, of the natural gas installations of the final
consumers from the electricity network, from the natural gas network, from the water supply and/or sewage
network, from the thermal energy distribution network or limiting, unjustified interruption of the supply of
electricity, natural gas, water, thermal energy to consumers;

k) the unjustified refusal of the operators of the transport systems, of the operators of the distribution
systems regarding the issuance of the approval for connection to the electricity network, the natural gas
network, the thermal energy network, the issuance of the approval for connection/connection to the water
supply network and/ or sewage;

l) practicing without a license, without authorization, the types of licensed activity, authorized in
accordance with the normative acts that regulate the electricity market and the natural gas market, the provision
of the public water supply and/or sewerage service and the production, distribution and supply of thermal
energy or the delegation of the licensed, authorized functions and duties to a third party that does not hold a
license or authorization to carry out the respective type of activity;

m) failure to execute the measures ordered by the state regulatory and control authority in the field of
energy in a timely manner, or failure to comply within the deadline with the provisions of the prescription
regarding the liquidation of violations found by this authority;

n) non-compliance with the technical rules for the operation of electrical networks, natural gas
networks, power plants, natural gas and fuel production installations, fuel storage and storage installations,
which may result in a decrease in reliability and the quality of the supply of electricity, natural gas or fuel to
consumers;

o) non-compliance with the legal provisions when planning the expansion of thermal networks, as well
as the violation of the Technical Norms of thermal networks, elaborated and approved by the National Agency
for Energy Regulation, regarding the expansion, operation, repair and maintenance of thermal networks;

p) non-compliance by the operator with the provisions of Law no. 303/2013 on the public water supply
and sewerage service, the concluded contracts, the Regulation on the technical operation of public water supply
and sewerage systems and installations during operation, maintenance , repair, development or modification of



public water supply and/or sewage networks, as well as internal water supply and/or sewage networks in
housing blocks;

q) non-compliance by system operators with the provisions of the Regulation on the quality of natural
gas transport and distribution services, of the Regulation on the quality of electricity transport and distribution
services, as well as of the Framework Regulation on performance indicators of the public water supply and
sewerage service;

r) non-compliance with other conditions established in the licenses, in the authorizations issued for
carrying out activities on the electricity or natural gas market, in the provision of the public water supply and/or
sewerage service and in the production, distribution and/or supply of thermal energy;

s) violation of the provisions of the Methodology for the formation and application of prices to
petroleum products, by the retailers of the main petroleum products and liquefied gas, when calculating the
retail price of the main petroleum products and liquefied gas

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 60 to 300 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 120 to 300
conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 169  .  Violation of the rules of conduct
                         of the activity by the participants
                         in the oil products market
Violation by the participants in the oil products market of the rules for carrying out the activity,

established in the normative acts in the field, manifested by:
a) refusal to allow the performance of controls, verifications and inspections ordered by the state

regulatory and control authority in the field of energy or obstructing the activity of this authority when
performing them;

b) failure to submit the data, information requested by the state regulatory and control authority in the
field of energy or the provision of incorrect or incomplete data and information;

c) exceeding the maximum retail prices of the main standard oil products, established by the state
regulatory and control authority in the field of energy;

d) the unjustified refusal of the participants in the oil products market to sell main standard oil products
to consumers or the sale of other products in the absence of standard main oil products;

e) failure to execute the measures ordered, by decisions or judgments, by the state regulatory and
control authority in the field of energy or failure to fulfill within the deadline the provisions of the prescription
regarding the liquidation of the violations found by this authority;

f) practicing without a license, without authorization, the types of licensed activity, authorized in
accordance with the normative acts that regulate the oil products market, or the delegation of authorized
attributions and functions to a third party that does not hold a license, authorization for carrying out the
respective type of activity;

g) non-compliance with other conditions established in the licenses, in the authorizations issued for
carrying out activities on the oil products market

it is sanctioned with a fine from 90 to 120 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 300 to 600 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 600 to
1200 conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 170.  Unauthorized connection to the water supply system
                         and the sewage system
(1) Unauthorized connection (without technical conditions from the supplier) to the

water supply system and the sewage system
it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 45 to 120 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 210 to 270
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(2) Connection to the water supply system and the sewage system in violation of the technical
conditions

it is sanctioned with a fine from 15 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 120 to 180
conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 171.  Damage to the water supply system
                         and the sewage system
Damage to the water supply system and the sewage system
it is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 36 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 42 to 60 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.
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Article 172.  Violation of the rules regarding network protection zones
                        of water pipes and water supply installations
                        and sewage
Construction and placement in the protection zones of water pipeline networks and water supply and

sewerage installations of various objectives, usurpation of land in the protection zones of water pipeline
networks and sewage networks

it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 120 to 180
conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 173.  Unauthorized disconnection of consumers from the system
                         water supply and from the sewage system
Unauthorized disconnection of consumers from the water supply system and the sewage system
it is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 18 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 24 to 42 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.
Article 174.  Intentional damage to consumption recording devices
                         of potable water and the volume of discharged waste water
Intentional damage to devices for recording drinking water consumption and the volume of waste water

discharged into the public sewage system
it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 120 to 180
conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 175.  Presentation of erroneous data regarding drinking water consumption
                         and the volume of waste water discharged into the public sewage system
Presentation of erroneous data regarding drinking water consumption and the volume of waste water

discharged into the public sewage system
it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 60 to 120
conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 176.  Failure to ensure free access of the representative or
                         the administrator of the food service provider
                          with water and sewage, thermal energy in homes
                          and on the territory of economic agents
Failure to ensure the free access of the representative or the administrator of the water supply and

sewerage, thermal energy service provider in homes and on the territory of the economic agents to carry out the
legal control over the functioning of the internal water supply and sewage, thermal energy systems, for
removing the indications from the water consumption recording devices, in order to carry out the exploitation
works of the recording devices

it is sanctioned with a warning or a fine from 6 to 24 conventional units applied to the natural person,
with a warning or a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.

Article 177.  Violation of legislation and documents
                          norms in the planning of the territory,
                         urban planning and construction
(1) Violation of legislation in the field of urban planning and construction manifested by:
a) evasion from ensuring the access of control bodies to general urban plans and from providing data

and information, necessary for the activity of territorial planning and urban planning, which are contained in
data banks and information systems, as well as by providing false data and information;

b) evasion from ensuring public access to urban planning and territorial development documentation of
administrative-territorial units;

c) unmotivated absence from the inspection, convened by the executor, of the works that have reached
the determining phases of the execution;

d) non-fulfillment of the designer's obligation to establish solutions to remedy the defects noted in the
project, related to the essential requirements;

e) non-application by the executor of the solutions established by the designer or the expert to resolve
the non-conformities, defects or inconsistencies that appeared during the execution of the works;

f) failure to specify in the project the category of importance of the construction and failure to establish
the determining phases of the execution of works subject to quality control;



g) the inclusion in the project or the use of non-certified products or products for which there are no
technical approvals in the works where the quality level corresponding to the essential requirements must be
ensured;

h) failure to convene the factors that must participate in the verification of the works that have reached
the decisive phases of the execution and failure to ensure the verification conditions;

i) failure to notify the Agency for Technical Supervision within 24 hours in the event of technical
accidents at constructions under construction and at those in operation;

j) violation of the provisions of the normative documents regarding the essential requirements;
k) not completing and not keeping the technical book of the construction according to the legal

provisions; non-compliance with the deadlines provided by the legislation in force in the field of urban
planning or non-fulfillment of the measures included in the control acts;

l) use of buildings whose functional destination has been changed without authorization;
m) the issuer's failure to inform the Agency for Technical Supervision about the issuance of the

construction/cancellation permit and the failure to present a copy thereof;
n) failure to inform the Agency for Technical Supervision about the reception of the object, the related

facilities and/or the constructed/reconstructed technical-building networks;
o) the production of construction materials or articles without technological regulations, without

updated construction documents, with tools and equipment not verified by the state metrological bodies,
without tests and without batch reception, periodic and static analysis

it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 120 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 180 to 240 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 250 to
300 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(2) Violation of legislation and normative documents in construction manifested by:
a) establishing, within the framework of the technical expertise, some projects or construction works,

some solutions that may determine the non-achievement of the quality level of the constructions corresponding
to the essential requirements;

b) failure to arrange, upon completion of the construction works, the temporarily occupied lands to
bring them to their original state; failure to ensure the verification of the execution of the construction works by
attested site managers according to the legal provisions;

c) the lack of the site organization project, the failure to fence the construction site, the failure to
preserve the construction site according to the project and the failure to preserve damaged constructions with a
risk of exploitation;

d) non-execution of the obligations of monitoring the behavior of constructions in operation regarding
resistance and stability, non-execution of the maintenance, repair and consolidation works resulting from this
monitoring;

e) non-implementation and non-application of the management and quality assurance system, including
building constructions without certified technical managers according to legal provisions;

f) falsification or incorrect drawing up of execution and test and analysis documents in construction,
manufacture and sale of construction materials and articles without quality confirmation documents or in the
absence of analyzes and laboratory tests according to the requirements of construction normative documents ;

g) failure to ensure adequate layout, according to the regulations in force, of buildings, installations and
rooms, including residential ones, to ensure their access and use by people with disabilities;

h) the absence of the information panel at the construction site or its non-compliance with the provisions
of the normative acts

it is sanctioned with a fine from 140 to 240 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 200 to 300 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 350 to
500 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(3) Violation of the legislation on the reconstruction of the premises manifested by:
a) unauthorized interventions that affect the resistance structure of constructions;
b) the unauthorized extension of rooms on account of balconies and loggias in residential blocks, as well

as the extension of existing balconies and loggias;
c) the unauthorized expansion and relocation of kitchens and sanitary blocks on account of habitable

rooms in housing blocks;
d) unauthorized relocation of water and sewage networks;
e) unauthorized interventions in the ventilation channels;
f) breaking new gaps and widening existing gaps in the structural walls of residential blocks;
g) merging the apartments vertically with breaking or dismantling the floorboards;



h) modification of heating systems by installing aggregates on balconies and loggias in residential
blocks, with the exception of autonomous heating systems installed according to the project and the regulations
in force;

i) carrying out thermal insulation and color treatment of the facade in the absence of a building permit,
issued by the local public authority,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 120 to 180 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 200 to 250 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 300 to
350 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(4) Violation of construction legislation manifested by:
a) the development, modification of construction, demolition, modernization, modification,

transformation, consolidation and repair projects in violation of the legislation, the architectural-urban regime
and the technical regime, indicated in the urban planning certificate issued by the local public administration
authority;

b) approving, verifying and approving project, land use and urban planning documentation and
authorizing constructions, modernization, modification, transformation, consolidation and repair works in
violation of the legislation in force;

c) the execution of construction, reconstruction, demolition, modification, transformation,
modernization and consolidation works that may affect the essential requirements, without a building or project
authorization, based on unverified, uncoordinated, unapproved, unapproved projects, in violation of the project
or building permit;

d) the construction of annexes, balconies, canopies, the transformation of roofs or the expansion of
existing ones, which affect the architectural appearance of residential blocks;

e) prohibiting or obstructing the performance of quality control in constructions, non-presentation of
documents and acts requested by persons with control duties, according to legal provisions;

f) neglecting or not fulfilling the prescriptions of the Agency for Technical Supervision;
g) the continuation of construction/demolition works in case of expiration, suspension, cancellation of

the construction/dissolution authorization;
h) acceptance of construction, related installations and technical-building networks in violation of legal

provisions or their exploitation without acceptance
is sanctioned with a fine of 300 to 500 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of

600 to 900 conventional units applied to the person in a responsible position with or without the deprivation of
the right to carry out a certain activity for a period of 9 months to one year, with a fine from 1000 to 1500
conventional units applied to the legal entity with or without deprivation of the right to carry out a certain
activity for a period from 9 months to one year.

(5) Issuance of the urban planning certificate or the building/dissolution authorization:
a) which leads to the violation of legislation and normative documents in construction;
b) in the absence of or in violation of the provisions of the legislation or of the town planning

documentation approved according to the law;
c) persons who do not meet the conditions established for applicants for permits ;
it is sanctioned with a fine of 400 to 500 conventional units applied to the person in a responsible

position with or without the deprivation of the right to carry out a certain activity for a period of 9 months to
one year.

(6) Non-issuance of the urban planning certificate or the building permit within the term provided by
law, the unjustified refusal to issue the building/termination permit or the urban planning certificate within the
term provided by law for complete documentation or the request for documents other than those provided for
by law

it is sanctioned with a fine from 600 to 900 conventional units applied to the person in a responsible
position with or without the deprivation of the right to carry out a certain activity for a period of 9 months to
one year.

Article 178.  Violation of the rules for building houses with one level
                         in the rural localities and the orchard houses in the surroundings
                         FRUIT TREE
The construction of houses with one level for one or two families and their outbuildings, as well as

temporary constructions with areas smaller than 150 m 2  rural areas, orchard houses in orchards in violation
of the legislation and the rules in force regarding the authorization and execution of these constructions

it is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person or with unpaid
work for the benefit of the community from 30 to 60 hours, with a fine from 48 to 72 conventional units
applied to the person with a responsible position.
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Article 179.  Unauthorized constructions and unauthorized construction interventions
                         being
Execution of constructions of any category, modification, redevelopment, consolidation and capital

repair of buildings and edifices, regardless of the type of property and destination, without a construction
permit, issued in the established manner,

is sanctioned with a fine from 250 to 400 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 900 to 1200 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 1000
to 1500 conventional units applied to the legal person with the deprivation of the right to carry out a specific
activity for a period of 6 months to a year.

Article 180.  Violation of housing legislation
(1) Violation of the way of recording the people who benefit from the right to improve housing

conditions from the social housing fund, of the way of removing from the record and granting housing to
people in this category, non-compliance with the terms of installation of tenants in housing

it is sanctioned with a fine from 45 to 60 conventional units applied to the responsible person.
(2) Violation of the method of distribution of housing from the funds of affordable housing, dormitories

and asylums
it is sanctioned with a fine from 90 to 120 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible

position.
(3) Violation of the legal provisions regarding the terms for concluding rental contracts between the

tenant and the home owner
it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 45 to 60 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.
(4) Failure to comply with the rules and regulations for the use, technical service and sanitary

maintenance of homes, places and installations for common use, of the lands related to housing blocks
is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person or with unpaid

work for the benefit of the community from 10 to 30 hours, with a fine from 60 to 180 conventional units
applied to the person with a responsible position or with unpaid work for the benefit of the community from 30
to 60 hours.

(5) Violation of the lease contract clauses
it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 60 to 180 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.
(6)  - repealed.
 (7) Violation of the method of choosing the manager of the housing fund
it is sanctioned with a warning or a fine from 6 to 12 conventional units applied to the natural person,

with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.
(8) Violation of the rules regarding the establishment, reorganization or liquidation of the association of

owners of privatized housing or the association of co-owners in a condominium
it is sanctioned with a fine from 45 to 60 conventional units applied to the responsible person.
(9) Violation of the conditions and deadlines for the transfer of land related to housing blocks in the

administration of condominium co-owner associations, privatized housing owner associations or housing
construction cooperatives

it is sanctioned with a fine from 90 to 180 conventional units applied to the responsible person.
(10) The unfounded refusal to draw up the transfer documents of the residential block from the balance

sheet of the manager in the management of the association of co-owners in the condominium or the association
of owners of privatized housing and the violation of the 30-day deadline, after the official address of the
management bodies of the association, for making the decision to transmit the block

it is sanctioned with a fine from 90 to 180 conventional units applied to the responsible person.
(11) Evasion of the parties from the conclusion of the contracts for the provision of communal and non-

communal household services in the housing stock within the terms and under the conditions established by the
legislation

is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person or with unpaid
work for the benefit of the community from 10 to 30 hours, with a fine from 60 to 180 conventional units
applied to the person with a responsible position or with unpaid work for the benefit of the community from 30
to 60 hours.

(12) Changing the purpose of housing, by transferring it from the public housing fund to the category of
rooms with a purpose other than that of housing, in violation of the provisions of the legislation



it is sanctioned with a fine from 90 to 180 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible
position with the deprivation of the right to hold a certain position or the right to carry out a certain activity for
a period of 3 months to a year.

(13) Transition of the dwellings into the category of those with a purpose other than residential in
residential blocks with privately owned apartments in violation of the provisions of the legislation

is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from
90 to 180 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position with the deprivation of the right
to hold a certain position or the right to carry out a certain activity for a period of 3 months to a year.

(14) The unmotivated refusal of the owner or the tenant to ensure access to the home or to the room with
a destination other than that of the home in the residential block of the administrator of the association of
owners in the condominium or of the company managing the housing fund of which the home or room is a part
, as well as their representative, to the engineering networks of common use in his home and to the constructive
elements of the common property in the event that it is necessary to inspect, repair or replace some elements of
the common property that may have access only from the respective dwelling, in the case of planned
inspections of the technical condition of the buildings, verification of the correctness of the installation, sealing
and operation of the meters, according to the normative acts in force,as well as in the case of retrieving the
information of the respective measuring equipment

it is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 90 to 180 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 30 to 60
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(15) Using passenger elevators to transport unpackaged waste and construction materials that exceed the
permitted weight limit according to the elevator's technical characteristics

it is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(16) Execution of overstory and attic works during winter
it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 36 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 90 to 180 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 180 to 360
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(17) Evading the owner or administrator of the association of owners in the condominium or the
company managing the housing fund from maintaining the safety of the buildings owned or, as the case may
be, managed, from undertaking measures to ensure the integrity of their constructive elements, of the
decorative elements and installations placed on the facades of the buildings

it is sanctioned with a fine of 6 to 12 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of 30
to 60 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.

(18) Evasion of the owner of the home or the tenant from the established regime of maintaining
cleanliness and sanitation inside the home or in individual houses and in auxiliary constructions or the evasion
of the administrator of the association of owners in the condominium or of the company managing the housing
fund from the regime established for the maintenance of cleanliness and sanitation in the common areas
intended and used for the passage into residences (stairs, corridors, elevator cabin), as well as in other common
spaces that are part of the residential block and auxiliary buildings,

it is sanctioned with a fine in the amount of 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person or
with unpaid work for the benefit of the community from 20 to 30 hours, with a fine of 60 to 120 conventional
units applied to the person with a responsible position.

(19) Unauthorized disconnection from communal and non-communal services that constitute the
minimum requirements for housing

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 60 to 120 conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 180  .  Violation of the rules regarding the access of equipped vehicles
                          with gas supply system in underground parking lots or
                          closed surface parking lots
Violation by the owners of underground parking lots or closed above-ground parking lots of the rules

prohibiting the access of vehicles equipped with a gas supply system
it is sanctioned with a fine of 15 to 20 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of 25

to 30 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.
Article 181.  Violation of the rules for ensuring cleanliness in localities
                        urban and rural
Violation of the rules for ensuring, in the manner established by the local public administration

authority, cleanliness in urban and rural localities
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it is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person or with unpaid
work for the benefit of the community from 20 to 60 hours, with a fine from 100 to 240 conventional units
applied to the legal person.

Article 182.  Injury or voluntary cutting of vegetation in the areas
                          green areas of the localities
Damage to the vegetation in the green spaces, cutting or moving it, without the permission of the local

public administration authority, to other places during construction on some lands which, at the time of
construction, have green areas, as well as not taking measures to protect the green areas under administration ,
the careless attitude towards them

is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person or with unpaid
work for the benefit of the community from 20 to 60 hours, with a fine from 120 to 180 conventional units
applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine of to 240 to 300 conventional units applied to the
legal entity with or without deprivation, in all cases, of the right to carry out a certain activity for a period of 3
months to a year.

Chapter XI
AGRICULTURAL OFFENSES

AND SANITARY-VETERINARY
Article 183.  Introduction on the territory of the country, production, marketing,
                         the promotion, repackaging and use of phytosanitary products,     
                         of fertilizers without certificates of conformity, unapproved,
                         interzise, neînregistrate sau contrafăcute
(1) Introducerea pe teritoriul ţării, producerea, comercializarea, promovarea ori utilizarea produselor de

uz fitosanitar, a fertilizanţilor fără certificate de conformitate, neomologate, interzise sau neînregistrate,
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 120 la 180 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu

amendă de la 240 la 300 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice.
(2) Reambalarea, inclusiv în cantităţi mici, a produselor de uz fitosanitar, a fertilizanţilor fără

autorizaţia/ permisiunea producătorului acestora şi a autorităţilor abilitate
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 12 la 30 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă

de la 150 la 240 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice.
(3) Producerea, comercializarea, transportarea, păstrarea produselor de uz fitosanitar, a fertilizanţilor

contrafăcuți ori fără documentele care să ateste provenienţa şi calitatea acestora,
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 30 la 60 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă

de la 240 la 300 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice.
(4) Utilizarea sau administrarea produselor de uz fitosanitar, a fertilizanţilor în alte scopuri decît cele

pentru care au fost înregistrate sau în alte condiţii decît cele prevăzute pe etichetă, în prospect ori în
specificaţiile tehnice ale produsului respectiv sau contrar cerințelor stabilite

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 12 la 24 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 120 la 180 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de răspundere, cu amendă de la 150 la
300 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei juridice.

Articolul 184. Încălcarea normelor tehnice privind producerea, prelucrarea,
                         păstrarea şi comercializarea seminţelor
Producerea, prelucrarea, păstrarea şi comercializarea seminţelor neconforme după calitate standardelor

în vigoare sau fără actele de confirmare a calităţii de soi şi a calităţii cultural
se sancționează cu amendă de la 6 la 15 unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă de la

15 la 42 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de răspundere, cu amendă de la 42 la 90 de
unități convenționale aplicată persoanei juridice cu sau fără privarea, în toate cazurile, de dreptul de a desfăşura
o anumită activitate pe un termen de la 3 luni la un an.

Articolul 185. Producerea, comercializarea, importul, exportul materialului
                         de înmulțire şi săditor viticol sau al materialului săditor pomicol
                         fără documentele stabilite de legislație, falsificarea acestora
Producerea, comercializarea, importul, exportul materialului de înmulțire şi săditor viticol sau al

materialului săditor pomicol fără documentele stabilite de legislație, falsificarea documentelor, falsificarea
soiurilor ori a categoriilor biologice, a calității de soi sau a calității culturale a materialului de înmulțire şi
săditor viticol ori a materialului săditor pomicol

se sancționează cu amendă de la 6 la 15 unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă de la
15 la 42 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de răspundere, cu amendă de la 30 la 90 de
unități convenționale aplicată persoanei juridice.

Articolul 186. Înfiinţarea de plantaţii cu suprafaţă de peste 0,5 hectare fără



                         proiect, cu material săditor necertificat sau de soiuri şi tipuri
                         of non-radiated rootstocks
The establishment of plantations with an area of   more than 0.5 hectares without a project, with

uncertified planting material or with varieties and types of rootstocks that are not zoned
it is sanctioned with a fine from 9 to 15 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 18 to 30 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.
Article 187.  Unauthorized clearing of fruit and bacifera plantations
Unauthorized deforestation of fruit and bacifera plantations with an area of   more than 0.5 hectares
is sanctioned with a fine of 12 to 18 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of 60 to

90 conventional units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation, in both cases, of the right to carry
out a certain activity for a period of 3 months to a year.

Article 188.  Non-compliance with the phytosanitary quarantine regime, violation
                         the cultivation technology of fruit and bacifera plantations
Non-compliance with the phytosanitary quarantine regime, violation of the cultivation technology of

fruit and bacifera plantations, resulting in considerable material losses or the destruction of the plantations,
it is sanctioned with a fine from 9 to 15 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 30 to 45 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.
Article 189.  Violation of quarantine pest control rules,
                         of pathogens of plant diseases and weeds
(1) Intentional violation of the rules for combating quarantine pests, pathogens of plant diseases,
it is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 50 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 180 to 300 conventional units applied to the person with a liability function.
 (1  ) Failure to fulfill the obligation to combat and prevent the spread of weeds on agricultural land
it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 60 to 120 conventional units applied to the person with a liability function.
 (2) Failure to fulfill on time or intentional violation by landowners of mandatory measures regarding

the control of quarantine pests, pathogens of plant diseases and weeds
it is sanctioned with a fine from 3 to 12 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 24 to 48 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 48 to 90
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(3) The use, in accordance with the rules in force, of phytosanitary products and fertilizers for the
protection of agricultural and forestry crops without prior registration of the respective details in the
information system, as well as the introduction of erroneous data into the information system

it is sanctioned with a fine from 9 to 15 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 30 to 45 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.

Article 189  .  Violation of the rules of record keeping, transportation, storage
                           or use of phytosanitary products or fertilizers
(1) Violation of the rules for recording, transporting or storing phytosanitary products or fertilizers
it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 60 to 120 conventional units applied to the person with a liability function.
(2) Violation of the rules for the use of phytosanitary products or fertilizers that can lead to illness or

poisoning of people, animals, useful insects, complete or partial destruction of crops, plantations or other
vegetation,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 36 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 120 to 180 conventional units applied to the person with a liability function.

(3) The use of phytosanitary products from toxicity groups I and II in agriculture and forestry by means
of aviation

is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 36 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from
180 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person with the deprivation, in both cases, of the right to
carry out a certain activity for a period of 6 months to a year.

(4) The use of phytosanitary products from groups III and IV of toxicity in agriculture and forestry by
means of aviation without prior notification of the local public authorities about the period and deadlines for the
use of aviation, as well as in the vicinity of special raw material production areas ,

is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 42 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from
120 to 240 conventional units applied to the legal person with the deprivation, in both cases, of the right to
carry out a certain activity for a period of 6 months to a year.

(5) Violation of the established deadlines for presenting information from the import, commercialization
and stock register of phytosanitary products and fertilizers
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it is sanctioned with a fine from 15 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 42 to 90 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.

Article 189  . Failure to perform or inadequate performance
                         of the legal provisions of persons with responsibility
                         which exercises state supervision and control in the field
                         plant protection
Omitting the fulfillment or inadequate fulfillment of the legal provisions of persons with responsible

positions exercising state supervision and control in the field of plant protection
it is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 24 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 60 to 120 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.
Article 189  . Hiding or misrepresenting product information
                          for phytosanitary use or about fertilizers that present danger
                           for humans, animals or the environment
Concealment or distortion of information about phytosanitary products or fertilizers that pose a danger

to people, animals or the environment,
it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 24 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 48 to 90 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.
Article 189  .  Pollution of agri-food production, fodder, matter
                          agricultural raw materials with residues of phytosanitary products
                          or fertilizers above the maximum permissible limit
Pollution of agri-food production, fodder, agricultural raw material with residues of phytosanitary

products or fertilizers above the maximum admissible limit
it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 30 to 90 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.
Article 189  .  Violation of mandatory standards, norms or rules
                          phytosanitary or environmental protection, of other normative acts
                          in manufacturing, importing, transporting, storing,
                          when marketing or using phytosanitary products,
                          of fertilizers and the technical means of their application
                           products
Violation of mandatory standards, phytosanitary or environmental protection norms or rules, other

normative acts in the manufacture, import, transportation, storage, marketing or use of phytosanitary products,
fertilizers and technical means of application these products

it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 180 to 240 conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 189  . Discharge to soil, ponds or other water sources
                          of unused phytosanitary product solutions, such as
                          and the water used for washing transport, equipment,
                          of special equipment and consumer product packaging
                           phytosanitary or fertilizers
Discharge of unused phytosanitary product solutions on the ground, in pools or in other water sources,

as well as the water used for washing transport, machinery, special equipment and packaging of phytosanitary
products or fertilizers,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 30 to 90 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.

Article 189  .  Violation of research methodology, testing,
                          of experimentation and state registration of products
                          for phytosanitary use or fertilizers
Violation of the methodology of research, testing, experimentation or state registration of phytosanitary

products or fertilizers,
is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 180 conventional units applied to the legal person.
Article 190.  Removal of production subject to phytosanitary control
                        from border points without phytosanitary documents
                        for import/export
Removal of production subject to phytosanitary control from border river ports (disembarkation),

railway stations, bus stations (stations), airports or other border points without phytosanitary documents for
import/export
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is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 42 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from
42 to 60 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position with or without the deprivation, in
both cases, of the right to carry out a certain activity on a term from 3 months to a year.

Article 191.  Obstructing inspectors from the National Agency
                         for Food Safety to exercise supervision
                         and phytosanitary control
Preventing in any way the inspectors from the National Food Safety Agency from exercising their

phytosanitary surveillance and control functions
it is sanctioned with a fine of 18 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of 60

to 90 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.
Article 192.  Violation of the established way of testing and dividing the varieties
                         of vines
Violation of the established way of testing and dividing the vine varieties
it is sanctioned with a fine from 3 to 6 conventional units applied to the responsible person.
Article 193.  Production and/or sale of propagating material
                         and vineyard planter not complying with the technical norms
The production and/or sale of propagating material and vine seedlings that do not comply with technical

standards
it is sanctioned with a fine from 9 to 15 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 30 to 45 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.
Article 194.  Violation of the established way of establishing wine plantations
The establishment of wine plantations on an area of   more than 0.5 hectares with non-zoned varieties or

with wine planting material that does not comply with technical standards or without a project or authorization,
the planting of new wine plantations in place of those deforested until the expiration of 3 years from the
deforestation

it is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 45 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 30 to 90 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.

Article 195.  Violation of the established method of transfer to losses and deforestation
                         of wine plantations
Violation of the established method of transition to losses and deforestation of wine plantations
it is sanctioned with a fine from 9 to 15 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 30 to 45 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.
Article 195  .  Violation of the manner of submitting the related declarations
                         in the vineyards
Non-presentation within the deadline or presentation by the owners of wine plantations of untruthful

statements regarding the establishment, registration in the Wine Registry, reconstruction/restoration and
clearing of wine plantations,

it is sanctioned with a fine of 25 to 75 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of
100 to 150 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine of 200 to 300
conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 196.  Violation of sanitary and veterinary regulations
(1) Violation of sanitary-veterinary rules, sanitary-veterinary measures and legal indications of

veterinary specialists regarding the protection of animal health, their correct use and maintenance, protection of
human health and prophylaxis of anthropozoonoses, violation of other requirements regulated by sanitary-
veterinary rules and of the normative acts in the field of veterinary medicine

it is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 12 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 9 to 30 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.

(2) Non-compliance with biosecurity measures regarding the fencing, arrangement, maintenance and
operation of disinfectants, changing rooms and changing room filters in zootechnical holdings, in places where
animals are crowded and in units that produce, process, store food products, as well as disinfection,
disinfestation and extermination with prohibited substances, carrying out these works in a different way than
that established by the competent veterinary authority

it is sanctioned with a fine from 3 to 6 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from
9 to 18 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.

(3) Failure to set up animal cemeteries, Bekari pits, crematoriums or other places for the destruction of
animal corpses, animal waste, or failure to comply with their maintenance and use conditions

it is sanctioned with a fine of up to 18 to 30 conventional units applied to the person in a responsible
position.
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(4) Non-compliance with the quarantine measures regarding the terms and conditions provided by the
sanitary-veterinary regulations, as well as in the case of officially notifiable diseases included in the list
published by the National Food Safety Agency,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 9 to 18 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 18 to 30 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.

(5) The removal or introduction, without the consent of the competent sanitary-veterinary authorities or
in violation of the measures established by them, of animals, products and materials of any kind, which may be
contagious, from or in the quarantined areas or objectives

it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.

(6) Slaughter for public consumption of sick animals, suspected of contagious or parasitic diseases, the
sale of meat and by-products obtained under conditions other than those established in the normative acts
regulating the sanitary-veterinary norms,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 24 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.

(7) Failure to notify the competent sanitary-veterinary authority and the local public administration
authority about the suspicion of illness of animals or about their illness from a transmissible disease of animals,
as well as about cases of necessary slaughter or death of animals

it is sanctioned with a fine from 9 to 21 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 42 to 60 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.

(8) Refusal or prevention by the owners or keepers of the slaughtering or killing of sick animals or
animals suspected of transmissible animal diseases, the destruction of the products and by-products derived
from them or other contaminated objects, in order to liquidate the outbreaks and preventing the spread of
communicable diseases subject to official declaration and quarantine measures

it is sanctioned with a fine from 9 to 21 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 42 to 60 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.

(9) Carrying out unauthorized sanitary-veterinary activity or without sanitary-veterinary certificates
regarding the health of animals, the harmlessness of food products, the movement of animals and the
transportation of food products, the use of methods and means that can influence the condition of animals, the
harmlessness of products or compensation the environment, when using vehicles for the transport of animals
and food products

it is sanctioned with a fine from 20 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 50 to 100 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.

(10) Making available on the market food products that do not comply with the regulations in the food
field

se sancționează cu amendă de la 9 la 18 unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă de la
60 la 150 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de răspundere.

Eliberarea de către operatorii din domeniul alimentar a documentelor privind conformitatea calității,
siguranța și igiena produselor alimentare, a produselor sau a subproduselor de origine animală destinate
consumului uman fără buletin de analiză, eliberat de laboratorul propriu autorizat sau de alte laboratoare
autorizate

se sancționează cu amendă de la 30 la 42 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 36 la 60 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de răspundere, cu amendă de la 36 la 60 de
unități convenționale aplicată persoanei juridice.

(12) Încălcarea regulilor de import, de export sau de tranzit al animalelor
se sancționează cu amendă de la 18 la 30 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă

de la 42 la 60 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de răspundere, cu amendă de la 90 la 150
de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei juridice.

Desfășurarea activităților de producere, depozitare, distribuție, comercializare sau transport al hranei
pentru animale în lipsa autorizației autorității competente stabilite în Nomenclatorul actelor permisive din
Legea nr. 160/2011 privind reglementarea prin autorizare a activității de întreprinzător și/sau cu încălcarea
normelor sanitar-veterinare și/sau fără documente care să ateste calitatea

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 30 la 60 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de
răspundere, cu amendă de la 30 la 90 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice.

(14) Producerea furajelor cu conținut medicamentos prin utilizarea altor produse sau substanțe decât
premixurile medicamentate ori utilizarea acestor furaje cu încălcarea Legii nr. 119/2018 cu privire la
medicamentele de uz veterinar



se sancționează cu amendă de la 30 la 60 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 60 la 120 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei juridice.

(15) Desfășurarea activităților în domeniul alimentar supuse înregistrării pentru siguranța alimentelor în
lipsa certificatului de înregistrare oficială în domeniul siguranței alimentelor stabilit de Nomenclatorul actelor
permisive din Legea nr. 160/2011 privind reglementarea prin autorizare a activității de întreprinzător

se sancționează cu amendă de la 30 la 60 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de
răspundere, cu amendă de la 90 la 150 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei juridice.

Articolul 196 . Încălcarea normelor sanitar-veterinare în domeniul farmaceutic
                          veterinar şi al asistenţei medicale veterinare
(1) Practicarea ca profesie a activităţii farmaceutice veterinare sau a activităţii de asistenţă medicală

veterinară în lipsa studiilor medicale veterinare
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 40 la 80 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă

de la 120 la 170 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice.
(2) Încălcarea regulilor de emitere a prescripțiilor veterinare şi de eliberare a medicamentelor de uz

veterinar
it is sanctioned with a fine from 5 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 50 to 120 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(3) Carrying out veterinary pharmaceutical activity in unauthorized places
it is sanctioned with a fine of 50 to 100 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of

150 to 200 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine of 200 to 300
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(4) Lack of documents certifying the origin and quality of veterinary medicinal products, as well as the
administration of veterinary medicinal products for purposes other than those for which they were registered

it is sanctioned with a fine from 10 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 80 to 110 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(5) Non-compliance with the legal provisions regarding the keeping of records related to the treated
animals, non-compliance with the waiting period for the treated animals/birds or the products obtained from
them

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 80 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 100 to 160 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(6) Failure to comply with the legal provisions governing the production or manufacture, storage,
transportation, distribution, marketing, storage, labelling, destruction of veterinary medicinal products, animal
feed additives and animal feed

it is sanctioned with a fine from 50 to 100 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 100 to 140 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(7) The use of antibiotics in animal feed as growth stimulants or for prophylactic purposes
it is sanctioned with a fine of 50 to 100 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of

200 to 300 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine of 500 to 1000
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(8) Failure to transmit to the National Agency for Food Safety the notifications regarding the operations
of import, production, export or use of veterinary drugs and animal feed

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 80 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(9) Modification of registered veterinary medicinal products, user leaflets and information on the label,

by manufacturers, importers, without coordination with the competent authority
it is sanctioned with a fine of 50 to 100 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of

100 to 150 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine of 150 to 200
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(10) Repacking of veterinary medicinal products outside the manufacturing units of veterinary
medicinal products and without the authorization or permission of their manufacturer in accordance with art. 9
para. (2) from Law no. 119/2018 regarding veterinary medicinal products

it is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 150 to 240 conventional units applied to the legal person.

 (11) Introduction into the country, manufacture, distribution, retail sale and use of unregistered
veterinary medicinal products

it is sanctioned with a fine from 80 to 160 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 260 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person.

Chapter XII
CONTRAVENTIONS THAT ATTENTION TO
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TRANSPORT REGIME
Article 197.  Violation of road transport regulations
                        of people and goods
(1) Carrying out the road transport of people, for a fee, with road vehicles built and equipped with less

than 9 seats, including the driver's seat, without being registered under the conditions of the Road Transport
Code

it is sanctioned with a fine of 200 to 250 conventional units with or without 4 penalty points applied to
the natural person and with a fine of 500 to 600 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(2) Carrying out the road transport of people, for a fee, with road vehicles built and equipped with more
than 9 seats, including the driver's seat, without being registered under the conditions of the Road Transport
Code

it is sanctioned with a fine from 250 to 300 conventional units with or without 6 penalty points applied
to the natural person and with a fine from 650 to 800 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(3) Carrying out the road transport of goods, for a fee, without being registered under the conditions of
the Road Transport Code

it is sanctioned with a fine from 150 to 200 conventional units with or without 4 penalty points applied
to the natural person and with a fine from 450 to 500 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(4) Carrying out road transport on own account without holding the standard information declaration
it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 210 to 240 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(5) Carrying out the road transport of persons and/or goods without holding the permits and/or transport

documents specific to the type of road transport carried out, provided, as the case may be, in art. 58–62, 70, 72,
73, 76, 78 and 83 of the Road Transport Code,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 210 to 240 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(6) Carrying out road transport without holding the extract from the Register of road transport operators
it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 78 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 120 to 150 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(7) Carrying out the road transport of people and/or goods, for a fee, in the absence, on board the road

vehicle, of permissive acts or transport documents specific to the type of road transport carried out when their
possession on board is provided for by the legislation in force or their incompleteness,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 42 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 42 to 60 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 60 to 90
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(8) Carrying out the road transport of people through regular services at other starting times or on a
different itinerary than those provided in the traffic schedule, according to the permitting act, with the exception
of carrying out additional trips in accordance with the provisions of art. 90 paragraph (4) and (5) of the Road
Transport Code,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units with or without 2 penalty points applied to
the natural person, with a fine from 150 to 200 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(9) Preventing in any form the official of the specialized body of the public administration in the field of
road transport, who is in the exercise of the function, to exercise his legitimate activity of traffic control (not
admitting the physical control of the vehicle, not presenting the documents, not executing the prescriptions and
other legitimate requirements),

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units with or without 2 penalty points applied to
the natural person.

(10) Preventing in any form the official of the specialized body of the public administration in the field
of road transport, who is in the exercise of the function, to exercise his legitimate control activity at the
headquarters (failure to admit control, failure to present documents, failure to execute prescriptions and other
legitimate requirements ),

it is sanctioned with a fine from 270 to 300 conventional units applied to the responsible person.
(11) Parking of buses/coaches and road vehicles intended for the road transport of goods with a

maximum authorized mass exceeding 3.5 tons on public roads and on the territories adjacent to public roads in
the inner city

it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 78 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 150 to 180 conventional units applied to the legal person.



(12) Carrying out activities related to road transport, subject to registration or authorization, as the case
may be, provided for in art. 86, art. 94 para. (1) lit. e) and f), to art. 110, 118 and 125 of the Road Transport
Code, without being properly registered or without having the respective authorization

it is sanctioned with a fine from 72 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 270 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(13) Carrying out activities related to road transport, subject or not subject to authorization, as the case
may be, in violation of the access conditions specified in art. 88, 96, 110, 111, 119, 120 and 126 of the Road
Transport Code

it is sanctioned with a fine from 72 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 270 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(14) –  repealed.
(15) Placement, inside and/or on the body of a road vehicle not authorized for road transport, of signs,

documents, equipment and accessories specific to road vehicles carrying out road transport as a taxi
it is sanctioned with a fine of 200 to 250 conventional units with or without 4 penalty points applied to

the natural person and with a fine of 500 to 600 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(16) Placement, inside and/or on the body of a road vehicle, of the route indicator indicating the points

of departure/destination without holding the authorization for the road transport of persons through regular
services

it is sanctioned with a fine from 72 to 84 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 240 to 270 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(17) Carrying out road transport by taxi in violation of the provisions of art. 81, art. 82 paragraph (2),
art. 84 paragraph (2), (3) and (3 1 )  the Road Transport Code

it is sanctioned with a fine from 100 to 150 conventional units with or without 4 penalty points applied
to the natural person and with a fine from 200 to 250 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(18) Exceeding by 25% or more the maximum driving period limits of 6 days or two weeks
it is sanctioned with a fine from 72 to 84 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 240 to 270 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(19) Exceeding by 50% or more, during a working day, the maximum limit of the driving period,

without a break or without an uninterrupted rest period of at least 4.5 hours,
it is sanctioned with a fine from 72 to 84 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 240 to 270 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(20) Carrying out road transport with a road vehicle without a tachograph and/or speed limiter or the use

of fraudulent equipment capable of modifying the data of the recording device and/or of the speed limiter,
falsifying the registration sheets or the downloaded data from the tachograph and/or from the driver's
tachograph card

it is sanctioned with a fine from 78 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 270 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(21) –  repealed.
(22) Carrying out road transport with a road vehicle with a serious deficiency related to the braking

system, steering mechanism, wheels/tires, suspension system or chassis, creating an immediate risk for the
safety of road traffic, fact duly ascertained at a technical inspection station,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 72 to 84 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 240 to 270 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(23) Carrying out road transport of goods exceeding by at least 20% the maximum permissible total
mass for road vehicles with an admissible payload exceeding 12 tons or by at least 25% for road vehicles with
an admissible payload not exceeding 12 tons

it is sanctioned with a fine from 78 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 270 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(24) –  repealed.
(25) Admission to the performance of additional trips within the regular road transport services of

persons in violation of the provisions of art. 90 para. (4) and (5) of the Road Transport Code
it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility

function, with a fine from 120 to 240 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(26) Carrying out road transport in an unauthorized cabotage regime
it is sanctioned with a fine from 78 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 240 to 270 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(27) Awarding multilateral authorizations of the European Conference of Transport Ministers in

violation of the procedure established in the Regulation on the issuance and use of road transport authorizations

of



it is sanctioned with a fine from 270 to 300 conventional units applied to the person in a responsible
position with the deprivation of the right to hold certain positions for a period of 6 months to one year.

(28) Failure to comply with the obligations provided for in art. 43 paragraph (12), art. 45 paragraph (2),
art. 90 paragraph (1), art. 94 paragraph (2) and (3), art. 105, 106, 107, art. 108 paragraph (1) and (3), art. 114
paragraph (2), art. 125 and 133 of the Road Transport Code

it is sanctioned with a fine of 60 to 75 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of
240 to 270 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine of 400 to 450
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(29) Failure to comply with the obligations set out in art. 23 paragraph (8), art. 31  , art. 31 
 paragraph (4), art. 31   paragraph (6), art. .31   para.(3), art.48, art.49, art.62   para.(1), art.79 of the Road
Transport Code, to art.20 para.(2) of Law no.60/ 2012 regarding the social inclusion of people with disabilities

it is sanctioned with a fine from 240 to 270 conventional units applied to the responsible person, with a
fine from 400 to 450 conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 197  . –  repealed.
Article 198.  Violation of security rules in rail transport
(1) Placing some objects on the railway lines, which could lead to disturbing the movement of trains,
is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 12 conventional units.
(2) Damage or destruction of the railway line, forest protection curtains, screens, snow protection grids

and other objectives, railway service buildings, signaling and telecommunications installations
is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 30 conventional units.
(3) Violation of the rules for passing animal-drawn transport and handling cattle over the railway line, as

well as cattle grazing near the railway line,
it is sanctioned with a warning or a fine from 2 to 4 conventional units.
(4) Pedestrians crossing the railway line in prohibited places or violating the crossing rules in

established places
it is sanctioned with a warning or a fine from 3 to 6 conventional units.
Article 199.  Violation of navigation rules
(1) Violation of the rules of navigation in inland waters, of the capacity norms of passenger ships;

transporting passengers with ships not intended for such transport; non-compliance with passenger safety rules
when boarding, during the journey and when disembarking; the use of ships for work not initially foreseen in
their destination; lack of boarding documents on ships; the exploitation of ships in inadequate technical
condition, the exploitation of which is prohibited, or of ships reused without authorization; violation of the
rules of loading and unloading, stowage and stacking of cargo on board ships in ports; intentional damage to
hydrotechnical constructions, failure to fence installations with navigation signs (day and night); violation of
port entry and exit rules, of traffic and vessel parking in the port road; the driving of ships by persons in a state
of intoxication caused by alcohol or other substances; the exploitation in internal waters of the means of naval
transport (including small tonnage) that are not properly registered; operation of ships by crew members
without the appropriate qualification

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 12 la 18 unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă de
la 120 la 180 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice cu sau fără privarea, în ambele cazuri, de
dreptul de a desfăşura o anumită activitate pe un termen de un an.

(2) Distrugerea, deteriorarea, smulgerea, mutarea intenţionată a semnelor de navigaţie plutitoare şi
riverane fără permisiunea organului de specialitate al administraţiei publice în domeniul transportului naval,
instalarea de garduri şi de alte instrumente de pescuit dincolo de locurile stabilite în acest scop fără a se
coordona cu organul de specialitate al administraţiei publice în domeniul transportului naval

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 6 la 12 unităţi convenţionale.
(3) Efectuarea fără permisiunea organului de specialitate al administraţiei publice în domeniul

transportului naval a lucrărilor de scafandrier, de dragaj şi de foraj în apele interioare, inclusiv în cele portuare,
ranfluarea bunurilor scufundate, efectuarea altor lucrări care pot afecta securitatea navigației, precum şi
nerespectarea regulilor de semnalizare în timpul unor astfel de lucrări

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 3 la 6 unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă de la
48 la 90 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice.

(4) Încălcarea de către personalul navelor fluviale a regulilor de navigaţie şi de staţionare a navelor în
apele interioare, emiterea necondiţionată a semnalelor luminoase şi sonore, purtarea luminilor şi a semnelor de
navigaţie necorespunzătoare

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 12 la 24 de unităţi convenţionale.
Articolul 199 . Exploatarea navei neînregistrate sau înregistrate cu încălcarea
                          regulilor privind înregistrarea de stat a navelor
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(1) Exploatarea navei neînregistrate conform prevederilor legislației cu privire la transportul naval
se sancționează cu amendă de la 60 la 90 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă

de la 90 la 120 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de răspundere, cu amendă de la 120 la 240
de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei juridice.

(2) Operation of the ship registered in one of the registers provided for by the legislation on naval
transport in violation of the rules regarding the state registration of ships or with the omission of information
about the changes liable to be entered in the State Register of ships

it is sanctioned with a fine from 42 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 90 to 210
conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 199  .  Violation of vessel identification rules
(1) Operating the ship without the inscription of the name and/or registration number, including on the

ship's rescue equipment,
is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 42 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from

42 to 90 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 90 to 150
conventional units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation , in all cases, of the right to carry out
a certain activity for a period of 3 to 6 months.

(2) Omitting the raising of the flag in the territorial waters of the Republic of Moldova, upon arrival in
the port, while stationary and upon departure, raising the flag in improper condition, as well as refusing to raise
the bollard at the disposal given by the port master

it is sanctioned with a fine from 42 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 90 to 210
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(3) Decommissioning the automatic vessel identification system
it is sanctioned with a fine from 42 to 72 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 72 to 102 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 102 to
210 conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 199  .  Operating the ship in violation of the provisions of the legislation
                          regarding the ship's crew
(1) Operating the ship in violation of the provisions of the minimum safety crew legislation
it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 36 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 42 to 90 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 90 to 120
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(2) Omission of crew insurance for the safety and surveillance service of the vessel in stationary,
wintering or decommissioned

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 48 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility
function, with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(3) Non-observance on board the ship of the time of navigation, interruption of navigation and rest of
the crew

it is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 12 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 18 to 30 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 42 to 60
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(4) Lack on board the ship of documents certifying the training, training, state of health and competence
of the ship's crew members

it is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 24 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility
function, with a fine from 48 to 60 conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 199  .  Violation of security and safety rules on board the ship
(1) Lack of fire-fighting installations or fire-fighting equipment on board the ship
is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 42 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from

36 to 60 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 90 to 120
conventional units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation , in all cases, the right to carry out a
certain activity for a period of 3 to 6 months.

(2) Carrying out work with open fire on board the ship without a work permit in this regard
it is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 48 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 36 to 60 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 72 to 102
conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 199  .  Violation of safety and security rules during operation
                          VESSELS
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(1) Entry into, exit from and movement in the port waters of ships for the execution of maneuvers,
mooring operations or other operations without the use of tugs, if their use is mandatory,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 48 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 36 to 60 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 60 to 90
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(2) Violation of the established towing conditions, if the use of tugs is mandatory,
it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 36 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 30 to 48 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 42 to 60
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(3) Use of ladders or access scaffolding on board the ship in improper technical condition
 it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 24 to 36 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 42 to 60
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(4) Violation of the rules regarding the transportation, transshipment, storage or handling of dangerous
goods in the territorial waters of the Republic of Moldova, upon arrival at the port, in stationary or upon
departure from the port

is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from
72 to 102 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 120 to 240
conventional units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation, in all cases, of the right to carry out a
certain activity for a period of 6 months to a year.

(5) Omitting the transmission before entering the port of the notifications regarding the types and
quantity of waste on board the ship, the transmission of erroneous data or their improper registration

it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 24 to 36 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 42 to 60
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(6) Omission of delivery, partial delivery or storage of waste generated on board ships or cargo residues
it is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 24 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 18 to 36 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 30 to 48
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(7) Loading the ship beyond the loading capacity limit established in the onboard documents or contrary
to the navigation conditions

it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 20 to 36 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 42 to 60
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(8) Violation of measures to ensure the operation of the ship's lighting system, means of communication,
as well as the ship's equipment and safety installations

 it is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 199  .  Violation of the regime of ship pilotage operations
(1) Navigating without a pilot, performing maneuvers without a pilot on board the ship is sanctioned

with a fine from 18 to 36 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from 30 to 42
conventional units applied to the person with a responsible function, with a fine of at 60 to 90 conventional
units applied to the legal entity.

(2) Operating the ship outside the navigation areas, contrary to the prescriptions established in the ship's
documents or contrary to the ship's technical status documents

it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 36 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 30 to 42 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 60 to 90
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(3) Piloting the vessel by a person who does not possess an attestation document or certificate of
competence

it is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 48 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 36 to 60 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 72 to 102
conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 199  .  Violation of port security and safety regulations
(1) Violation of ship's safe bunkering requirements or procedures
it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 24 to 36 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 42 to 60
conventional units applied to the legal person.
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(2) Boarding and disembarking passengers in places other than those specially arranged or approved
it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 24 to 36 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 42 to 60
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(3) Connecting the ship to port facilities that are not intended for this purpose
it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 48 to 60 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(4) Leaving the ship without making it safe or obstructing navigation in the safe zone
it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 24 to 36 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 60 to 90
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(5) Leaving the port, roadstead, mooring place without permission to leave from the authority in the
field of naval transport and/or the port master

se sancționează cu amendă de la 24 la 36 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 30 la 42 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de răspundere, cu amendă de la 48 la 72 de
unități convenționale aplicată persoanei juridice.

(6) Încălcarea de către operatorul portului/terminalului a cerințelor și/sau a procedurilor privind
încărcarea și/sau descărcarea în siguranță a navei

se sancționează cu amendă de la 30 la 42 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de
răspundere, cu amendă de la 48 la 72 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei juridice.

Articolul 199 . Încălcarea regimului de organizare și de întreținere a parcurilor
                           reci și a iernaticelor pentru nave
(1) Încălcarea prescripțiilor privind organizarea parcurilor reci sau a iernaticelor pentru nave
se sancționează cu amendă de la 6 la 12 unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă de la

9 la 15 unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de răspundere, cu amendă de la 36 la 48 de unități
convenționale aplicată persoanei juridice.

(2) Încălcarea măsurilor de siguranță și de securitate în iernatic, a prescripțiilor sau a instrucțiunilor
autorității competente ori ale căpităniei portului

se sancționează cu amendă de la 30 la 60 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 90 la 150 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de răspundere, cu amendă de la 90 la 180
de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei juridice.

Article 199  .  Violation of the regime of construction, reconstruction,
                          repair or dismantling of the ship
(1) Construction, reconstruction, repair, total or partial dismantling of the ship without the authorization

of the authority in the field of naval transport
is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from

78 to 102 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 120 to 150
conventional units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation, in all cases, of the right to carry out a
certain activity for a period of 6 months to a year.

(2) The construction, reconstruction, repair or dismantling of the ship in violation of the prescriptions of
the authorization or the ethnic project

is sanctioned with a fine from 48 to 72 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from
60 to 90 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 90 to 120
conventional units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation , in all cases, of the right to carry out
a certain activity for a period of 6 months to a year.

Article 199  .  Violation of the construction regime on inland waterways
(1) The installation or construction of bridges, the installation of pipelines or other communication or

electric current networks over or under navigable waters without the authorization of the authority in the field
of naval transport, as well as the omission of the signage of these places

it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility
function, with a fine from 120 to 150 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(2) Omitting the signage of the places on the inland waterways where construction works are taking
place

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 42 to 72 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 60 to 90
conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 199  .  Violation of the document retention regime
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Intentional destruction or damage to Navigant personnel identification, attestation document, certificate
of competence, patent or certificate of capacity

 it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 24 to 36 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 42 to 60
conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 199  .  Violation of the control and supervision regime
                           of the safety and security of the vessel
(1) Refusal to make available to the authority in the field of naval transport the documents or

information requested in the framework of the control or surveillance activity of the ship or the crew, the
presentation of erroneous or incomplete information, preventing the representative of the authority in the field
of naval transport from carrying out inspection of the ship, the parks or winter quarters for ships

it is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 18 to 36 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 60 to 90
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(2) Failure to fulfill the legal prescriptions of the authority in the field of naval transport regarding the
removal of deviations from the provisions of the legislation in the field of naval transport

it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 36 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 24 to 48 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 90 to 120
conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 199  .  Violation of the safety regime on board the ship
(1) Lack on board the ships of materials and installations to maintain the vitality of the ship
it is sanctioned with a fine from 48 to 60 conventional units applied to the responsible person, with a

fine from 150 to 180 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(2) Absence on board the ship of the role of abandonment, man on water and fire
it is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 18 conventional units applied to the responsible person, with a fine

from 40 to 60 conventional units applied to the legal person.
Article 200.  Violation of the traffic rules of oversized loads
                        or overweight
(1) Violation of the traffic rules of oversized or oversized loads with vehicles
it is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 12 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(2) Violation of the traffic rules of oversized or over-heavy loads on the railway
it is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 18 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 60 to 120 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(3) Violation of the traffic rules of oversized or overweight cargoes by inland waterway vessels
it is sanctioned with a fine from 9 to 15 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 60 to 120 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(4) Improper handling, stacking, storage or separation of explosive, flammable, radioactive or toxic

loads in places other than those established for such operations
it is sanctioned with a fine from 9 to 15 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 60 to 120 conventional units applied to the legal person.
Article 200  .  Violation of the rules of traffic of dangerous goods
(1) Transportation of dangerous goods prohibited for transportation
it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 90 to 120 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 120 to 200
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(2) Admitting leakage of dangerous substances during the transport of dangerous goods
it is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 18 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 90 to 150 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 200 to 350
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(3) Using a prohibited vehicle for transporting dangerous goods or transporting them in prohibited or
unapproved containment conditions

it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 90 to 150 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 150 to 300
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(4) Transporting dangerous goods with a vehicle without the approval certificate, the certificate of
professional competence, the documentation for transporting dangerous goods and written instructions for the
driver according to the regulations specific to the road transport of dangerous goods
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it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 45 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(5) Failure to comply with the provisions limiting the quantities of dangerous goods transported with a
transport unit

it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 90 to 120 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(6) Transportation of dangerous goods without indicating them in the transportation documentation
it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(7) Transportation of dangerous goods without placarding and marking the vehicle
it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(8) Non-possession by the driver of the special professional training certificate
it is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 12 conventional units applied to the natural person.
(9) Lack of equipment on board the vehicle according to the European Agreement regarding the

international transport of dangerous goods by road (ADR) or according to written instructions
it is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 12 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 18 to 30 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(10) Non-appointment of the safety advisor within the enterprise
it is sanctioned with a fine of 30 to 50 conventional units applied to the legal person.
Article 201.  Violation of the rules for ensuring the integrity of loads
(1) Intentional damage to rolling stock, containers, floating means and vehicles intended for cargo

traffic, traffic devices
is sanctioned with a fine from 9 to 15 conventional units.
(2) Damage to the seal and closing devices of vehicles, trailers, containers, freight wagons, holds and

other ship holds, damage to cargo units or their packaging, packages, gratings from cargo holds, from truck
stations, from railway stations, from container points (ramps), from ports (landings) and warehouses, which are
used to carry out operations related to the traffic of goods,

 is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 12 conventional units.
(3) Unauthorized presence on the territory of goods warehouses, container points (ramps), goods

handling areas (sectors) at truck stations, railway stations, ports (landings), locks and deposits
is sanctioned with a fine from 3 to 6 conventional units.
Article 202.  Intentional damage to public transport and a
                        internal equipment
Intentional damage to public transport vehicles, passenger coaches and locomotives, ships, as well as

their interior equipment,
it is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 12 conventional units or with unpaid work for the benefit of the

community of up to 60 hours.
Article 203.  Violation of the rules of conduct by passengers
                         and vehicle drivers
(1) Getting on or off the moving vehicle, traveling on the stairs, on the roof of train cars and other

prohibited places, unauthorized, unnecessary stopping of the train, unauthorized travel in the goods train
it is sanctioned with a fine from 3 to 9 conventional units or with unpaid work for the benefit of the

community of up to 40 hours.
(2) Throwing waste and other objects out the window or door of the vehicle, wagon and overboard
it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 30 conventional units or with unpaid work for the benefit of the

community from 40 to 60 hours.
Article 204.  Travel without a travel ticket
(1) Traveling without a travel ticket on public transport
it is sanctioned with a fine from one to 3 conventional units.
(2) Travel without a travel ticket by road transport of persons through regular, rail or naval services,
is sanctioned with a fine of 3 to 6 conventional units.
(3) Failure to pay the cost of the travel ticket by the companion for the child he/she is accompanying,

according to the legal provisions, in public urban transport
it is sanctioned with a fine from one to 3 conventional units.
(4) Refusal to present the travel ticket at the request of the person with control rights
it is sanctioned with a fine from one to 3 conventional units.



(5) Failure to pay the cost of the travel ticket by the companion for the child he/she is accompanying,
according to the legal provisions, for the journey by road transport of persons through regular, rail or naval
services,

is sanctioned with a fine of 3 to 6 conventional units.
(6) Admission of departure without a travel ticket from the territory of the bus station with the road

transport of people through regular services by the driver of the vehicle or by the person responsible for
approving the departure of the transport unit from the territory of the bus station,

is sanctioned with a fine of 12 to 18 conventional units.
(7) Failure to issue the travel ticket along the route in public urban transport or in the road transport of

people through regular services by the driver of the vehicle or by the person responsible for charging the trip
is sanctioned with a fine of 12 to 18 conventional units.
(8) Admission of travel without a travel ticket in rail or sea transport, by the person responsible for

boarding passengers or the person responsible for charging the travel
is sanctioned with a fine of 12 to 18 conventional units.
Article 205.  Falsification of tickets and vouchers and/or sale of tickets
                         and fake tickets
Falsification of tickets and vouchers, marketing and sale of fake tickets and vouchers for urban public

transport, with intercity and international buses, with suburban trains, with local and long-distance trains, with
river ships

is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 150 conventional units.
Article 206.  Violation of the rules of registration and records of ships,
                         for the use of ships and wharves
(1) Violation of the rules of registration and records of ships under the control of the port master
it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 108 to 150 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 120 to
180 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(2) Violation of the rules for the use of ships and wharves
it is sanctioned with a fine of 45 to 60 conventional units with or without the deprivation of the right to

carry out a certain activity for a period of 3 months to a year.
Article 207.  Admitting the operation of vehicles, locomotives and wagons,
                         of ships in violation of operating rules
(1) Admitting the operation of re-used vehicles without a strict authorization or of those that are not

equipped, in the cases established by the Government, with a functional, certified or homologated and
metrologically checked tachograph (except for vehicles without self-propulsion), or of those that have not
passed state technical control

is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units or with unpaid work for the benefit of the
community from 40 to 60 hours applied to the natural person, with a fine from 180 to 240 conventional units
applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine of to 240 to 300 conventional units applied to the
legal entity.

(2) Admitting the exploitation of locomotives and wagons, of ships with defects that determined the
prohibition of their exploitation, of those reused without the appropriate authorization, of those that are not
registered in the manner established by the legislation, of those that have not passed the state technical control

it is sanctioned with a fine of 150 to 200 conventional units applied to the person in a responsible
position.

Article 208.  Violation of flight safety rules
(1) Placing or leaving in the area of   the airport (aerodrome) indicators or installations similar to

indicators or marking installations of the airport (aerodrome), lighting or setting off pyrotechnic materials or
launching any objects into the air without the permission of the Civil Aeronautical Authority, installing objects
or the planting of crops that can lead to agglomeration of birds

it is sanctioned with a fine from 15 to 20 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 50 to 90 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.

(2) Non-execution of the prescription, uncontested according to the legislation regarding the state
control of the entrepreneur's activity, related to the observance of the rules for the placement of indicators and
marking installations or night and day signaling on buildings and other immovables

it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 24 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 60 to 120 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.

(3) Destroying, damaging or disrupting the operation of airport (aerodrome) equipment or indicators, air
navigation equipment, aircraft or their equipment



it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 120 to 180 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.

(4) Placing constructions, installations or objects or carrying out other works on them in the airport
(airfield) area without the permission of the Civil Aeronautical Authority

it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 180 to 240 conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 209.  Violation of the limited access regime on the airport territory
                        (of the airfield) and to the objects located on this territory
Încălcarea regimului de acces limitat pe teritoriul aeroportului (aerodromului) şi la obiectele amplasate

pe acest teritoriu
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 6 la 12 unităţi convenţionale.
Articolul 210. Încălcarea regulilor de conduită în aeronavă
(1) Neîndeplinirea de către persoanele care se află la bordul aeronavei a dispoziţiilor date de

comandantul aeronavei
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 9 la 18 unităţi convenţionale.
(2) Încălcarea regulilor de utilizare a aparatelor electronice la bordul aeronavei
se sancţionează cu avertisment sau cu amendă de la 2 la 4 unităţi convenţionale.
Articolul 211. Încălcarea regulilor de exploatare a tehnicii aeronautice
(1) Încălcarea regulilor de exploatare a tehnicii aeronautice
se sancționează cu amendă de la 60 la 90 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă

de la 150 la 180 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de răspundere, cu amendă de la 270 la
300 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei juridice.

(2) Lipsa la bordul aeronavei a documentelor obligatorii stabilite de legislație
se sancționează cu amendă de la 30 la 60 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de

răspundere, cu amendă de la 90 la 120 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei juridice.
Articolul 212. Încălcarea cerințelor care au stat la baza certificării/autorizării
                          agenților aeronautici şi încălcarea standardelor operaționale
(1) Încălcarea cerințelor care au stat la baza certificării/autorizării agenților aeronautici sau încălcarea

standardelor operaționale
se sancționează cu amendă de la 30 la 60 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă

de la 60 la 90 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de răspundere, cu amendă de la 120 la 150
de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei juridice.

(2) Operarea aeronavei cu încălcarea privilegiilor de operare stabilite în certificatul/autorizația de
operator aerian

se sancționează cu amendă de la 60 la 90 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 120 la 180 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de răspundere, cu amendă de la 270 la
300 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei juridice.

Articolul 213. Încălcarea regulilor referitoare la procedura de deservire la sol
                         a aeronavelor
Încălcarea regulilor referitoare la condiţiile de deservire la sol a aeronavelor
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 18 la 24 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă

de la 90 la 150 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de răspundere.
Articolul 214. Încălcarea regulilor de autorizare a personalului aeronautic
(1) Îndeplinirea de către personalul aeronautic (piloţi, însoţitori de bord, ingineri, navigatori, operatori

de bord, controlori de trafic aerian, specialişti de întreținere tehnică a aeronavelor) a atribuţiilor în lipsa
documentului de autorizare corespunzător

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 24 la 30 de unităţi convenţionale.
(2) Aceeaşi acţiune efectuată în posesia documentului de autorizare cu termenul de valabilitate expirat
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 24 la 30 de unităţi convenţionale cu privarea de dreptul de exercitare a

atribuţiilor pe o perioadă de 6 luni.
(3) Acţiunile specificate la alin.(1) şi (2) admise de administraţia întreprinderii/ organizaţiei în care este

angajat personalul aeronautic
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 120 la 180 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de

răspundere.
(4) Sub incidenţa prezentului articol cade şi îndeplinirea atribuţiilor în cazul calificărilor speciale cu

termen expirat sau al lipsei acestora, precum şi în cazul certificatului medical cu termen expirat sau al lipsei
acestuia.

Articolul 215. Încălcarea normelor de evidenţă a timpului de muncă, timpului



                         flight time and rest time of the aeronautical personnel
Violation, within the companies that operate aircraft, of the rules for recording work time, flight time

and rest time of aeronautical personnel, failure to record work time, flight time and rest time of flight crew
members

it is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 90 to 150 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 120 to 240
conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 216.  Violation of the rules for transporting dangerous goods
                         on board the aircraft
(1) Violation of the rules for transporting dangerous goods on board the aircraft
it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 40 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 42 to 90 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 120 to
150 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(2) Acceptance by the administration of the aeronautical agent of the transport or the transport of
dangerous goods on board the aircraft in the absence of the appropriate authorization

it is sanctioned with a fine from 120 to 180 conventional units applied to the person with a
responsibility function, with a fine from 150 to 240 conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 217.  Violation of the rules regarding the maximum allowed mass
                         take-off and centering the aircraft
Violation of the rules regarding the maximum allowable take-off and centering mass of the aircraft,

calculated for the flight conditions,
it is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 120 to 180 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 150 to
240 conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 218.  Preventing access to documents related to aircraft
                        operated
Refusal to make available to the inspectors the documents related to the operated aircraft and to allow

the inspection of the enterprise/organization
it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the responsible person.
Article 219.  Violation of insurance requirements by aeronautical agents
Violation by aeronautical agents of the requirements of mandatory liability insurance against travelers

established by legislation
it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 150 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person.
Article 220.  Failure to inform the competent authorities about the production
                           aeronautical events
Failure to inform the competent authorities, within the term established by the legislation, about the

occurrence of aeronautical events that were to be compulsorily reported by the aeronautical agent
it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 90 to 150 conventional units applied to the legal person.
Article 220  .  Carrying out the activity in the field of civil aviation in the absence
                          certification/authorization documents
The carrying out by aeronautical agents of the activity in the field of civil aviation in the absence of the

corresponding certification/authorization documents
is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible

position, with a fine from 180 to 240 conventional units applied to the legal person with or without the
deprivation, in both cases, of the right to carry out a certain activity on a term from 6 months to a year.

Article 220  . Omitting the execution of the provisions of the provincial prescription
Omission of execution within the established term or improper execution of the provisions of the

inspectorate prescription by natural and legal persons active in the field of civil aviation
is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from

90 to 150 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 240 to 300
conventional units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation , in all cases, the right to carry out a
certain activity for a period of 3 months to a year.

Article 220  . Obstruction of aeronautical inspection
(1) Preventing the access of aeronautical inspectors to the territory and to the objects of the aeronautical

agents, as well as on board the aircraft registered in the Republic of Moldova, in order to carry out the
aeronautical inspection,
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it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 42 to 90 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 120 to
240 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(2) Refusal to present documents or information requested by the aeronautical inspector in the
performance of his duties

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 42 to 90 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 120 to
240 conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 220  . Violation of ultralight aircraft operating rules
                           and light aircraft
Operating ultralight aircraft or light aircraft in violation of legal regulations
is sanctioned with a fine of 30 to 48 conventional units.
Article 220  . Exercising duties while intoxicated
The driving and/or steering of the aircraft by the pilot, the performance of duties by the flight attendant,

by the air traffic controller or by the technician while intoxicated or under the influence of drugs, if the act does
not constitute a crime,

is sanctioned with a fine from 350 to 500 conventional units with the deprivation of the right to carry
out a certain activity for a period from 6 months to one year.

Article 220  . The use of lighting devices that pose a danger to
                          flight safety
Unauthorized use of cockpit lighting devices during any phase of flight
it is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 18 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 60 to 90
conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 221.  Violation of the rules of technical operation of machines 
                        self-propelled vehicles and the technical safety rules of vehicles
(1) Provision of technical servicing and vehicle repair services in the absence of the certificate of

conformity or, as the case may be, in the absence of the certificate regarding the registration of the accident
is sanctioned with a fine of 30 to 45 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of 45 to

60 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position with or without deprivation of the right
to carry out a certain activity for a period of 3 months to a year.

(2) Violation of the rules of technical operation of tractors, combines, other self-propelled agricultural
machines, road construction machines, violation of technical security rules

it is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 12 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 120 to 180 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(3) Issuance of proof of periodic technical inspection of vehicles or their trailers that were not presented
on the test line or that were not subjected to the tests prescribed with the qualifications established by the
technical norms, or the issuance of this proof for other categories of vehicles than those for which the technical
inspection unit is authorized

it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 72 conventional units applied to the responsible person, with a
fine from 90 to 120 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(4) Admission to carry out the periodic technical inspection activity of uncertified persons according to
the provisions of the Road Transport Code

it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the responsible person, with a
fine from 90 to 120 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(5) Failure to issue warranty certificates for the executed works
it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible

position, with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(6) The failure of the authorized companies to record the vehicles taken out of use, on which the

dismantling activity was carried out, and/or the lack of records of the treatment of the bodies/chassis resulting
from the dismantling activity, and/or the lack of containers for storing batteries accumulation (of accumulators),
and/or the lack of tanks for the storage of liquids from end-of-life vehicles

it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the responsible person, with a
fine from 90 to 120 conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 221  . Violation of the legislation regarding the provision of access to persons
                          with disabilities on public transport
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(1) Non-fulfilment and non-compliance with the norms in force for the arrangement and adaptation of
the means of public transport by car, urban electric, air, naval and railway to ensure their access and use by
people with disabilities

it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 180 to 210 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function and with a fine from
210 to 240 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(2) Failure to ensure the adaptation, reservation and signaling with the international sign of at least 4%
of the total number of parking spaces, but not less than 2 spaces, for the free parking of means of transport for
persons with locomotor disabilities in the parking spaces of next to public utility buildings, as well as in
organized ones,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 150 to 180 conventional units applied to the responsible person and
with a fine from 180 to 210 conventional units applied to the legal entity.

Article 222.  Violation of safety rules in construction, operation
                         and the repair of main pipelines
Violation of safety rules in the construction, operation and repair of main pipelines
it is sanctioned with a fine of 30 to 45 conventional units applied to the person in a responsible position

with or without deprivation of the right to carry out a certain activity for a period of 3 months to a year.
Article 223.  Damage to roads, level crossings, technical means
                        directing road traffic, other road installations
(1) Damage to roads, level crossings, technical means of directing road traffic, other road installations,

as well as the intentional creation of obstacles in road traffic
is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 30 conventional units.
(2) The actions specified in paragraph (1), committed due to imprudence
is sanctioned with a fine from 9 to 18 conventional units.
Article 224.  Violation of the rules for the use of roads for the movement of vehicles
(1) The circulation on roads with a capital road structure of tracked vehicles, of vehicles equipped with

studded tires (in the absence of snow, ice or slush on the surface of the roadway, the exception being the cases
when there is an essential difference in the weather conditions on the whole the territory of the Republic of
Moldova), of vehicles with animal traction, as well as those not properly equipped, which transport loads not
covered with a tarpaulin, the leakage of which causes pollution of the road surface, of the lands adjacent to the
roads or the slowing down of road traffic,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 90 to 120 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(1  ) Traffic on public roads with a capital road structure and with a light road structure of vehicles that
have mud on the wheels or in the body, construction materials deposited on the roadway or failure to take
measures to wash the wheels of vehicles leaving the construction site and that have mud on their wheels or
construction materials that are deposited on the roadway

it is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 24 conventional units applied to the natural person with the
application of 3 penalty points, with a fine from 15 to 30 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(2) Carrying out the activity of suppliers of divisible goods without having, at vehicle loading points,
equipment for weighing divisible goods and/or road vehicles, or without issuing and keeping records of
weighing tickets, stamped and signed, for each vehicle used for road distribution of divisible goods departing
from its own loading points

it is sanctioned with a fine from 252 to 270 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(3) Non-presentation by the suppliers of divisible goods, at the request of the representatives of the

control bodies, of the issued weighing receipts and accounting documents regarding the delivered divisible
goods

it is sanctioned with a fine from 252 to 270 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(4) The loading by the suppliers of divisible goods of the road vehicles used for the transport of

divisible goods so that the total mass of the vehicle exceeds the maximum allowed total mass, corresponding to
the public road sector where the access from the loading point is arranged,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 252 to 270 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(5) –  repealed.
(6) Carrying out the road transport of indivisible goods exceeding the maximum allowed total weight,

the maximum allowed axle weights and/or the maximum dimensions entered in the special transport
authorization
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it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 72 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 240 to 270 conventional units applied to the legal person with the suspension, in both cases, of the right to
use the road vehicle for a period of 6 months.

(7) Carrying out the road transport of divisible goods without the weighing ticket issued by the supplier
of divisible goods

it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 72 conventional units applied to the natural person.
(8) The admission, by the beneficiary who receives divisible goods distributed through the public road

network, at the unloading point, of vehicles without a weighing ticket issued by the supplier of divisible goods
or of vehicles against which the measure of suspension of the right to use the road vehicle

it is sanctioned with a fine from 210 to 240 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(9) Non-presentation, by the beneficiary who receives divisible goods, at the request of the

representatives of the control bodies, of the accounting documents regarding the divisible goods received
it is sanctioned with a fine from 252 to 270 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(10) –  repealed.
(11) Non-compliance by vehicle drivers or transport agents with the requirements of the Regulation

regarding the authorisation, control and carrying out on public roads of transports with weights and/or
dimensions that exceed the limits allowed by:

a) transporting loads without holding a special authorization for transports with weights and/or
dimensions that exceed the permitted limits or whose total weight, massive axle load does not coincide with the
information indicated in the authorization;

b) non-compliance with the route of the vehicle indicated in the authorization, as well as the period of
execution;

c) non-compliance by the carrier with the special transport requirements, as well as the security
requirements indicated in the authorization or in the police notice,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 75 to 100 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 150 to 200 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(12) Carrying out road transport in violation of traffic restrictions regarding the total mass of vehicles, if
the air temperature is higher than 30°C,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 240 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 225.  Intentional blocking of a traffic lane or arteries
                         of transport
(1) Intentional blocking of a traffic lane or transport arteries that has caused or could cause disruption to

the normal operation of road, rail or river transport
is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units.
(2) The actions specified in paragraph (1) accompanied by danger to the life and health of people or

carried out following the prior agreement of a group of people, or accompanied by the illegitimate control of
cargo, baggage or documents, if these actions do not constitute a crime ,
is sanctioned with a fine of 60 to 90 conventional units with or without the deprivation of the right to carry out
a certain activity for a period of 3 months to a year.

Article 226.  Violation of the rules of use of the road, of the protection zone
                        of it and the rules of use and protection of the road area
(1) Plowing some portions of land, mowing grass, cutting and damaging plantations, loosening or

excavating the soil in the road area or in its protection area, discharging sewage, industrial, ameliorating or
those of drainage from water drainage installations or from tanks, setting fire in the road area or in its
protection area without the permission of the road authority

it is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 12 conventional units, applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(2) Carrying out construction works, earthworks, landscaping, fencing, planting trees and other works
that can cause snow or flooding of the road or that hinder visibility in the road area and in road protection areas

it is sanctioned with a fine from 9 to 18 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 42 to 72 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(3) Violation of the conditions stipulated in the authorization for the location of objectives of any type in
the area of   the road or in its protection area

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 120 to 240 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(4) Placement of objectives of any type in the area of   the road or in its protection area without the
authorization provided by the legislation



it is sanctioned with a fine from 42 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 60 to 120 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 150 to
270 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(5) Execution in the road protection zone, without the authorization provided by the legislation, of
works that could endanger its stability and integrity

it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 42 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 60 to 120 conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 227.  Failure to comply with maintenance, repair and reconstruction rules
                        of the roads
(1) Non-compliance with the rules of maintenance, repair and reconstruction of roads, passages and

communications located in the road area, of means of directing road traffic, non-compliance with the deadlines
for the execution of repair and reconstruction works carried out in the road area, failure to undertake measures
to ensure road traffic safety

it is sanctioned with a fine from 9 to 15 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 18 to 30 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 60 to 120
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(2) Failure to carry out regular maintenance, repair and cleaning works for pedestrian walkways and
overpasses, failure to perform maintenance obligations in good technical condition and to clean roadside
barriers or public road access routes

it is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 9 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from
9 to 15 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 18 to 30
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(3) Non-compliance with the regulations in force for the construction, repair and reconstruction of
roads, stations, passages and communications located in the road area, means of directing road traffic,
pedestrian tracks and bridges or paths access to public roads to ensure their access and use by people with
disabilities

it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 210 to 240 conventional units applied to the legal person.

Chapter XIII
OFFENSES IN THE FIELD OF ROAD TRAFFIC

Article 228.  Violation of vehicle operation rules
(1) Operating vehicles with technical defects in the braking system or in the steering mechanism,

lighting or signaling devices, operating re-used vehicles without the required authorization
it is sanctioned with a fine from 9 to 12 conventional units with the application of 3 penalty points.
(2) Operation of vehicles with technical defects prohibited by road traffic rules, with the exception of

vehicles with the defects mentioned in paragraph (1), as well as unauthorized placement of advertising on
vehicles

is sanctioned with a fine from 3 to 6 conventional units.
(3) Operation of vehicles with the steering wheel located on the right side of the longitudinal axis at

night and in conditions of reduced visibility, with the exception of vehicles in international traffic,
it is sanctioned with a fine from 9 to 15 conventional units with the application of 3 penalty points.
(3  ) Operation of the vehicle whose lighting devices are equipped with lamps that do not correspond to

the model provided by construction
it is sanctioned with a fine from 20 to 25 conventional units with the application of 3 penalty points.
(4) Admission into circulation of vehicles whose technical condition does not correspond to technical or

ecological norms, as well as those that are not registered or that have not been subject to state technical control,
by the persons responsible for the operation and technical condition of the vehicles,

is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the person in a responsible position
with or without the deprivation of the right to hold certain positions for a period of 3 months to one year, with a
fine from 90 to 150 conventional units applied to the legal person with or without the deprivation of the right to
carry out a certain activity for a period of 6 months to a year.

(5) Operating vehicles equipped with special light and/or sound signaling devices without authorization
it is sanctioned with a fine from 42 to 72 conventional units with the application of 5 penalty points or

with the deprivation of the right to drive vehicles for a period of 6 months to one year.
(6) Possession, installation or operation of devices that detect the signals of means of determining the

speed of vehicles or disrupt their normal operation
it is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 24 conventional units with the application of 3 penalty points.
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(7) Operating vehicles with the windshield or the glass surfaces of the front doors shaded or on which
various objects are placed, which reduce the driver's visual field, contrary to the provisions of the Road Traffic
Regulation,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 24 conventional units with the application of 3 penalty points.
(8) Operation of the vehicle equipped with a gas supply system for which the period for periodic testing

of the gas tanks has expired or their number does not correspond to the technical standards
it is sanctioned with a fine from 9 to 12 conventional units applied to the natural person.
Article 228  .  Odometer data fraud
Fraud of odometer data on any type of vehicle
it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 90 to 150 conventional units applied to the legal person.
Article 229.  Violation of registration or state registration rules,
                          of technical review of vehicles
(1) Violation of vehicle registration or state registration rules

is sanctioned with a fine of 6 to 12 conventional units.
(2) Driving a vehicle that has not been registered in the established manner or that has not undergone

technical inspection
it is sanctioned with a fine from 9 to 12 conventional units with the application of 3 penalty points.
(3) Operating a vehicle without holding the mandatory motor liability insurance policy on paper or in

electronic format or in the absence of data accessed from the unique information system related to the
mandatory motor liability insurance

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units with the application of 3 penalty points.
Article 230.  Driving a vehicle in violation of location rules
                         of the registration number or driving a vehicle without
                         such a number
(1) Driving a vehicle with an indecipherable registration number or with a camouflaged, non-standard or

non-standard registration number
it is sanctioned with a fine from 3 to 6 conventional units with the application of 2 penalty points.
(2) Driving a vehicle without a registration number
it is sanctioned with a fine from 15 to 18 conventional units with the application of 4 penalty points.
(3) Driving a vehicle with a false registration number or one not assigned to it by the competent

authority
is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 18 conventional units with the deprivation of the right to drive

vehicles for a period of one year.
(3  ) Illegal placement on the vehicle of a false registration number or not assigned to it by the

competent authority or possession of a vehicle with such a number
is sanctioned with a fine of 15 to 20 conventional units.
(4) Failure to mark the vehicle with the distinctive sign according to the Road Traffic Regulations
it is sanctioned with a fine from 3 to 6 conventional units with the application of 2 penalty points.
(5) Failure to keep the lighting devices, signaling devices, registration number, reflective sets, glass

from the front doors and the windshield of the vehicle in a clean condition
it is sanctioned with a warning or a fine from one unit to 2 conventional units.
Article 231.  Driving the vehicle in violation of the rules regarding
                         the right to drive vehicles
(1) Driving the vehicle holding the right to drive vehicles for an inappropriate category 
is sanctioned with a fine of 18 to 30 conventional units.
(2) Driving the vehicle without holding the right to drive vehicles (with the exception of driving in the

case of training, in the presence of the instructor) or driving during the period of application of the safety
measure regarding the suspension of the right to drive vehicles

is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units.
(3) –  repealed.
(4) Handing over the driving of the vehicle to a person who does not have the right to drive vehicles

(except for training, in the presence of the instructor), who is deprived of the right to drive vehicles or who
holds the right to drive vehicles for an inappropriate category

is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units.
(5) –  repealed.
(6) Driving the vehicle by a person deprived of the right to drive vehicles
is sanctioned with a fine of 70 to 120 conventional units.
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Article 231  .  Driving a vehicle with a registration number issued in the administrative-territorial units
on the left side of the Dniester or the municipality of Bender or with a neutral registration number

Driving a vehicle with a registration number issued in the administrative-territorial units on the left side
of the Dniester or the municipality of Bender or with a neutral registration number by a person who has his
domicile in a locality other than the localities on the left side of the Dniester, the municipality of Bender or the
localities of Gîsca, Chițcani, Zahorna, Merenești and Cremenciug from Caușeni district

is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units with the application of 5 penalty points,
applied to the natural person, with a fine from 90 to 150 conventional units applied to the legal person carrying
out entrepreneurial activity in the Republic of Moldova, with or without deprivation of the right to carry out a
certain activity for a period of 6 months to a year.

The article. 231  .  Violation of performance rules
                           of the practical training of the candidates
                           to motor vehicle drivers
                           on public roads
(1) Carrying out the practical training of candidates for motor vehicle drivers on lands that do not

correspond to the conditions established by Law no. 131/2007 regarding the safety of road traffic or on public
roads on routes not declared in the notification file or on routes not coordinated with the police

it is sanctioned with a fine of 20 to 25 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of 35
to 50 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(2) Carrying out practical training by a person who is not professionally certified to carry out this
activity

it is sanctioned with a fine of 30 to 40 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of 50
to 70 conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 232.  Driving the vehicle by a person who does not have 
                         on his driver's license issued by the authorities of other states
(1) Driving the vehicle by a person who does not have a driver's license issued by the authorities of

other states or the state registration document of the vehicle, or the compulsory civil liability insurance policy
is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units.
(2) Handing over the driving of the vehicle to a person who does not have a driving license issued by

the authorities of other states
is sanctioned with a fine from 3 to 6 conventional units.
(3)  –  repealed.
(4)  –  repealed.
(5)  –  repealed.
(6)  –  repealed.
Article 232  . Driving the vehicle by
                          a person who does not have on him
                          the confirmatory certificate regarding
                          authorization with accompanying duties/
                           care of the disabled person 
                           locomotor
Driving the vehicle intended for the disabled person of the locomotor system, imported under the

conditions of art. 49 para. (3) from Law no. 60/2012 on the social inclusion of people with disabilities, by a
person who does not have the confirmatory certificate regarding the authorization to accompany/care for the
person with locomotor disabilities, which confirms the right to drive or use the vehicle,

is sanctioned with a fine of 60 to 90 conventional units.
Article 232  .  Driving by a third party of a vehicle entered with exemption from payment of import

duties
Driving the imported vehicle under the terms of Law no. 248/2022 by a person who does not have the

right to drive this vehicle is sanctioned with a fine of 60 to 90 conventional units.
Article 233.  Driving the vehicle under the influence of alcohol or in the state
                         of drunkenness produced by alcohol, handing over his driving to 
                         a person who is under the influence of alcohol or in a state 
                          of intoxication caused by alcohol or other substances
(1) Driving the vehicle by a person who is under the influence of alcohol or in a state of intoxication

caused by alcohol that exceeds the maximum admissible degree established by law, if the act does not
constitute a crime,
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is sanctioned with a fine from 350 to 500 conventional units or with unpaid work for the benefit of the
community for a duration of 40 to 60 hours, in both cases with the deprivation of the right to drive vehicles for
a period of 6 months to 1 year.

(2) Knowingly handing over the driving of the vehicle to a person who is under the influence of alcohol
or in a state of intoxication produced by alcohol that exceeds the maximum admissible degree established by
law or in a state of intoxication produced by narcotic substances and/or other substances with similar effects, if
the act does not constitute a crime,

is sanctioned with a fine of 350 to 500 conventional units with the application of 6 penalty points or
with unpaid work for the benefit of the community for a duration of 40 to 60 hours, in both cases with the
deprivation of the right to drive vehicles on a term from 6 months to 1 year.

(2  ) Consumption of alcohol, narcotic substances and/or other substances with similar effects by the
driver of the vehicle involved in a road accident, until the alcohol test or before the collection of biological
samples during the medical examination in order to establish the state of intoxication and of its nature, with the
exception of the consumption of drugs with effects similar to psychotropic substances, after the traffic accident
occurred and until the police arrived at the scene, if they were administered by authorized medical personnel
and were imposed by the state of health,

is sanctioned with a fine of 400 to 500 conventional units or with unpaid work for the benefit of the
community for a duration of 40 to 60 hours, in both cases with the deprivation of the right to drive vehicles for
a period of 6 months to 1 year.

(2  ) The actions provided for in paragraphs (1)–(2  ), committed repeatedly during the same calendar
year by a person already sanctioned for this contravention, if these actions do not constitute a crime,

is sanctioned with a fine from 450 to 500 conventional units or with unpaid work for the benefit of the
community for a duration of 40 to 60 hours, or with contravention arrest for a term of 15 days, in all cases with
the deprivation of the right to drive vehicles for a period of 2 to 3 years.

(3) The actions specified in paragraphs (1)–(2  ), if the vehicle driver's admission to traffic does not
provide for the obligation to hold the right to drive vehicles,

is sanctioned with a fine from 350 to 500 conventional units.
(4) The actions provided for in paragraphs (1)–(2  ), committed by a person who does not have the right

to drive vehicles or who is deprived of the right to drive vehicles, if the act does not constitute a crime,
it is sanctioned with a fine of 450 to 500 conventional units or with unpaid work for the benefit of the

community for a duration of 40 to 60 hours, or with contravention arrest for a term of 15 days.
Article 234.  Non-disclosure of the identity of the person to whom it was entrusted
                         driving the vehicle
Non-communication by the owner or agent (user) of the vehicle, at the request of the police, of the

identity of the person to whom he entrusted the driving or knowingly communicating erroneous data regarding
the identity of this person

it is sanctioned with a fine from 80 to 140 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 240 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 235.  Violation of seat belt use rules,
                         of the protective helmet, of the protective-warning vest
                         fluorescent-reflective, of the restraint system
                         for children and the rules regarding conversations
                         radiotelephone
(1) Violation of the rules for the use of the safety belt, the fluorescent-reflective protective-warning vest,

the child restraint system and the motorcyclist's protective helmet
it is sanctioned with a fine from 9 to 12 conventional units with the application of 3 penalty points.
(2) Use contrary to the provisions of the Road Traffic Regulation of mobile electronic communication

terminal equipment while driving the vehicle
it is sanctioned with a fine from 9 to 12 conventional units with the application of 3 penalty points.
Article 235  .  Violation of the rules for transporting older children
                          up to 12 years old
Transporting children under the age of 12 contrary to the provisions of the Road Traffic Regulation
it is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 24 conventional units with the application of 2 penalty points.
Article 236.  Exceeding the traffic speed set on the respective sector
                        of road
(1) Exceeding the traffic speed established on the respective road sector from 10 to 20 km/h
it is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 18 conventional units with the application of 3 penalty points.
(2) Exceeding the traffic speed established on the respective road sector from 20 to 40 km/h
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it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 24 conventional units with the application of 4 penalty points.
(3) Exceeding the traffic speed set on the respective road sector by more than 40 km/h
it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 36 conventional units with the application of 5 penalty points.
Article 237.  Violation of the rules for crossing the railway line
(1) Crossing by the driver of the railway line outside the level crossing
is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 75 conventional units or with unpaid work for the benefit of the

community for a duration of 20 to 30 hours, or with contravention arrest for a term of 15 days, in all cases with
the deprivation of the right to drive vehicles for a period of 6 months.

(2) Violation by the vehicle driver of the rules for crossing the railway line through the level crossing
is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 75 conventional units or with unpaid work for the benefit of the

community for a duration of 30 to 40 hours, or with contravention arrest for a term of 15 days, in all cases with
the deprivation of the right to drive vehicles for a period of one year.

(3) Violation by the vehicle driver of the provisions of para. (1) and (2), which generated the risk of a
traffic accident,

is sanctioned with a fine of 75 to 90 conventional units or with unpaid work for the benefit of the
community for a duration of 40 to 60 hours, or with contraventional arrest for a term of 15 days, in all cases
with the deprivation of the right to drive vehicles for a period of 2 to 3 years.

Article 238.  Violation of stopping rules and failure to give priority
                         pedestrians and other participants in road traffic
(1) Stopping in prohibited places
it is sanctioned with a warning or a fine from 3 to 6 conventional units.
(2) Parking or parking in prohibited places
it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 30 conventional units with the application of 4 penalty points.
(3) Failure to give legal priority to pedestrians or cyclists
it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 30 conventional units with the application of 4 penalty points.
(4) Violation by the vehicle driver of the provisions provided for in paragraphs (1)–(3) which generated

a traffic accident situation
it is sanctioned with a fine from 25 to 40 conventional units or with the deprivation of the right to drive

vehicles for a period of 6 months to one year.
Article 239.  Non-compliance with traffic rules in residential areas
                        or pedestrian
(1) Non-compliance with traffic rules in residential or pedestrian areas
it is sanctioned with a fine from 3 to 6 conventional units with the application of 2 penalty points.
(2) Violation by the vehicle driver of the provisions of paragraph (1) that generated a traffic accident

situation or that prevented or intimidated the regular movement of pedestrians or cyclists
it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 50 conventional units with or without deprivation of the right to

drive vehicles for a period of 6 months to one year.
Article 240.  Failure to comply with traffic signs
                        and granting the priority of passage, of other rules
                        of road traffic
(1) Non-observance by the vehicle driver of the priority road signs, the prohibition and mandatory

direction signs, the information signs regarding the parking place reserved for vehicles driven by disabled
persons, regarding the permitted direction of travel, the road markings of on the road regarding the granting of
the priority right of movement, the right regarding the delimitation of traffic lanes in the opposite direction and
those intended for route vehicles, the road marking of the parking place reserved for vehicles driven by
disabled people, non-compliance with the traffic rules regarding the start of movement and change of direction
walking, on the position on the road, on overtaking vehicles, on crossing intersections and public transport
stops,regarding the towing of vehicles, regarding the transport of people and loads, regarding movement on
highways, non-compliance with the requirements for the use of lighting devices after dark or in conditions of
reduced visibility

se sancționează cu amendă de la 15 la 30 de unități convenționale cu aplicarea a 3 puncte de penalizare.
(2) Neglijarea de către conducătorul de vehicul a semnalului de interzicere al semaforului sau a gestului

de interzicere al agentului de circulaţie
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 15 la 18 unităţi convenţionale cu aplicarea a 3 puncte de penalizare.
(3) Încălcarea de către conducătorul de vehicul a dispoziţiilor prevăzute la alin.(1) şi (2) care a generat o

situaţie de accident de circulaţie
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 42 la 60 de unităţi convenţionale cu sau fără privarea de dreptul de a

conduce vehicule pe un termen de la 6 luni la un an.



Articolul 241. Neîndeplinirea indicaţiei legale de oprire a vehiculului
                         şi de acordare vehiculelor a priorităţii de trecere
(1) Neîndeplinirea de către conducătorul de vehicul a indicaţiei legale dată de agentul de circulaţie de a

opri vehiculul
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 350 la 500 de unităţi convenţionale sau cu muncă neremunerată în

folosul comunităţii pe o durată de la 40 la 60 de ore, în ambele cazuri cu privarea de dreptul de a conduce
vehicule pe un termen de la 6 luni la 1 an.

(2) Neacordarea priorităţii de trecere vehiculului cu farurile de semnalizare avînd lumina albastră sau
roşie şi cu dispozitivele de semnalizare sonoră specială în funcţiune (vehicul cu regim prioritar de circulaţie)

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 15 la 18 unităţi convenţionale cu aplicarea a 4 puncte de penalizare.
(3) Încălcarea de către conducătorul de vehicul a dispoziţiilor prevăzute la alin.(1) şi (2) care a generat o

situaţie de accident de circulaţie
is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 42 conventional units with or without deprivation of the right to

drive vehicles for a period of one to 3 years.
Article 241  .  Violation by vehicle drivers of the rules
                           of road traffic through aggressive behavior
(1) Violation by the vehicle driver of the provisions of the Road Traffic Regulations, committed by the

manifestation of aggressive behavior,
it is sanctioned with a fine of 30 to 40 conventional units with the application of 5 penalty points or with

unpaid work for the benefit of the community for a duration of 20 to 40 hours, or with contravention arrest for a
term of 3 to 15 days , in all cases with or without deprivation of the right to drive for a period of 6 months to a
year.

(2) The actions specified in para. (1) committed by a group of persons or committed repeatedly during
the same calendar year by a person already sanctioned for this contravention or which generated the risk of a
traffic accident

it is sanctioned with a fine of 40 to 60 conventional units with the application of 6 penalty points or with
unpaid work for the benefit of the community for a duration of 40 to 60 hours, or with contraventional arrest for
a term of 15 to 30 days, in all cases with or without deprivation of the right to drive vehicles for a period of one
to 2 years.

Article 241  .  Violation of rules by vehicle drivers
                           preventive driving
(1) Violation by vehicle drivers of preventive driving rules according to the provisions of Law no.

131/2007 on road traffic safety
it is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 24 conventional units with the application of 3 penalty points.
(2) Repeated commission of the contravention provided for in paragraph (1) during the same calendar

year by a person previously sanctioned, by a final judgment/decision, for this contravention
it is sanctioned with a fine from 40 to 60 conventional units with the application of 6 penalty points.
Article 242.  Violation of road traffic rules resulting in damage
                          material goods or causing slight bodily injuries
(1) Violation by the driver of road traffic rules resulting in insignificant damage to vehicles, loads,

roads, road installations, other installations or other goods or causing insignificant bodily harm to the victim
it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 24 conventional units with the application of 5 penalty points.
(2) Violation by the driver of road traffic rules resulting in causing minor bodily harm to the victim or

considerable damage to vehicles, loads, roads, road installations, other installations or other goods
it is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 30 conventional units with the application of 6 penalty points.
Article 243.  Leaving the place where the road accident occurred
(1) Leaving by the person involved in a road accident the place where the accident occurred which

caused the consequences provided for in art. 242 paragraph (1), if the act does not constitute a crime, with the
exception of the road accident documented through the amicable finding procedure of the accident, provided by
Law no. 414/2006 regarding mandatory civil liability insurance for damage caused by vehicles,

is sanctioned with a fine of 40 to 50 conventional units or with the deprivation of the right to drive
vehicles for a period of 6 months to 1 year, or with unpaid work for the benefit of the community for a duration
of 20 to 40 hours, or with contravention arrest for a term of 7 to 10 days.

(2) Leaving by the person involved in a road accident the place where the accident occurred which
caused the consequences provided for in art. 242 paragraph (2), if the act does not constitute a crime, with the
exception of the road accident documented through the amicable finding procedure the accident, provided by
Law no. 414/2006 regarding mandatory civil liability insurance for damage caused by vehicles,
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is sanctioned with a fine of 50 to 100 conventional units or with the deprivation of the right to drive
vehicles for a period of 1 to 2 years, or with unpaid work for the benefit of the community for a duration of 40
to 60 hours, or with contravention arrest for a term of 10 to 15 days.

Article 243  .  Unauthorized movement in a group on public roads
The participation of vehicle drivers in unauthorized movement in groups (with the exception of official

columns) on public roads, which conditioned the creation of road traffic impediments,
it is sanctioned with a fine from 45 to 60 conventional units with the application of 3 penalty points.
Article 244.  –  repealed.
Article 245.  Violation of traffic rules by pedestrians and others
                        road traffic participants
(1) Pedestrians ignoring road traffic direction signals, crossing the carriageway or traveling on it in

unindicated places, non-observance of priority road signs, prohibition and mandatory direction signs, the rules
of travel on roads motorcyclists, moped drivers, cyclists, visitors and other people who use the road

it is sanctioned with a warning or a fine from 6 to 9 conventional units.
(1  ) Pedestrians ignoring light and sound signals of vehicles with priority traffic regime
is sanctioned with a fine from 3 to 6 conventional units.
(2) Violation of traffic rules, by the persons indicated in paragraphs (1) and (1  ), which generated a

traffic accident situation
is sanctioned with a fine from 9 to 12 conventional units.
(3) Movement of motorcyclists, moped drivers, cyclists and visitors on roads while carrying out

activities that distract them, activities manifested including through the use of mobile electronic communication
terminal equipment,

is sanctioned with a fine from 3 to 6 conventional units.
(4) Repeated commission of the contraventions provided for in paragraphs (1), (3) and (4) during the

same calendar year by a person previously sanctioned, through a final judgment/decision, for this contravention
is sanctioned with a fine from 9 to 12 conventional units.

Chapter XIV
OFFENSES IN THE FIELD OF ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS

AND OF POSTAL COMMUNICATIONS
Article 246.  Unauthorized provision of networks or services
                        electronic communications or postal communications
(1) Unauthorized provision of electronic communications networks or services
it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 42 to 90 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 120 to 180
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(2) Provision of electronic communications networks or services during a period in which the right to
provide these networks or services has been suspended or withdrawn

it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 90 to 150 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 180 to 300
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(3)  –  repealed.
(4)  –  repealed.
(5) Unauthorized provision of postal communications networks or services
is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from

42 to 90 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 120 to 180
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(6) Provision of postal communications networks or services during a period when the right to provide
these networks or services has been suspended or withdrawn

it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 90 to 150 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 180 to
300 conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 247.  Failure to comply with general authorization conditions
(1) Non-compliance with the conditions of general authorization by providers of networks or services of

electronic communications or postal communications
it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 45 to 90 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 120 to 240
conventional units applied to the legal person.
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 (2) Failure to comply with the prescription regarding the remedy of the violation of the obligations
established in the general authorization conditions

is sanctioned with a fine from 45 to 72 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from
60 to 150 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 240 to 300
conventional units applied to the legal person with deprivation, in in all cases, of the right to carry out a certain
activity for a period of 6 months to a year.

Article 248.  Use of channels without a license and without a technical permit,
                         of radio frequencies, of numbering resources
(1) The use of channels and radio frequencies without a license and without a technical permit
it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 72 to 180 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 240 to
300 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(2) Unlicensed use of numbering resources for the purpose of providing electronic communications
networks and/or services

it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 72 to 180 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 240 to
300 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(2  ) Manufacturing, marketing, import and/or export of energizing alcohol production
 is sanctioned with a fine from 120 to 210 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible

position, with a fine from 180 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person with or without the
deprivation, in both cases, of the right to carry out a certain activity on a term from 3 months to a year.

Article 249.  Failure to comply with the conditions stipulated in the user licenses
                        of channels, radio frequencies, numbering resources
(1) Non-compliance with the conditions stipulated in the licenses for the use of channels, radio

frequencies, numbering resources
it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 42 to 90 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 120 to
240 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(2) Failure to comply with the prescription regarding the remedy of the violation of the obligations
established in the license conditions

is sanctioned with a fine from 42 to 72 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from
60 to 120 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 108 to 210
conventional units applied to the legal person with the deprivation of the right to to carry out a certain activity
for a period of 6 months to a year.

Article 249  .  Violation of access laws and regulations
                          on properties and shared use of the infrastructure
                          associated with public electronic communications networks
(1) Failure to communicate (failure to transmit) to the regulatory authority information regarding the

conditions for access to properties and/or shared use of the physical infrastructure established according to
legislation and about any changes and/or additions to these conditions, as well as failure to transmit a copy of
the material including these conditions, published on the official website, if it exists, within 3 working days
from the date of its publication

it is sanctioned with a fine from 42 to 72 conventional units applied to the responsible person, with a
fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(2) Failure to publish the contract for access to public property on the official website, if it exists, as
well as failure to submit a copy of this contract to the regulatory authority within the term established by
legislation

it is sanctioned with a fine from 42 to 72 conventional units applied to the responsible person, with a
fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(3) Failure to publish within the term established by the legislation the decision of the regulatory
authority or the final and irrevocable court decision on the official web page, if it exists, if the right of access to
a public property is exercised on the basis of one of these documents , or not bringing the respective decision to
the attention of the public through other means

it is sanctioned with a fine from 42 to 72 conventional units applied to the responsible person, with a
fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 250.  Violation of legislation, regulations
                          and the technical rules in the field
                          electronic communications and others
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                          postal communications
 (1) Violation of technical rules regarding radio-electronic means, used for civil purposes, that emit

electromagnetic waves
it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 42 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 36 to 60 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 120 to 240
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(1  ) –  repealed.
(2) –  repealed.
(2  ) –  repealed.
 (3) The use or connection to electronic communications or postal communications networks of

electronic or postal communications equipment that is not accompanied by the declaration of conformity issued
by the manufacturer, its authorized representative or importer based on the certificate of conformity or the test
reports, or which are not marked according to the applicable technical regulations

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 120 to 240 conventional units applied to the legal person.

 (4) Unauthorized installation or use of broadcast radio communication equipment in vehicles
it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 42 to 90 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 120 to 240
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(5) Creation and unauthorized operation of electronic means of communication likely to cause damage
to the health of people living in their area of   influence

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 42 to 90 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 120 to 240
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(6) Violation of the rules for the protection of electronic communications lines and installations
it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 42 to 90 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 120 to 240
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(7) Execution of construction works in the protection zones of electronic communications lines, cables
and installations without the authorization of the owner of these lines, cables and installations

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 42 to 90 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 102 to 180
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(8) Installation or use of radio communication stations, including broadcast antennas, without
coordination with the authorized body and without obtaining the use authorization from it

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 42 to 90 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 60 to 300
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(9) Placing on the market electronic or postal communication equipment that is not accompanied by the
declaration of conformity issued by the manufacturer, its authorized representative or importer based on the
certificate of conformity or test reports, or that are not marked according to the applicable technical regulations

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 120 to 240 conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 250  .  Violation of data exchange and interoperability legislation
(1) Unfounded refusal of the data provider to ensure the availability of data and to provide data through

the interoperability platform, including by invoking, for the purpose of the refusal, erroneous, inauthentic or
incomplete information or data,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 36 to 60 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility
function, with a fine from 120 to 240 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(2) Unfounded refusal to provide a public service on the grounds that the applicant has not submitted the
documents, if the public service provider in question has access to the data contained in these documents
through the interoperability platform,

is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 90 conventional units with the deprivation of the right to hold a
certain position or the right to carry out a certain activity for a period of 3 months to 1 year.

 (3) Non-compliance or inadequate compliance by data exchange participants with security and
confidentiality requirements for data exchange

it is sanctioned with a fine from 36 to 60 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility
function, with a fine from 120 to 240 conventional units applied to the legal person.
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(4) The use by the consumer of the information consumed through the interoperability platform in
violation of or outside the stated legal basis and purpose

it is sanctioned with a fine of 15 to 20 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of 30
to 50 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine of 50 to 100
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(5) Failure by the data exchange participants, within the established term, to comply with the decision of
the competent authority to ensure data exchange and interoperability regarding connection to the
interoperability platform or the decision to suspend the provision of data or to disconnect from that platform

it is sanctioned with a fine from 36 to 60 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility
function, with a fine from 120 to 240 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(6) Cross-border data exchange carried out in violation of data exchange and interoperability legislation
it is sanctioned with a fine from 36 to 60 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility

function, with a fine from 120 to 240 conventional units applied to the legal person.
Article 250  . Violation of manner legislation
                         provision of access services
                         at the Internet
(1) The application by the Internet access service provider of traffic management measures that exceed

reasonable traffic management measures, including discrimination, blocking, slowing down, modification,
interference, degradation, restriction or interference with Internet traffic by the provider of internet access
services, regardless of the sender and recipient, the content accessed or distributed, the applications or services
used or provided or the terminal equipment used by the end users, except in cases where this is necessary and
only for so long as much as is necessary to comply with the legislation in force or the measures intended to
implement the legislation in force, as well as the court decisions or the acts of the competent public
authorities,either to maintain the integrity and security of the network, the services provided through that
network and the end users' terminal equipment, or to avoid imminent network congestion and/or mitigate the
effects of temporary or exceptional network congestion, provided that they are managed equally the equivalent
categories of traffic,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 60 to 120 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 120 to
240 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(2) Failure to ensure the publication by the Internet access service provider, in accordance with the
legislation, of information on the level of quality of services offered to end users, the means of appeal in the
event of any permanent or recurring difference between the actual performance of the Internet access service
and the quality parameters specified in the contract, how any limitation of the quality parameters of these
services may affect the right of end users to access and distribute information and content, use and make
available applications and services and to use terminal equipment of your choice, regardless of the location of
the end user or the provider or the location, origin or destination of the information, content, applications or
services,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 60 to 120 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 120 to
240 conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 251.  Violation of electromagnetic emission norms and 
                         permissible industrial disturbances for radio reception, 
                         preventing the reception of audiovisual programs
                         or of the operation of equipment and networks 
                         electronic communications
(1) Producing in any way harmful disturbances to electronic communication equipment and networks
it is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 18 to 42 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 60 to 120
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(2) Violation of authorized emission technical parameters
it is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 18 to 42 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 60 to 90
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(3) Intentional electromagnetic emission, which produces disturbances harmful to other technical means
of radio communication,
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it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 42 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 60 to 240
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(4) Impeding the operation of electronic communications equipment or networks
it is sanctioned with a warning or a fine from 6 to 18 conventional units applied to the natural person,

with a fine from 15 to 30 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine
from 42 to 90 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(5) Violation of the norms of electromagnetic emission or industrial disturbances admissible for radio
reception, preventing the reception of audiovisual programs

it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 42 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 30 to 90 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 60 to 240
conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 252.  Unauthorized logging in or allowing unauthorized logging in
                         to electronic communications networks
Unauthorized connection or admission of unauthorized connection of terminal equipment or other

means of electronic communications to electronic communications networks, including subscriber lines,
it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 36 to 120 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 240 to 300
conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 253.  Unfounded refusal of the authorized network provider or
                        services to connect to another provider's networks or services
                        authorized by networks or services
Unreasonable refusal of an authorized network or service provider to connect another authorized

network or service provider to its networks or services
it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 36 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 42 to 90 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 60 to 150
conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 254.  Execution of works in the field of electronic communications
                         without the consent of the owner of the land or other immovable property
                         or in the absence of the court decision regarding the execution of these
                         WORK
Execution of works in the field of electronic communications without the consent of the owner of the

land or of another immovable property or in the absence of a court decision regarding the execution of these
works

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 60 la 90 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 90 la 180 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de răspundere, cu amendă de la 240 la 300
de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice.

Articolul 255. Deteriorarea liniilor, a instalațiilor,
                           a echipamentelor de comunicații
                           electronice și comunicații poștale
(1) Deteriorarea din imprudență a liniilor, a instalațiilor, a echipamentelor de comunicații electronice sau

comunicații poștale
se sancționează cu amendă de la 10 la 15 unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice sau cu muncă

neremunerată în folosul comunității de până la 30 de ore, cu amendă de la 30 la 45 de unități convenționale
aplicată persoanei cu funcție de răspundere, cu amendă de la 30 la 100 de unități convenționale aplicată
persoanei juridice.

(2) Deteriorarea intenționată a liniilor, a instalațiilor, a echipamentelor de comunicații electronice sau
comunicații poștale

se sancționează cu amendă de la 24 la 90 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice sau cu muncă
neremunerată în folosul comunității de până la 60 de ore, cu amendă de la 42 la 120 de unități convenționale
aplicată persoanei cu funcție de răspundere, cu amendă de la 30 la 300 de unități convenționale aplicată
persoanei juridice.

Article 256.  Franking of postal items with used postal stamps or
                         unauthorized
Postage of postal items with postmarks used or not authorized by the Ministry of Infrastructure and

Regional Development



it is sanctioned with a fine of 2 to 4 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of 6 to
12 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine of 6 to 30 conventional units
applied to the legal person.

Article 257.  Manufacturing for distribution or distribution with knowledge
                        of fake postage stamps, clichés of franking machines or
                        of postage stamps
Making for release or knowingly releasing counterfeit postage stamps, franking machine stamps or

postage stamps
it is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 36 to 90 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 60 to 180
conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 258 . Delivery of dangerous objects for shipment
                        or obscene objects
Handing over for dispatch by any type of postal delivery objects that, when handled or transported,

present a danger to people's health, obscene objects without declaring their real nature
it is sanctioned with a fine of 6 to 12 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of 24

to 36 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.
Article 259.  Unfounded refusal to provide public services in the field
                        electronic communications and information technology
Unfounded refusal to provide public services in the field of electronic communications and information

technology
it is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 12 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 70 to 120 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 60 to 240
conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 259  .  Unfounded refusal to provide public services in the field
                         postal communications
Unfounded refusal to provide public services in the field of postal communications
it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 36 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 42 to 90 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 60 to 150
conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 259  .  Impeding the Agency's activity
                          National for Regulation
                          in Electronic Communications and
                          Information technology
The unfounded refusal to provide the information or documents requested by the National Agency for

Regulation in Electronic Communications and Information Technology in the process of exercising the duties,
the intentional presentation of inauthentic or incomplete information, the failure to present the requested
information and documents within the deadline established by law, as well as preventing access to the rooms or
the territory of the location of the electronic communications systems of the staff qualified with control
functions of the National Agency for Regulation in Electronic Communications and Information Technology to
carry out the control

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 42 to 90 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 120 to
240 conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 260. –  repealed 
Article 261.  Design or production without commercial purpose, 
                        possession or illegal use of special technical means 
                         for covertly obtaining information
(1) The design or production without the purpose of commercialization, the illegal possession or use of

special technical means for covertly obtaining information
is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from

60 to 120 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 90 to 180
conventional units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation of the right to carry out a certain
activity for a period of 6 months to a year.

(2) The use of special technical means for covertly obtaining information in private detective and
security activities
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is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from
90 to 180 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 120 to 240
conventional units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation of the right to carry out a certain
activity for a period of 6 months to a year.

Article 262.  Violation of import, export, design, production rules
                         and commercialization of special technical means for obtaining
                         hidden information, non-compliance with other licensing conditions
Violation of the rules of import, export, design, production and sale of special technical means for

covertly obtaining information, in the case of the presence of a license, non-compliance with other licensing
conditions

is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from
48 to 90 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 60 to 120
conventional units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation of the right to carry out a certain
activity for a period of 6 months to a year.

Chapter XV
OFFENSES AFFECTING THE ACTIVITY OF
ENTREPRENEUR, TAXATION, ACTIVITY

CUSTOMS AND MOBILE VALUES
Article 263.  Illegal activity as an entrepreneur
(1) Carrying out the activity of an entrepreneur without registration at the State Registration Chamber or

at another competent public authority according to the law or with a registration document declared invalid
is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 90 conventional units.
(2) Carrying out the activity on the basis of a mediator certificate, a notary license, a bailiff's license, a

lawyer or a judicial expert working in a judicial expertise office, the authorization for the activity of an
authorized administrator, interpreter and/or translator or on the basis of the entrepreneur's license without being
registered as a payer of state social insurance contributions within 10 working days from the moment of
obtaining the right to carry out the activity

it is sanctioned with a fine from 15 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.

(3)  -  repealed.
(4) Carrying out an entrepreneurial activity without authorization, license or certificate, issued by the

competent authority pursuant to the law,
is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 180 conventional units.
(5) Carrying out the activity of an entrepreneur without the registration in time of the changes made in

the articles of incorporation, as well as of the data regarding the change of the leader (manager) or the
headquarters,

is sanctioned with a fine from 3 to 9 conventional units.
(6) Carrying out the business activity in violation of the right to name, established by law, and/or the

way of using the name or the official or historical name of the state, abbreviations or derivatives of the official
or historical name of the state

it is sanctioned with a fine from 72 to 150 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 100 to 150 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(6  ) Non-execution of the obligation to change the name in case of withdrawal of the permission to use
the official or historical name of the state or abbreviations or derivatives of the official or historical name of the
state

it is sanctioned with a fine from 100 to 150 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(7) Carrying out the activity of an entrepreneur without a commercial emblem or without a production

mark required by law
is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 21 conventional units.
(8) Submission of unauthentic (false) documents or information for registration
is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 45 conventional units.
Article 263  . Organization of illegal financial structures
The organization of financial structures, regardless of their name, without registration and without

authorization in the manner provided by the legislation, through which some people are proposed to deposit or
collect money or to register on lists, making them hope for financial gains resulting from the increase the
number of persons recruited or enrolled, regardless of how this collection or enrollment in lists is carried out, in
order to obtain an illicit material benefit for oneself or for a third party,
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it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 240 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 264.  Illegal participation of the public official, of the person
                        with a function of public dignity in the activity of an entrepreneur
The illegal participation of the civil servant, the person with public dignity in the entrepreneurial

activity through the creation (founding) of some enterprises, as well as the direct or indirect management,
through other persons, of the enterprise's activity

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units with the deprivation of the right to hold a
certain position or the right to carry out a certain activity for a period of 3 months to a year.

Article 265.  Acquisition, storage, transport and sale 
                        illegal possession of material values
The acquisition, storage, transport, sale of goods, products or raw materials without proof of their origin

and provenance, if having such proof is mandatory according to the law,
it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 180 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person.
Article 266.  Violation of legislation and rules in the field of insurance
                         mandatory medical assistance
(1) –  repealed.
(2) Non-payment of fixed-sum mandatory medical assistance insurance premiums within the term

established by Law no. 1593/2002 regarding the size, manner and terms of payment of compulsory health
insurance premiums

is sanctioned with a fine of 10 to 25 conventional units.
(3) –  repealed.
(4) –  repealed.
(5) Failure to present the lists of nominal records of unemployed persons insured from the state budget

within the term established by the legislation, as well as the changes made to the lists,
it is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 12 conventional units applied to the responsible person.
(6) Failure to register within the term established by the legislation of legal and natural persons, other

than those registered by the state registration body, of public notaries, lawyers, authorized administrators,
authorized interpreters and/or translators, bailiffs, mediators as payers of mandatory medical assistance
insurance premiums

it is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 12 conventional units applied to the natural person and the person
with a responsible position.

(7) –  repealed.
(8) The provisions of paragraphs (2) and (3) do not apply to producers and processors of vegetables,

fruits and grapes for non-payment of compulsory health insurance premiums, non-payment, late payment or
incomplete payment of compulsory health insurance premiums in the period until November 30, 2014.

Article 266  . Violation of the rules of management and ensuring transparency
                         financial means from the insurance funds
                         healthcare obligations by providers
                         of medical and pharmaceutical services
 (1) Failure to appear within the term established by the contract for the provision of medical assistance

(for the provision of medical services) within the framework of the mandatory health care insurance, the
contract regarding the release of medicines compensated from the funds of the mandatory health care insurance
or the normative acts of reports , of reports and payment invoices for the payment of medical services provided
to insured persons or their presentation with incomplete or erroneous data

it is sanctioned with a fine from 9 to 12 conventional units applied to the responsible person.
 (2) The use by the medical and sanitary institutions of the financial means from the mandatory medical

assistance insurance funds contrary to the destination established by the contractual clauses
it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 180 conventional units applied to the responsible person.
(2  ) Non-publication within the term established by the legislation of contracts for the provision of

medical assistance (for the provision of medical services), including annexes and additional agreements,
contracts regarding the release of compensated medicines, decisions of the supreme body for deliberation and
decision (in the regarding the use of the financial means related to contracts for the provision of medical
assistance and contracts regarding the release of compensated medicines), of the annual reports on the
execution of the mandatory medical assistance insurance funds,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 24 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility
function or with a fine from 15 to 30 conventional units applied to the legal person.
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(3) –  repealed.
Article 266  .  Violation by the National Insurance Company
                         in Medicine of the rules regarding publication on the page
                         official website of official information
Failure to publish, within the term established by the legislation, contracts for the provision of medical

assistance (for the provision of medical services), annexes and additional agreements, contracts regarding the
release of medicines compensated from the mandatory medical assistance insurance funds and information, on
each contract , regarding the payment of the amounts compensated by the National Medical Insurance
Company for the previous year, of the contracts concluded from the financial means, other than those of the
fund for the payment of medical and pharmaceutical services, of the annual report on the execution of the
mandatory medical assistance insurance funds, of the decisions to the Board of Directors of the National
Medical Insurance Company on its official web page

it is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 24 conventional units applied to the person in a responsible
position.

Article 267.  Trade or transportation of goods whose sale
                        is prohibited or limited
The trade or transportation of goods whose sale is prohibited or limited by law
is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units.
Article 268.  Illegal attribution of prophylactic, curative properties to products
Illegal attribution by manufacturers, sellers, through labeling, as well as through advertising, of

prophylactic, curative properties to products or referring to such properties without their authorization
is sanctioned with a fine from 48 to 78 conventional units.
Article 269.  Violation of the requirements regarding
                          production, storage, placing on the market,
                          food marketing and information
                          consumers regarding food products
Violation of the requirements established in the normative acts or declared by:
a) production, import, storage, placing on the market or sale of products, provision of services in

violation of essential requirements (requirements regarding ensuring the harmlessness of products and services
for the life and health of people) and/or in violation of requirements regarding the protection of consumer
interests, manifested by the lack of information Regarding:

- the name of the food product;
– the list of ingredients, any ingredient or technological adjuvant or substance that causes allergies or

intolerance, used in the manufacture or preparation of a food product and still present in the finished product;
– the quantity of certain ingredients or categories of ingredients, the net quantity of the food product;
- the validity of the food product: the consumption limit date or the minimum durability date or the

manufacturing date and the validity period;
– special storage conditions and/or conditions of use;
– the name or trade name and address of the food operator, the country of origin or the place of origin

for certain categories of products;
– instructions for use, if their omission would make it difficult to use the food product correctly;
– nutritional statement;
– the statement regarding the identification of the batch,
it is sanctioned with a fine of 75 to 100 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of

400 to 500 conventional units applied to the legal person;
b) placing food products on the market without indicating the use-by date or the minimum durability

date or the manufacturing date and the validity period or placing the products on the market after the
consumption limit date or the minimum durability date or the validity period have expired

is sanctioned with a fine of 40 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of 200
to 300 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine of 400 to 500
conventional units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation of the right to carry out a certain
activity for a period of 3 months to a year.

Article 270.  Use of raw material with expired validity
                        in the production (preparation) of food products
The use of raw material with expired validity period in the production (preparation) of food products
is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 42 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from

150 to 210 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 240 to 300
conventional units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation, in all cases, the right to carry out a
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certain activity for a period of 3 months to a year.
Article 271.  Placement on the market of food products for which
                        fortification was decided, but which were not fortified
Placing on the market food products for which the Ministry of Health has decided on fortification, but

which have not been fortified with the prescribed nutrients
it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 45 to 90 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 60 to 150
conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 272.  Violation of procurement, transport, storage
                         and sale of excise stamps and trademarks
                         Of the state
Violation of the procurement, transportation, storage and sale of excise stamps and state trademarks
is sanctioned with a fine of 18 to 24 conventional units.
Article 272  .  Violation of legislation regarding meal vouchers
(1) The commercialization for a sum of money or the transmission free of charge by natural persons to

other persons of paper and/or electronic meal vouchers
it is sanctioned with a fine from 20 to 100 conventional units applied to the natural person.
(2) The granting by the employer to the employee of a number of paper and/or electronic meal vouchers

greater than the number of days actually worked by him during the previous month
is sanctioned with a fine from 1 to 1.5 conventional units for each meal voucher granted in addition,

applied to the natural person or the legal person under public or private law, which employs employees based
on the individual employment contract.

(3) The reduction by the employer of the wages calculated for the beneficiaries of meal vouchers
provided for in individual employment contracts, collective employment contracts and/or collective agreements

it is sanctioned with a fine from 100 to 500 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 300 to 1000 conventional units applied to the legal entity under public or private law, for each case of
reduction to an employee.

(4) Failure to ensure the destruction by the operator of meal vouchers on paper after the expiry of 6
months from their receipt from commercial/public food establishments

it is sanctioned with a fine from 50 to 250 conventional units applied to the legal person - operator.
(5) Non-observance by the operator of the way of drawing up and presenting to the State Fiscal Service

the report regarding the meal vouchers granted to employers
it is sanctioned with a fine from 50 to 150 conventional units applied to the legal person - operator.
(6) Failure by the operator to ensure the possibility for employees to check the balance of the available

value of meal vouchers on electronic support and/or charging the fee or commission from employees for this
it is sanctioned with a fine from 20 to 100 conventional units applied to the legal person - operator.
(7) The commercialization of tobacco products, alcoholic beverages, wine, beer and/or other products

other than food established by law
it is sanctioned with a fine from 50 to 300 conventional units applied to the natural or legal person

practicing entrepreneurial activity - commercial/public catering unit.
(8) Non-issuance and/or non-issuance of a separate tax receipt for products prohibited for sale against

meal vouchers if the employee intends to procure them simultaneously with the procurement of food products
based on meal vouchers

it is sanctioned with a fine from 20 to 150 conventional units applied to the natural or legal person
practicing entrepreneurial activity - commercial/public catering unit.

(9) Reimbursement by the commercial/public catering unit of the rest of the money on the meal voucher
on a paper basis if the value of the food products requested is lower than the nominal value of the meal
voucher, the granting or exchange by the commercial unit / of public supply of the counter value of meal
vouchers on paper support against a sum of money and/or carrying out debiting operations of meal vouchers on
electronic support in order to release the counter value in the form of money

it is sanctioned with a fine from 100 to 400 conventional units applied to the natural or legal person
practicing entrepreneurial activity - commercial/public catering unit.

(10) The granting of cash by the commercial/public catering unit upon the return of products purchased
on the basis of meal vouchers

it is sanctioned with a fine from 100 to 400 conventional units applied to the natural or legal person
practicing entrepreneurial activity - commercial/public catering unit.

(11) Acceptance by the commercial/catering unit of meal tickets without requesting the presentation of
an identity document of the beneficiary of the meal ticket
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it is sanctioned with a fine from 50 to 300 conventional units applied to the natural or legal person
practicing entrepreneurial activity - commercial/public catering unit.

(12) Failure to apply the distinctive sign on the meal ticket on a paper support that would confirm the
fact that it was used and/or failure to indicate on the ticket the date of receipt by the commercial/public catering
unit

is sanctioned with a fine from 20 to 50 conventional units applied to the natural or legal person
practicing entrepreneurial activity - commercial/public catering unit.

(13) Issuance by the commercial/public catering unit, for beneficiaries of meal tickets, of food products
at a price that exceeds the displayed sales prices and/or the reduction of the nominal value of the ticket with any
amounts owed by the operator

is sanctioned with a fine from 20 to 50 conventional units applied to the natural or legal person
practicing entrepreneurial activity - commercial/public catering unit.

(14) Refusal of the commercial/catering unit that has concluded a contract with the operator to accept
meal vouchers as a means of payment

it is sanctioned with a fine from 20 to 150 conventional units applied to the natural or legal person
practicing entrepreneurial activity - commercial/public catering unit.

Article 273.  Violation of trade rules
Violation by commercial and catering enterprises, regardless of the type of ownership and legal form of

organization, as well as by natural persons practicing trade, of trade rules manifested by:
1) cheating buyers when measuring, weighing, paying
is sanctioned with a fine from 15 to 30 conventional units;
2) the sale of goods without indicating the date of manufacture and the validity period, the sale of goods

with an expired validity period, the modification of the validity period indicated on the product, on the label, on
the packaging or in the accompanying documentation

it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 60 to 120 conventional units or with a fine equal to the value of the respective product, but not less than
120 conventional units, applied to the legal person;

3) –  repealed.
4) violation of the working regime established by the local public administration authorities
it is sanctioned with a fine from 45 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 60 to 120
conventional units applied to the legal person;

[Art.273 pt.5)- 5  ) repealed by LP250 of 29.07.22, MO267-273/26.08.22 art.568; in force 26.02.23 ]
5  ) committing unfair commercial practices provided for in art. 21   para. (2)–(4) and in art. 21 

 para. (1) and (2) of Law no. 231/2010 on internal trade
it is sanctioned with a fine of 50 to 100 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of

200 to 400 conventional units applied to the legal person.
[Art.273 pt.5  ) introduced by LP250 of 29.07.22, MO267-273/26.08.22 art.568; in force 26.02.23 ]
6) the lack of price indicators or menus for the goods intended for sale or their preparation in violation

of the established rules, as well as the omission of the visible indication, in a clear and explicit form, of the
prices or tariffs

it is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 18 conventional units;
7) –  repealed.
8) –  repealed.
9) conducting trade without notifying the local public administration authority
shall be sanctioned with the application of the following fines to the responsible person:
a) in mobile trade units, from 30 to 60 conventional units;
b) în unităţi comerciale şi/sau de prestări servicii cu suprafaţa comercială de pînă la 100 m , de la 60 la

120 de unităţi convenţionale;
c) în unităţi comerciale şi/sau de prestări servicii cu suprafaţa comercială de la 100 la 250 m , de la 120

la 180 de unităţi convenţionale;
d) în unităţi comerciale şi/sau de prestări servicii cu suprafaţa comercială de la 250 la 500 m , de la 180

la 240 de unităţi convenţionale;
e) în supermagazine, hipermagazine, magazine universale, centre comerciale, în pieţe, de la 240 la 300

de unităţi convenţionale;
9 ) organizarea sau desfăşurarea comerțului în alt loc decît cel notificat autorității administrației publice

locale, inclusiv aflat pe teritoriul pieței,
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se sancționează cu amendă de la 42 la 60 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 120 la 180 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de răspundere;

10) comercializarea prin înşelăciune a unui produs neprevăzut în contract, precum şi refuzul nejustificat
de a vinde un produs sau de a presta un serviciu

se sancționează cu amendă de la 30 la 60 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 60 la 120 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de răspundere;

11) desfăşurarea oricărei activităţi comerciale în perioada suspendării activităţii comerciale
se sancţionează cu următoarele amenzi aplicate persoanei cu funcție de răspundere:
a) în unităţi ale comerţului ambulant, de la 120 la 150 de unităţi convenţionale;
b) în unităţi comerciale şi/sau de prestări servicii cu suprafaţa comercială de pînă la 100 m , de la 150 la

180 de unităţi convenţionale;
c) în unităţi comerciale şi/sau de prestări servicii cu suprafaţa comercială de la 100 la 250 m , de la 180

la 210 unităţi convenţionale;
d) în unităţi comerciale şi/sau de prestări servicii cu suprafaţa comercială de la 250 la 500 m , de la 210

la 270 de unităţi convenţionale;
e) în supermagazine, hipermagazine, magazine universale, centre comerciale, în pieţe, de la 270 la 300

de unităţi convenţionale;
13) achiziţionarea de mărfuri şi de produse din reţeaua de comerţ cu amănuntul, de la întreprinderi de

alimentaţie publică şi din unităţi farmaceutice şi revinderea lor la întreprinderi şi în unităţi similare din raza
aceleiaşi localităţi avînd ca urmare majorarea preţurilor la aceste mărfuri şi produse

se sancționează cu amendă de la 30 la 90 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 120 la 180 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de răspundere;

14) depăşirea normativelor admise de emitere a zgomotului şi a vibraţiei
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 30 la 60 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă

de la 120 la 240 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice;
15) desfăşurarea activităţii de comerţ în locuri sau în zone în cadrul cărora, conform legislaţiei şi/sau

regulamentului de desfăşurare a activităţilor de comerţ în localitatea respectivă, aprobat de consiliul local,
aceasta este interzisă

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 30 la 60 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 120 la 240 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice;

16) necorespunderea unității comerciale cu datele indicate în notificarea depusă privind inițierea
activității de comerț

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 60 la 120 de unităţi convenţionale.
17)  încălcarea regulilor cu privire la utilizarea/comercializarea pungilor de transport fabricate:
a) din plastic, cu sau fără mâner, cu grosimea peretelui egală sau mai mare de 50 de microni, furnizate

consumatorilor la punctele de vânzare de bunuri,
it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 120 to 240 conventional units or with a fine equal to the value of the respective product, but not less than
240 conventional units, applied to the legal person;

b) made of thin plastic, with a wall thickness of less than 50 microns, except for those used as
packaging,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 120 to 240 conventional units or with a fine equal to the value of the respective product, but not less than
240 conventional units, applied to the legal person;

c) of very thin plastic, with a wall thickness of less than 15 microns, except for those used as packaging,
it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 120 to 240 conventional units or with a fine equal to the value of the respective product, but not less than
240 conventional units, applied to the legal person;

18) violation of the rules regarding the use/marketing of plates, glasses, other table service accessories,
as well as disposable chopsticks, made of plastic, except for biodegradable ones,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 120 to 240 conventional units or with a fine equal to the value of the respective product, but not less than
240 conventional units, applied to the legal person.

Article 274.  Violation of trade rules in the market
(1) Commercialization without paying the market tax, the tax for the location of commercial units, as

well as the taxes for the services rendered,
is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 42 conventional units.
(2) Commercialization of goods whose sale on the territory of the market is prohibited
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it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 60 to 300 conventional units applied to the person with a liability function.

(3) Commercialization of food products in the absence of documents confirming their origin, safety and
quality

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 42 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 60 to 120 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.

(4) Commercialization of food products with non-compliance with storage and transportation conditions
and in the absence of sanitary-veterinary and food safety conditions

it is sanctioned with a fine from 42 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 120 to 180 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.

(5)  –  repealed.
(6) Commercialization of complicated technical articles without creating the conditions for verifying

their functioning capacity
it is sanctioned with a fine from 42 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 120 to 180 conventional units applied to the person with a liability function.
(7) Non-compliance by the market administrator with the quota of sales places for domestic agricultural

producers who market their products based on the producer certificate
is sanctioned with a fine from 120 to 180 conventional units.
Article 275.  Failure to ensure compliance with the requirements of normative acts
                         which regulates trade in the markets
(1) Non-execution by the responsible person in the market administration of the duties of ensuring the

control over the quality of the production, carried out through the veterinary-sanitary expertise laboratories, and
the medical examination within the term of the market employees who receive, trade, transport and stores food
products, as well as employees who carry out the sanitary processing of equipment and inventory,

is sanctioned with a fine from 120 to 180 conventional units.
(2) Admission by the market administration of the commercialization in the market of non-food and

food industrial goods (with the exception of agricultural production) by natural and legal persons who are not
registered, according to the law, as subjects of entrepreneurial activity or who do not possess patent for the right
to carry out commercial activity

it is sanctioned with a fine from 180 to 240 conventional units applied to the responsible person.
Article 276.  Failure to ensure traceability
Failure to ensure the possibility of identification and traceability of a food product, a material in contact

with food products or a substance to be incorporated or that may be incorporated into a food product
it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 120 conventional units applied to the responsible person.
Article 277.  Violation of legislation in the field of the petroleum products market
(1) The retail sale of petroleum products directly from tankers, canisters or other packaging, as well as

the retail sale of main petroleum products in places other than fuel stations and authorized warehouses
it is sanctioned with a fine from 300 to 600 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 900 to 1200 conventional units applied to the legal person.
 (2) Retail sale of main petroleum products and/or liquefied gases without supply devices equipped with

home and control devices with fiscal memory connected to the distributor (measuring and recording system of
main petroleum products and/or liquefied gases ) or the use, in the commercialization process, of such defective
devices, without metrological verification or not sealed in stability mode

it is sanctioned with a fine from 1200 to 1500 conventional units applied to the person in a responsible
position.

 (3) Lack of documents at the filling station with main petroleum products and liquefied gases in the
form established in the normative acts in force (record register of petroleum products received, exchange
report, report on the data recorded in the checkout and control device) , keeping them unsystematically or
writing untrue data in them

it is sanctioned with a fine from 900 to 1200 conventional units applied to the responsible person and
with a fine from 1200 to 1500 conventional units applied to the legal person.

 (4) Receipt of petroleum products on the basis of incorrectly drawn up accompanying, transport and
shipping documents, either in the case of shortage of petroleum products, or with defective draining equipment

it is sanctioned with a fine from 300 to 600 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 600 to 900 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 900 to
1200 conventional units applied to the legal entity.

 (5) Delivery of petroleum products without passing the indications on the meter of the distribution
column of petroleum products to the zero graduation



is sanctioned with a fine from 180 to 300 conventional units.
 (6) Unsanctioned intervention or modification of main petroleum products and/or liquefied gas supply

devices equipped with home and control devices with fiscal memory connected to the distributor (measuring
and recording system of main petroleum products and/or gases liquefied)

it is sanctioned with a fine from 600 to 900 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 900 to 1500 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.

 (7) Violation of the rules for keeping petroleum products
it is sanctioned with a fine from 300 to 600 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 600 to 900 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 900 to
1200 conventional units applied to the legal entity.

 (8) Receiving payments for the main petroleum products and liquefied gases sold at retail in a place
other than at the payment counter of the filling station with main petroleum products and liquefied gases

it is sanctioned with a fine from 180 to 300 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 600 to 900 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function and with a fine from
1200 to 1500 conventional units applied to the legal person.

 (9) Commercialization on the domestic market of imported diesel fuel for own consumption or its use
for purposes other than for own consumption, if these actions do not constitute a crime,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 600 to 900 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 900 to 1300 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 900 to
1500 conventional units applied to the legal person.

 (10) Importing, making available on the market petroleum products that do not meet the technical
specifications and/or in the absence of documents certifying their harmlessness

it is sanctioned with a fine from 100 to 240 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 900 to 1200 conventional units or with a fine equal to the value of the respective product, but not less than
1200 conventional units, applied to the legal person.

Article 277  .  Violation of gambling legislation
(1) Preventing the exercise of control duties or refusing to present the documents that reflect the

economic and financial activity of the gambling organizer, or the presentation of falsified data,
it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the responsible person, with a

fine from 90 to 120 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(2) Conducting gambling activities without a license or with a suspended/withdrawn license, or with an

invalid license,
it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 120 conventional units applied to the responsible person, with a

fine from 120 to 180 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(3) Admission of access to games of chance with increased social risk of persons up to the age of 21,

admission of access to games of chance with low social risk of persons up to the age of 18, admission to games
of chance of persons who, under the influence of alcohol, narcotic substances or other substances with a strong
effect or for other reasons, are clearly not aware of their actions, as well as allowing these persons access to the
gaming premises

is sanctioned with a fine from 48 to 72 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from
150 to 270 conventional units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation, in both cases, of the right
to carry out a certain activity for a period of at 5 months to a year.

(4) Nerespectarea regulilor de joc sau organizarea jocului de noroc după reguli ce nu corespund
cerinţelor legislaţiei cu privire la jocurile de noroc şi ale altor acte normative, inclusiv folosirea utilajului de joc
produs cu mai mult de 10 ani în urmă sau nedeclararea la licenţiere a unităţilor structurale şi/sau utilajului
folosit (fiecare automat de joc cu cîştiguri băneşti şi fiecare masă de joc),

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 120 la 180 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de
răspundere, cu amendă de la 240 la 300 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice.

(5) Amplasarea şi/sau difuzarea publicităţii în favoarea promovării și/sau stimulării jocurilor de noroc
(inclusiv a celor on-line), a pariurilor pentru competițiile/evenimentele sportive și a altor activități din domeniul
jocurilor de noroc

se sancționează cu amendă de la 60 la 120 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 120 la 180 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de răspundere, cu amendă de la 200 la
300 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei juridice cu privarea de dreptul de a desfăşura o anumită
activitate pe un termen de la 6 luni la un an.

 (6) Inițierea sau participarea la activități de sponsorizare sau de filantropie în urma cărora numele
agentului economic care organizează, desfășoară sau exploatează jocurile de noroc, pariurile pentru
competițiile/evenimentele sportive și  alte activități din domeniul jocurilor de noroc poate deveni vizibil sau
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altă informație despre relația acestuia cu evenimentul devine publicitară
se sancționează cu amendă de la 60 la 120 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă

de la 120 la 180 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de răspundere, cu amendă de la 200 la
300 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei juridice cu privarea de dreptul de a desfăşura o anumită
activitate pe un termen de la 6 luni la un an.

Articolul 278. Încălcarea cerinţelor legale privind interesele economice
                         ale consumatorilor
(1) Încălcarea de către vînzător, prestator a termenului stabilit de legislație pentru remedierea gratuită a

deficiențelor apărute la produs, serviciu, care nu sînt imputabile consumatorului, pentru înlocuirea gratuită a
acestuia sau pentru restituirea contravalorii produsului, serviciului necorespunzător în cadrul termenului de
garanție ori al termenului de valabilitate,

se sancționează cu amendă de la 30 la 60 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de
răspundere, cu amendă de la 90 la 120 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice.

(2) Refuzul vînzătorului, prestatorului de a satisface reclamația consumatorului privind remedierea
gratuită a deficiențelor apărute la produs, serviciu, înlocuirea gratuită a acestuia sau restituirea contravalorii
produsului, serviciului necorespunzător în condițiile stabilite de legislație

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 30 la 60 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de
răspundere, cu amendă de la 90 la 120 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice

(3) Refuzul vînzătorului de a înlocui sau de a restitui, la cererea consumatorului, contravaloarea
produselor alimentare, farmaceutice sau a produselor cosmetice necorespunzătoare cerinţelor prescrise sau
declarate

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 30 la 60 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de
răspundere, cu amendă de la 90 la 120 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice.

(4) Refuzul vînzătorului de a înlocui, în condiţiile legii, în termen de cel mult 14 zile calendaristice, un
produs nealimentar de calitate corespunzătoare cu un produs similar celui procurat, dacă acest produs nu-i
convine consumatorului ca formă, gabarite, model, mărime, culoare sau dacă, din alte cauze, nu-l poate utiliza
conform destinaţiei sau de a restitui, în condițiile legii, contravaloarea produsului,

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 30 la 60 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de
răspundere, cu amendă de la 90 la 120 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice.

(5) Refuzul neîntemeiat al vînzătorului, prestatorului de a prelungi termenul de garanție al produsului,
serviciului pentru perioada de timp în care acesta nu a fost utilizat din cauza remedierii deficiențelor

se sancționează cu amendă de la 30 la 60 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 90 la 120 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei juridice.

Articolul 279. Prezentarea de informaţii neautentice sau incomplete despre
                         caracteristicile produselor şi ale serviciilor
Prezentarea de informaţii neautentice sau incomplete despre caracteristicile produselor şi ale serviciilor

la etapa plasării pe piaţă şi/sau comercializării, trecerea sub tăcere a indicilor calitativi, a proprietăţilor
produselor şi a regulilor de folosire a lor

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 6 la 42 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă de
la 90 la 120 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice.

Articolul 280. Folosirea ilegală a codului liniar
Folosirea ilegală a codului liniar la marcarea produsului
se sancționează cu amendă de la 18 la 45 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă

de la 42 la 90 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de răspundere, cu amendă de la 60 la 150
de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei juridice.

Articolul 281. Comercializarea produselor supuse obligatoriu evaluării
                         conformităţii fără certificat de conformitate, fără declaraţie
                         de conformitate sau cu utilizarea ilegală a mărcii naţionale
                         de conformitate
Depozitarea, plasarea pe piaţă şi/sau comercializarea produselor, prestarea serviciilor fără certificat de

conformitate sau fără declaraţie de conformitate, dacă legea prevede astfel, sau cu utilizarea ilegală a mărcii
naţionale de conformitate

se sancționează cu amendă de la 15 la 90 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 15 la 120 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de răspundere, cu amendă de la 90 la 180
de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei juridice.

Articolul 282. Încălcarea regulilor de achiziţionare de la populaţie a metalelor
                         şi pietrelor preţioase în articole şi resturi, de fabricare şi de
                         comercializare a acestora



(1) Achiziţionarea de la populaţie a metalelor preţioase (metal nativ, şlic, sîrmă, plăci şi elemente
separate), a semifabricatelor pentru producerea de giuvaiericale şi proteze dentare, a articolelor din metale
preţioase destinate producţiei şi lucrărilor de laborator, a deşeurilor de producţie şi a pietrelor preţioase
(neprelucrate), a diamantelor brute şi a semifabricatelor din ele, a diamantului ethnic

se sancționează cu amendă de la 50 la 150 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 100 la 250 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de răspundere, cu amendă de la 200 la
500 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei juridice.

(2) Legalizarea valorilor achiziţionate de la populaţie fără eliberarea către predător a unei chitanţe
tipizate sau cu eliberarea de chitanţă fără a se indica, în modul stabilit, datele de rigoare despre valori

se sancționează cu amendă de la 50 la 150 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 100 la 250 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de răspundere, cu amendă de la 200 la
500 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei juridice.

(2 ) Neînregistrarea articolelor din metale preţioase şi pietre preţioase în registrul de evidenţă a
circulaţiei articolelor din metale preţioase şi pietre preţioase, conform modului stabilit de Guvern,

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 60 la 90 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 180 la 300 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice.

(2 ) Lipsa registrului de evidenţă a circulaţiei articolelor din metale preţioase şi pietre preţioase
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 60 la 90 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă

de la 180 la 300 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice.
(3) – abrogat.
(4) – abrogat.
(5) Fabricarea, comercializarea articolelor din metale preţioase fără a avea imprimat marcajul de stat al

Republicii Moldova sau fără certificat de conformitate pentru unele tipuri de giuvaiericale, a altor articole de uz
curent din metale şi pietre preţioase, precum şi comercializarea articolelor de giuvaiergerie fără etichete
marcate

se sancționează cu amendă de la 50 la 150 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 100 la 250 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de răspundere, cu amendă de la 200 la
500 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei juridice.

Articolul 283. Falsificarea şi contrafacerea produselor
(1) Falsificarea produselor, adică fabricarea lor în scop de comercializare fără documente de însoţire,

provenienţă, calitate şi conformitate, dacă această faptă nu întruneşte elementele constitutive ale infracţiunii,
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 24 la 90 de unităţi convenţionale cu sau fără privarea de dreptul de a

desfăşura o anumită activitate pe un termen de la 6 luni la un an.
(2) Contrafacerea, adică acţiunea specificată la alin. (1) cu referire la produsele care constituie sau

includ un obiect de proprietate intelectuală protejat, dacă această faptă nu întruneşte elementele constitutive ale
infracţiunii,

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 60 la 90 de unităţi convenţionale cu sau fără privarea de dreptul de a
desfăşura o anumită activitate pe un termen de la 6 luni la un an.

Articolul 283 . Producerea, comercializarea, restabilirea (restaurarea),
                          schimbarea şi/sau utilizarea neautorizată a plăcilor cu număr
                          de înmatriculare şi/sau a semifabricatelor acestora
Producerea, comercializarea, restabilirea (restaurarea), schimbarea şi/sau utilizarea neautorizată a

plăcilor cu număr de înmatriculare şi/sau a semifabricatelor acestora
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 100 la 150 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu

amendă de la 300 la 450 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice şi persoanei cu funcţie de
răspundere, cu sau fără privarea, în ambele cazuri, a dreptului de a desfăşura o anumită activitate pe un termen
de pînă la 2 ani.

Articolul 284. Încălcarea legislaţiei cu privire la fabricarea şi circulaţia
                        alcoolului etilic și producţiei alcoolice
(1) Nerespectarea documentaţiei normative privind fabricarea producţiei alcoolice, marcarea,

ambalarea, etichetarea şi transportul ei
is sanctioned with a fine from 120 to 210 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility

function, with a fine from 180 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person with or without the
deprivation, in both cases, of the right to carry out a certain activity on a term from 3 months to a year.

(2) The manufacture and/or circulation of alcoholic products by economic agents that do not have a
license in the field, as well as the circulation of alcoholic products not marked with an excise stamp and, as the
case may be, with a quality mark or marked with a stamp of excise duty and with a fake quality mark
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is sanctioned with a fine from 120 to 210 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility
function, with a fine from 180 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person with or without the
deprivation, in both cases, of the right to carry out a certain activity on a term from 3 months to a year.

(2  ) Manufacturing, marketing, import and/or export of energizing alcohol production
is sanctioned with a fine from 120 to 210 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible

position, with a fine from 180 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person with or without the
deprivation, in both cases, of the right to carry out a certain activity on a term from 3 months to a year.

 (3) The manufacture of ethyl alcohol and alcoholic beverages by the subjects of entrepreneurial activity
without tested technological equipment, equipped with devices for measuring the quantity of manufactured
production and alcohol concentration, without their certification and sealing

is sanctioned with a fine from 120 to 210 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility
function, with a fine from 240 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person with or without the
deprivation, in both cases, of the right to carry out a certain activity on a term from 3 months to a year.

(4) Manufacturing, keeping, transporting or selling falsified or counterfeit alcoholic products, if these
facts do not meet the constitutive elements of the crime,

is sanctioned with a fine from 45 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from
90 to 180 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 240 to 300
conventional units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation , in all cases, the right to carry out a
certain activity for a period of 6 months to a year.

(5) –  repealed.
 (6) Production for the purpose of commercialization, consumption or sale of wines or products obtained

on the basis of wine with a protected designation of origin or with a protected geographical indication in
violation of the provisions of the legislation or technical regulations

it is sanctioned with a fine from 240 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(7) Commercialization of alcoholic production at wholesale or delivery in another way to economic

agents who do not have specialized warehouses and do not hold the respective license
it is sanctioned with a fine from 90 to 180 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility

function, with a fine from 240 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(8) The manufacture of ethyl alcohol or alcoholic production from the raw material of the supplier if he

does not hold a license for the wholesale sale of ethyl alcohol and alcoholic production is
sanctioned with a fine from 90 to 180 conventional units applied to the responsible person, with fine from 240
to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(9) Commercialization of ethyl alcohol to economic agents who do not hold the respective license or do
not have the approval of the Ministry of Agriculture and Food Industry or exceeding the quantity indicated in
the approval

it is sanctioned with a fine from 90 to 180 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility
function, with a fine from 240 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(10) Making use of premises for the manufacture of ethyl alcohol and alcoholic production,
technological equipment or specialized warehouses to economic agents who do not have the respective licenses

it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 120 to 180 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 240 to
300 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(11) –  repealed.
Article 285.  Violation of legislation regarding documents regarding
                         alcoholic products
(1) Failure to keep daily, computerized records of the circulation of ethyl alcohol and alcoholic products

based on the data indicated by the means of measurement and control, legalized and verified in the established
manner,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 90 to 180 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility
function, with a fine from 240 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(2) Erroneous completion of wine registers, wine declarations at all stages of the technological
manufacturing process or other declarations provided for by the normative acts, avoiding traceability, omitting
the presentation or presenting wine declarations and other declarations beyond the deadlines set by the
legislation provided by the normative acts

it is sanctioned with a fine from 42 to 60 conventional units applied to the person in a responsible
position.

 (3) Falsification of documents regarding the quality of alcohol production, if these actions
insignificantly damaged the rights and interests protected by law of the person,
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it is sanctioned with a fine from 48 to 102 conventional units applied to the person in a responsible
position with or without the deprivation of the right to carry out a certain activity for a period from 3 months to
one year.

Article 286.  Violation of retail sales rules
                         of alcoholic beverages
(1) Commercialization of certain types of products containing alcohol, prohibited in the retail trade

network: food alcohol, including imported alcohol, ethyl alcohol, alcoholic pharmacopoeial products, rectified
ethyl alcohol, raw or manufactured from non-food raw material (synthesized by hydrolysis) , raw alcoholic
wines from fruit and apple trees

is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from
60 to 150 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 120 to 300
conventional units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation , in all cases, the right to carry out a
certain activity for a period of 6 months to a year.

(2) The sale of alcoholic beverages without a clear marking, which allows the identification of the
producing enterprise, or of those received from the manufacturer or supplier who does not have a license for the
production, storage and sale of alcoholic beverages

is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from
90 to 180 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 150 to 300
conventional units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation , in all cases, the right to carry out a
certain activity for a period of 6 months to a year.

(3) Commercialization of alcoholic beverages in the manner and in the places prohibited by the Law on
the manufacture and circulation of ethyl alcohol and alcoholic production

is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from
90 to 180 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 150 to 300
conventional units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation , in all cases, the right to carry out a
certain activity for a period of 6 months to a year.

(4)  -  repealed.
(5) The delivery in the trade network or the retail sale of ethyl alcohol or potable ethyl alcohol, in bulk

or bottled, divin and brandy in bulk, as well as the sale in the pharmacy network of ethyl alcohol in bulk or
bottled in containers with a capacity greater than 100 ml

it is sanctioned with a fine from 90 to 180 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility
function, with a fine from 240 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 287.  Violation of customs rules
(1) Failure to stop the vehicle (including the vehicle for personal use) in the place where the customs

body is located, as well as starting, admitting the start without the authorization of the customs body of the
vehicle (including the vehicle for personal use) under customs control

is sanctioned with a fine from 15 to 45 conventional units.
(2) Mooring of other floating constructions to the ship under customs control without the authorization

of the customs body
is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 30 conventional units.
(3) Preventing the access of the person in charge of the customs body in the exercise of the function to

the goods, objects and other values   under customs control
is sanctioned with a fine from 15 to 45 conventional units.
(4) Failure to present to the customs body the necessary documents for the customs control of the goods,

objects and other values   under customs control, regardless of the presentation of the written declaration,
is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 40 conventional units.
(5) Failure to present the goods, objects and other values   under customs control, transported from one

customs body to another, as well as the customs documents and other documents on them, within the deadline
to the customs body,

is sanctioned with a fine from 15 to 45 conventional units.
(6) Loading, unloading, transporting, repairing damaged packaging, packing, unpacking, repacking

goods, objects and other values   under customs control, changing identification or marking marks on them or on
their packaging without the authorization of the customs body, such as and damage or loss of leads, customs
seals, stamps or other guarantees applied by the customs authority

is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 30 conventional units.
(7) Release without the authorization of the customs body of goods, objects and other values   under

customs control or their loss
is sanctioned with a fine from 15 to 45 conventional units.



(8) Non-removal from the customs territory of the Republic of Moldova of goods, vehicles, objects and
other values   prohibited for introduction into the customs territory of the Republic of Moldova or introduced
with the obligation to be removed from its customs territory or non-return to the customs territory of the
Republic of Moldova of goods, vehicles, objects and other values   taken out with the obligation to be returned
within the terms established in these obligations, or non-compliance with economic policy measures and other
restrictions provided for the passage of goods across the customs border, in the absence of the constitutive
elements of the crime

shall be sanctioned with a fine from 84 to 90 conventional units, with the obligation to remove from the
customs territory the vehicles prohibited from entering the customs territory of the Republic of Moldova or
introduced with the obligation to be removed from its customs territory.

(9) Non-removal from the customs territory of the Republic of Moldova of goods, objects and other
values   introduced with the purpose of being transited through its territory within the term established by the
customs body

is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 30 conventional units.
(10) The introduction into or removal from the territory of the Republic of Moldova of goods, objects

and other valuables, through places established for customs control, by hiding from customs control, by hiding
in places specially prepared or adapted for this purpose, or with the fraudulent use of documents or customs
identification means, or by non-declaration or non-authentic declaration in customs documents or other border
crossing documents, if these actions do not constitute a crime, if the value of the goods, objects and other
values   constitutes:

– up to 2000 conventional units, a fine of 100 to 500 conventional units is imposed;
- from 2000 to 4000 conventional units, a fine of 500 to 900 conventional units is imposed;
- from 4000 to 8000 conventional units, a fine of 900 to 1200 conventional units is imposed.
 (101) The introduction or removal from the territory of the Republic of Moldova of goods, objects and

other valuables, through places other than those established for customs control, in places specially prepared or
adapted for this purpose, or with the fraudulent use of documents or means of customs identification, or by
non-declaration or inauthentic declaration in customs documents or in other border crossing documents, if these
actions do not constitute a crime, if the value of the goods, objects and other values   constitutes:

– up to 1000 conventional units, a fine of 200 to 600 conventional units is imposed;
- from 1000 to 2000 conventional units, a fine of 600 to 1200 conventional units is imposed;
- from 2000 to 4000 conventional units, a fine of 1000 to 1500 conventional units is imposed.
 (11) The collection, possession, production, transport, taking over, storage, delivery, sale and sale of

goods, objects and other values   that must be placed under a customs destination, if they are without documents
of provenance or are introduced on the territory of the Republic of Moldova both through places established for
customs control, as well as through places other than those established for customs control, if these actions do
not constitute another crime,

shall be fined from 500 to 1500 conventional units.
 (12) The use, without the authorization of the customs authorities, of the goods, objects and other

values   for which customs relief was granted for purposes other than those for which such relief was granted
is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 30 conventional units.
(13) Non-payment of import and export rights on time, as well as other actions, the result of which is the

full non-payment of customs duties
is sanctioned with a fine from 15 to 45 conventional units.
(14) Actions aimed at the illegal exemption from import and export rights or the reduction of these

rights
is sanctioned with a fine from 15 to 45 conventional units.
(15) Actions aimed at restitution of collected import and export rights, receiving sums and

compensations or not returning them without justification
is sanctioned with a fine from 15 to 45 conventional units.
(16) Disobeying the provisions or legal requirements of the responsible person in the customs body,

insulting or threatening this person
it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 90 conventional units or with unpaid work for the benefit of the

community from 30 to 60 hours.
(17) Non-compliance with the conditions for carrying out the customs regime of temporary admission

of vehicles declared by action
is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units, with the obligation to remove the vehicle

from the territory of the Republic of Moldova.



 (18) The use of the vehicles declared by action by other persons than those who declared them by
action to the customs body, with the exception of the spouse and relatives on the ascending and descending line
of the person who declared the vehicle by action,

is sanctioned with a fine of 60 to 90 conventional units.
Article 287  .  Preventing the activity during the subsequent control
(1) Lack of or failure to ensure the integrity of documents related to external economic transactions, as

well as non-compliant keeping of their accounting records
it is sanctioned with a fine from 180 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(2) Obstructing the customs control during the subsequent control by not ensuring access to the

headquarters, production rooms, warehouses and other rooms (with the exception of rooms used exclusively as
living space), by not presenting the necessary explanations, data, information and documents to the customs
body on problems that arise during the subsequent control, through other actions or inactions

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 120 to 180 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function and/or with a fine from
240 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(3) Failure to provide the appropriate conditions for performing the post-customs audit, failure to
provide a work space in the office, as well as failure to provide the necessary assistance

it is sanctioned with a fine from 90 to 150 conventional units applied to the responsible person.
(4)  –  repealed.
Article 287  .  Obstructing the activity within the forced execution of the obligation
                          customs
(1) Non-compliance by the customs payer with the obligation to present all goods for seizure, including

those given to other persons for safekeeping or use, refusal to present documents confirming ownership of the
goods

it is sanctioned with a fine from 45 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 90 to 150 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.

(2) Preventing the access of the customs collaborator to the premises or premises of the customs payer
for the forced execution of the customs obligation

it is sanctioned with a fine from 45 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 90 to 150 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position or with contraventional
arrest, in both cases, for 15 days.

(3) Failure to ensure the integrity of the seized assets, their alienation, substitution, concealment,
damage, incompleteness or use

it is sanctioned with a fine from 45 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 90 to 150 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.

Article 287  .  Vignette Rule Violation
(1) The presence on the territory of the Republic of Moldova of the vehicle not registered in the

Republic of Moldova without the certificate attesting the payment of the vignette for a period less than or equal
to 7 days

is sanctioned with a fine of 45 to 60 conventional units.
(2) The presence on the territory of the Republic of Moldova of the vehicle not registered in the

Republic of Moldova without the certificate attesting the payment of the vignette for a period greater than 7
days, but less than or equal to 180 days

is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units.
(3) The presence on the territory of the Republic of Moldova of the vehicle not registered in the

Republic of Moldova without the certificate attesting the payment of the vignette for a period longer than 180
days

is sanctioned with a fine from 90 to 120 conventional units.
(4) Repeated commission, during the same calendar year, of the contravention provided for in para. (1)

by a person already sanctioned for this contravention
is sanctioned with a fine from 78 to 90 conventional units.
(5) Săvârșirea repetată, în cursul aceluiaşi an calendaristic, a contravenţiei prevăzute la alin. (2) și (3) de

către o persoană sancţionată deja pentru această contravenţie
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 120 la 180 de unităţi convenţionale.
(6) Aplicarea şi executarea sancţiunii contravenţionale nu absolvă contravenientul de executarea

obligaţiei pentru a cărei neîndeplinire a fost aplicată. În acest caz, contravenientul achită vinieta conform anexei
nr. 2 la titlul IX din Codul fiscal nr. 1163/1997, inclusiv în mărimea stabilită pentru fiecare perioadă
consecutivă de 180 de zile, precum şi pentru perioadele incomplete ce urmează după primele 180 de zile.
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Articolul 288. Încălcarea legislaţiei cu privire la insolvabilitate
Încălcarea legislaţiei cu privire la insolvabilitate, manifestată prin: nedepunerea de către debitor a cererii

introductive dacă există unul din temeiurile de intentare a procesului de insolvabilitate; depunerea de către
debitor a cererii de intentare a procesului de insolvabilitate fictivă; tăinuirea de administratorul provizoriu a
documentelor activităţii economice şi a documentelor de evidenţă contabilă; publicarea ori divulgarea în alt
mod a informaţiilor privind insolvabilitatea debitorului pînă la data intentării procesului de insolvabilitate;
depunerea de către o persoană, în mod intenţionat, fără existenţa unui temei de insolvabilitate, a cererii de
intentare a procesului de insolvabilitate contra debitorului pentru a aduce prejudicii reputaţiei comerciale a
acestuia

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 24 la 30 de unităţi convenţionale.
Articolul 289. Eschivarea de la primirea spre plată a bancnotelor şi monedelor
                         metalice emise de Banca Naţională a Moldovei
Eschivarea neîntemeiată de la primirea spre plată a bancnotelor şi monedelor metalice emise de Banca

Naţională a Moldovei
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 12 la 21 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă

de la 90 la 120 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de răspundere, cu amendă de la 210 la 240
de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice cu sau fără privarea de dreptul de a desfăşura o anumită
activitate pe un termen de la 3 luni la un an.

Articolul 289 . Reproducerea ilegală a bancnotelor şi a monedelor metalice
                          emise de Banca Naţională a Moldovei
Color reproduction of banknotes and coins issued by the National Bank of Moldova, with the size from

2/3 to 4/3, partial or full, for advertising, information or other commercial purposes
is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 21 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from

30 to 60 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 120 to 180
conventional units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation of the right to carry out a certain
activity for a period of 3 months to a year.

Article 290.  Banking activity without authorization
Conducting banking activity (performing banking operations) without registration or without a license

(authorization), if the license (authorization) is mandatory, or in violation of the licensing conditions, if these
actions have caused damage to the natural or legal person or the state, or if they are accompanied by
appropriation of an income,

is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from
90 to 120 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 240 to 300
conventional units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation of the right to carry out a certain
activity for a period of 3 months to a year.

Article 291.  Violation of the rules regarding currency operations
Violation of the rules regarding currency operations, established by the National Bank of Moldova,
is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from

180 to 210 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 240 to 300
conventional units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation of the right to carry out a certain
activity for a period of 3 months to a year.

Article 291  . –  repealed 
Article 291  . –  repealed
Article 291  . –  repealed 
Article 291  . –  repealed 
Article 291  . –  repealed 
Article 291  . –  repealed 
Article 291  . –  repealed 
Article 291  . –  repealed 
Article 291  . –  repealed 
Article 292.  –  repealed
Article 293.  Violation of the rules for making cash payments
(1) Violation of the rules for making cash payments provided by the National Bank of Moldova or

illegal making of payments in cash and by bank transfer through an intermediary
is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from

90 to 120 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 240 to 300
conventional units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation of the right to carry out a certain
activity for a period of 3 months to a year.
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(2) Collecting cash payments from citizens in an amount exceeding 100,000 lei per transaction or
splitting payments in order to circumvent the limit established by Law no. 845/1992 on entrepreneurship and
enterprises

it is sanctioned with a fine from 90 to 120 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility
function, with a fine from 240 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 293  .  Violation of the rules for operating home equipment
                         and control
(1) Operation of home and control equipment without fiscal memory, defective, unsealed/unregistered

by/at the State Fiscal Service or in the absence of a valid technical assistance contract with the authorized
provider

it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 30 conventional units applied to the responsible person.
(2) Premeditated damage or destruction of the checkout and control equipment or premeditated

replacement of the fiscal memory or the application program of the checkout and control machine
it is sanctioned with a fine from 45 to 90 conventional units applied to the responsible person.
(3) Degradation, loss, destruction, lack of register of cash and control equipment, legalized in the

established manner, for the chronological registration of fiscal data stored in the fiscal memory or its irregular
or incomplete (inadequate) completion

it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 30 conventional units applied to the responsible person.
(4) Lack of cash register and control equipment or making settlements with consumers without using the

cash register and control machine or issuing (perfecting) the cash receipt (the payment receipt in the cases
provided by the normative acts) without all the mandatory elements, or issuing (perfecting ) the receipt (the
payment receipt in the cases provided by the normative acts) of a value that does not correspond to the amount
actually paid, or the premeditated failure to deliver the receipt (the payment receipt in the cases provided by the
normative acts) to the consumer, the replacement of the receipt or premeditated delivery of another document to
the consumer, such as cash payment notice, invoice, order-delivery slip, payment note, currency exchange slip

it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 42 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 30 to 90 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 60 to 120
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(5) The existence of a surplus or deficit of cash in the money box (drawer) of the checkout and control
equipment or in another special place intended for receiving and temporarily keeping cash from the current
activity, which exceeds a conventional unit,

is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 30 conventional units
(6) Failure to print the control tapes or destroy them before the expiration of the storage (archiving) term
it is sanctioned with a fine from 48 to 60 conventional units applied to the responsible person.
(7) Absence in sight of the notice warning the consumer about the right to request the receipt (of the

established form and content) and the obligation to present it to the examination of the possible complaint
it is sanctioned with a fine of 30 to 45 conventional units applied to the responsible person.
(8) Degradation, loss, destruction, lack of the technical book (passport) or the registration card, or the

register of technical assistance services for home and control equipment
it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 30 conventional units applied to the responsible person.
(9) Carrying out the activities of installation, repair, technical servicing of checkout and control

equipment without holding the registration certificate as a technical assistance center for checkout and control
machines with respective fiscal memory or carrying out installation, repair activities , technical service with an
expired registration certificate, or incomplete (inadequate) completion of the register of technical assistance
services for the checkout and control machine

it is sanctioned with a fine from 42 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 45 to 90 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.

(10) Operation (including technical assistance) of checkout and control equipment excluded from the
Single Register of checkout and control machines, as well as those removed from the record (registration) at the
State Fiscal Service

it is sanctioned with a fine of 50 to 100 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of
100 to 200 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine of 200 to 300
conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 293  .  Violation of the legislation regarding the provision of services
                          electronic payment and currency issuance
(1) Carrying out the activity of providing payment services and/or issuing electronic currency without

registration or without a license, if the license is mandatory, if these actions have caused damage to the natural
or legal person or the state, or if they are accompanied by the appropriation of income ,
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is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from
90 to 120 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 240 to 300
conventional units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation of the right to carry out a certain
activity for a period of 3 months to a year.

(2) Acceptance (attraction) of deposits or other repayable funds, in the sense of Law no. 202/2017 on the
activity of banks, by the payment company, the company issuing electronic money or by the postal service
provider, the granting of credits related to the provision payment services with non-compliance with the
requirements stipulated in art. 25 paragraph (3) and art. 88 paragraph (1  ) of Law no. 114/2012 regarding
payment services and electronic money, as well as without the appropriate license

is sanctioned with a fine from 90 to 120 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible
position, with a fine from 240 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person with or without the
deprivation, in both cases, of the right to carry out a certain activity on a term from 3 months to a year.

(3) Calculation and granting of interest or any other benefit related to the period in which the electronic
currency issuer holds the electronic currency, the granting of loans (credits) from the funds received or held for
the purpose of issuing the electronic currency

is sanctioned with a fine from 90 to 120 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible
position, with a fine from 240 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person with or without the
deprivation, in both cases, of the right to carry out a certain activity on a term from 3 months to a year.

(4) Violation by the payment service provider of the rules regarding the transparency of conditions and
the information requirements regarding payment services, provided by the legislation regarding payment
services,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the responsible person, with a
fine from 60 to 120 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(5) Violation of the rules regarding the provision of payment services and/or regarding the issuance of
electronic currency, provided for in art. 50 para. (1), (2), (5), art. 52 para. (4), art. 53, art. 55 para. (1), art. 56
para. (1) and (2), art. 58 para. (3), art. 59 para. (1), (3), (4), (7), (8), art. 61, art. 62 para. (6), art. 63–67, art. 68
para. (1), (3), (5), art. 70 para. (2)–(4), (6), (8)–(10) and in art. 77 para. (4) from the Law on payment services
and electronic currency,

is sanctioned with a fine from 90 to 120 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible
position, with a fine from 120 to 210 conventional units applied to the legal person with or without the
deprivation, in both cases, of the right to carry out a certain activity on a term from 3 months to a year.

Article 294.  –  repealed.
Article 294  .  –  repealed.
Article 295.  Violation of organizational rules
                            and accounting, preparation and presentation of
                            financial statements or reports
(1) Non-compliance with the requirements of the legislation regarding the way of keeping the accounts

and the application of the accounting standards or the methodological norms regarding the accounting records
and financial reporting, the development and application of the accounting policies

it is sanctioned with a fine from 25 to 50 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility
function, with a fine from 50 to 75 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(2) Failure to draw up primary documents, including primary documents with a special regime, as well
as non-compliance with the requirements for drawing them up, with the exception of transactions of the
pledged debtor registered as a VAT payer in the case of non-issuance of the tax invoice for the sale of goods
pledged on his behalf,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 25 to 50 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility
function, with a fine from 50 to 75 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(3) Ownership by the entity of assets under any title, recording their sources of origin and economic
facts without documenting and reflecting them in accounting

it is sanctioned with a fine from 25 to 75 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility
function, with a fine from 75 to 100 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(4) Non-compliance with the requirements of the legislation regarding the application of accounting
accounts and the registration of economic facts in the accounting registers, as well as non-compliance with the
rules regarding the performance of the inventory

it is sanctioned with a fine from 5 to 10 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility
function, with a fine from 10 to 20 conventional units applied to the legal person.
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(5) Loss, theft or destruction of accounting documents until their retention period expires, according to
the rules established by the National Archives Agency, or their non-restoration within up to 3 months from the
date of ascertaining that fact

it is sanctioned with a fine of 10 to 15 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility
function, with a fine of 20 to 30 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(6) Presentation of financial statements that do not correspond to their qualitative characteristics
it is sanctioned with a fine from 10 to 20 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility

function, with a fine from 20 to 30 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(7) Failure to comply with the requirements of the legislation regarding the format, manner and

deadlines for the preparation, presentation and publication of individual financial statements or financial
reports, financial statements or consolidated reports, the management report, the consolidated management
report, the auditor's report, the report on the execution of the budget of the public authority

it is sanctioned with a fine of 20 to 40 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility
function, with a fine of 50 to 70 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(8) Failure to comply with the obligation to audit individual financial statements and consolidated
financial statements

it is sanctioned with a fine of 60 to 80 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(9) Failure to draw up the act of purchase of plant engineering and/or horticulture products and/or

objects of the plant kingdom and/or including untrue data therein
it is sanctioned with a fine from 20 to 40 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility

function, with a fine from 20 to 60 conventional units applied to the legal person.
Article 295  .  Violation of the necessary information reporting procedure
                         for monitoring the public sector debt
Failure to fulfill the requirements established by the Government regarding the reporting of the

information necessary for monitoring the public sector debt, the conditional obligations resulting from the state
guarantee contracts and the operations related to the state recrediting

it is sanctioned with a fine from 15 to 45 conventional units applied to the responsible person.
Article 297.  Violation of the rights, interests and obligations of the taxpayer
                         or of another participant in fiscal reports
(1) Unfounded refusal of the official of the tax administration authority to register the taxpayer and

issue, according to the law, the tax code assignment certificate; the unfounded refusal to release the document
by which the tax authority confirms that it has recorded the bank account; the unfounded refusal to inform the
taxpayer about his rights and obligations, including about the taxes and fees in force, about the manner and
terms of their payment and about the respective normative acts; failure to treat the taxpayer, his representative,
another participant in fiscal reports with respect and fairness, i.e. the premeditated neglect or humiliation of the
person's rights, interests or dignity; the unjustified refusal to grant the fiscal facilities (facilities) provided for by
the legislation; the refusal to provide the taxpayer with standardized tax reporting forms free of charge; the
unfounded requirement to perform actions and to present fiscal reports; the unfounded refusal to issue upon
request, the failure to issue within the deadline the certificate regarding the extinguishment of the fiscal
obligation; unjustified refusal to receive and register requests, communications, complaints, appeals and other
petitions

is sanctioned with a fine of 12 to 18 conventional units with or without deprivation of the right to carry
out a certain activity for a period of 3 to 6 months.

(2) Violation of the deadline for remittance to the taxpayer of the notice of payment of the fiscal
obligation in the case when, according to the legislation, the authority with fiscal administration duties
calculates a tax or charge

is sanctioned with a fine of 12 to 18 conventional units with or without deprivation of the right to carry
out a certain activity for a period of 3 to 6 months.

(3) Illegitimate suspension of operations at the taxpayer's bank accounts or illegitimate collection of
funds from the taxpayer's bank accounts; illegitimate withdrawal of cash from the taxpayer; the illegitimate
pursuit of other assets or the taxpayer's claims; violation of the way, established by the legislation, of
compensating and/or returning the amounts that constitute overpaid tax obligations or the amounts that,
according to the tax legislation, are to be returned

it is sanctioned with a fine of 24 to 30 conventional units with or without the deprivation of the right to
carry out a certain activity for a period of 3 months to a year.

Article 297  . Acceptance of claims with an expired statute of limitations
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The admission by state/municipal enterprises, commercial companies whose share capital also includes
a share of the property of the state/administrative-territorial unit and their affiliates of claims with an expired
limitation period by not undertaking actions to recover them

it is sanctioned with a fine from 90 to 300 conventional units applied to the responsible person.
Article 298.  Violation of the method of calculation, approval, use
                         of budgetary means and management of public patrimony
(1) Distortion by the institutions financed from the budgets and component funds of the national public

budget of the calculations for establishing the need for budgetary resources
it is sanctioned with a fine from 45 to 93 conventional units applied to the responsible person, with a

fine from 60 to 120 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(2) The actions specified in paragraph (1) that led to the formation of surpluses of budgetary means or

material goods
it is sanctioned with a fine from 66 to 99 conventional units applied to the responsible person, with a

fine from 150 to 200 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(2  ) The generation of additional expenses for the remuneration of work as a result of the unjustified

inclusion in the calculation of salary components or other payments, if the act does not constitute a crime, is
sanctioned with a fine from 90 to 300
conventional units applied to persons with responsible positions .

(3) Failure to submit for approval or failure to approve in due time the allocated budgets of the
budgetary authorities/institutions

is sanctioned with a fine from 33 to 66 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible
position

(4) The use contrary to the destination or the decommissioning of budget funds by the institutions
financed from the funds of the budgets and component funds of the national public budget

it is sanctioned with a fine from 114 to 300 conventional units applied to the person in a responsible
position.

(4  ) The use contrary to the destination by non-commercial organizations of public utility, religious
cults and their component parts of the financial means obtained as a result of the percentage designation

it is sanctioned with a fine from 90 to 180 conventional units applied to the responsible person.
(5) The contracting of goods, works and services, the making of expenses by the institutions financed

from the means of the budgets and component funds of the national public budget from public money in
amounts that exceed their annual limits established for the acquisition of a type of goods, works and services;
non-registration with the State Treasury or one of the regional treasuries of the Ministry of Finance of contracts
for the purchase of goods, works and services from the means of the state budget or local budgets in the value
of the contract established by the Government; the purchase of goods, works and services without concluding
contracts; transferring state budget or local budget funds for products,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 45 to 72 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility
function, with a fine from 66 to 132 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(5  ) The execution by the institutions financed from the means of the budgets and component funds of
the national public budget, by the state/municipal enterprises and by the commercial companies with the
participation quota of the state/administrative-territorial unit of economic transactions with beneficiaries by
concluding disadvantageous contracts, as well as the use of public patrimony by lease beneficiaries and/or
tenants without completing contracts and without performing payment calculations for the use of fixed funds,
land, rooms, water pools, resulting in lost income,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 300 conventional units applied to the responsible person.
(5  ) Violation of the procedure for leasing public property lands related to privatized or to be privatized

objectives, related to private objectives or related to unfinished constructions, as well as public property lands
that are not related to privatized objectives or unfinished constructions, ascertained by the bodies ability with
control functions

it is sanctioned with a fine from 66 to 132 conventional units applied to the person in a responsible
position.

(6) Formation and use contrary to the legislation of the collected revenues of the public institution
it is sanctioned with a fine from 114 to 180 conventional units applied to the person in a responsible

position.
(7) Admission by the institutions financed from the means of the budgets and component funds of the

national public budget of creditors' debts with the expired payment term
it is sanctioned with a fine from 114 to 300 conventional units applied to the person in a responsible

position.
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Article 299.  Violation of the rules of production, of records,
                         of sale-purchase of strict records blankets
                         and/or use of special paper with protection marks
                         and state symbols, intended for manufacture
                         documents/forms of strict record keeping
Violation of the rules for the production, recording, sale-purchase of strict records blankets and/or the

use of special paper with protection signs and state symbols, intended for the production of strict records
documents/blankets,

is sanctioned with a fine of 100 to 150 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of
150 to 200 conventional units applied to the legal person and the person with a responsible position, with or
without the deprivation, in both cases, of the right to carry out a certain activity for a period of up to 2 years.

Article 300.  Abuses on the capital market
(1) The actions of manipulating the capital market through at least one of the following actions, if the

facts do not constitute crimes:
a) transactions or trading orders that provide or may provide false information or that are misleading

regarding the demand, supply or price of financial instruments, or that, through the action of one or more
persons acting in concert, influence the setting of the price one or more financial instruments at an abnormal or
artificial level;

b) making fictitious or fraudulent transactions;
c) application of fictitious trading orders;
d) dissemination and/or dissemination through mass media, including the Internet or any other means,

of information that provides or may provide false indications about financial instruments, if the person who
disseminated the information knew or should have knows that the information in question is false,

is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 300 conventional units.
(2) The use by any person of privileged information with the intention of acquiring or alienating, on his

own account or on the account of a third person, directly or indirectly, financial instruments to which this
information refers, if the act does not constitute a crime,

is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 240 conventional units.
(3) Violation of the obligation to communicate to the National Commission of the Financial Market the

information regarding abuses on the capital market
is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 300 conventional units.
Article 301.  –  repealed.
Article 301  .  Violation of the manner of presentation by taxpayers
                       of fiscal reporting and payment of obligations,
                       precum și a informației aferente raporturilor de muncă
                       pentru stabilirea drepturilor sociale și medicale
(1) Prezentarea cu informație neautentică și/sau incompletă a dării de seamă fiscale și a informației

aferente raporturilor de muncă pentru stabilirea drepturilor sociale și medicale
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 9 la 30 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de

răspundere.
(2) Neprezentarea în termenul stabilit de legislaţie a dării de seamă fiscale și a informației aferente

raporturilor de muncă pentru stabilirea drepturilor sociale și medicale
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 6 la 12 unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de

răspundere.
(3) Neachitarea, achitarea tardivă sau achitarea incompletă a primelor de asigurare obligatorie de

asistenţă medicală în formă de contribuţie procentuală la salariu şi la alte recompense la care, conform
legislaţiei, se calculează primele menţionate sau a contribuţiilor de asigurări sociale de stat obligatorii, pentru
toate temeiurile şi felurile de plăţi la care, conform legislaţiei, se calculează contribuţiile menţionate,

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 12 la 30 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de
răspundere.

Articolul 302. Încălcarea regulilor privind obligaţiile emitenţilor şi a deţinătorilor
                        de instrumente financiare
(1) Denaturarea şi/sau ascunderea premeditată, neprezentarea, prezentarea tardivă, prezentarea în volum

incomplet sau prezentarea neveridică a informaţiei despre activitatea economico-financiară a emitentului, altă
informaţie pe care creditorii, deţinătorii valorilor mobiliare sau autorităţile publice trebuie să o primească în
conformitate cu legislaţia,

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 30 la 120 de unităţi convenţionale.
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(2) Difuzarea informaţiei neveridice sau care induce în eroare, folosirea altor metode care au condus la
schimbarea preţului valorilor mobiliare ale societăţii în detrimentul acesteia,

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 30 la 150 de unităţi convenţionale.
(3) Încălcarea legislaţiei şi/sau a statutului societăţii privind convocarea şi/sau desfăşurarea adunării

generale a acţionarilor societăţii pe acţiuni,
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 48 la 300 de unităţi convenţionale.
(4) Încălcarea legislaţiei şi/sau a statutului societăţii privind modificarea capitalului social al societăţii,
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 60 la 300 de unităţi convenţionale.
(5) Nerespectarea cerinţelor prevăzute de legislaţie la achiziţionarea sau la răscumpărarea de către

emitent a instrumentelor financiare plasate,
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 60 la 108 de unităţi convenţionale.
(6) Neprezentarea, sau prezentarea tardivă ori incompletă a datelor, prezentarea unor date neveridice sau

ascunderea unor date, în cazurile stabilite de legislaţie, de către persoanele interesate în efectuarea de către
societăţile pe acţiuni a tranzacţiilor cu conflict de interese,

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 30 la 150 de unităţi convenţionale.
(7) Încălcarea modului şi/sau a termenelor de achitare a dividendelor, a dobînzilor sau a altor venituri

aferente obligaţiunilor, cu încălcarea prevederilor legislaţiei, ale statutului societăţii sau ale deciziei de emitere
a acţiunilor sau obligaţiunilor,

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 48 la 90 de unităţi convenţionale.
(8) Neexecutarea de către deţinătorul de instrumente financiare a obligaţiilor de a comunica emitentului

şi/sau persoanei care ţine registrul deţinătorilor de instrumente financiare informaţiile cerute de lege,
prezentarea informaţiilor neveridice sau ascunderea unor informaţii,

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 48 la 120 de unităţi convenţionale.
(9) Neefectuarea de către emitent a controlului de audit obligatoriu în cazurile prevăzute de legislaţie,
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 48 la 120 de unităţi convenţionale.
Articolul 303. Încălcarea regulilor privind oferta publică de instrumente
                         financiare
(1) Desfăşurarea ofertei publice de instrumente financiare fără aprobarea, în cazurile prevăzute de lege,

a prospectului de către Comisia Naţională a Pieţei Financiare,
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 180 la 300 de unităţi convenţionale.
(2) Includerea în prospectul ofertei publice de instrumente financiare a unor date neveridice sau

incomplete, precum şi ascunderea unor date relevante, care trebuiau să fie incluse în prospect, potrivit
cerinţelor legislaţiei,

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 30 la 120 de unităţi convenţionale.
(3) Neefectuarea, pe parcursul desfăşurării ofertei publice, a modificărilor şi completărilor necesare în

prospectul ofertei publice şi în alte documente prezentate pentru înregistrarea ofertei, în cazul depistării unor
necorespunderi a acestor documente cerinţelor legislaţiei,

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 30 la 120 de unităţi convenţionale.
(4) Nerespectarea de către ofertant şi/sau societatea de investiţii (persoana acceptată), pe parcursul

desfăşurării ofertei publice, a prevederilor stabilite în prospectul ofertei publice înregistrat la Comisia Naţională
a Pieţei Financiare, precum şi nerespectarea cerinţelor stabilite cu privire la publicitatea ofertei publice,

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 30 la 150 de unităţi convenţionale.
(5) Prezentarea de date eronate sau incomplete în darea de seamă asupra rezultatelor emisiunii valorilor

mobiliare prin ofertă publică, neprezentarea ori prezentarea tardivă a dării de seamă menţionate,
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 18 la 240 de unităţi convenţionale.
Articolul 304. Încălcarea regulilor privind obligaţiile de dezvăluire a informaţiei
                       pe piaţa financiară nebancară
(1) Non-compliance by issuers, by persons licensed or authorized by the National Financial Market

Commission, by other participants in the non-banking financial market of the forms of reporting, established by
legislation, of the deadlines for publication in the press and submission to the Commission of the National
Financial Market of reports, non-presentation or late presentation of reports and/or presentation of reports in
incomplete volume or containing erroneous data, as well as non-compliance with other information disclosure
obligations in the cases provided for by law,

is sanctioned with a fine from 90 to 150 conventional units.
(2) Failure by the issuer and by persons licensed or authorized by the National Financial Market

Commission to comply with the requirement regarding the free access of their clients to generally accessible
information about the activity they carry out,

is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 48 conventional units.



(3) Non-presentation or late presentation of information to the National Financial Market Commission
and/or its presentation in incomplete volume or containing untrue data,

is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 90 conventional units.
Article 304  .  Violation of the rules regarding the register of holders
                          of financial instruments
(1) Evasion of the issuer from keeping or ensuring the keeping of the register of holders of financial

instruments according to the requirements of the legislation in force, keeping and/or transmitting the register in
violation of the established rules and requirements,

is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 240 conventional units.
(2) Refusal or evasion from entering the entry in the register, based on the irrevocable decision of the

court or the act of the bailiff regarding the seizure of movable assets,
is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 120 conventional units.
(3) Violation by the holder of the register of the deadlines for registration in the register, evasion or

unmotivated refusal to register or issue extracts from the register, committing mistakes when keeping the
register,

is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 90 conventional units.
Article 304  . Non-compliance with the requirements regarding the activity of the participants
                          professionals in the non-banking financial market
(1) Practicing professional activities on the non-banking financial market without a license or

authorization, if the act does not constitute a crime,
is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 300 conventional units.
(2) Non-compliance by the professional participant in the non-banking financial market with licensing

or authorization conditions, prudential and conduct rules, regulations regarding the minimum equity capital and
the guarantee fund and other regulations established by law and by the normative acts of the National
Commission of the Financial Market,

is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 180 conventional units.
(3) Non-observance of the deadline for the presentation of the necessary documents for the renewal of

the license,
is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 90 conventional units.
(4) Non-compliance by the professional participant in the non-banking financial market with the

information obligations or, in the cases established by the legislation, with the obligations to coordinate in
advance with the National Commission of the Financial Market the changes to its way of organization and
operation, in accordance with the provisions of the normative acts of the National Financial Market
Commission,

is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 120 conventional units.
(5) Non-compliance by the professional participant in the non-banking financial market with the

obligations to ensure the security, integrity and confidentiality of the information obtained in the process of the
activity,

is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 150 conventional units.
(6) Non-performance by persons licensed or authorized by the National Financial Market Commission

of the audit in the cases provided for by the legislation
is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 300 conventional units.
Article 304  .  Non-compliance with the rules regarding the conduct of activities
                         on the non-banking financial market
(1) Non-execution or improper execution by participants in the non-banking financial market of the

decisions of the National Commission of the Financial Market, preventing in any way the exercise of
supervision and/or control by the National Commission of the Financial Market

is sanctioned with a fine from 48 to 150 conventional units.
(2) Carrying out activities on the non-banking financial market in violation of the requirements

established in the legislation and in violation of the normative acts of the National Financial Market
Commission, if the act does not constitute a crime,

is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 300 conventional units.
Article 304  . Violation of the provisions regarding the manner of conclusion of some
                         transactions with the goods of the commercial company
(1) Violation of the manner of concluding transactions of proportions and/or transactions with conflict

of interests, if the act does not constitute a crime,
is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 300 conventional units.
(2) –  repealed.
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(3) The purchase from the company's funds of the financial instruments of other issuers at prices
obviously higher than their market value or the alienation of the company's financial instruments at prices
obviously lower than their market value to the detriment of the company, if the act does not constitute a crime,

is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 300 conventional units.
Article 305.  Violation of the rules of activity in the field of insurance
(1) Violation of the manner of application by insurers and insurance intermediaries of insurance

premiums established in accordance with special laws
is sanctioned with a fine from 90 to 150 conventional units.
(2) Practice by the insurer (reinsurer) of insurance classes that are not included in the license
is sanctioned with a fine from 120 to 150 conventional units.
(3) Conclusion of insurance contracts in violation of their standardized forms, established in accordance

with the legislation,
is sanctioned with a fine from 120 to 150 conventional units.
(4) The practice by the insurer (reinsurer) and/or by the intermediaries in insurance and/or in

reinsurance of other activities than those limited to insurance, reinsurance and the operations resulting directly
from these actions

is sanctioned with a fine from 120 to 150 conventional units.
(5) Investment by the insurer (reinsurer) of more than 15% of its own capital in the share capital of a

commercial company without the prior approval of the National Financial Market Commission
is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units.
(6) The transfer of the insurance portfolio by the insurer (reinsurer) without the approval of the National

Financial Market Commission
is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 48 conventional units.
(7) Failure by the insurer (reinsurer) to submit to the National Commission of the Financial Market the

report on the financial results or the opinion of the external audit, failure to comply with the deadlines for
publication in the press and the presentation of reports in incomplete volume or containing untrue data,

is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 90 conventional units.
(8) Refusal of the insurer (reinsurer), at the request of the National Financial Market Commission, to

provide it with information and documents necessary for the exercise of its supervisory and control functions or
its presentation in incomplete volume or containing untrue data,

is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 90 conventional units.
(9) Presentation by the actuary of incorrect or inaccurate actuarial calculations, estimates and

conclusions, as well as disclosure of confidential information,
is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 120 conventional units.
(10) Non-application or improper application by the responsible persons of the insurer (reinsurer) of the

financial remedial measures of the activity, established by the National Commission of the Financial Market,
is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 150 conventional units.
(11) Non-compliance by the insurer (reinsurer) with the legal deadlines or obligations to pay

compensations, indemnities and other insurance rights
it is sanctioned with a fine from 50 to 100 conventional units applied to the legal person.
Article 306.  Violation of the rules for increasing or reducing participations
                         qualified in the social capital of the insurer (reinsurer)
(1) Increase, without the prior approval of the National Financial Market Commission, of the qualified

participation in the social capital of the insurer (reinsurer) above 20%, 33% or 50% of its voting shares
is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 48 conventional units.
(2) Reduction, without the prior approval of the National Financial Market Commission, of the qualified

participation in the social capital of the insurer (reinsurer) below the level of 20%, 33% or 50% of its voting
shares

is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 42 conventional units.
Article 307.  Violation of the rules of the insurance intermediation activity
                        and/or in reinsurance
(1) Provision of insurance services through insurance agents who do not meet the conditions provided

for in insurance legislation
it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the insurer (reinsurer) who

authorized it.
(2) Provision of intermediation services by insurance and/or reinsurance brokers through insurance

agents, natural persons or legal persons or through sub-agents



it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the person with the responsibility
function of the insurance and/or reinsurance broker.

(3) Collection of insurance and/or reinsurance premiums by the insurance and/or reinsurance broker in
the absence of express powers of attorney from the insurer (reinsurer)

it is sanctioned with a fine from 36 to 72 conventional units applied to the person with the responsibility
function of the insurance and/or reinsurance broker.

(4) Actions committed with negligence, misinformation or other own omissions of the insurance and/or
reinsurance broker, if these actions have caused damage to the insured (reinsured),

 is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 150 conventional units.
Article 308.  Violation of the method of determining the solvency margin
Non-observance, depending on the insurance classes practiced, by the insurer (reinsurer) of the method

of determining the solvency margin in accordance with the method of calculation and reporting established by
the normative acts of the National Financial Market Commission

is sanctioned with a fine from 48 to 90 conventional units.
Article 309.  Violation of the method of formation and maintenance of reserves
                         TECHNICAL
(1) Failure by the insurer (reinsurer) to form and maintain, according to the activity it carries out,

sufficient technical reserves, necessary to fulfill the obligations resulting from the insurance and reinsurance
contracts, in accordance with the normative acts of the Commission of the National Financial Market,

is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units.
(2) Failure to comply with the categories of assets admitted to represent the insurer's technical reserves

and mathematical reserves, the rules for dispersing investments, as well as the liquidity ratio established by the
normative acts of the National Financial Market Commission,

is sanctioned with a fine from 72 to 90 conventional units.
(3) Simultaneous performance of the life insurance activity and the general insurance activity without

separating these two activities
is sanctioned with a fine from 48 to 60 conventional units.
Article 310.  Violation of legislation regarding the activity of savings associations
                        and loan
 (1) Violation of the established procedure regarding the modification of the statute of the savings and

loan association
is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 30 conventional units.
(2) Violation of the restrictions established in the activity of savings and loan associations
it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 30 conventional units applied to the administrator of the savings

and loan association, with a fine from 240 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person.
 (3) Violation of the agreement on stabilization measures or the decision of the National Financial

Market Commission regarding the termination of violations and/or the implementation of remedial measures
 it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 120 conventional units applied to the person in a responsible

position.
(4) Non-compliance by the savings and loan association with the conditions established in the license,

the prudential and conduct rules, the norms established by law and by the normative acts of the National
Commission of the Financial Market,

is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 180 conventional units.
(5) Granting a loan in intentional violation of the law, financial prudence rules or lending policies,
is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 180 conventional units.
(6) Non-presentation by the savings and loan association to the annual ordinary general meeting and the

National Financial Market Commission of the annual financial report of the association, the report of the
committee of censors regarding the mandatory annual control of the association's activity and the audit report,
as well as the presentation of incomplete reports or containing untrue data,

is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 180 conventional units.
Article 310  .  Violation of the legislation regarding the activity of non-state funds
                         of pensions
(1) Non-compliance by the non-state pension fund with the conditions established in the license, the

rules and regulations established by law and by the normative acts of the National Commission of the Financial
Market,

is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 180 conventional units.
(2) Non-presentation by the non-state pension fund to the National Commission of the Financial Market

of the reports required by law, as well as the presentation of incomplete reports or containing untrue data,
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is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 180 conventional units.
(3) Providing erroneous information or refusing to provide information about investments, the state of

pension assets; presentation by the beneficiary of false or wrongly prepared documents in order to receive the
accumulated funds before the deadline; misappropriation, on the basis of false or wrongly prepared documents,
of the funds accumulated in the fund; non-transfer by the employer to the fund of the deductions from the fund
member's salary; the disclosure of information regarding the status of pension accounts and the payment of the
additional pension by a person in charge of the fund; the premeditated action of the manager, the custodian of
the fund's assets or the auditor, which caused damage to the fund's members,

is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 300 conventional units.
Article 310  . Violation of the legislation regarding the activity of history offices
                          of credit
(1) Non-compliance by the credit history office with the conditions established in the license, the rules

established by law and by the normative acts of the National Financial Market Commission, as well as the non-
execution of the mandatory prescriptions of the National Financial Market Commission, regarding the removal
of detected violations in their activity,

is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 150 conventional units.
(2) Obtaining, using for other purposes or in a way other than that provided by law and/or disclosure in

any form by credit history bureaus, credit history users, sources of credit history formation, as well as by
persons with their responsibility function of the information that constitutes a commercial secret of the credit
history bureau, of the source of formation of the credit history, of the subject of the credit history or of the user
of the credit history,

is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 180 conventional units.
Article 310  .  Violation of legislation on the activity of organizations
                          of non-bank lending
(1) Non-compliance by the non-bank lending organization with the requirements regarding the

development and approval of internal activity regulations, established by law,
is sanctioned with a fine from 100 to 300 conventional units.
(2) The performance by the non-bank lending organization, with a professional title, of activities other

than those established by law
shall be fined from 200 to 500 conventional units.
(3) Violation of prohibitions established in the activity of the non-bank lending organization
shall be fined from 100 to 500 conventional units.
(4) Violation by the non-bank lending organization of the requirements, established by law, regarding

state registration, related to the request for approval, or regarding the notification of the National Financial
Market Commission

is sanctioned with a fine from 100 to 300 conventional units.
(5) Violation of the requirements established for the administrators and founders of the non-bank

lending organization
is sanctioned with a fine of 100 to 250 conventional units.
(6) Non-compliance by the non-bank lending organization with the requirements, established by law,

regarding the minimum share capital and equity capital
is sanctioned with a fine of 100 to 200 conventional units.
(7) Failure by the non-bank lending organization to carry out the mandatory audit in the cases

established by law
is sanctioned with a fine of 100 to 200 conventional units.
(8) Non-presentation by the non-bank lending organization of the information at its disposal, among

those specified in art. 5 of Law no. 122/2008 on credit bureaus,
is sanctioned with a fine of 100 to 200 conventional units.
Article 311.  Violation of the deadline for refunding the value added tax
Încălcarea termenului stabilit de legislație pentru restituirea taxei pe valoarea adăugată de către

autoritatea cu atribuții de administrare fiscală în obligația căreia este restituirea taxei pe valoarea adăugată
se sancționează cu amendă de la 60 la 300 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de

răspundere.
Capitolul XVI

CONTRAVENŢII CE AFECTEAZĂ ACTIVITATEA
AUTORITĂŢILOR PUBLICE

Articolul 312. Abuzul de putere sau abuzul de serviciu
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(1) Folosirea intenţionată a situaţiei de serviciu într-un mod care contravine intereselor publice sau
drepturilor şi intereselor ocrotite de lege ale persoanelor fizice şi juridice, dacă fapta nu întruneşte elementele
constitutive ale infracţiunii,

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 30 la 90 de unităţi convenţionale cu privarea de dreptul de a deţine o
anumită funcţie sau de dreptul de a desfăşura o anumită activitate pe un termen de la 3 luni la un an.

(2) Fapta prevăzută la alin. (1), săvârșită din motive de prejudecată,
se sancționează cu amendă de la 60 la 180 de unități convenționale cu privarea de dreptul de a deține o

anumită funcție sau de dreptul de a desfășura o anumită activitate pe un termen de la 6 luni la un an.
Articolul 312 . Neasigurarea persoanelor cu dizabilităţi auditive cu un
                          interpret mimico-gestual de către autorităţile publice
Neasigurarea comunicării între autorităţi şi persoanele cu dizabilităţi auditive, după necesitate, cu

serviciile acordate de către un interpret mimico-gestual
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 60 la 180 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de

răspundere.
Articolul 313. Excesul de putere sau depăşirea atribuţiilor de serviciu
Săvîrşirea unei acţiuni care depăşeşte în mod vădit limitele drepturilor şi atribuţiilor acordate prin lege şi

care contravine intereselor publice sau drepturilor şi intereselor ocrotite de lege ale persoanelor fizice sau
juridice, dacă fapta nu întruneşte elementele constitutive ale infracţiunii,

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 30 la 90 de unităţi convenţionale cu privarea de dreptul de a deţine o
anumită funcţie sau de dreptul de a desfăşura o anumită activitate pe un termen de la 3 luni la un an.

Articolul 313 . Favoritismul
Acordarea în condiții contrare prevederilor legale de sprijin, preferințe, privilegii sau crearea avantajelor

unor persoane fizice sau juridice, întreprinsă în exercițiul funcției de către agentul public, dacă fapta nu
întrunește elementele constitutive ale infracțiunii,

se sancționează cu amendă de la 60 la 90 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 72 la 150 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de răspundere cu sau fără privarea, în
ambele cazuri, de dreptul de a desfășura o anumită activitate sau de a deține anumite funcții pe un termen de la
6 luni la un an.

Articolul 313 . Nedeclararea sau nesoluționarea conflictului de interese
(1) Nedeclararea conflictului de interese de către persoana care activează în cadrul unei organizații

publice în sensul Legii nr. 133 din 17 iunie 2016 privind declararea averii și intereselor personale
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 45 la 60 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă

de la 120 la 180 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de răspundere.
 (2) Nesoluționarea conflictului de interese în conformitate cu prevederile Legii privind declararea averii

și intereselor personale
se sancționează cu amendă de la 60 la 90 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă

de la 180 la 240 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de răspundere.
Articolul 313 . Excesul de putere privind actele permissive
(1) Tergiversarea nemotivată şi/sau depăşirea perioadei de timp stabilite de lege pentru eliberarea actului

permisiv, precum şi eliberarea actului permisiv pe un termen de valabilitate mai mic decît termenul prevăzut de
Nomenclatorul actelor permissive

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 30 la 45 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 45 la 60 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţii de răspundere, cu sau fără privarea de
dreptul de a desfăşura o anumită activitate pe un termen de la 3 luni la un an.

(2) Cererea de a deţine şi/sau eliberarea unui act permisiv care nu este inclus în Nomenclatorul actelor
permisive, stabilirea şi/sau aplicarea unei plăţi pentru eliberarea actului permisiv într-un cuantum mai mare
decît plata prevăzută de Nomenclatorul actelor permisive, refuzul nemotivat de eliberare a actului permisiv,
invocarea şi aplicarea unor cerinţe şi proceduri de eliberare a actelor permisive care nu corespund legii, precum
şi retragerea nemotivată a actului permisiv

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 60 la 90 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 90 la 120 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţii de răspundere, cu sau fără privarea de
dreptul de a desfăşura o anumită activitate pe un termen de la 3 luni la un an.

Articolul 313 . Încălcarea regimului juridic al incompatibilităţilor
                          şi limitărilor aplicabile funcţiei publice sau funcţiei
                          de demnitate public
Încălcarea regimului juridic al incompatibilităţilor şi limitărilor aplicabile funcţiei publice sau funcţiei

de demnitate publică prin:
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a) nesoluţionarea în termenul legal a incompatibilităţilor privind funcţia publică, funcţia publică cu
statut special, funcţia de demnitate publică sau activitatea alesului local conform legislaţiei ce reglementează
statutul acestor persoane şi conform legislaţiei privind declararea şi controlul averii şi a intereselor personale;

b) folosirea în interes privat a simbolurilor oficiale care au legătură cu exercitarea mandatului, a funcţiei
publice sau a funcţiei de demnitate publică, admiterea folosirii numelui său însoţit de calitatea de agent public,
a vocii ori a semnăturii sale în orice formă de publicitate pentru un agent economic, pentru un produs comercial
naţional sau străin contrar prevederilor legislaţiei integrităţii şi ale legislaţiei privind declararea şi controlul
averii şi a intereselor personale,

se sancționează cu amendă de la 50 la 60 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 120 la 250 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de răspundere.

Articolul 313 . Neluarea măsurilor privind executarea prevederilor
                          Legii privind declararea averii şi a intereselor personale
Neluarea măsurilor privind executarea prevederilor Legii privind declararea averii şi a intereselor

personale, manifestată prin:
a) omisiunea suspendării din funcţie a subiectului declarării pe perioada examinării în instanţă a actului

de constatare, în cazul în care dispozitivul actului de constatare prevede încetarea mandatului, a raporturilor de
muncă sau de serviciu pentru încălcarea regimului juridic al conflictelor de interese, al incompatibilităţilor sau
al restricţiilor;

b) omisiunea eliberării din funcţie sau a transferului agentului public angajat în cadrul entităţii publice,
încălcînd regimul juridic al restricţiilor în ierarhie prevăzut de legislaţia integrităţii şi legislaţia privind
declararea şi controlul averii şi a intereselor personale,

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 120 la 200 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de
răspundere.

Articolul 313 . Încălcarea regimului juridic al restricţiilor şi limitărilor
                          în legătură cu încetarea mandatului, a raporturilor de muncă
                          sau de serviciu şi migrarea în sectorul privat al agenţilor publici
                          (pantuflaj)
(1) Nerespectarea restricţiei de angajare, pe parcursul unui an, în cadrul organizaţiilor comerciale şi

necomerciale în care agentul public a avut atribuţii directe de supraveghere şi control în decursul unui an
înainte de încetarea mandatului, a raporturilor de muncă sau de serviciu în cadrul entităţii publice, contrar
prevederilor legislaţiei integrităţii şi legislaţiei privind declararea şi controlul averii şi a intereselor personale,
sau nerespectarea restricţiilor post-angajare pe parcursul altor perioade de timp prevăzute de legislaţia specială
care reglementează activitatea anumitor categorii de agenţi publici

se sancționează cu amendă de la 50 la 80 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 120 la 300 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de răspundere.

 (2) Nerespectarea restricţiei de încheiere, timp de un an, a contractelor comerciale cu entitatea publică
în care a activat anterior agentul public, precum şi a restricţiei de exercitare a atribuţiilor de reprezentare a
intereselor persoanelor fizice şi juridice în faţa entităţii publice în care a activat persoana care cade sub
incidenţa legislaţiei privind declararea şi controlul averii şi a intereselor personale, pe parcursul ultimului an
înainte de încetarea mandatului, a raporturilor de muncă sau de serviciu în cadrul acestei entităţi,

se sancționează cu amendă de la 50 la 80 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 120 la 300 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de răspundere.

Articolul 313 . Excesul de putere în cazul documentelor
                           în format electronic
(1) Refuzul unei autorități sau instituții publice de a recepționa, de a înregistra sau de a examina ori

ignorarea unei cereri, reclamații, petiții, sesizări pe motiv că a fost depusă în formă electronică, dacă aceasta
întrunește cerințele de conținut și de formă prevăzute de legislația ce reglementează documentele electronice,

se sancționează cu amendă de la 45 la 60 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de
răspundere.

(2) Omiterea utilizării sistemelor informaționale automatizate sau a mijloacelor electronice de
comunicație dedicate, dacă acestea sunt disponibile și funcționale, în desfășurarea procedurii administrative, în
procesul de comunicare cu persoanele/instituțiile vizate sau la prestarea serviciilor din competența autorității
sau instituției publice respective, precum și nerespectarea obligației prevăzute de legislație de a emite acte în
formă de document electronic, exceptând cazurile prevăzute la art. 350,

se sancționează cu amendă de la 35 la 50 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de
răspundere.

Articolul 313 . Neluarea de către conducătorul
                           entității publice a măsurilor de asigurare a integrității
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                            în cadrul entității publice
Neluarea de către conducătorul entității publice a măsurilor de asigurare a integrității în cadrul entității

publice stabilite de Legea integrității nr. 82/2017
se sancționează cu amendă de la 120 la 200 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de

răspundere cu sau fără privarea de dreptul de a desfășura o anumită activitate sau de a deține anumite funcții pe
un termen de la 6 luni la un an.

Articolul 314. Tăinuirea unui act de corupţie ori a unui act conex acestuia
                         sau neluarea măsurilor de rigoare
Tăinuirea unui act de corupţie ori a unui act conex acestuia sau neluarea măsurilor de rigoare faţă de

funcţionarii din subordine care au săvîrşit astfel de acţiuni
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 30 la 90 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de

răspundere.
Articolul 314 . Neasigurarea măsurilor de protecție
                           a avertizorului de integritate
(1) Neluarea de către angajator a măsurilor de asigurare a dezvăluirii practicilor ilegale în cadrul

entității, prevăzute de Legea nr. 122/2018 privind avertizorii de integritate, nerespectarea confidențialității
angajaților care dezvăluie practici ilegale (divulgarea identității avertizorului de integritate) și neasigurarea
măsurilor de protecție a angajaților recunoscuți în calitate de avertizori de integritate

se sancționează cu amendă de la 60 la 120 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de
răspundere.

(2) Răzbunarea împotriva avertizorului de integritate
se sancționează cu amendă de la 100 la 200 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu

amendă de la 150 la 300 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de răspundere.
Articolul 315. Luarea sau darea de recompensă
                          nelegitimă sau de folos material
(1) Pretinderea, acceptarea sau primirea (luarea), personal sau prin mijlocitor, de către un salariat dintr-o

întreprindere, instituție sau organizație, de recompensă nelegitimă sau de folos material pentru îndeplinirea
unor lucrări sau pentru prestarea unor servicii în sfera sistemului de învățământ, comerțului, alimentației
publice, transportului, deservirii sociale, comunale, medicale sau de altă natură, lucrări și servicii ce țin de
obligațiile de serviciu ale acestui salariat, dacă fapta nu întrunește elementele constitutive ale infracțiunii,

se sancționează cu amendă de la 60 la 300 de unități convenționale cu sau fără privarea de dreptul de a
desfășura o anumită activitate sau de a deține anumite funcții pe un termen de la 3 luni la un an.

(2) Promisiunea, oferirea sau darea, personal sau prin mijlocitor, de recompense nelegitime sau de
foloase materiale destinate salariatului dintr-o întreprindere, instituție sau organizație pentru îndeplinirea unor
lucrări sau pentru prestarea unor servicii în sfera sistemului de învățământ, comerțului, alimentației publice,
transportului, deservirii sociale, comunale, medicale sau de altă natură, lucrări și servicii ce țin de obligațiile de
serviciu ale acestui salariat, precum și instigarea sau organizarea colectării de recompense nelegitime sau de
foloase materiale destinate salariatului respectiv, dacă fapta nu întrunește elementele constitutive ale
infracțiunii,

se sancționează cu amendă de la 50 la 100 de unități convenționale sau cu muncă neremunerată în
folosul comunității de la 20 la 40 de ore.

Articolul 315 . Încălcarea modului de convocare sau organizare a şedinţei
                          organului colegial
(1) Neconvocarea sau neasigurarea organizării şedinţei organului colegial conform legislaţiei sau

dispoziţiilor actelor statutare de către conducătorul, secretarul organului colegial sau altă persoană în atribuţiile
cărora intră convocarea şi/sau organizarea şedinţei organului colegial, dacă aceasta a determinat prezumţia
legală a aprobării tacite a unui act ilegal,

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 50 la 150 de unităţi convenţionale.
(2) Acţiunile specificate la alin.(1) săvîrşite premeditat sau dacă acestea au cauzat daune în proporţii

considerabile
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 100 la 250 de unităţi convenţionale cu privarea de dreptul de a deţine o

anumită funcţie sau de dreptul de a desfăşura o anumită activitate pe un termen de la 3 luni la un an.
Articolul 316. Neîndeplinirea cerinţelor legitime ale deputatului în Parlament
(1) Neîndeplinirea cerinţelor legitime ale deputatului în Parlament sau împiedicarea desfăşurării

activităţii de deputat
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 12 la 18 unităţi convenţionale.
(2) Nerespectarea termenelor de prezentare a informaţiei solicitate de deputatul în Parlament
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 6 la 12 unităţi convenţionale.
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Articolul 317. Manifestarea lipsei de respect faţă de instanţa de judecată
                        sau faţă de Curtea Constituţională
(1) Manifestarea lipsei de respect faţă de instanţa de judecată sau faţă de Curtea Constituţională
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 6 la 30 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă de

la 30 la 60 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de răspundere.
(2) Imixtiunea sub diferite forme neprocedurale în activitatea judecătorilor instanţelor de judecată şi ai

Curţii Constituţionale, încercarea de a exercita influenţă asupra lor
se sancționează cu amendă de la 24 la 45 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă

de la 48 la 90 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de răspundere.
Articolul 318. Neexecutarea hotărîrii instanţei de judecată
(1) Intentional non-execution or evasion of the execution of the court decision or the enforceable

document mentioned in art. 11 lit. c) or d) of the Enforcement Code
is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units.
(2) Intentional non-execution or evasion of execution by a responsible person of the documents

indicated in para. (1) or preventing their execution
is sanctioned with a fine from 120 to 180 conventional units.
Article 318  .  Non-execution of the emergency restriction order
Intentional failure to comply with or evasion of the requirements of the emergency restraining order
it is sanctioned with unpaid work for the benefit of the community from 45 to 60 hours or with

contravention arrest from 10 to 15 days.
Article 319.  Non-execution of the obligations provided for by the Execution Code
(1) The actions (inactions) of persons who, without valid reasons, do not meet the requirements of the

bailiff in the enforcement procedure or prevent the execution of the enforcement document
is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 30 conventional units.
(2) Non-fulfillment of the obligation by the parties to the enforcement procedure to notify the bailiff of

the change of domicile or headquarters, as well as failure to communicate within the terms provided by the
Enforcement Code the information requested by the bailiff by virtue of his duties

is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units.
(3) Execution of acts of enforced execution by a person other than the bailiff
is sanctioned with a fine from 45 to 90 conventional units.
Article 319  .  Obstructing the activity of the National Integrity Authority
(1) Non-presentation, late presentation of data, information, records or documents requested by the

National Integrity Authority under Law no. 132 of June 17, 2016 regarding the National Integrity Authority
and/or the presentation of inauthentic data, information, documents or documents

it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 150 to 180 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 180 to
240 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(2) Non-execution of the finding of the National Integrity Authority that remains final
it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 180 to 270 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 210 to
300 conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 319  .  Non-execution of the decisions of the Court of Accounts
The actions or inactions of persons in positions of responsibility who, without valid reasons, do not

execute the decisions of the Court of Accounts within the terms established by it
is sanctioned with a fine from 120 to 210 conventional units.
Article 320.  Interference in the activity of the People's Advocate and the Advocate
                        To the people for the rights of the child
Interference in the activity of the People's Advocate and the People's Advocate for children's rights with

the aim of influencing their decisions on referrals, the intentional ignoring by the person responsible for the
referral and failure to fulfill the recommendations given by the People's Advocate and the People's Advocate for
children's rights, preventing under any circumstances another form of their activity

it is sanctioned with a fine of 12 to 18 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of 45
to 60 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible function.

Article 321.  Violation of the rules for the use of diplomatic passports
                         and service of the Republic of Moldova
Possession and/or illegal use of diplomatic and service passports of the Republic of Moldova
is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 60 conventional units.
Article 322.  Violation of the use of public symbols
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(1) Intentional violation of the use of state symbols (coat of arms, flag, anthem) of the Republic of
Moldova or of another state

it is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 24 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 21 to 45 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 30 to 60
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(2) Desecration of the national symbols of the Republic of Moldova or of another state, other than those
indicated in para. (1), if the act does not constitute a crime, or of territorial symbols or the intentional violation
of the way of using these symbols

it is sanctioned with a fine from 9 to 21 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 18 to 36 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 30 to 60
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(3) Intentional violation of the way of using the corporate symbols of the specialized central bodies of
the public administration, the corporate symbols of other central administrative authorities or the Armed Forces

is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 12 conventional units applied to the natural person or with unpaid
work for the benefit of the community from 20 to 40 hours, with a fine from 9 to 21 conventional units applied
to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 24 to 45 conventional units applied to the legal
entity.

(4) Unauthorized use of private registered symbols
it is sanctioned with a fine from 3 to 6 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from

6 to 12 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 18 to 30
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(5) Displaying or using in any way unregistered signs in the manner established by the legislation
regarding public symbols as a national, territorial symbol or as a corporate symbol of a specialized central body
of the public administration, as a corporate symbol of another central administrative authority or the Armed
Forces

it is sanctioned with a fine from 9 to 21 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 18 to 36 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 30 to 60
conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 323.  Illegal actions against state awards
(1) Illegal wearing and keeping of state awards of the Republic of Moldova
is sanctioned with a fine from 3 to 6 conventional units.
(2) Illegal transactions with state awards of the Republic of Moldova
is sanctioned with a fine from 3 to 6 conventional units.
(3) Forgery of state awards of the Republic of Moldova
is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 12 conventional units.
Article 324.  Usurpation of official qualities
The usurpation of official qualities through the illegal use of the uniform with distinctive insignia, with

the symbols of public authorities or with a similar appearance that would allow confusion, if it is not
accompanied by the commission of a crime,

is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 48 conventional units.
Article 325.  Disclosure of data on security measures
(1) Disclosure of data about the application of security measures to a person or his close relatives, if the

act does not meet the constitutive elements of the crime,
is sanctioned with a fine from 48 to 60 conventional units.
(2) The disclosure by a responsible person of the body that ensures state protection of victims, witnesses

and other persons who benefit from state protection of the information regarding the state protection measures
applied, if the act does not meet the constitutive elements of the crime,

it is sanctioned with a fine of 60 to 90 conventional units with or without deprivation of the right to
carry out a certain activity for a period of 3 months to a year.

Article 326.  Violation of the provisions of the Real Estate Cadastre Law and the mandatory provisions
related to real estate advertising from other normative acts

(1) Violation of the term established for submitting the application for registration of the right to
immovable property

is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 18 conventional units.
(1  ) Failure to register the sale-purchase contract of the real estate under construction at the territorial

cadastral offices by the party that ensures the construction of the real estate within the established term
it is sanctioned with a fine from 90 to 150 conventional units applied to the responsible person, with a

fine from 210 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person.
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(1  ) Failure to fulfill the obligation provided for by art. 1293 para. (4) of the Civil Code no. 1107/2002
regarding the registration of the lease of agricultural land, concluded for a term of up to 5 years inclusive, at the
town hall of the locality in whose territorial radius the land is located

it is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 12 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 12 to 18 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(2) Failure to ensure access to the real estate for the execution of cadastral works
is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 18 conventional units.
(3) Non-presentation of the documents that serve as the basis for making entries in the immovable

property register in accordance with the legislation
is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 12 conventional units.
(4) Failure to present updated cadastral data
is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 12 conventional units.
(5) The introduction, modification and deletion from the immovable property register, in violation of the

established method, of cadastral data, their dissemination and provision without approval
is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 30 conventional units.
(6) Provision of cadastral data for commercial purposes without a contract concluded with the territorial

cadastral body to legal entities that are not part of the system of cadastral bodies
is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 30 conventional units.
Article 326  .  Violation of the provisions of the Law on local public administration*
(1) Approval by the local public administration authority of a normative act whose draft was not

published for public consultation
se sancționează cu amendă de la 6 la 12 unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de

răspundere.
(2) Omiterea de către persoana responsabilă a termenului prevăzut de lege privind includerea actelor

emise de autorităţile administraţiei publice locale, inclusiv a proceselor-verbale ale şedinţelor consiliului local,
a documentelor şi informaţiilor prevăzute de lege, în Registrul de stat al actelor locale

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 6 la 12 unităţi convenţionale.
(3) Împiedicarea accesului liber la şedinţele consiliului local
se sancționează cu amendă de la 30 la 45 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă

de la 45 la 60 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de răspundere.
(4) Includerea în Registrul de stat al actelor locale a unui text care diferă de textul actului aprobat de

autoritatea competent
se sancționează cu amendă de la 30 la 45 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă

de la 45 la 60 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de răspundere.
(5) Neincluderea pe ordinea de zi a şedinţei consiliului local (raional) de către persoana responsabilă a

notificării oficiului teritorial al Cancelariei de Stat
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 30 la 60 de unităţi convenţionale.
Articolul 327. Încălcarea termenelor de prezentare a dărilor de seamă
                         Agenţiei Rezerve Materiale
(1) Încălcarea termenelor de prezentare a dărilor de seamă Agenţiei Rezerve Materiale
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 10 la 20 unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă de

la 20 la 40 unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de răspundere.
(2) Includerea de date false în dările de seamă prezentate Agenţiei Rezerve Materiale
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 12 la 24 unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă de

la 40 la 60 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de răspundere.
(3) – abrogat.
Articolul 327 . Încălcarea regulilor de iniţiere şi desfăşurare a procedurilor
                          de achiziţii publice
(1) Încălcarea termenelor de prezentare a dărilor de seamă Agenţiei Achiziţii Publice
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 2 la 4 unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă de la 6

la 12 unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de răspundere.
(2) Includerea de date false în dările de seamă şi explicaţiile oficiale pe marginea contestaţiilor

prezentate Agenţiei Achiziţii Publice
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 3 la 6 unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă de la

12 la 24 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de răspundere.
(3) Neplanificarea achiziţiilor publice sau planificarea acestora cu încălcarea prevederilor actelor

normative, nepublicarea invitaţiei de participare şi a anunţului de intenţie, divizarea achiziţiei publice prin
încheierea unor contracte separate în scopul aplicării altei proceduri de achiziţie decît cea care ar fi fost utilizată
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conform actelor normative
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 15 la 60 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de

răspundere.
(4) Restricţionarea în orice mod a accesului operatorilor economici la procedura de atribuire a

contractelor de achiziţii publice
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 15 la 60 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de

răspundere.
(5) Nesemnarea declaraţiilor de confidenţialitate şi imparţialitate de către membrii grupului de lucru,

neîntocmirea proceselor-verbale de deschidere şi evaluare a ofertelor în cadrul procedurilor de achiziţii publice,
neexpedierea, în termenele stabilite, pe adresa ofertanţilor a informaţiilor privind rezultatul procedurii de
achiziţie sau a altor informaţii prevăzute de actele normative

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 15 la 90 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de
răspundere.

(6) Încălcarea regulilor de întocmire şi păstrare a dosarului de achiziţii publice
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 15 la 60 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de

răspundere.
(7) Refuzul de a transmite Agenţiei Achiziţii Publice informaţiile privind procedurile de achiziţii

publice, solicitate de Agenţie în scopul îndeplinirii funcţiilor şi atribuţiilor sale, sau netransmiterea acestora în
termenul prevăzut de actele normative ori, după caz, în termenul solicitat

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 15 la 60 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de
răspundere.

(8) Neexecutarea deciziilor Agenţiei Achiziţii Publice emise cu privire la procedurile de achiziţii publice
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 15 la 60 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de

răspundere.
Articolul 327 . – abrogat.
Articolul 327 . Încălcarea regulilor privind
                            acordarea asistenței sociale
(1) Încălcarea de către structura teritorială de asistență socială a termenului de luare a deciziei privind

acordarea sau neacordarea prestațiilor sociale
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 50 la 150 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de

răspundere.
(2) Stabilirea și acordarea intenționată de către structura teritorială de asistență socială a dreptului la

servicii sociale, la ajutor social și/sau la ajutor pentru perioada rece a anului persoanei care nu întrunește
condițiile stabilite de lege, dacă prin aceasta a cauzat prejudiciu bugetului de stat în mărime ce depășește 100 de
unități convenționale,

se sancționează cu amendă de la 100 la 200 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de
răspundere cu sau fără privarea de dreptul de a deține anumite funcții pe un termen de la 3 luni la un an.

Articolul 327 . Comercializarea ilegală a bunurilor
                            care constituie ajutoare umanitare
Comercializarea ilegală a bunurilor care constituie ajutoare umanitare
se sancționează cu amendă de la 40 la 60 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă

de la 75 la 150 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de răspundere.
Articolul 328. Încălcarea regulilor de păstrare, de completare, de evidenţă
                         şi de folosire a documentelor de arhivă
Încălcarea regulilor de păstrare, de completare, de evidenţă şi de folosire a documentelor de arhivă
se sancționează cu amendă de la 3 la 6 unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă de la 6

la 12 unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de răspundere.
Articolul 329. Distrugerea şi deteriorarea documentelor din Fondul Arhivistic
(1) Distrugerea fără autorizaţia de rigoare a documentelor din Fondul Arhivistic ce se păstrează în

arhivele de stat, în alte depozite, în arhivele persoanei juridice
se sancționează cu amendă de la 42 la 60 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă

de la 42 la 90 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de răspundere.
(2) Deteriorarea documentelor din Fondul Arhivistic prin eliminarea textului sau a imaginii ori prin

inserarea în text sau în imagine a unor modificări sau completări ce nu a avut consecinţe grave
se sancționează cu amendă de la 30 la 42 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă

de la 42 la 60 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de răspundere.
Articolul 330. Refuzul executării, neexecutarea
                       sau executarea necorespunzătoare
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                       de către respondenți și deținătorii     
                       surselor de date administrative a
                       obligațiilor prevăzute de lege privind
                        prezentarea datelor, neprezentarea
                        în termen a datelor sau prezentarea
                        unor date eronate, pentru scopuri
                        statistice
Refuzul executării, neexecutarea sau executarea necorespunzătoare de către respondenți și deținătorii

surselor de date administrative a obligațiilor prevăzute de lege privind prezentarea datelor, neprezentarea în
termen a datelor agregate sau a celor individuale, inclusiv a datelor cu caracter personal, în scopul producerii
statisticilor oficiale, precum și prezentarea de date eronate ori în volum incomplet, cu excepția informației
privind convingerile ideologice, apartenența politică, antecedentele penale, sănătatea şi viața intimă ale
persoanei fizice,

se sancționează cu amendă de la 20 la 50 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 30 la 60 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de răspundere, cu amendă de la 50 la 80 de
unități convenționale aplicată persoanei juridice.

Articolul 330 . Împiedicarea activităţii legitime a Consiliului Concurenţei
(1) Prezentarea informaţiei neautentice sau incomplete Consiliului Concurenţei
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 18 la 60 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă

de la 30 la 90 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de răspundere.
(2) Împiedicarea activităţii legitime a funcţionarilor din cadrul Consiliului Concurenţei, comisă prin

neadmiterea controlului, împiedicarea accesului în încăperi ori pe teritoriu sau neprezentarea informaţiei
solicitate

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 30 la 90 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 90 la 180 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de răspundere.

Articolul 330 . Încălcarea regulilor de declarare a averii și intereselor personale
(1) Depunerea tardivă a declarației de avere și interese personale de către persoana obligată să o depună

în condiţiile Legii nr. 133 din 17 iunie 2016 privind declararea averii și intereselor personale
se sancționează cu amendă de la 30 la 60 de unități convenționale.
(2) Nedepunerea declarației de avere și interese personale de către persoana obligată să o depună
se sancționează cu amendă de la 60 la 90 de unități convenționale.
(3) Neprezentarea sau refuzul prezentării informației privind averea și veniturile de către membrii

familiei și/sau concubinul/concubine
se sancționează cu amendă de la 60 la 90 de unități convenționale.
Articolul 330 . Încălcarea legislaţiei şi a reglementărilor din domeniul
                           ajutorului de stat
Încălcarea legislaţiei şi a reglementărilor din domeniul ajutorului de stat la acordarea, raportarea,

utilizarea sau la ţinerea evidenţei ajutoarelor de stat, precum şi neîndeplinirea unei obligaţii sau a unei condiţii
impuse printr-o decizie ori prescripţie a Consiliului Concurenţei

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 30 la 90 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 60 la 120 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de răspundere, cu amendă de la 90 la 150
de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice.

Articolul 330 . Publicarea subiectelor pentru examenele de absolvire
                          a gimnaziului şi de bacalaureat, precum şi a soluţiilor
                          la acestea
Publicarea subiectelor pentru examenele de absolvire a gimnaziului şi de bacalaureat şi/sau a soluţiilor

la acestea pînă la începerea examenului respectiv sau pe durata desfăşurării acestuia
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 30 la 90 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă

de la 150 la 240 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice, cu amendă de la 150 la 240 de unităţi
convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de răspundere cu privarea de dreptul de a deţine anumite funcţii sau
de dreptul de a desfăşura anumite activităţi pe un termen de la 3 luni la un an.

Articolul 330 . Încălcarea legislaţiei din domeniul concurenţei
(1) Acţiunile sau inacţiunile persoanelor cu funcţie de răspundere din cadrul autorităţilor şi instituţiilor

administraţiei publice centrale şi locale, ale membrilor organelor colegiale, de restrîngere, împiedicare sau
denaturare a concurenţei, stabilite prin decizia Consiliului Concurenţei,

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 100 la 150 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu
amendă de la 100 la 300 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de răspundere.
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(2) Neexecutarea în termen sau executarea necorespunzătoare a deciziilor şi prescripţiilor emise de către
Consiliul Concurenţei în vederea aplicării legislaţiei din domeniul concurenţei, ajutorului de stat şi publicităţii

it is sanctioned with a fine from 100 to 200 conventional units applied to the responsible person, with a
fine from 150 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person.

Chapter XVII
CONTRAVENTIONS CONCERNING THE REGIME

STATE BORDERS AND RESIDENCE REGIME
ON THE TERRITORY OF THE REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA

Article 331.  Damage, destruction, intentional permutation of signs
                         the village border, the installation of false border signs
Damage, destruction, intentional permutation of state border signs, installation of false border signs
is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 30 conventional units.
Article 332.  Violation of the regime of the state border, of the zone regime
                        of the border, of the state border crossing points regime
                         and the rules for crossing the state border
(1) Violation of the regime of the state border, the regime of the border area, the regime of the crossing

points of the state border and the rules of crossing the state border is sanctioned with a fine of 6 to 12
conventional
units applied to the natural person, with a fine from 9 to 18 conventional units applied to the responsible
person.

(2) Crossing the state border through the state border crossing points without a passport or without
authorization from the respective authorities

it is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.

Article 332  . Violation of the rules for transporting foreigners and the obligation
                           to present data on transported passengers
(1) Bringing by carriers to the Republic of Moldova foreign citizens or stateless persons who do not

have a valid visa or, as the case may be, a valid residence permit and a valid document for crossing the state
border, recognized or accepted by the Republic of Moldova, if the legislation in force or the international
treaties to which the Republic of Moldova is a party do not provide otherwise,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 180 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(2) The carrier's refusal to ensure the immediate transportation of foreign citizens or stateless persons
under the conditions provided for in para. (1) at the place of embarkation or in another place that foreign
citizens or stateless persons accept and in which they accept or refuse to bear the expenses of accommodation
and maintenance, as well as other expenses related to their return,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 180 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(3) Non-transmission, incomplete or erroneous transmission by the carriers, upon request, to the Border
Police of the data regarding the passengers they will transport to an authorized state border crossing point
through which they will enter/exit in/ from Moldova,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 90 to 180 conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 333.  Violation of the rules of stay in the Republic of Moldova
(1) Violation by foreign citizens or stateless persons of the rules of stay in the Republic of Moldova by

not leaving the territory of the country at the expiration of the period of stay or stay granted
is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 30 conventional units.
(2) Violation by foreign citizens or stateless persons of the rules of stay in the Republic of Moldova

manifested by the use of inauthentic documents, by declaring false data in order to obtain a visa or identity
documents

is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units.
(3) Non-observance by foreign citizens or stateless persons of the deadline for submission to the

competent authority for foreigners of the request for granting/extending the right of residence
is sanctioned with a fine ranging from 18 to 30 conventional units.
(4) Non-declaration by foreign citizens or stateless persons to the competent authorities, within the term

established by the legislation, of the fact of entering the territory of the Republic of Moldova in order to be
recorded, with the exception of those who have been authorized to enter,
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is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 12 conventional units. The respective sanction does not apply to
holders of travel documents issued by foreign authorities domiciled in the localities on the left side of the
Dniester (Transnistria).

(4  ) Non-declaration by foreign citizens within 15 days about the change of the travel document, as
well as about the loss, theft, damage of the travel document/residence permit/identity card for stateless persons
or any change in the marital status and in personal data, especially change of name, surname, citizenship,
domicile and/or residence, conclusion, dissolution or annulment of marriage,

is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 30 conventional units.
(4  ) Non-compliance by foreign citizens with the obligation to have the residence permit or identity

card for stateless persons with them at all times, not to alienate it and to present it at the request of the
competent bodies whenever it is requested of them

is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 30 conventional units.
(4  ) Retention of a foreign citizen's travel document or residence permit, or identity card for stateless

persons by unauthorized persons
it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 120 to 150 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(5) The sanction provided for in para. (1) does not apply to foreign citizens who voluntarily leave the

territory of the Republic of Moldova within 15 days after the expiration of the granted period of stay or stay or
to holders of travel documents who are domiciled in the localities on the left side of the Dniester (Transnistria).

(6) Facilitating in any form the illegal stay of foreign citizens on the territory of the Republic of
Moldova, if this does not constitute a crime,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 100 to 150 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 200 to 250 conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 334.  Violation of the rules of employment of citizens
                         foreigners or stateless persons
(1) Employment of foreign citizens or stateless persons, temporarily located in the Republic of

Moldova, without a residence permit for the purpose of work issued in the manner established by the legislation
it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 120 to 150 conventional units applied to the legal person for each illegal employee.
(2) Carrying out the work activity by foreign or stateless citizens, temporarily located in the Republic of

Moldova, without a residence permit for the purpose of work issued in the manner established by the legislation
is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units.
(3) Obtaining, at the request of the responsible person, the residence permit for the purpose of work

issued in the name of a foreign citizen or a stateless person, temporarily located in the Republic of Moldova,
without his employment in the field of work

it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 120 to 150 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.

Article 334  . Violation of the rules of being in public custody
Violation of the rules of being in public custody, manifested by the unauthorized leaving by the foreign

citizen or the stateless person of the Temporary Placement Center for Foreigners while in public custody or
during his escort to/from the Center,

is sanctioned with contraventional arrest of up to 15 days.
Chapter XVIII

CONTRAVENTIONS CONCERNING THE METHOD OF ADMINISTRATION.
OFFENSES IN THE FIELD OF MARKET SUPERVISION, METROLOGY,

STANDARDIZATION AND CONSUMER PROTECTION
Article 335.  Self-will
Self-will, i.e. the arbitrary exercise of an actual or presumed right by violating the order established by

legislation, if the act does not constitute a crime,
it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 24 conventional units or with unpaid work for the benefit of the

community from 40 to 60 hours.
Article 336.  Malicious non-subordination to the disposition or legitimate request
                         of the collaborator of the law enforcement bodies
(1) Maliciously disobeying the order or legitimate request of the prosecutor, the criminal investigation

officer, the intelligence and security officer, the employee with a special status of the Ministry of Internal
Affairs, another person, in the exercise of the function or public duty ensuring state security, maintaining public
order and fighting crime,
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it is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 36 conventional units or with unpaid work for the benefit of the
community from 30 to 60 hours.

(2) The actions provided for in para. (1) accompanied by physical violence or manifestation in any way
of the threat of violence, including verbal,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 40 to 60 conventional units, with unpaid work for the benefit of the
community from 40 to 70 hours or with contravention arrest from 3 to 5 days.

Article 336  .  Interference in the contravention process
(1) Interference, in any form, in the activity of the ascertaining agent with the aim of preventing the

exercise of functional attributions
it is sanctioned with a fine from 24 to 36 conventional units or with unpaid work for the benefit of the

community from 30 to 60 hours.
(2) The actions provided for in paragraph (l) committed with the use of the service situation, if this does

not constitute a crime,
is sanctioned with a fine of 30 to 50 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of 100

to 150 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position with or without deprivation, in both
cases, of the right to hold certain positions or the right to carry out a certain activity for a period of 3 months to
a year.

Article 337.  Failure to take measures to remove the violation of the legislation
Failure to take measures to eliminate the violation of the legislation, indicated in the report of the

authority empowered to liquidate the causes that directly generated or conditioned such violations, as well as
the late response given to the report or to the information presented by this authority

it is sanctioned with a fine from 21 to 45 conventional units applied to the person in a responsible
position.

Articolul 338. Folosirea ilegală a semnelor aflate sub protecţia tratatelor
                         internaţionale
Folosirea ilegală a emblemei Crucii Roşii şi a denumirii "Crucea Roşie", a însemnelor care pot fi

identificate cu emblema Crucii Roşii
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 12 la 18 unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă de

la 30 la 60 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de răspundere.
Articolul 339. Încălcarea legislației privind regimul actelor de stare civilă
(1) Tăinuirea naşterii ori a decesului sau declararea naşterii ori a decesului cu încălcarea condițiilor sau

a termenelor prevăzute de legislație
se sancționează cu amendă de la 9 la 21 de unități convenționale.
(2) Înhumarea sau incinerarea cadavrului fără înregistrarea decesului la oficiul stare civilă sau la

autoritatea abilitată prin lege în acest sens
se sancționează cu amendă de la 9 la 30 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă de

la 90 la 180 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei juridice.
(3) Deteriorarea intenționată sau pierderea formularelor certificatelor de stare civilă, precum şi a altor

acte care se păstrează la oficiul stare civilă
se sancționează cu amendă de la 12 la 30 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă

de la 15 la 45 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de răspundere.
(4) Omiterea asigurării integrității şi a securității registrelor şi a formularelor certificatelor de stare

civilă, potrivit normelor de păstrare şi de evidență a acestora,
se sancționează cu amendă de la 15 la 27 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă

de la 18 la 36 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de răspundere.
Articolul 340. Comunicarea de date false pentru a fi înscrise în actele
                        de identitate
Comunicarea de date false pentru a fi înscrise în actele de identitate
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 24 la 42 de unităţi convenţionale.
Articolul 341. Ridicarea ilegală de către o persoană cu funcţie de răspundere
                        a buletinului de identitate
Ridicarea ilegală de către o persoană cu funcţie de răspundere a buletinului de identitate, luarea sau

predarea acestuia drept garanţie
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 30 la 60 de unităţi convenţionale.
Articolul 342. Chemarea intenţionat falsă a serviciilor specializate
Chemarea intenţionat falsă a serviciului de salvatori şi pompieri, a poliţiei, a serviciului de ajutor

medical urgent, a altor servicii specializate
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se sancţionează cu amendă de la 30 la 60 de unităţi convenţionale sau cu muncă neremunerată în folosul
comunităţii de la 40 la 60 de ore.

Articolul 343. – abrogat.
Articolul 344. Încălcarea cerinţelor stabilite în actele normative privind
                         producerea, depozitarea, punerea la dispoziție pe piață
                         şi comercializarea produselor, privind prestarea serviciilor
                         şi încălcarea regulilor de protecţie a consumatorilor
(1) Încălcarea cerinței generale de siguranță a produselor prin:
a) the making available on the market by the manufacturer (importer) and/or by the distributor of

products that do not meet the general safety requirement
it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility

function, with a fine from 240 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person;
b) omission of the manufacturer (importer) and/or the distributor, through the product or packaging, to

provide consumers with information that would allow the risks presented by a product during its period of use
to be assessed, which may be reasonably foreseen, or during the validity period, when these risks are not
immediately perceptible by consumers without the appropriate warnings,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility
function, with a fine from 180 to 240 conventional units applied to the legal person;

c) omission of the company by the manufacturer (importer) of the actions prescribed by the legislation
or those necessary to avoid the risks that the products present to consumers, including the withdrawal of the
products from the market, the adequate and effective warning of the consumers, the recovery of the products
from the consumers in respect of which the control body or its own specialists found that they do not meet the
general safety requirement

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility
function, with a fine from 120 to 240 conventional units applied to the legal person;

d) omission of the company by the distributor of the actions prescribed by the legislation or those
necessary to avoid the risks that the products present to consumers, including the keeping and presentation of
the documents (information) necessary to determine the origin of the products, as well as the distribution of the
products of which they are aware, or which, based on the information held and as specialists, should have
considered non-compliant with the general safety requirement,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility
function, with a fine from 120 to 240 conventional units applied to the legal person;

e) omission of immediate information by the manufacturer (importer) and/or by the distributor of the
competent authority about the actions taken in order to prevent risks for the consumer

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 45 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility
function, with a fine from 120 to 180 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(2) Violation of the requirements established in the normative acts by:
a)  –  repealed;
b) placing on the market and making products available on the market, as well as the provision of

services in violation of the essential requirements established in the applicable technical regulations, through:
the incorrect use and application of the CE marking in terms of shape, size, visibility, legibility, characteristic
the CE conformity marking cannot be erased, as well as the incorrect use and application of other additional
markings, provided for in the applicable technical regulation; failure to present the declaration of conformity or
failure to accompany the product with this document in the event that the applicable technical regulation
provides for this; drawing up the declaration of conformity in violation of the requirements established by the
applicable technical regulation; non-presentation of the technical documentation for the product or non-
compliance of the technical documentation presented with the provisions of the applicable technical regulation;
failure to enter the identification number of the notified conformity assessment body next to the CE marking
when the applicable technical regulation provides for this,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 45 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 240 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person;

c) importing, making products available on the market, providing services without presenting complete,
truthful and correct information in the state language; non-presentation by the manufacturer (packer) of
information about the name of the product, the name and brand of the manufacturer, the name of the importer,
their address (phone number, as the case may be), about the mass/volume, length, area, the main qualitative
characteristics, the composition, the additives used, possible risks, about the way of use, handling, storage,



conservation or preservation, about contraindications, as well as about the energy and nutritional value of
prepackaged food products; not indicating the country of manufacture, the warranty period, the duration of
operation, the validity period and the date of manufacture,

it is sanctioned with a fine of 15 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of
270 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person;

d) the failure of the seller and the provider to comply with the technical conditions established by the
manufacturer for the product; or

e) the use by the provider of offensive and/or uncertified products and procedures and the failure to
immediately notify the competent authority, as well as the manufacturer, of the existence of any product, used
in the provision of the service, of which it is aware that it is dangerous and/or falsified (counterfeit ); or

f) failure to provide services (if the services contain spoken or written textual elements) in the state
language; or

g) failure by the manufacturer, in the normative document, to establish the validity period of food
products, perfumery articles, cosmetic articles, medicines, household chemical articles and other products; or

h) failure to inform the consumer about the price of the product (in the case of prepackaged products –
the price for a unit of measure and the selling price of the prepackaged quantity) and failure to provide the
information specified in letter c), the data on the certification of conformity or the declaration of conformity, if
the legislation provides for this, as well as the failure to provide the consumer with the technical book or the
instructions for use, installation, operation, maintenance, developed by the manufacturer; or

i) non-presentation in the national language of information about the products and services offered to
the consumer, including their non-presentation verbally and in the technical book, in the instructions for use,
installation, operation, maintenance or in other accompanying documentation; or

j) not indicating, in the information about the services provided according to the regulations in force, the
quality category of the service, the term of provision, the guarantee term, the tariffs, any risks and the data
about the certification of conformity or about the declaration of conformity, if the legislation provides this,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 15 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 60 to 108 conventional units applied to the legal person;

k) non-assurance by the seller, manufacturer of the repair and technical servicing of durable products, as
well as the non-assurance of necessary spare parts for the duration of operation established by law

it is sanctioned with a fine from 25 to 50 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 100 to 180 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(3) Violation of consumer protection rules by:
a) the lack of the complaints register or its failure to display it in a visible place for consumers, the

failure of the seller, service provider to register the consumer's complaint, the unjustified refusal to present
(hand over) the complaints register, the failure to resolve the complaint within the terms established by law;

b) the failure of the seller, service provider to display the address and telephone number of the
authorized authority with the function of consumer protection, the information about the warranty period of the
products, services, about the obligation, in case of examination of the complaint, of the presence of the receipt
receipt or another document that confirms the purchase of the product, the provision of the service;

c) the failure of the seller, service provider, including in the event that they carry out commercial
activity outside the authorized place, to display their name or license, if its obligation is stipulated by the law, of
the work schedule, as well as non-observance thereof

it is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 15 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the legal person;

d) the use by the merchant of incorrect commercial practices (misleading and/or aggressive) that distort
or are likely to essentially distort the economic behavior of the average consumer they reach or to whom they
are addressed or of the average member of a group, in the case when commercial practices are addressed to a
certain group of consumers,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the responsible person, with a
fine from 60 to 120 conventional units applied to the legal person;

e) non-presentation by the trader, at the request of the consumer, of a copy of the contract with standard
contractual clauses that he proposes

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 45 conventional units applied to the responsible person, with a
fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the legal person;

(4) Violation of the requirements of the legislation regarding credit contracts for consumers by:
a) non-presentation or incomplete presentation of the standard information that must be included in the

advertisement or of the pre-contractual information regarding the credit contract for consumers



it is sanctioned with a fine of 300 to 350 conventional units applied to the responsible person, with a
fine of 450 to 500 conventional units applied to the legal entity;

b) non-inclusion in the contract of mandatory standard information regarding the credit contract for
consumers

it is sanctioned with a fine from 300 to 350 contravention units applied to the responsible person, with a
fine from 400 to 450 contravention units applied to the legal person;

c) failure to inform, within 7 calendar days, about the rejection of the credit application as a result of
consulting the database, as well as the identity of this database,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the responsible person, with a
fine from 120 to 180 conventional units applied to the legal person;

d) not informing about any change in the interest rate related to the credit before the change comes into
force

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 300 la 350 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de
răspundere, cu amendă de la 400 la 450 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice;

e) majorarea sau aplicarea nejustificată a comisioanelor, a taxelor, altele decît cele prevăzute în
contractul de credit; sau

f) lipsa notificării în cazul modificării costurilor creditului potrivit condiţiilor contractuale; sau
g) neindicarea în mod expres în contract a modului de calcul al dobînzii, cu precizarea periodicităţii

şi/sau a condiţiilor în care survine modificarea ratei dobînzii flotante; sau
h) încălcarea cerinţelor privind stabilirea ratei dobînzii sau a regulilor de calculare a dobînzii anuale

efective pentru contractele de credit pentru consumatori, precum şi calculul incomplet sau eronat al acesteia,
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 300 la 350 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de

răspundere, cu amendă de la 450 la 500 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice.
(5) Încălcarea cerinţelor faţă de încheierea şi executarea contractelor la distanţă privind serviciile

financiare de consum prin:
a) neprezentarea tipului de serviciu financiar înaintea încheierii unui contract la distanţă cu un

consumator, precum şi necomunicarea termenelor şi condiţiilor contractuale şi a informaţiilor prealabile, cu
excepţia cazurilor prevăzute la alin. (6) din prezentul articol şi la art. 293  alin. (4),

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 6 la 15 unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă de la
30 la 60 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de răspundere sau cu amendă de la 60 la 120 de
unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice;

b) nerambursarea de către furnizor, în termen de 30 de zile calendaristice, a sumelor primite conform
contractului încheiat la distanţă în cazul revocării contractului, cu excepţia sumelor pentru serviciul financiar
prestat efectiv,

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 15 la 45 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 45 la 90 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de răspundere sau cu amendă de la 120 la
180 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice;

c) utilizarea mijloacelor de comunicare la distanţă altele decît sistemul automatizat de apel fără
intervenţie umană de tip automat de apel, telecopiator sau fax, în cazul comunicărilor nesolicitate, dacă există
un refuz evident din partea consumatorului; sau

d) livrarea către consumator a unui serviciu financiar la distanţă contra plată, fără o solicitare prealabilă
din partea acestuia, dacă această livrare presupune efectuarea unei plăţi imediate sau ulterioare,

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 6 la 15 unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă de la
30 la 45 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de răspundere sau cu amendă de la 60 la 90 de
unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice.

(6) Necomunicarea de către prestatorul serviciilor de plată a termenelor şi condiţiilor contractuale, a
informaţiilor prealabile aferente serviciilor de plată prevăzute de legislaţia cu privire la încheierea şi executarea
contractelor la distanţă privind serviciile financiare de consum, şi anume:

a) unde este cazul, a notificării care să indice că serviciul este legat de instrumente ce implică riscuri
speciale asociate trăsăturilor lor specifice sau a operaţiunilor care trebuie executate, sau al cărui cost depinde de
fluctuaţiile de pe pieţele financiare care nu se află sub controlul prestatorului serviciilor de plată şi nu poate fi
prezentată o estimare a evoluţiei viitoare raportată la performanţele statistice precedente;

b) a informaţiei privind existenţa sau posibilitatea existenţei unor taxe şi costuri suplimentare care nu se
achită prin intermediul prestatorului de servicii de plată sau care nu sînt impuse de acesta;

c) a limitei de timp sau a datei pînă la care informaţiile furnizate sînt valabile;
d) a modalităţilor de plată şi de executare a serviciului de plată;
e) a oricărui cost suplimentar pentru consumator, rezultat din utilizarea de către acesta a mijloacelor de

comunicare la distanţă, dacă astfel de costuri adiţionale se percep de către prestatorul de servicii de plată;
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f) a informaţiei privind existenţa sau lipsa dreptului de revocare şi, în cazul în care acest drept există, a
termenului şi a condiţiilor de exercitare a acestuia, inclusiv a informaţiilor privind sumele pe care consumatorul
trebuie să le plătească pentru serviciul de plată prestat în mod efectiv, precum şi a consecinţelor ce decurg din
neexecutarea acestui drept;

g) a modalităţilor practice de exercitare a dreptului de revocare a contractului înainte de termen, a
adresei poştale la care poate fi depusă sau expediată notificarea privind revocarea contractului, precum şi a
numărului de fax sau a adresei electronice la care aceasta poate fi expediată;

h) a informaţiei privind existenţa unor fonduri de garantare sau a altor mecanisme de compensare, altele
decît cele prevăzute prin lege,

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 30 la 60 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de
răspundere sau cu amendă de la 60 la 120 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice.

(7) Încălcarea cerinţelor de informare pentru alte contracte decît contractele negociate în afara spațiilor
comerciale şi contractele la distanţă prin:

a) neprezentarea sau prezentarea incompletă a informaţiei precontractuale pentru alte contracte decît
contractele negociate în afara spațiilor comerciale şi contractele la distanţă

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 6 la 15 unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă de la
18 la 30 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de răspundere, cu amendă de la 42 la 60 de
unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice;

b) necomunicarea principalelor caracteristici ale produselor sau serviciilor în mod corespunzător cu
mijlocul de comunicare utilizat şi cu produsele sau serviciile în cauză

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 6 la 15 unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă de la
18 la 30 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de răspundere, cu amendă de la 42 la 60 de
unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice;

c) necomunicarea informaţiei referitoare la preţul total al produselor sau serviciilor cu toate taxele
incluse ori, în cazul în care preţul nu poate fi calculat din timp dată fiind natura produselor sau a serviciilor, la
modalitatea de calcul al preţului, precum şi la costurile suplimentare de transport, de livrare sau la taxele
poştale, ori, în cazul în care acestea nu pot fi calculate din timp, neindicarea faptului că aceste costuri
suplimentare ar putea fi suportate de consummator

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 6 la 15 unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă de la
30 la 45 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de răspundere, cu amendă de la 60 la 90 de
unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice.

(8) Încălcarea cerinţelor de informare pentru contractele negociate în afara spaţiilor comerciale şi cele la
distanţă prin:

a) neprezentarea sau prezentarea incompletă a informaţiei precontractuale pentru contractele negociate
în afara spaţiilor comerciale şi cele la distanţă

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 6 la 15 unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă de la
18 la 30 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de răspundere, cu amendă de la 42 la 60 de
unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice;

b) necomunicarea principalelor caracteristici ale produselor sau serviciilor în mod corespunzător cu
mijlocul de comunicare utilizat şi cu produsele sau serviciile în cauză

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 6 la 15 unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă de la
18 la 30 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de răspundere, cu amendă de la 42 la 60 de
unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice;

c) necomunicarea informaţiei referitoare la preţul total al produselor sau serviciilor cu toate taxele
incluse, la costurile suplimentare de transport, de livrare, la taxele poștale sau de orice altă natură ori, în cazul
în care acestea nu pot fi calculate din timp, neindicarea faptului că aceste costuri suplimentare ar putea fi
suportate de consummator

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 6 la 15 unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă de la
30 la 45 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de răspundere, cu amendă de la 60 la 90 de
unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice;

d) necomunicarea informaţiei privind costul de utilizare a mijloacelor de comunicare la distanță în
vederea încheierii contractului, atunci cînd este calculat pe baza unui alt tarif decît tariful de bază,

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 6 la 15 unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă de la
30 la 45 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de răspundere, cu amendă de la 60 la 90 de
unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice;

e) necomunicarea informaţiei privind modalitățile de plată, livrare şi executare, privind data pînă la care
sau termenul în care comerciantul se angajează să livreze produsele sau să presteze serviciile



se sancţionează cu amendă de la 6 la 15 unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă de la
30 la 45 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de răspundere, cu amendă de la 60 la 90 de
unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice;

f) necomunicarea informaţiei privind existența și condițiile aferente avansurilor sau altor garanții
financiare care trebuie plătite sau oferite de consumator la cererea comerciantului

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 6 la 15 unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă de la
30 la 45 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de răspundere, cu amendă de la 60 la 90 de
unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice;

g) necomunicarea informaţiei privind existenţa sau lipsa dreptului de revocare şi, dacă acest drept
există, privind termenul şi condiţiile de exercitare a acestuia, inclusiv a informaţiilor despre faptul că
consumatorul va trebui să suporte costul aferent returnării produselor în caz de revocare, iar pentru contractele
la distanță – dacă, prin însăși natura lor, produsele nu pot fi, în mod normal, returnate prin poștă – costul aferent
returnării produselor; necomunicarea informaţiei că consumatorul nu va beneficia de un drept de revocare, a
consecinţelor ce decurg din neexecutarea acestui drept sau a circumstanţelor în care consumatorul îşi pierde
dreptul de revocare

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 6 la 15 unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă de la
30 la 45 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de răspundere, cu amendă de la 60 la 90 de
unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice.

(9) Nerambursarea sau rambursarea, cu depăşirea termenului de 14 zile de la data la care este informat
despre decizia de revocare a contractului, de către comerciant a sumelor pe care le-a primit drept plată din
partea consumatorului

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 6 la 15 unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă de la
60 la 90 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de răspundere, cu amendă de la 90 la 120 de
unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice.

(10) Încălcarea cerințelor legislației în vigoare privind indicarea categoriei de clasificare a structurii de
primire turistică prin:

a) afișarea de către structura de primire turistică a categoriei de clasificare fără a deține certificat de
clasificare emis în condițiile Legii nr. 352/2006 cu privire la organizarea și desfășurarea activității turistice în
Republica Moldova

se sancționează cu amendă de la 40 la 45 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de
răspundere;

b) afișarea repetată, pe parcursul unui an, de către structura de primire turistică a categoriei de
clasificare fără a deține certificat de clasificare

se sancționează cu amendă de la 80 la 90 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de
răspundere.

Articolul 344 . Încălcarea cerinţelor legislației referitoare la contractele
                          privind cazarea periodică, contractele privind produsul de vacanţă
                          pe termen lung, contractele de intermediere a produsului de vacanţă,
                          contractele de intermediere a participării la un sistem de schimb
                          și la contractele de servicii turistice*
(1) Încălcarea cerinţelor legislației referitoare la contractele privind cazarea periodică, contractele

privind produsul de vacanţă pe termen lung, contractele de intermediere a produsului de vacanţă şi contractele
de intermediere a participării la un sistem de schimb prin:

a) neprezentarea sau prezentarea necompletă a informaţiei precontractuale referitoare la contractele
privind cazarea periodică, contractele privind produsul de vacanţă pe termen lung, contractele de intermediere a
produsului de vacanţă şi contractele de intermediere a participării la un sistem de schimb

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 6 la 15 unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă de la
30 la 45 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de răspundere, cu amendă de la 72 la 90 de
unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice;

b) neincluderea în contract a informațiilor standard obligatorii referitoare la contractele privind cazarea
periodică, contractele privind produsul de vacanţă pe termen lung, contractele de intermediere a produsului de
vacanţă şi contractele de intermediere a participării la un sistem de schimb

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 6 la 15 unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă de la
30 la 45 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de răspundere, cu amendă de la 60 la 90 de
unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice;

c) necomunicarea informaţiei privind dreptul de revocare, a termenului şi a condiţiilor de exercitare a
acestuia, a informaţiilor privind interzicerea plăţilor în avans
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it is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 15 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 30 to 45 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 60 to 90
conventional units applied to the legal person.

(2) Violation of the requirements of the legislation regarding tourist service contracts, by:
a) non-presentation or incomplete presentation of the preliminary information at the conclusion of the

tourist services contract
it is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 15 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 30 to 45 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 72 to 90
conventional units applied to the legal person;

b) –  repealed.
Article 345.  Violation of metrology rules
(1) Violation of metrology rules by:
a) putting on the market, putting into use or using measuring instruments in the fields of public health,

public order and safety, environmental protection, consumer protection, collection of fees and taxes, correctness
of commercial transactions, without the following evidence or with falsified evidence , as the case:

– model approval mark;
– CE marking and additional metrological marking;
– metrological verification mark;
– the CE initial metrological verification mark;
– the model approval certificate;
– calibration certificate,
or without the metrological verification bulletin or with the expired metrological verification bulletin,
it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 100 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 80 to 140 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 120 to 180
conventional units applied to the legal person;

b) putting on the market prepackaged products that are not marked with the letter "e" and on which the
nominal weight or nominal volume of the product is not indicated, as well as bottles used as measuring
containers that are not marked with the "з" sign ( inverted epsilon) by the manufacturer or are marked with the
forged "з" sign,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 80 to 140 conventional units applied to the responsible person, with a
fine from 120 to 180 conventional units applied to the legal person;

c) the storage and/or introduction on the market of prepackaged products that do not meet the
requirements and checks provided for in the general regulations of legal metrology, approved by the
Government,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 100 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 80 to 140 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 120 to 180
conventional units applied to the legal person;

d) placing on the market by the manufacturer or his authorized representative and/or putting into use
measuring instruments subject to legal metrological control without ensuring their repair

it is sanctioned with a fine from 80 to 140 conventional units applied to the responsible person, with a
fine from 120 to 180 conventional units applied to the legal person;

e) the introduction on the market by the manufacturer, its authorized representative or by the importer or
the use on the market of measuring instruments, other than those that are subject to legal metrological control,
which do not meet the prescribed requirements and for which the traceability of the measurements has not been
ensured by calibration

it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 100 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 80 to 140 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 120 to 180
conventional units applied to the legal person;

f) repair, installation and commissioning of measuring instruments subject to legal metrological control,
pre-packaging of products, production and/or import of bottles used as measuring containers, before the
submission of the notification and confirmation of its receipt by the National Metrology Institute

it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 100 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 80 to 140 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 120 to 180
conventional units applied to the legal person;

g) refusal to justify relevance and safety by those responsible for publishing or transmitting
measurement results, offering false or misleading measurement results to the public

it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 100 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 80 to 140 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.



(2) Violation of metrology rules by:
a) the use of illegal measurement units in areas of public interest
it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 80 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 90 to 120 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 100 to 160
conventional units applied to the legal person;

b) carrying out measurements in areas of public interest that do not comply with the technical
regulations and normative documents in the field of metrology, carrying out measurements whose results are
not traceable to the national or reference standards of the Republic of Moldova, or to those of other countries
that are traceable to international standards

it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 80 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 90 to 120 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 100 to 160
conventional units applied to the legal person;

c) performing measurements subject to legal metrological control with non-metrologically verified or
uncalibrated measuring instruments and with unapproved legal measurement procedures in stability mode

it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 80 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 90 to 120 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 100 to 160
conventional units applied to the legal person;

d) placing on the market, putting into use or using measuring instruments in measurements in areas of
public interest without metrological markings (CE marking and additional metrological marking, model
approval marking, metrological verification marking, CE initial metrological verification marking) or with
damaged, falsified, removed or expired metrological markings, without model approval certificates, without
metrological verification bulletins or with the mentioned documents falsified or expired

it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 100 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 80 to 140 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 120 to 180
conventional units applied to the legal person;

e) the provision of services, by natural or legal persons operating in areas of public interest, with
inadequate, damaged measuring instruments, without metrological markings (CE marking and additional
metrological marking, model approval marking, metrological verification marking, the initial CE metrological
verification mark) or with damaged, falsified, removed or expired metrological markings, without model
approval certificates, without metrological verification bulletins or with the mentioned documents falsified or
expired

it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 100 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 80 to 140 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine from 120 to 180
conventional units applied to the legal person;

f) the use of measuring instruments with premeditatedly modified metrological characteristics or with
indications expressed in illegal measurement units, banned by the  State Inspectorate for the Supervision of
Non-Food Products and Consumer Protection ,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 100 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 120 to 180 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position.

Article 346.  Violation of the rules of making available to the public and broadcasting
                         of Moldovan, European, international, interstate standards
                         and of other countries, including their projects
Full or partial reproduction, multiplication and dissemination in any form and by any method of

Moldovan, European, international, interstate or other countries' standards without the written consent of the
national standardization body of the Republic of Moldova

it is sanctioned with a fine of 50 to 80 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of
100 to 140 conventional units applied to the person with a responsible position, with a fine of 150 to 250
conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 347.  –  repealed.
Article 348.  Violation of conformity assessment rules
Violation of conformity assessment rules by:
a) issuance of conformity/type examination/calibration certificates and metrological verification

bulletins based on the negative results of tests, calibrations or metrological inspections/verifications;
b) issuance of conformity/type examination/calibration certificates and test reports or metrological

verification bulletins based on false results of tests, certifications, inspections, calibrations or metrological
checks;



c) issuing the documents listed in letter a) and b) in case of non-compliance of the products with the
conditions stipulated in the technical regulations and normative documents, according to which the products
were subjected to the conformity assessment;

d) issuing the documents listed in letters a) and b) for products and services that do not belong to the
accreditation field of the conformity assessment body;

e) issuing the documents listed in letters a) and b) in case of suspension, withdrawal, restriction or
expiration of the validity period of the accreditation granted by the national accreditation body and/or the
recognition/designation granted by the regulatory authority

it is sanctioned with a fine from 180 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person.
Article 349.  Obstructing the legitimate activity of the civil servant
(1) Obstructing in any form the legitimate activity of the civil servant or the official from the law

enforcement bodies or the control bodies, in the exercise of the function (failure to accept control, failure to
present documents, failure to execute other legitimate requirements)

is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine from
45 to 90 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 60 to 120
conventional units applied to the legal person with or without deprivation , in all cases, the right to carry out a
certain activity for a period of 3 months to a year.

(1 ) Împiedicarea în orice formă, de către persoanele responsabile din cadrul autorităţilor administraţiei
publice centrale sau locale, de către persoanele fizice sau persoanele juridice de drept privat, a angajaților
Inspectoratului Social de Stat în exercitarea atribuţiilor de control de stat prin refuzul de a îndeplini măsurile
dispuse de inspectori în termenele stabilite de aceștia, prin refuzul de a pune la dispoziţia inspectorilor toate
documentele şi informaţiile necesare pentru realizarea acţiunilor de supraveghere, control, evaluare și
monitorizare

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 20 la 50 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 50 la 100 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de răspundere, cu amendă de la 100 la 150
de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice.

 (2) – abrogat.
(3) – abrogat.
(4) Împiedicarea activităţii legitime a inspectorilor din cadrul Inspectoratului de Stat pentru

Supravegherea Produselor Nealimentare și Protecția Consumatorilor prin neadmiterea lor la efectuarea
controlului iniţiat în limitele legii, prin împiedicarea accesului în încăperi sau pe teritoriul pasibil controlului,
prin neprezentarea, în cadrul controlului, a documentelor/ informaţiei solicitate care sînt obiectul controlului,
prin prezentarea informaţiei neautentice sau incomplete

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 30 la 90 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 90 la 180 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de răspundere.

(5) Neprezentarea fără motive întemeiate a datelor, informaţiilor, actelor sau documentelor solicitate de
Curtea de Conturi în condiţiile şi termenele legale

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 60 la 90 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de
răspundere.

(6) Refuzul persoanei supuse controlului de a îndeplini, în termenele stabilite, prescripţiile sau măsurile
restrictive dispuse repetat şi necontestate conform legislaţiei cu privire la controlul de stat al activităţii de
întreprinzător

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 75 la 100 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de
răspundere, cu amendă de la 150 la 250 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice.

Articolul 350. Încălcarea de către persoanele cu funcţii de răspundere a legislaţiei
                        privind autorizarea activităţii de întreprinzător
(1) Nesoluţionarea în termenele stabilite de lege a cererii privind eliberarea de acte permisive prevăzute

de lege prin care solicitantului i se permite să iniţieze şi/sau să desfăşoare o afacere, în lipsa unui răspuns
oficial sau refuz oficial de eliberare a actului solicitat, dat în termen legal, generîndu-se astfel intervenţia
prezumţiei legale a aprobării tacite sau neeliberarea actului permisiv și a duplicatului acestuia, precum și
refuzul de a le prelungi, reperfecta, suspenda sau retrage, prin intermediul SIA GEAP,

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 50 la 250 de unităţi convenţionale.
(2) Depăşirea de către funcţionarul autorităţii emitente de acte permisive, responsabil de recepţionarea

cererilor şi documentelor de solicitare a actelor permisive, a funcţiilor atribuite, prin solicitarea prezentării de
documente şi informaţii (altele decît informaţia primară cu privire la identitatea solicitantului), respingerea
şi/sau neînregistrarea cererilor depuse, a actelor anexate şi a declaraţiilor pe propria răspundere

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 60 la 80 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 120 la 170 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de răspundere.
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(3) Neeliberarea sau refuzul de a elibera certificatul constatator conform modelului stabilit de Legea
nr.160/2011 privind reglementarea prin autorizare a activităţii de întreprinzător şi/sau de alte legi

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 80 la 100 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 150 la 200 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de răspundere.

(4) Neeliberarea în termenul stabilit de lege, în lipsa unui refuz întemeiat, a actelor permisive pentru
care nu se aplică mecanismul aprobării tacite sau a actelor permisive care, conform tratatelor şi acordurilor
internaţionale la care Republica Moldova este parte, trebuie obligatoriu să fie deţinute şi prezentate în original

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 100 la 120 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu
amendă de la 170 la 250 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de răspundere.

Articolul 350 . – abrogat.
Article 350  .  Violation of legislation on state control over activity
                          enterprising
(1) Initiation of unexpected control outside the grounds expressly established by law
it is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the responsible person.
(2) Failure to register, incomplete registration or electronic transmission for storage of the control

delegation and/or the control minutes in the State Register of Controls, according to the procedure and time
limits established by law,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 90 conventional units applied to the responsible person.
(3) Failure to use the appropriate checklist during state control by the control body
it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 90 conventional units applied to the responsible person.
(4) Admitting and/or ordering an unjustified extension of the duration of the control, beyond the time

limits established by law, or ordering unjustified restrictive measures
it is sanctioned with a fine from 180 to 300 conventional units applied to the responsible person.
(5) Failure to transmit the control report to the person subject to control
it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 90 conventional units applied to the responsible person.
Article 351. –  repealed.
Article 352.  Outraging the military
Insulting the military, i.e. premeditated offending his honor, dignity or professional reputation in the

exercise of military service obligations, other actions (inactions) that harm the right of the military
it is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 15 conventional units or with unpaid work for the benefit of the

community from 20 to 40 hours.
Article 353.  Outraging the collaborator of the law enforcement bodies
                          by law, the opposition of resistance
(1) Outraging the collaborator of law enforcement bodies, i.e. premeditated offending the honor and

dignity of the prosecutor, the criminal investigation officer, the intelligence and security officer, the employee
with special status of the Ministry of Internal Affairs, another person, in the exercise of the function or of the
public duty to ensure the security of the state,  to maintain, ensure and restore public order, to ensure the safety
of road traffic, to execute court decisions and executive documents  and  to fight crime, expressed through
action, verbally or in written,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 10 to 25 conventional units or with unpaid work for the benefit of the
community from 40 to 60 hours.

 (2) Resisting the prosecutor, the criminal investigation officer, the intelligence and security officer, the
employee with special status of the Ministry of Internal Affairs, another person, in the exercise of the function
or the public duty of ensuring the security of the state, of maintaining, ensuring and restoring public order,
ensuring road traffic safety, enforcing court decisions and executive documents and fighting crime,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 45 conventional units or with unpaid work for the benefit of the
community from 30 to 60 hours or with contravention arrest from 10 to 15 days.

Chapter XIX
CONTRAVENTIONS CONCERNING THE ORDER

PUBLIC AND PUBLIC SECURITY
Article 354.  Hooliganism not too serious
(1) Hooliganism not too serious, i.e. offensive mooring of the natural person in public places, other

similar actions that disturb the public order and peace of the natural person,
it is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 30 conventional units or with unpaid work for the benefit of the

community from 20 to 60 hours.
(2) The act provided for in para. (1), committed for reasons of prejudice,
it is sanctioned with a fine from 48 to 72 conventional units or with unpaid work for the benefit of the

community from 30 to 60 hours.
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Article 355.  Consumption of alcoholic beverages in public places and appearance
                         in such places under the influence of alcohol
(1) The consumption of alcoholic beverages on the streets, in stadiums, in squares, in parks, in all types

of public transport and in other public places where the consumption of alcoholic beverages is not permitted by
the local public administration authorities

it is sanctioned with a fine from 3 to 6 conventional units or with unpaid work for the benefit of the
community from 40 to 60 hours.

(2) Appearing in public places under the influence of alcohol or other substances, if the person has lost
the ability to move independently,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 12 conventional units or with unpaid work for the benefit of the
community from 40 to 60 hours.

Article 355  . Begging accompanied by simulation
                            a disability or presentation
                            of false status data
                            of health
(1) The act of the person who appeals to the public's mercy and/or asks for material aid through one of

the following actions:
a) simulates a physical, mental, intellectual or sensory disability;
b) presents erroneous data, about himself or third parties, regarding the existence of a serious or

incurable disease or the need for expensive medical interventions
it is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 30 conventional units or with unpaid work for the benefit of the

community from 20 to 40 hours.
(2) The act of the person who appeals to the public's mercy and/or asks for material aid through one of

the following actions:
a) presents false documents about the membership of existing or non-existent non-commercial

charitable organizations;
b) collects funds for purported charitable purposes/acts
it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units or with unpaid work for the benefit of the

community from 40 to 60 hours.
Article 356.  Gambling and fortune-telling in public places
(1) Unauthorized gambling, if it does not constitute a crime,
it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units or with unpaid work for the benefit of the

community from 40 to 60 hours.
(2) Divination in public places
it is sanctioned with a fine from 18 to 30 conventional units or with unpaid work for the benefit of the

community from 40 to 60 hours.
Article 357.  Disturbing the peace
(1) Disturbance of peace during the night, from 10 p.m. to 7 a.m., including through loud singing,

acoustic signalling, use of audio-visual equipment with auditory intensity in homes or in public places, other
similar actions,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 9 to 18 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(2) Carrying out reconstruction works or other works, accompanied by noise, in the rooms of residential
blocks on Sundays, as well as during the week from 6 pm to 8 am

it is sanctioned with a fine from 12 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 60 to 90 conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 358.  Violation of insurance regulations
                      of fire protection
Violation of fire protection standards, norms and rules, manifested by:
a) failure to display, in visible places, plans (schemes) for the evacuation of people in case of fire;
b) failure to provide employees of the facility with instructions on fire protection measures;
c) blocking the access roads to the objective, the escape routes and exits, the access to the water

networks for extinguishing fires, to the technique for extinguishing fires and to the means of first intervention
in case of fire;

d) violation of fire protection rules when equipping and maintaining water networks for fire
extinguishing, automatic smoke prevention, extinguishing and evacuation installations, fire extinguishing
techniques and means of first intervention in case of fire;
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e) neglecting or failing to meet the measures specified in the control acts and the prescriptions issued
regarding the liquidation of the detected violations,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 100 to 150 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 200 to 250 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 250 to
300 conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 358  .  Violation of the rules and requirements provided by the legislation
                          regarding civil protection
Violation of the rules or requirements provided by the legislation regarding civil protection, the design,

construction or operation of the facilities and objectives of enterprises, institutions, organizations or other legal
entities or by natural persons, as well as the omission by the enterprise of the measures necessary for the use
and maintenance in the established manner of the rooms, the technique, the protective equipment, the means of
communication and notification, the violation of the requirements, standards, norms or rules of the genetic,
radiation, chemical, medico-biological protection of the objects the national economy and the population

it is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 60 to 120 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility function, with a fine from 120 to
240 conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 359.  Violation of the special regime under exceptional conditions
(1) Violation, under exceptional conditions, of the special regime, if it does not contain the constitutive

elements of the crime,
it is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 12 conventional units or with unpaid work for the benefit of the

community from 40 to 60 hours.
(2) The action specified in paragraph (1) carried out during the exercise of the special form of

administration
it is sanctioned with a fine from 9 to 15 conventional units or with unpaid work for the benefit of the

community from 40 to 60 hours.
Article 360.  Violation of the manner of commercialization and/or alienation
                         of lethal or non-lethal weapons and/or related ammunition
(1) Commercialization of lethal or non-lethal weapons and/or related ammunition to persons who are

not authorized in the manner established by the legislation in force
it is sanctioned with a fine from 240 to 300 conventional units applied to the legal person with the

deprivation of the right to carry out such an activity for a period of 3 months to one year.
(2) Violation of the manner of disposal of lethal or non-lethal weapons subject to authorization and/or

related ammunition or their transmission to an unauthorized person in the manner established by the legislation
in force

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units with the deprivation of the right to own or
carry and use the weapon for a period of 2 to 5 years.

(3) Evading the alienation of lethal and non-lethal weapons subject to authorization or violating the
deadline for submitting them to the police or to a licensed gunsmith in the field of arms sales, in the event of
termination, limitation or suspension of the right to own them,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine
from 120 to 240 conventional units applied to the legal person.

Article 361.  Violation of the rules of keeping, possession, transport, port
                         and use or application of lethal and non-lethal weapons and/or
                         of related ammunition, as well as weapons not subject to authorization
(1) Violation of the rules for keeping, holding, transporting, carrying and using lethal and non-lethal

weapons and/or related ammunition, if the act does not constitute a crime,
is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 30 conventional units applied to the natural person or with the

deprivation of the right to possess or carry and use the weapon for a period of 2 to 5 years, with a fine from 30
to 60 conventional units applied the legal person.

(2) –  repealed.
(3) Exceeding the limit of application of lethal and non-lethal weapons, if the act does not constitute a

crime,
it is sanctioned with a fine of 60 to 90 conventional units with the deprivation of the right to possess or

carry and use the weapon for a period of 2 to 5 years.
(4) Procuring, keeping, carrying, using, repairing or illegally selling non-lethal weapons that are the

subject of the declaration or other weapons not subject to authorization
is sanctioned with a fine from 60 to 90 conventional units.
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(5) Carrying lethal and/or non-lethal weapons subject to authorization while intoxicated by alcohol or
other substances

it is sanctioned with a fine from 42 to 60 conventional units with the deprivation of the right to possess
or carry and use the weapon for a period of 5 years.

(5  ) Opposing or evading the person carrying lethal and/or non-lethal weapons subject to authorization
from alcohol testing, from the medical examination in order to establish the state of intoxication and its nature
or from the collection of biological samples as part of this medical examination

it is sanctioned with a fine from 50 to 70 conventional units with the deprivation of the right to own or
carry and use weapons for a period of 5 years.

(6)  –  repealed.
(7) Introducing, carrying, possessing or keeping a lethal or non-lethal weapon at gatherings or in

crowded places, such as stadiums, educational institutions, institutions of central public administration
authorities, courts of law, holy places, performance halls and public gatherings, as well as in other places where
the use of these weapons is prohibited by law,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 70 to 90 conventional units with the deprivation of the right to possess
or carry and use the weapon for a period of 2 to 5 years.

(8) The carrying of edged weapons, with the exception of hunting knives, on the lands intended for
hunting for which it is authorized,

is sanctioned with a fine from 10 to 50 conventional units.
Article 362.  Violation of the term of registration of lethal weapons
                         and non-lethal or gun license or permit targeting
                         possession of weapons
(1) Violation of the deadline for notifying the police regarding the change in the place of storage of the

weapon or the deadline for reporting to the police in order to register the weapon and obtain the weapon permit
or owner's certificate

it is sanctioned with a fine of 30 to 50 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine of
100 to 150 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(2) Violation of the expiration date of the gun permit or the gun possession permit
it is sanctioned with a fine from 6 to 18 conventional units applied to the natural person, with a fine

from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the legal person.
(3) Încălcarea termenului de vizare a permisului de armă sau a permisului de deţinere a armelor pentru o

perioadă mai mare de un an
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 50 la 70 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă

de la 100 la 150 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice cu privarea de dreptul de deţinere sau port
şi folosire a armei pe un termen de pînă la 5 ani.

Articolul 363. – abrogat.
Articolul 364. Încălcarea legislaţiei cu privire la publicitate
(1) Amplasarea mijloacelor de publicitate exterioară fără permisiunea autorităţii administraţiei publice

locale şi fără acordarea, în modul stabilit, a unui spaţiu de afişaj
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 12 la 90 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă

de la 24 la 120 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de răspundere, cu amendă de la 36 la 180
de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice.

(2) Amplasarea mijloacelor de publicitate exterioară pe arbori
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 12 la 90 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă

de la 24 la 120 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de răspundere, cu amendă de la 36 la 180
de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice.

(2 ) Amplasarea mijloacelor de publicitate exterioară pe un monument arheologic, un monument istoric
sau un monument de for public sau în zona de protecție a acestuia

se sancționează cu amendă de la 36 la 120 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 60 la 180 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de răspundere, cu amendă de la 120 la 240
de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei juridice.

(3) Amplasarea sau difuzarea publicităţii produselor şi a serviciilor supuse certificării sau licenţierii în
cazul în care producătorii lor nu dispun de certificat sau de licenţă, precum şi amplasarea sau difuzarea
publicităţii produselor şi a serviciilor interzise producerii şi comercializării

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 12 la 90 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 24 la 120 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de răspundere, cu amendă de la 36 la 180
de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice.
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(4) Amplasarea sau difuzarea publicităţii produselor şi a serviciilor cu folosirea neautorizată a
simbolurilor statului

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 12 la 90 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 24 la 120 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de răspundere, cu amendă de la 36 la 180
de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice.

(5) Prezentarea, producerea sau difuzarea fără autorizaţie a publicităţii şedinţelor medicale în masă cu
folosirea metodelor de influenţă psihică

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 12 la 90 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 24 la 120 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de răspundere, cu amendă de la 36 la 180
de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice.

(5 ) Difuzarea publicităţii exterioare care nu întruneşte condiţiile prevăzute de lege
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 12 la 90 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă

de la 180 la 300 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice.
(6) Prezentarea, producerea ori difuzarea publicităţii neoneste, neautentice, amorale, sexiste sau a

oricărei alte publicităţi ce contravine legii şi ordinii publice de către agenţii de publicitate
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 18 la 90 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă

de la 120 la 240 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de răspundere, cu amendă de la 240 la
300 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice.

(7) Prezentarea, producerea ori difuzarea publicității cu implicarea și participarea persoanelor care nu au
atins vîrsta de 18 ani, precum şi utilizarea imaginilor cu chipurile acestora în scopuri de publicitate şi
promovare a produselor alimentare nerecomandate preșcolarilor și elevilor

se sancționează cu amendă de la 18 la 90 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 120 la 240 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de răspundere, cu amendă de la 240 la
300 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei juridice.

(8) Prezentarea ori difuzarea publicității produselor alimentare nerecomandate preşcolarilor şi elevilor şi
promovarea acestora în instituţiile de învățămînt general şi profesional tehnic, precum și în taberele de odihnă
şi întremare a sănătăţii copiilor şi adolescenţilor, indiferent de tipul de proprietate şi de forma juridică de
organizare a lor,

se sancționează cu amendă de la 18 la 90 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 120 la 240 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de răspundere, cu amendă de la 240 la
300 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei juridice.

(9) Afişarea în blocurile locative, în afara panourilor informative (publicitare) sau în afara locurilor
destinate pentru publicitate, a diverselor informaţii

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 6 la 12 unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă de la
30 la 60 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de răspundere.

Articolul 364 . Încălcarea legislaţiei cu privire la publicitatea şi sponsorizarea
                          produselor din tutun
(1) Amplasarea și/sau difuzarea publicității în favoarea produselor din tutun, a produselor conexe, a

dispozitivelor și a accesoriilor de utilizare, reîncărcare sau încălzire a acestora și promovarea, inclusiv prin
sponsorizare, a produselor din tutun, a produselor conexe, a dispozitivelor și a accesoriilor de utilizare,
reîncărcare sau încălzire a acestora, care au drept scop sau efect, direct ori indirect, stimularea vînzărilor și
sporirea consumului produselor din tutun și a produselor conexe,

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 84 la 90 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 270 la 300 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice cu privarea de dreptul de a desfăşura o
anumită activitate pe un termen de la 6 luni la un an.

(2) Utilizarea mărcilor comerciale ale produselor din tutun, ale produselor conexe, ale dispozitivelor și
ale accesoriilor de utilizare, reîncărcare sau încălzire a acestora la promovarea altor produse sau servicii,
precum și utilizarea mărcilor comerciale ale altor produse sau servicii la promovarea produselor din tutun, a
produselor conexe, a dispozitivelor și a accesoriilor de utilizare, reîncărcare sau încălzire a acestora, utilizarea
accesoriilor pentru fumat, a dispozitivelor și a accesoriilor de utilizare, reîncărcare sau încălzire a produselor
din tutun și a produselor conexe în scopul promovării, directe sau indirecte, a produselor din tutun și/sau a
produselor conexe, oferirea promoțională sau în calitate de cadou a produselor din tutun și/sau a produselor
conexe, a dispozitivelor și accesoriilor de utilizare, reîncărcare sau încălzire a acestora

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 60 la 72 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 240 la 270 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice cu privarea de dreptul de a desfăşura o
anumită activitate pe un termen de la 6 luni la un an.

Articolul 365. Distrugerea sau deteriorarea intenţionată a obiectelor activităţii
                        de publicitate
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Distrugerea sau deteriorarea intenţionată a afişelor (cu excepţia celor electorale), avizelor, anunţurilor,
altor obiecte ale activităţii de publicitate

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 6 la 18 unităţi convenţionale sau cu muncă neremunerată în folosul
comunităţii de la 30 la 60 de ore.

Articolul 365 . Încălcarea regimului secret în cadrul autorităţilor publice
                          şi al altor persoane juridice
(1) Încălcarea regulilor de acces la secretul de stat
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 15 la 60 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă

de la 30 la 120 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de răspundere, cu amendă de la 60 la 180
de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice.

(2) Încălcarea regulilor de întocmire, evidenţă, păstrare, procesare, multiplicare, utilizare, transmitere,
distrugere a informaţiilor atribuite la secret de stat

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 15 la 60 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 30 la 120 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de răspundere cu sau fără privarea de
dreptul de a deţine anumite funcţii pe un termen de la 3 luni la un an, cu amendă de la 60 la 180 de unităţi
convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice cu sau fără privarea de dreptul de a desfăşura o anumită activitate pe
un termen de la 3 luni la un an.

(3) Încălcarea regulilor de asigurare a protecţiei secretului de stat prin măsuri de ordin juridic, de ordin
procedural, de protecţie fizică, de protecţie a sistemelor informaţionale şi de telecomunicaţii

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 30 la 120 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de
răspundere cu sau fără privarea de dreptul de a deţine anumite funcţii pe un termen de la 3 luni la un an, cu
amendă de la 60 la 180 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice cu sau fără privarea de dreptul de a
desfăşura o anumită activitate pe un termen de la 3 luni la un an.

(4) Faptele specificate la alin. (1)–(3) soldate cu urmări grave, dacă acestea nu constituie infracţiune,
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 30 la 90 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă

de la 90 la 180 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de răspundere cu privarea de dreptul de a
deţine anumite funcţii pe un termen de la 3 luni la un an, cu amendă de la 90 la 240 de unităţi convenţionale
aplicată persoanei juridice cu privarea de dreptul de a desfăşura o anumită activitate pe un termen de la 3 luni la
un an.

Articolul 365 . Secretizarea/desecretizarea neîntemeiată a informaţiilor
(1) Secretizarea/desecretizarea informaţiilor cu încălcarea cerinţelor stabilite de legislaţia cu privire la

secretul de stat
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 30 la 120 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de

răspundere, cu amendă de la 60 la 150 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice.
(2) Refuzul neîntemeiat de a secretiza/desecretiza informaţiile atribuite la secretul de stat
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 30 la 120 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei cu funcţie de

răspundere, cu amendă de la 60 la 150 de unităţi convenţionale aplicată persoanei juridice.
Articolul 365 . Încălcarea regulilor de comportament al spectatorilor
                          la competiţii sportive oficiale desfăşurate în incinta sălilor
                          de sport sau pe stadioane
(1) Pătrunderea spectatorilor în sălile de sport sau pe stadioane fără bilete ori cu încălcarea regulilor de

acces stabilite de către organizator sau administrator, ori cu faţa ascunsă, mascată pentru a împiedica
identificarea persoanei, ori pătrunderea cu animale, cu excepţia cîinilor călăuză cu botniţă,

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 10 la 20 de unităţi convenţionale ori cu muncă neremunerată în folosul
comunităţii de la 10 la 15 ore.

(2) Aruncarea asupra spectatorilor, sportivilor sau a forţelor de ordine, asupra bunurilor aflate în incinta
sălilor de sport sau pe stadioane cu obiecte de orice fel, inclusiv substanţe chimice, ori deteriorarea bunurilor
amplasate în sălile de sport sau pe stadioane

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 20 la 40 de unităţi convenţionale ori cu muncă neremunerată în folosul
comunităţii de la 30 la 50 de ore.

(3) Introducerea în sălile de sport, pe terenurile de sport sau pe stadioane a emblemelor, a steagurilor, a
pancartelor sau altor materiale ce conţin simboluri, imagini ori texte cu conţinut obscen, discriminatoriu, fascist
ori extremist ori difuzarea lor prin orice mijloc în sălile de sport sau pe stadioane

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 40 la 60 de unităţi convenţionale ori cu muncă neremunerată în folosul
comunităţii de la 20 la 25 de ore.

(4) Comercializarea biletelor contrar regulilor stabilite de organizatori
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 80 la 100 de unităţi convenţionale ori cu muncă neremunerată în

folosul comunităţii de la 30 la 35 de ore.
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(5) Introducerea ori aprinderea materialelor pirotehnice în timpul competiţiilor sportive oficiale, în sălile
de sport, pe terenurile de sport sau pe stadioane

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 100 la 120 de unităţi convenţionale ori cu muncă neremunerată în
folosul comunităţii de la 35 la 50 de ore.

(6) Deteriorarea, schimbarea locului semnelor ori indicatoarelor amplasate de organizator pentru a
facilita accesul în sălile de sport sau pe stadioane

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 120 la 140 de unităţi convenţionale ori cu muncă neremunerată în
folosul comunităţii de la 40 la 50 de ore.

(7) Neexecutarea imediată a dispoziţiei de evacuare din sălile de sport, de pe terenurile de sport sau de
pe stadioane de către spectatori, ca măsură de evacuare dispusă de către forţele de ordine ori de către
organizatori,

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 140 la 160 de unităţi convenţionale ori cu muncă neremunerată în
folosul comunităţii de la 50 la 60 de ore.

(8) Intrarea în sălile de sport sau pe stadioane cu arme, muniţii, substanţe explozive, orice substanţe
interzise sau obiecte ce pot pune în pericol viaţa ori sănătatea oamenilor

se sancţionează cu amendă de la 160 la 200 de unităţi convenţionale sau cu muncă neremunerată în
folosul comunităţii de la 30 la 60 de ore.

Articolul 365 . Încălcarea legislației în domeniul
                            protecției antiteroriste
(1) Încălcarea prevederilor Regulamentului privind protecția antiteroristă a infrastructurii critice,

aprobat prin Hotărârea Guvernului nr. 701/2018, prin lipsa dotării obiectivului de infrastructură critică cu
pașaport antiterorist, lipsa planului de pază a obiectivului sau nerespectarea condițiilor de evaluare, testare,
revizuire și actualizare a acestora

se sancționează cu amendă de la 40 la 80 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de
răspundere, cu amendă de la 80 la 120 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei juridice.

(2) Neexecutarea prescripțiilor obligatorii privind înlăturarea neajunsurilor depistate, precum și privind
realizarea altor măsuri de asigurare a securității antiteroriste la obiectivul infrastructurii critice emise în
conformitate cu Regulamentul privind organizarea și desfășurarea testelor antiteroriste, aprobat prin Hotărârea
Guvernului nr. 996/2018,

se sancționează cu amendă de la 40 la 80 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de
răspundere, cu amendă de la 80 la 120 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei juridice.

Articolul 365 . Încălcarea drepturilor cetățenilor prin
                          răspândirea atributelor și simbolurilor general  
                          cunoscute ce sunt utilizate în contextul unor acțiuni
                          de agresiune militară, crime de război sau
                           crime împotriva umanității, precum și al propagandei
                           sau glorificării acestor acțiuni
Confecționarea, vânzarea, răspândirea, deținerea în vederea răspândirii și utilizarea în public a

atributelor și simbolurilor general cunoscute ce sunt utilizate în contextul unor acțiuni de agresiune militară,
crime de război sau crime împotriva umanității, precum și al propagandei sau glorificării acestor acțiuni,

 se sancționează cu amendă de la 90 la 180 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice sau cu
muncă neremunerată în folosul comunității de la 30 la 60 de ore, cu amendă de la 180 la 360 de unități
convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de răspundere, cu amendă de la 360 la 600 de unități convenționale
aplicată persoanei juridice.

Capitolul XX
CONTRAVENŢII ÎN DOMENIUL EVIDENŢEI MILITARE

Articolul 366. Neîndeplinirea îndatoririlor privind evidenţa militară
(1) Neprezentarea persoanei care se află la evidenţă sau care este obligată să se afle la evidenţă militară,

la citarea organelor administrativ-militare, fără motive întemeiate sau plecarea ei în o altă localitate pentru
domiciliere ori şedere temporară, sau plecarea în străinătate pe un termen ce depăşeşte 30 de zile fără a se
scoate de la evidenţă, sau sosirea dintr-o altă localitate unde domiciliază temporar fără a se pune la evidenţă
militară, precum şi comunicarea tardivă organului de evidenţă militară a datelor despre schimbarea stării
familiale, a domiciliului, a locului de studii, de muncă sau schimbarea funcţiei, pentru o perioadă ce depăşeşte
30 de zile,

se sancționează cu amendă de la 12 la 30 de unități convenționale.
(2) Neprezentarea de către persoanele cu funcţii de răspundere ale autorităţilor publice, instituţiilor

publice, agenţilor economici, indiferent de tipul de proprietate şi forma juridică de organizare, organelor
administrativ-militare, în modul stabilit de legislaţie, a datelor privind evidenţa militară şi a modificărilor
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survenite la acestea cu privire la recruţi, militari şi rezervişti
se sancționează cu amendă de la 42 la 90 de unități convenționale.
Articolul 367. Deteriorarea sau nimicirea cu intenţie ori pierderea
                         din neglijenţă a documentelor de evidenţă militară
Deteriorarea sau nimicirea cu intenţie ori pierderea din neglijenţă a livretului militar, a adeverinţei de

recrutare sau a ordinului de mobilizare
se sancţionează cu amendă de la 3 la 6 unităţi convenţionale.
Articolul 368. Eschivarea de la examenul medical
Eschivarea recruţilor şi rezerviştilor de la examenul medical
se sancționează cu amendă de la 12 la 24 de unități convenționale.
Articolul 369. Angajarea la lucru sau înmatricularea la studii a tinerilor,
                         a recruţilor şi a rezerviştilor neluaţi la evidenţă militară
Angajarea la lucru sau înmatricularea la studii a tinerilor, a recruţilor şi a rezerviştilor neluaţi la evidenţă

militară de către organele administrativ-militare
se sancționează cu amendă de la 24 la 48 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de

răspundere, cu amendă de la 60 la 120 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei juridice.
Articolul 370. Eschivarea de la încorporare în serviciul civil (de alternativă)
Eschivarea de la încorporare în serviciul civil (de alternativă)
se sancționează cu amendă de la 12 la 30 de unități convenționale.
Articolul 371. Favorizarea sustragerii cetăţenilor de la îndeplinirea
                         serviciului militar, încorporarea sau eliberarea nelegitimă
                         a cetăţenilor de la încorporare
Favorizarea prin acţiuni sau inacţiuni a sustragerii cetăţenilor de la îndeplinirea serviciului militar,

încorporarea sau eliberarea nelegitimă a cetăţenilor de la încorporare în serviciul militar sau în serviciul civil
(de alternativă) de către medicii specialişti care participă la examinarea medicală a cetăţenilor, membrii
comisiei de recrutare-încorporare, persoanele cu funcţii de răspundere ale autorităţilor publice, instituţiilor
publice, agenţilor economici, indiferent de tipul de proprietate şi forma juridică de organizare, precum şi de
către conducătorii organizaţiilor obşteşti,

se sancționează cu amendă de la 18 la 36 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei fizice, cu amendă
de la 42 la 90 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de răspundere.

Articolul 372. Introducerea în uz sau purtarea ilegală a uniformei militare
                         şi a însemnelor gradului militar, ale genului de arme şi
                         ale apartenenţei departamentale
(1) Introducerea în uz, pentru lucrătorii instituţiilor publice şi ai agenţilor economici, a uniformei şi a

însemnelor similare uniformei şi însemnelor gradelor militare
se sancționează cu amendă de la 60 la 120 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei cu funcție de

răspundere, cu amendă de la 120 la 240 de unități convenționale aplicată persoanei juridice.
(2) Purtarea ilegală a uniformei militare şi a însemnelor gradului militar, ale genului de arme şi ale

apartenenţei departamentale
se sancționează cu amendă de la 30 la 60 de unități convenționale.
Article 373.  Violation of the rules regarding requisitions of goods and services
                         services in the public interest
(1) Failure to communicate within the deadline or refusal to communicate to the administrative-military

bodies record data regarding the quantity and condition of requisitionable goods, as well as the changes
occurring in these data,

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility
function, with a fine from 60 to 120 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(2) Refusal, in case of military concentrations, mobilization exercises and training, to make
requisitionable goods available, not declaring them in the inventory or evading the fulfillment of such
obligations

it is sanctioned with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility
function, with a fine from 30 to 60 conventional units applied to the legal person.

(3) Avoiding or refusing to provide services in the public interest in the case of military concentrations,
exercises and mobilization training, as well as avoiding or refusing to prevent, locate or remove the
consequences of natural disasters, man-made accidents and catastrophes

it is sanctioned with a fine from 42 to 90 conventional units applied to the person with a responsibility
function, with a fine from 120 to 180 conventional units applied to the legal person.
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THE CONTROVERSIAL PROCESS
Title I

GENERAL PART
Chapter I

GENERAL DISPOSITIONS
Article 374.  Contravention process
(1)  –  repealed.
(2) The contravention process is the activity carried out by the competent authority, with the

participation of the parties and other persons holding rights and obligations, with the aim of establishing the
contravention, examining and solving the contravention cause, ascertaining the causes and conditions that
contributed to the commission of the contravention.

(2  ) The contravention process begins by law from the moment of notification or self-notification of
the ascertaining agent regarding the commission of the contravention.

(3) The contravention process is carried out on general principles of contravention law, based on the
Constitution, the present code, the Criminal Procedure Code, as well as the rules of international law and
international treaties regarding the fundamental human rights and freedoms to which the Republic Moldova is a
party.

 (4) In the framework of the contravention process, the processing of personal data is carried out
according to the provisions of Law no. 133 of July 8, 2011 regarding the protection of personal data.

Article 375.  Presumption of innocence
(1) The person accused of committing a misdemeanor is considered innocent as long as his guilt is not

proven in the manner provided by this code.
(2) No one is obliged to prove his innocence.
(3) Conclusions about the person's guilt in committing the offense cannot be based on assumptions. All

doubts in the proof of the accusation that cannot be removed under the conditions of this code are interpreted in
favor of the person in respect of whom the contravention process was started.

Article 376.  Inviolability of the person
(1) Individual freedom and personal safety are inviolable.
(2) The person subject to contraventional liability may be detained or subject to coercion only in

exceptional cases and under the conditions of this code, and shall be treated with respect for human dignity.
(3) Detention of the person in the contravention case cannot exceed 3 hours, except for the cases

provided by this code.
 (4) The detained person is immediately informed, in the language he understands, of his rights and the

reasons for detention, the circumstances of the act, the legal framework of the action he is accused of
committing.

(5) The person detained illegally or the person in respect of whom the grounds for detention have lapsed
are to be released immediately.

(6) The search, physical examination, other procedural actions that affect the inviolability of the person
may be carried out without the consent of the person or his legal representative only under the conditions of this
code.

(7) During the contravention process, no one can be physically or mentally mistreated and any actions
and methods that create a danger to human life or health are prohibited, even with his consent. The detained
person cannot be subjected to violence, threats or methods or procedures that would affect his ability to make
decisions and express his opinions.

(8) The person whose freedom and dignity were harmed by the illegal application of a procedural
measure has the right to reparation, under the law, of the damage thus caused.

Article 377.  Freedom to testify against oneself
(1) No one can be forced to testify against himself or his close relatives, his/her spouse, fiancé/fiancée

or to admit guilt.
(2) The person to whom the competent authority to solve the contravention case proposes to make

exculpatory statements against himself or his close relatives, his/her husband/wife, fiancé/fiancée has the right
to refuse to make such statements and cannot be held liable for this.

Article 378.  The right to defense
(1) In the contravention process, the competent authority to resolve the contravention case is obliged to

ensure the parties and other participants in the process the full exercise of their procedural rights under the
conditions of this code.

(2) During the contravention process, the parties have the right to be assisted by a defense attorney
(lawyer).
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(3) At the time of the initiation of the contraventional process, the competent authority to resolve the
contraventional case is obliged to inform the person liable for contraventional liability of his right to be assisted
by a defense attorney.

(4) In no more than 3 hours from the moment of apprehension, the person who is liable to the sanction
of contraventional arrest and does not have a chosen defender is assigned, in the manner established by art. 167
para. (1  ) of the Code of Criminal Procedure, a lawyer who provides legal assistance guaranteed by the state.

Article 379.  The language in which the contravention process takes place 
                        and the right to an interpreter
(1) The contravention process is conducted in the state language.
(2) The person who does not possess or does not speak the state language has the right to learn about all

the documents and materials of the file and to speak before the competent authority to solve the contravention
case through an interpreter.

(3) The contravention process can be conducted in the language accepted by the majority of people
participating in the process. In this case, the procedural documents must also be drawn up in the state language.

(4) The procedural acts of the competent authority to resolve the contravention case are handed to the
person in respect of whom the contravention process was started, being translated into the language he knows,
in the manner established by this code.

Article 380.  The right not to be prosecuted or sanctioned more than once
(1) No one can be prosecuted or sanctioned more than once for the same act. The resumption of the

contravention process that has ceased can only take place in the case of the discovery of new circumstances or
in the case of the detection of a fundamental flaw, which affected the decision to terminate the contravention
process.

(2) Criminal liability for the non-execution, improper execution of the measures specified in the control
acts, decisions, decisions, reports and the prescriptions issued by the competent authorities excludes the
criminal liability for the unremedied violations indicated therein.

Article 381.  Free access to justice
(1) Every person has the right to effective satisfaction from the competent court against acts that violate

his rights, freedoms and legitimate interests.
(2) Every person has the right to the examination and resolution of his case in a fair manner, within a

reasonable time, by an independent, impartial, legally constituted court, which acts in accordance with this
code.

(3) The representative of the competent authority to resolve the contravention case may not participate
in the examination of the case if he has, directly or indirectly, an interest that could affect his impartiality.

(4) The competent authority to resolve the contravention case has the obligation to take all the measures
provided by the law for the investigation under all aspects, complete and objective, of the circumstances of the
case, to highlight both the circumstances that prove the guilt of the person, as well as those that exonerate the
person in regarding which a contravention process was initiated, as well as mitigating or aggravating
circumstances.

Article 382.  Summons
(1) The summons is a procedural action by which the competent authority to resolve the contravention

case ensures the presentation of the person before it for the normal development of the contravention process.
(2) The summons is made by written invitation, which is handed over by the competent authority or sent

by post, by telephone or telegraphic note, by fax, by electronic mail or by other means if the authority can
prove that the summons was received or was transmitted to the cited person, but he refused to receive it.

(3) The subpoena is made in such a way that the summoned person receives the invitation at least 5 days
before the date when he must appear before the respective authority.

(4) The person is obliged to appear at the date, time and place indicated in the summons. In case of
impossibility to appear, the person is obliged to inform the respective body, indicating the reason, as well as to
agree on the date and time when he will be able to appear.

(5) If he does not notify the authority about the impossibility to appear at the date, time and place
indicated in the summons or if he does not appear without reason, the person may be subject to a judicial fine,
in accordance with art. 201 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, or forced bringing. The unmotivated non-
appearance of the person does not prevent the examination of the case.

(6) The procedural action of summoning the person during the contravention process is carried out in
accordance with art. 237-242 of the Criminal Procedure Code.

(7) The procedural documents are communicated to the person according to the summoning rules.
Article 383.  Expenses related to the contravention process
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(1) The expenses for the administration and preservation of the evidence, for the remuneration of the
defender, other expenses related to the contraventional process shall be borne by the violator, if a
contraventional sanction has been applied, in the manner established by the legislation. The payment of legal
expenses is carried out in accordance with art. 229 of the Criminal Procedure Code.

(2) The victim, his representative, the witness, the specialist, the expert, the interpreter, the translator,
the defender (lawyer) have the right to the compensation of the damage and the expenses incurred in the
contravention process in the order of the civil procedure, except in cases where there are no divergences on
their extent.

(3) The person in respect of whom a contravention process has been started shall be reinstated in the
right of which he was deprived and he shall be compensated for the costs incurred in the process if, by a final
decision, he is declared innocent or his contravention liability is removed, except in the case of amnesty.

Article 383  .  Defense of state, commercial and other information secrets
                          with limited access in the contravention process
During the contravention process, for the defense of information that constitutes a state secret,

commercial or other information with limited access, the provisions of art. 213 and 214 of the Criminal
Procedure Code.

Chapter II
PARTICIPANTS IN THE CONTROVERSIAL PROCESS

Article 384.  The person in respect of whom contravention proceedings were initiated
(1)  –  repealed.
(2) The person in respect of whom contravention proceedings have been initiated has the right:
a) for defense;
b) to know the imputed deed;
c) to be provided, within 3 hours after the arrest, with a lawyer who provides state-guaranteed legal

assistance if the deed is liable to the sanction of contraventional arrest;
d) to notify, in the case of detention, within one hour from the moment of detention, through the

competent authority to resolve the contravention case, two persons, of his choice, about the fact and the place
of detention;

e) to receive written information and an explanation of his rights set forth in this article, including the
right to remain silent and not to testify against himself, his close relatives, his spouse, his fiancee, as well as not
to admits guilt;

f) to be heard in the presence of the defender if he accepts or requests to be heard;
g) to have meetings with the defender under confidential conditions, without limiting the number and

duration of the meetings;
h) to be aware of the materials in the file and to be issued, upon request, within 24 hours at most, copies

of the minutes;
i) to present evidence;
j) to formulate requests;
k) to challenge the decision on the case;
l) to fully or partially admit guilt in committing the act attributed to him;
m) to request the recusal of the representative of the competent authority to apply the contraventional

sanction, the expert, the interpreter, the translator, the clerk;
n) to request the hearing of witnesses;
o) to make objections against the actions of the ascertaining agent and to request the recording of his

objections in the minutes;
p) to take cognizance of the report completed by the ascertaining agent, to object to its correctness, to

ask for its completion with the circumstances that, in his opinion, must be recorded;
q) reconcile with the victim under the conditions provided by this code;
r) to be informed by the ascertaining agent about all the decisions that refer to his rights and interests, to

receive, upon request, copies of these decisions;
s) to attack, in the manner established by law, the actions and decisions of the competent authority to

resolve the contravention case, including the court decision;
t) to withdraw any complaint filed personally or by the defender in his interests;
u) to request and receive compensation for the damage caused by the illegal actions or inactions of the

competent authority to ascertain the contravention or to resolve the contravention case.
(3) The realization by the person in respect of whom a contravention process has been started of his

rights or the renunciation of the realization of these rights cannot be interpreted to the detriment of the person
and cannot have unfavorable consequences for him.
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(3  ) The right provided for in para. (2) lit. u) is offered only in the event that the illegal nature of the
actions or inactions of the competent authority to ascertain the contravention or to resolve the contravention
case has been established by a final court decision.

(4) The person in respect of whom contravention proceedings have been initiated is obliged:
a) to appear at the summons of the competent authority to resolve the contravention case;
b) to accept, at the request of the competent authority to ascertain the contravention or to resolve the

contravention cause, his physical examination and search;
c) to unconditionally accept, at the request of the authority competent to establish the contravention or

to resolve the contravention cause, the alcohol test, the medical examination, dactyloscopy, the sampling of
blood and body secretions for analysis;

d) to be subject to judicial expertise, at the request of the competent investigating agent or the court;
e) to obey the legal provisions of the ascertaining agent and of the president of the court session;
f) to respect the order in the court session and not to leave the session room without the permission

given by the president of the session.
(5) The person against whom contravention proceedings have been initiated has other rights and

obligations provided for by this code.
(6) In accordance with the provisions of this code, the minor's rights are also realized by his legal

representative. The provisions of the Code of Criminal Procedure regarding the rights and obligations of the
minor's legal representative are duly applied to the contravention process.

Article 385.  The ascertaining agent
(1) The ascertaining agent is the representative of the public authority that resolves, within the limits of

its competence, the contravention case in the manner provided by this code.
 is designated as the investigating agent , empowered

with the powers of detecting the contravention and/or sanctioning it.
(3) The person indicated in para. (2) may not participate in the conduct of the contravention process as a

finding agent if:
a) there is at least one of the circumstances indicated in art. 33 of the Criminal Procedure Code, which is

applied accordingly;
b) is in a situation of conflict of interests.
(4) The fact that the ascertaining agent found the contravention or resolved, within the limits of his

competence, the contravention case or previously participated as an ascertaining agent before the court on the
respective case does not constitute an impediment for his subsequent participation in the trial of the same case
contraventions.

(5) If there are the reasons provided for in para. (3), the ascertaining agent is obliged to make a
declaration of abstention.

(6) Pentru aceleaşi motive, agentul constatator poate fi recuzat şi de către participanții la procesul
contravențional în cauza respectivă, învestiți cu asemenea drept prin prezentul cod.

(7) Examinarea declarației de abținere sau a cererii de recuzare:
a) depuse în privința agentului constatator, are loc în termen de 2 zile lucrătoare de către conducătorul

autorității publice în cadrul căreia activează acesta sau, în cazul în care declarația de abținere sau cererea de
recuzare este depusă la etapa examinării cauzei în instanța judecătorească, de către instanța judecătorească
competentă să examineze cauza contravențională;

b) depuse în privința conducătorului autorității competente să soluționeze cauza contravențională, are
loc în termen de 10 zile lucrătoare de către instanța de judecată în a cărei rază teritorială activează autoritatea
respectivă.

(8) Decizia sau hotărîrea asupra abținerii ori a recuzării nu este susceptibilă de a fi atacată.
(9) Decizia agentului constatator în cauza contravențională emisă cu încălcarea prevederilor alin. (3)

este pasibilă de a fi atacată în instanța de judecată.
(10) În cazurile prevăzute la alin. (5) şi (6), precum şi în cazul imposibilității motivate de participare a

agentului constatator la examinarea cauzei contravenționale în instanța judecătorească, autoritățile indicate la
alin. (2) pot desemna un alt reprezentant în acest scop.

Articolul 386. Procurorul
(1) Procurorul participă la procesul contravenţional în limitele competenţei stabilite de prezentul cod.
(2) Procurorul este în drept:
a) să pornească procesul contravenţional;
b) să aplice în cazurile prevăzute de lege sancţiune contravenţională;
c) să solicite aplicarea de către instanţa de judecată a unei sancţiuni contravenţionale;
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d) să participe la examinarea cauzei în instanţă de judecată atunci cînd procesul contravenţional a fost
pornit de el;

e) să verifice legalitatea acţiunilor agentului constatator, conform prevederilor art. 396 alin. (3 );
f) să atace decizia agentului constatator sau a instanţei de judecată, conform prevederilor art. 396 alin.

(3 );
g) să exercite alte drepturi prevăzute de lege.
(3) – abrogat.
(4) În cazul în care există cel puțin una dintre circumstanțele indicate la art. 54 alin. (1) din Codul de

procedură penală, procurorul este obligat să facă declarație de abținere.
(5) Pentru motivele indicate la alin. (4) din prezentul articol, procurorul poate fi recuzat de către ceilalți

participanți la procesul contravențional în cauza respectivă, învestiți cu asemenea drept prin prezentul cod,
conform prevederilor art. 54 alin. (5) şi (6) din Codul de procedură penală.

Articolul 387. Victima
(1) Este victimă persoana fizică sau persoana juridică căreia, prin contravenţie, i-au fost cauzate

prejudicii morale, fizice sau materiale.
(2) Victima îşi realizează drepturile şi îşi execută obligaţiile personal ori prin reprezentanţi, în condiţiile

legii. Dacă victima este un minor sau o persoană în stare de iresponsabilitate, drepturile ei sînt realizate de
reprezentanţii săi legali în modul stabilit de prezentul cod.

(3) Victima are dreptul:
a) la înregistrarea neîntîrziată a cererii sale în modul stabilit, la soluţionarea cererii de către agentul

constatator, la informare privitor la decizia adoptată;
b) să prezinte documente, alte mijloace de probă în vederea confirmării pretenţiilor sale;
c) să-şi retragă cererea în cazurile prevăzute de lege;
d) să atace decizia autorităţii competentă să soluţioneze cauza contravenţională;
e) să fie asistată în procesul contravenţional de un apărător ales;
e ) să ia cunoştință de toate procesele-verbale ale acțiunilor procesuale la care a participat, să ceară

completarea acestora sau includerea obiecțiilor sale în procesul-verbal;
e ) să ia cunoştință de materialele dosarului contravențional după încheierea acțiunilor agentului

constatator întreprinse în vederea constatării faptei contravenționale şi după remiterea dosarului spre examinare
şi să noteze orice informații din dosar;

f) să i se elibereze, la cerere, în cel mult 24 de ore, copii de pe procesul-verbal cu privire la contravenție,
deciziile luate şi hotărîrile adoptate în cauza respectivă;

g) să i se elibereze, la solicitare scrisă sau verbală, copii de pe alte materiale decît cele indicate la lit.
e ), cu respectarea regimului informațiilor care constituie secret de stat, bancar, comercial, al

informațiilor oficiale cu acces limitat sau al datelor cu caracter personal. Copiile se eliberează contra unei plăți
stabilite de către Guvern, care nu va depăşi cheltuielile suportate de către agentul constatator sau de către
instanța de judecată pentru eliberarea acestora.

(4) Victima este prevenită în scris că răspunde pentru declaraţii calomnioase.
(5) Victima este obligată:
a) să se prezinte la citarea autorităţii competentă, să dea explicaţii la solicitarea acesteia;
b) să prezinte, la cererea autorităţii competentă, documente şi alte mijloace de probă de care dispune,

mostre pentru cercetare comparativă;
c) să accepte, la cererea autorităţii competentă, a fi supusă examenului medical în cazul în care pretinde

că i s-a cauzat un prejudiciu fizic;
d) să se supună dispoziţiilor legitime ale reprezentantului autorităţii competentă sau ale preşedintelui

şedinţei de judecată.
(6) Victima are şi alte drepturi şi obligaţii prevăzute de prezentul cod.
Articolul 388. Martorul
(1) Martor este persoana care are cunoștință despre o faptă sau împrejurare de natură să servească aflării

adevărului în procesul contravențional, citată de către autoritatea competentă, sau care face declarații în modul
prevăzut de prezentul cod în această calitate.

 (2) Rudele apropiate, precum şi soţul/soţia, logodnicul/logodnica, nu sînt obligate să facă declaraţii
împotriva persoanei în privinţa căreia a fost pornit proces contravenţional. Agentul constatator şi instanţa de
judecată sînt obligaţi să aducă acest fapt la cunoştinţă persoanelor respective contra semnătură.

(3) Martorul are dreptul:
a) să ştie în legătură cu ce cauză este citat;
b) să ceară recuzarea interpretului, traducătorului care participă la audierea sa;
c) să înainteze cereri;
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d) să refuze de a face declaraţii, de a prezenta documente, alte mijloace de probă, mostre ori date dacă
acestea pot fi folosite împotriva sa ori a rudelor apropiate;

e) să facă declaraţii în limba maternă sau în orice altă limbă, să ia cunoştinţă de declaraţiile sale
înregistrate, să ceară corectarea sau completarea lor;

f) la facerea declaraţiilor, să utilizeze documente ce conţin calcule complicate, denumiri geografice,
informaţii de altă natură dificil de a fi expuse din memorie, să noteze amănuntele greu de memorizat, să-şi
ilustreze declaraţiile cu scheme, desene grafice;

g) să fie asistat de un apărător pe care l-a ales ca reprezentant.
(4) Martorul este obligat:
a) să se prezinte la citarea agentului constatator sau a instanţei de judecată pentru a face declaraţii şi a

participa la acţiuni procesuale;
b) să facă declaraţii veridice, să comunice tot ceea ce ştie în legătură cu cauza respectivă şi să răspundă

la întrebări, să confirme prin semnătură exactitatea declaraţiilor sale consemnate în procesul-verbal al acţiunii
procesuale sau anexate la el;

c) să prezinte, la cererea autorităţii competentă, documente, alte mijloace de probă, mostre;
d) să se supună dispoziţiilor legale ale agentului constatator sau ale instanţei de judecată.
(5) Neexecutarea neîntemeiată a obligaţiilor martorului se sancţionează în conformitate cu legea.
(6) Refuzul sau eschivarea martorului de a face declaraţii se sancţionează în conformitate cu art.313 din

Codul penal, iar prezentarea intenţionată de declaraţii mincinoase – în conformitate cu art.312 din acelaşi cod.
(7) Martorul are şi alte drepturi şi obligaţii prevăzute de prezentul cod.
(8) În cazurile prevăzute de lege, agentul constatator este obligat să asigure participarea la acţiunile

procesuale a persoanelor dezinteresate, cu capacitate de exerciţiu deplină (martori asistenţi), pentru a atesta prin
semnătură caracterul veridic al faptelor consemnate.

(9) Martorul minor este asistat de reprezentantul legal sau de reprezentantul autorităţii tutelare.
Reprezentantul martorului minor este în drept să ştie despre citarea de către autoritatea competentă a persoanei
ale cărei interese le reprezintă, să o însoţească şi să asiste la acţiunile procesuale. Agentul constatator sau
instanţa de judecată sînt obligaţi să asigure participarea reprezentantului minorului la procesul contravenţional.
Martorul minor urmează a fi audiat numai în prezenţa unui pedagog.

Articolul 389. Specialistul
(1) Este specialist persoana neinteresată de rezultatele cauzei contravenţionale, cu suficiente cunoştinţe

şi deprinderi speciale pentru a acorda ajutor agentului constatator sau instanţei de judecată, chemată să participe
la efectuarea acţiunilor procesuale în cazurile prevăzute de prezentul cod.

(2) Specialistul nu poate participa la acţiunea procesuală dacă există unul dintre motivele prevăzute la
art. 86 alin. (1) din Codul de procedură penală.

(2 ) Specialistul, în cadrul procesului contravențional, are drepturile şi obligațiile prevăzute la art. 87
din Codul de procedură penală, aplicat corespunzător, precum şi alte drepturi şi obligații prevăzute de prezentul
cod.

(2 ) În cazul în care există cel puțin unul dintre motivele prevăzute la alin. (2), specialistul are obligația
de a se abține sau poate fi cerută recuzarea acestuia de către participanții la proces învestiți cu acest drept.
Cererea de recuzare a specialistului se soluționează de către autoritatea competentă să examineze cauza
contravențională, iar hotărîrea asupra cererii de recuzare nu este susceptibilă de a fi atacată.

(3) Pentru prezentarea cu bună ştiinţă a unor concluzii false, specialistul răspunde în conformitate cu
art.312 din Codul penal.

Articolul 390. Expertul
(1) Expertiza judiciară se efectuează de către expertul judiciar înscris în Registrul de stat al experţilor

judiciari. În cazul în care în Registrul de stat al experţilor judiciari nu sînt experţi de specializarea necesară sau
în cazul în care nu poate fi numit un alt expert judiciar din motive de incompatibilitate, în calitate de expert
judiciar poate fi recunoscută ad-hoc o persoană competentă în specializarea solicitată pentru efectuarea
expertizei.

(2) Expertul nu poate participa la acţiunea procesuală dacă există unul dintre motivele prevăzute la art.
89 din Codul de procedură penală.

(2 ) Expertul, în cadrul procesului contravențional, are drepturile şi obligațiile prevăzute la art. 88 din
Codul de procedură penală, aplicat corespunzător, precum şi alte drepturi şi obligații prevăzute de prezentul
cod.

(2 ) În cazul în care există cel puțin unul dintre motivele prevăzute la alin. (2), expertul are obligația de
a se abține sau poate fi cerută recuzarea acestuia de către participanții la proces învestiți cu acest drept. Cererea
privind recuzarea expertului se soluționează de către autoritatea competentă să examineze cauza
contravențională, iar hotărîrea asupra cererii de recuzare nu este susceptibilă de a fi atacată.
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(3) Pentru prezentarea cu bună ştiinţă a unor concluzii false, expertul răspunde în conformitate cu
art.312 din Codul penal.

Articolul 391. Interpretul, traducătorul
(1) Interpret, traducător este persoana care poate traduce din o altă limbă, poate interpreta semnele celor

muţi ori surzi, cunoaşte terminologia juridică, nu este interesată de rezultatele cauzei contravenţionale şi
acceptă să participe în această calitate. Persoana este desemnată în calitatea de interpret, traducător de către
agentul constatator sau de instanţa de judecată în cazurile prevăzute de prezentul cod.

(2) Interpretul, traducătorul nu pot participa la acţiunile procesuale dacă există unul dintre motivele
prevăzute la art. 86 din Codul de procedură penală.

(2 ) Interpretul, traducătorul, în cadrul procesului contravențional, au drepturile şi obligațiile prevăzute
la art. 85 din Codul de procedură penală, aplicat corespunzător, precum şi alte drepturi şi obligații prevăzute de
prezentul cod.

(2 ) În cazul în care există cel puțin unul dintre motivele prevăzute la alin. (2), interpretul, traducătorul
au obligația de a se abține sau poate fi cerută recuzarea acestora de către participanții la proces învestiți cu acest
drept. Cererea de recuzare a interpretului, traducătorului se soluționează de către autoritatea competentă să
examineze cauza contravențională, iar hotărîrea asupra cererii de recuzare nu este susceptibilă de a fi atacată.

(3) Neexecutarea de către interpret, traducător a obligaţiilor lor atrage răspundere potrivit legii. Pentru
traducere intenţionat incorectă, interpretul, traducătorul răspund în conformitate cu art.312 din Codul penal.

Articolul 392. Apărătorul
(1) Este apărător persoana admisă în profesia de avocat avînd dreptul să participe la procesul

contravenţional pentru a asigura asistenţă juridică sau a reprezenta partea pe care o asistă în bază de contract
sau în urma desemnării de către coordonatorul oficiului teritorial al Consiliului Naţional pentru Asistenţă
Juridică Garantată de Stat.

(2) În cadrul procesului contravențional, apărătorului i se aplică corespunzător prevederile art. 67 şi 68
din Codul de procedură penală.

Articolul 392 . Consilierul de probaţiune
(1) Consilierul de probaţiune este persoana care efectuează evaluarea psihosocială și controlul

subiecţilor probaţiunii, contribuie la resocializarea și la adaptarea socială a acestora prin formarea unei atitudini
şi a unor reguli de conduită socială în vederea reintegrării lor în societate şi prevenirii săvîrşirii de noi
contravenții.

(2) Consilierul de probaţiune, în exercitarea atribuţiilor de serviciu, are dreptul de a lua cunoştinţă de
materialele cauzei.

Capitolul III
AUTORITĂŢILE COMPETENTE SĂ SOLUŢIONEZE

CAUZELE CONTRAVENŢIONALE
Articolul 393. Autorităţile competente să soluţioneze cauzele contravenţionale
(1) Sînt competente să soluţioneze cauzele contravenţionale:
a) instanţa de judecată;
b) procurorul;
c) comisia administrativă;
d) agentul constatator (organele de specialitate specificate la art. 400–423 ).
(2) Cauzele contravenționale aflate în competența autorităților prevăzute la alin. (1) se soluționează de

către autoritatea competentă în a cărei rază teritorială a fost săvîrşită contravenția. În cazul contravenției
continue sau prelungite, cauza se soluționează de către autoritatea în a cărei rază teritorială s-a consumat ori a
fost curmată contravenția.

(3) În cazul în care există mai mult de un act de constatare, examinare sau soluţionare, efecte juridice va
produce actul care primul a fost întocmit.

Articolul 394. Instanţa care înfăptuieşte justiţia în cauzele contravenţionale
(1) Justiţia în cauzele contravenţionale se înfăptuieşte de către instanţa de judecată conform competenţei

date prin prezentul cod.
(1 ) În cazul în care autoritatea competentă nu are subdiviziuni teritoriale, prin derogare de la art. 393

alin. (2), cauza contravențională se judecă de către instanța de judecată de la locul unde îşi are sediul autoritatea
al cărei reprezentant este agentul constatator.

(2) Cauza contravenţională se judecă în complet format dintr-un singur judecător care se pronunţă
asupra fondului cauzei prin hotărîre.

(3) Instanţa de recurs judecă în complet format din 3 judecători.
(4) Judecarea cauzei în şedinţă judiciară va fi argumentată şi efectuată cu respectarea tuturor regulilor de

procedură judiciară.
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(4 ) În cazurile şi în condiţiile expres prevăzute de prezentul cod, instanţa de judecată examinează cauza
contravenţională în procedură scrisă.

(5) Cauza contravenţională se judecă în şedinţă publică sau în şedinţă închisă, după caz, conform
prevederilor art. 18 din Codul de procedură penală.

(6) În cadrul procesului contravențional, instanța de judecată se conduce şi aplică corespunzător
prevederile art. 31–35 din Codul de procedură penală.

Articolul 395. Competenţa instanţei de judecată
(1) Instanţa judecă:
1) toate cazurile cu privire la contravenţii, cu excepţia celor atribuite de prezentul cod competenţei unor

alte organe, precum şi:
a) cauzele contravenţionale în privinţa minorilor;
b) cauzele contravenţionale prevăzute la art.61, 63–66, 316–318 , 320, 336;
b ) cauzele contravenţionale în cadrul cărora au fost dispuse măsurile procesuale de constrîngere

prevăzute la art. 432 lit. a) și e);
c) cauzele contravenţionale în care agentul constatator, procurorul propun aplicarea unei sancţiuni dintre

cele care urmează:
- privarea de dreptul de a desfăşura o anumită activitate;
- privarea de dreptul de a deţine anumite funcţii;
- privarea de dreptul special;
- munca neremunerată în folosul comunităţii;
- arestul contravenţional;
d) cauzele contravenționale în care agentul constatator, procurorul propun aplicarea unei măsuri de

siguranță dintre cele care urmează:
– expulzarea;
– demolarea construcției neautorizate şi defrişarea arborilor şi arbuştilor;
– confiscarea specială;
– suspendarea dreptului de a conduce vehicule/ridicarea provizorie a permisului de conducere a

vehiculului;
2) contestaţiile împotriva deciziilor autorităţilor competente să soluţioneze cauzele contravenţionale,

procurorului.
(1 ) Contestația împotriva deciziei în cauza contravențională se examinează de către instanța de judecată

în a cărei rază teritorială activează autoritatea competentă sau procurorul care a emis decizia, ori de către
instanța de la locul unde îşi are sediul autoritatea competentă, pentru cazurile prevăzute la art. 394 alin. (1 ).

(2) Instanţa de judecată este competentă să aplice măsuri de siguranţă şi amendă judiciară.
(3) Instanţa de recurs judecă recursul pronunţîndu-se prin decizie.
Articolul 396. Competența procurorului
(1) Procurorul emite ordonanța cu privire la contravenţia pe care a constatat-o în exerciţiul funcţiunii şi

o transmite autorității publice cu competență de examinare a contravențiilor.
(2) Procurorul constată şi examinează contravenţiile prevăzute la art. 336.
(3) În cazul refuzului începerii urmăririi penale, încetării urmăririi penale din cauza că fapta constituie o

contravenţie, procurorul dispune, prin ordonanță motivată, pornirea procesului contravenţional şi, prin derogare
de la alin. (1), examinează cauza.

(3 ) Procurorul este în drept să verifice legalitatea acțiunilor agentului constatator din cadrul
subdiviziunilor Ministerului Afacerilor Interne, ale Centrului Național Anticorupție, ale Serviciului Vamal sau
ale Serviciului Fiscal de Stat la înregistrarea sesizărilor despre săvârșirea contravențiilor și, în urma verificării
efectuate, după caz, să pornească procesul contravențional sau să atace decizia agentului constatator în instanța
de judecată.

 (4) – abrogat.
(5) Decizia procurorului poate fi contestată în termen de 15 zile de la emitere și se examinează în

conformitate cu prevederile art. 448 şi ale capitolului VII din cartea a doua.
Articolul 397. Modul de formare a comisiei administrative
(1) Comisia administrativă de pe lîngă autoritatea publică locală executivă se formează de către

consiliul local (sătesc, comunal, orăşenesc, municipal) în componenţa preşedintelui, vicepreşedintelui,
secretarului responsabil şi a 4–7 membri.

(2) Obligaţiile preşedintelui, vicepreşedintelui, secretarului responsabil ai comisiei administrative se
stabilesc prin regulament.

Articolul 398. Competenţa comisiei administrative
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(1) Comisia administrativă examinează contravenţiile prevăzute la art. 75, 76, 92, 126 , 134 , 154, art.
157 alin. (7) și (8), art. 165, 170–175, 180, 181, 227, art. 273 pct. 9), 9 ), 11), 15) și 16) , art. 364 alin. (1) și (9).

 (2) Şedinţa comisiei administrative este deliberativă dacă la ea este prezentă simpla majoritate a
membrilor ei.

(3) Deciziile comisiei administrative se adoptă cu majoritatea simplă de voturi ale membrilor comisiei
prezenţi la şedinţă.

Articolul 399. Competenţa agentului constatator
(1) Cauza contravenţională se soluţionează de agentul constatator în a cărui rază teritorială a fost

săvîrşită contravenţia. Acesta poate aplica sancţiunile prevăzute în partea specială a cărţii întâi în limitele
competenţei şi numai în exerciţiul funcţiunii.

 (2) Agentul constatator poate constata contravenţii ale căror constatare, soluţionare şi sancţionare sînt
atribuite competenţei unor alte organe. În astfel de cazuri, agentul va remite organelor respective procesele-
verbale de constatare a contravenţiilor.

Articolul 400. Ministerul Afacerilor Interne
(1) Contravenţiile prevăzute la art.47, art.48  alin.(5), art.49, 50, 52, 52 , 54 69–71, 73, 76 , art.77 alin.

(8), art.77 , 78, art.79 alin.(1), (2), (4), art.80 , 85–87, 89–91, art.91  alin.(13)–(18) şi (20), art.96, 99–104,
105–107, art.115 alin.(3), art. 157 alin. (2), (3) și (12), art.158 alin.(1) şi (2), art.176, 180  art.197 alin.(1)–(4),
(9), (11)–(13), (15), (16), (22), art.201–203, 205, 209, 220, 221, 222–226, 228–243, 245, art.263 alin.(1),
art.263 , 267, art. 273 pct. 17) și 18), art.277 alin.(1), (4) şi (7), 283, art.286 alin.(3), art.287 , 289 , 321, 325,
326 alin. (2)–(6), art.327 , 331, 332, 332 , 338–341, 346, art.349 alin.(1), art. 350, 350 , 354–357, 359–
362, art. 364 alin. (2), (5), (6), art. 365, 365  și 365 se constată şi se examinează de către poliţie.

 (1 ) Contravenţia prevăzută la art.337 se examinează de poliţie în măsura în care acţiunile indicate
constituie competenţa acesteia.

(2) Sunt în drept să examineze cauze contravenționale și să aplice sancțiuni în limitele competenței
funcționarii publici cu statut special din cadrul Ministerului Afacerilor Interne, care exercită atribuțiile poliției
și sunt împuterniciți cu asemenea atribuții conform fișei postului. Nomenclatorul funcțiilor și al competențelor
de examinare a cauzelor contravenționale și de aplicare a sancțiunilor se aprobă prin ordinul ministrului
afacerilor interne. 

(3) – abrogat.
(3 ) – abrogat.
(3 ) – abrogat.
(3 ) Contravenţiile prevăzute la art.287 , 331, 332, 332 , art.333 alin.(1), (2) şi (4) se examinează de

către Poliţia de Frontieră, iar cele prevăzute la art. 76 , 228–232, 234–2412, 243–245, 354 şi 355 se
examinează şi de către Poliţia de Frontieră dacă au fost constatate în punctele de trecere a frontierei de stat.

 (3 ) Sînt în drept să examineze cauzele contravenţionale prevăzute la alin.(3 ) şi să aplice sancţiuni
şefii de sectoare ai Poliţiei de Frontieră, adjuncţii lor, şefii de schimb, ofiţerii superiori, precum şi şefii
echipelor mobile.

(3 ) Contravenţiile prevăzute la art.333, 334, 334 se constată de angajaţii cu statut special din cadrul
Biroului migraţie şi azil al Ministerului Afacerilor Interne.

(3 ) Sînt în drept să examineze şi să aplice sancţiuni pe cauzele cu privire la contravenţiile prevăzute la
art.333 şi 334 directorul, directorul adjunct, şefii direcţiilor, şefii secţiilor Biroului migraţie şi azil al
Ministerului Afacerilor Interne.

(4) Contravenţiile prevăzute la art.54 , 63–65, 65 , 65 , 67, 68, 75, 76, 78 –78 , 88, 92, 107 , art. 157
alin. (2), (3) și (12), art.165, 181, 243 , art. 277  alin. (3), (5) și (6), art.312 , art.316, 317, 318 , 320, 322–324,
330 , 335–337, 342, 352–353 se constată de către angajaţii subdiviziunilor subordonate Ministerului Afacerilor
Interne care exercită atribuţiile poliţiei.

 (4 ) Contravenţiile prevăzute la art.69, art.91 alin.(1), art.91  alin.(16) şi (18), art.354, 355 şi 357, care
au fost săvîrşite în timpul îndeplinirii misiunilor Inspectoratului General de Carabinieri de menţinere, asigurare
şi restabilire a ordinii publice, de protecţie a obiectivelor de importanţă deosebită, de prevenire şi combatere a
terorismului, de asigurare a regimului stării de urgenţă, de asediu şi de război, se constată şi se examinează
inclusiv de carabinieri.

(5) Procesele-verbale cu privire la contravenţiile prevăzute la art.75, 76, 92, 165, 181 şi 227 se remit
spre examinare comisiei administrative, iar procesele-verbale cu privire la contravenţiile prevăzute la art.54 ,
63–65, 65 , 65 , 67, 68, 70 , 78 –78 , 88, 107 , art.157 alin.(2), (3) şi (12), art.243 , art. 277  alin. (3), (5) și
(6), art.312 , 316, 317, 318 , 320, 322–324, 330 , 335–337, 342, 352–353 se remit spre examinare în fond
instanţei de judecată competente.

 (6) – abrogat.
Articolul 401. Centrul Naţional Anticorupţie
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(1) Contravenţiile prevăzute la art. 313 , 313 , 314, 314  se constată și se examinează de Centrul
Naţional Anticorupţie.

 (1 ) Contravenţiile prevăzute la art.312, 313, 313 , 313 , 313 , 315 şi 315 se constată de Centrul
Naţional Anticorupţie.

 (2) Sînt în drept să examineze cauze contravenţionale şi să aplice sancţiuni directorul, directorii
adjuncţi ai Centrului Naţional Anticorupţie, şefii subdiviziunilor teritoriale ale acestuia şi adjuncţii lor.

(3) Procesele-verbale cu privire la contravenţiile prevăzute la alin.(1 ) se remit spre examinare în fond
instanţei de judecată competente.

Articolul 402. Autorităţi administrative din subordinea Ministerului Finanţelor
(1) Contravenţiile prevăzute la art. 263 și 265, art.266 alin.(6), art. 272, art.272 alin.(1), (2), (4)–(6) şi

(12), art.274 alin. (1), art.275 alin.(2), art.277 alin.(2), (3), (6), (8) şi (9), art.277  alin.(1), (2) şi (4), art. 282,
art.288, 289, 290, 291, 293 , 293  alin.(1), (2) şi (3), art.295 , 297, 297 , 298, 299, 301 , 311, 327  se
examinează conform competenţei, de către Agenția Achiziții Publice autoritatea administrativă de inspectare
financiară din subordinea Ministerului Finanţelor sau de către Serviciul Fiscal de Stat. Contravenţiile prevăzute
la art.293, 295 alin.(1)-(6), și (9), 349 alin.(1) se examinează de către autoritatea administrativă de inspectare
financiară sau, după caz, de Serviciul Fiscal de Stat, în funcţie de organul care le-a constatat.

[Art.402 al.(1) modificat prin LP250 din 29.07.22, MO267-273/26.08.22 art.568; în vigoare 26.02.23]
 (2) Sînt în drept să examineze cauze contravenţionale şi să aplice sancţiuni conducătorii direcţiilor

generale finanţe ale unităţilor administrativ-teritoriale şi adjuncţii lor, angajaţii din cadrul Serviciului Fiscal de
Stat împuterniciţi prin ordinul directorului Serviciului, conducătorul autorităţii administrative de inspectare
financiară din subordinea Ministerului Finanţelor, adjunctul său şi conducătorii subdiviziunilor teritoriale ale
acesteia, directorul Agenţiei Achiziţii Publice şi adjunctul lui.

Articolul 403. Serviciul vamal
(1) Contravenţiile prevăzute la art.79 alin.(3), art.265, 287, 287 , 287  se examinează de Serviciul

vamal.
(2) Sînt în drept să examineze cauze contravenţionale şi să aplice sancţiuni şefii birourilor şi posturilor

vamale şi adjuncţii lor, şefii echipelor mobile.
Articolul 404. Comisia Naţională a Pieţei Financiare
(1) Contravenţiile prevăzute la art.84, art.278 alin.(1), (2) şi (5), art.279, 300, 302–310  şi art.344 se

constată şi se examinează de către Comisia Naţională a Pieţei Financiare.
 (1 ) Comisia Naţională a Pieţei Financiare constată şi examinează contravenţiile prevăzute la art.84,

art.278 alin.(1), (2) şi (5), art.279 şi 344, săvîrşite în domeniile de activitate ce ţin de competenţa sa.
(2) Sînt în drept să examineze cauze contravenţionale şi să aplice sancţiuni preşedintele şi

vicepreşedinţii Comisiei Naţionale a Pieţei Financiare.
Articolul 404 . Consiliul Concurenţei
(1) Contravenţiile prevăzute la art. 273 pct. 55), art. 330 , 330 , 330  şi 364 alin. (3), (4), (5 ) și (6)

săvârșite în domeniile de activitate ce țin de competența sa se constată de către Consiliul Concurenţei.
[Art.404  al.(1) modificat prin LP250 din 29.07.22, MO267-273/26.08.22 art.568; în vigoare 26.02.23]
 (2) Este în drept să constate contravenţii şi să încheie procese-verbale personalul abilitat cu funcţii de

control al Consiliului Concurenţei.
(3) Procesele-verbale cu privire la contravenţii se remit spre examinare în fond instanţei de judecată

competente.
(4) Consiliul Concurenţei examinează procesele-verbale cu privire la contravenţiile prevăzute la art. 273

pct. 5 ) și aplică sancțiuni.
[Art.404  al.(4) introdus prin LP250 din 29.07.22, MO267-273/26.08.22 art.568; în vigoare 26.02.23]
Articolul 405. Inspectoratul pentru Protecţia Mediului
(1) Contravenţiile prevăzute la art. 95, 109 –112, art.113 alin.(1)–(6), art.114 alin.(1), (2), (4) şi (5),

art.115, 117–119, 120–126, 127–130, 132–154, 154 , art. 155 alin. (1), art. 155  alin. (3), art.156 şi 182 se
constată şi se examinează de către Inspectoratul pentru Protecţia Mediului.

 (2) - abrogat
(3) The persons empowered with control functions within the Environmental Protection Inspectorate

have the right to ascertain contraventions, conclude minutes and apply sanctions.
Article 406 . National Agency for Public Health
(1) The contraventions provided for in art. 76  , art. 77 para. (1)–(7), art. 77  , art. 79 para. (1) and (5),

art. 80 para. (1), (3) and (4), art. 82, art. art. 91  , art. 268, art. 273 points 1)–4), 6)–8), 10), 12)–14), art. 276,
art. 278, 279, 344 and art. 364   is ascertained and examined by the National Agency for Public Health.
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 (2) The National Agency for Public Health ascertains and examines contraventions from art. 80 para.
(3), art. 83, 84, art. 273 points 1)–4), 6)–8), 10), 12) and 13), art. 278, 279, 344, committed in the fields of
activity within its competence.

 (3) They have the right to ascertain the contraventions from para. (1) and the persons holding control
positions within the National Agency for Public Health and public health centers to conclude minutes.

(4) The director and deputy directors of the National Agency for Public Health, the heads and deputy
heads of the public health centers have the right to examine contravention cases and apply sanctions.

Article 407.  Specialized bodies in the field of transport
(1) The contraventions provided for in art. 84, art. 197 para. (l)–(10), (12)–(29), art. 198–200  , 204,

206, 207, 221  , art. 224, art. 273 point 1) , 2), 4), 6), 10)–13), art. 278–281, art. 283 paragraph (1) and art. 344
are established by the specialized bodies of the public administration in the field of road, electric transport ,
railway and naval, according to the type of transport corresponding to the competence.

 (2) They have the right to ascertain contraventions and examine contravention cases, to apply coercive
procedural measures and sanctions within the limits of competence:

a) in road and electric transport - the heads of the services empowered with control functions and their
deputies, as well as the inspectors empowered with control functions.

b) in railway transport - station chiefs and their deputies, station chiefs and their deputies, heads of
locomotive (wagon) depots, chiefs of passenger trains, inspectors-inspectors of passenger trains;

c) in naval transport - the director and inspectors of the Naval Agency of the Republic of Moldova.
(3)  –  repealed.
(4) The contraventions provided for in art. 84, 208, 210–220  , art. 273 pt.1), 2), 4), 6), 10)–13), art.

278–281, art. 283 paragraph (1) and art. 344 it is ascertained and examined by the Civil Aeronautical Authority.
 (5) They have the right to examine contraventions and apply sanctions:
a) the director and deputy directors of the Civil Aeronautical Authority, aeronautical inspectors;
b) commanders of civil aircraft during the performance of the flight mission, for the contraventions

provided for in art. 210.
(6) The specialized bodies of the public administration in the field of transport ascertain and examine

the contraventions provided for in art. 84, art. 273 point 1), 2), 4), 6), 10)–13), art. 278–281, art. 283 paragraph
(1) and art. 344, committed in the fields of activity that belong to their competence.

Article 408.  State Inspectorate for Product Supervision
                       Non-food and Consumer Protection
(1) The contraventions provided for in art. 84, 97, 97  , 97  , art. 98 paragraph (2), art. 263 para. (4)–

(7), art. 267, art. 272   para. (7)–(11), (13) and (14), art. 273 pt. 1), 2), 4), 6), 10), 12), 13), 17), art. 274 para.
(2), (6) and (7), art. 277 para. (5) and (10), art. 277  , 278–281, art. 282 para. (1), (2) and (5), 283, art. 293 
 para. (4) and (5), art. 344–345, 348, art. 349 para. (4) and (6) and is examined by  the State Inspectorate for the
Supervision of Non-Food Products and Consumer Protection .

 (2)  The State Inspectorate for the Supervision of Non-Food Products and Consumer Protection
 ascertains and examines the contraventions provided for in art. 84, art. 273 point 1), 4), 6), 10), 12), art. 274
paragraph (2) ), (6) and (7), art. 278–281, art. 344, art. 349 paragraph (6) and art. 364 para. (3), (4), (5  ) and
(6), performed in the fields of activity related to his competence.

(3) Heads and deputy heads of departments with control functions, principal inspectors, senior
inspectors and inspectors from the State Inspectorate for the Supervision of Non-Food Products and Consumer
Protection  have the right to detect contraventions and draw up reports  .

(4) The director, the deputy director and the heads of the territorial subdivisions of the State Inspectorate
for the Supervision of Non-Food Products and Consumer Protection  have the right to examine contravention
cases and apply sanctions  .

Article 408  .  –  repealed.
Article 408  .  Agency for Technical Supervision
(1) The contraventions provided for in art. 84, 93, 94, 159, 160, 177, 179, 180  , art. 273 pt. 1), 2), 4),

6), 10)–13), art. 278-281, art. 283 paragraph (1), art. 283  , art. 344, 358 and 358   are ascertained and
examined by the Agency for Technical Supervision.

 (2) The Agency for Technical Supervision ascertains and examines the contraventions provided for in
art. 84, 179, art. 273 point 1), 2), 4), 6), 10)–13), art. 278–281, art. 283 paragraph (1) and art. 344, carried out in
the fields of activity related to his competence.

 (3) The head and deputy head of the Agency for Technical Supervision, as well as heads and deputy
heads of departments with control functions, principal inspectors, senior inspectors and inspectors from within
the Agency.

Article 409.  State Labor Inspectorate
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(1) The contraventions provided for in art. 55–61, art. 272   paragraph (3) and art. 349 paragraphs (1)
and (6) are ascertained by the State Labor Inspectorate. The contraventions provided for in art. 349 para. (1)
and (6) are found by the Inspectorate only in the fields of activity related to its competence.

 (2) The director of the State Labor Inspectorate and his deputies, the heads of the territorial labor
inspectorates and their deputies, the labor inspectors, have the right to ascertain contraventions and to conclude
minutes.

(3) Minutes regarding contraventions shall be referred to the competent court for substantive
examination.

Article 409  .  –  repealed.
Article 409  .  State Social Inspectorate
(1) The contraventions provided for in art. 327   is ascertained by the State Social Inspectorate.
(2) Persons empowered with control functions within the State Social Inspectorate are entitled to

ascertain contraventions.
(3) Minutes regarding contraventions shall be referred to the competent court for substantive

examination.
Article 410.  National Agency for Electronic Communications Regulation
                        and Information Technology
(1) The contraventions provided for in art. 84, 246–259  , art. 273 points 1), 4), 6), 10), 11), art. 278

point l), 2), 4), 5), art. 279–281, art. 283 para. (1) and art. 344 are ascertained and examined by the National
Agency for Regulation in Electronic Communications and Information Technology.

 (1  ) The National Agency for Regulation in Electronic Communications and Information Technology
ascertains and examines the contraventions provided for in art. 84, art. 273 point 1), 4), 6), 10), 11), art. 278
point l), 2), 4), 5), art. 279–281, art. 283 paragraph (1) and art. 344, carried out in the fields of activity related to
his competence.

 (2) Heads of subdivisions and officials of the National Agency for Regulation in Electronic
Communications and Information Technology, empowered by the director or deputy directors of the Agency,
have the right to detect contraventions and to conclude minutes.

(3) The director or deputy directors of the National Agency for Regulation in Electronic
Communications and Information Technology are entitled to examine the contravention cases and apply
sanctions.

Article 411.  National Agency for Energy Regulation
(1) The contraventions provided for in art. 84, art. 159 para. (4), art. 161–165, 167–169  , art.273 pt.1),

2), 4), 6), 10)–13), art. 277 para. (9), art. 278–281, art. 283 para. (1) and art. 344 are ascertained and examined
by the National Agency for Energy Regulation.

 (1  ) The National Agency for Energy Regulation ascertains and examines the contraventions provided
for in art. 84, art. 159 para. (4), art. 273 point 1), 2), 4), 6), 10)–13), art. 278–281, art. 283 par. (1) and art. 344,
committed in the fields of activity related to his competence.

 (2) Heads of subdivisions and employees empowered by the general director of the National Agency
for Energy Regulation are entitled to ascertain contraventions and to conclude minutes.

(3) The general director and directors of the National Agency for Energy Regulation are entitled to
examine contravention cases and apply sanctions.

Article 411  .  –  repealed.
Article 412.  –  repealed.
Article 413.  National Medical Insurance Company
(1) The contraventions provided for in art. 266 para. (2), (5) and (6) are examined by the National

Medical Insurance Company and its territorial agencies.
(2) They have the right to examine the contravention cases provided for in para. (1) and to apply

sanctions to the general director of the National Medical Insurance Company and his deputies, the directors of
the territorial agencies and their deputies.

(3) The contraventions provided for in art. 266   para. (1) and (2) are examined by the National Medical
Insurance Company.

 (4) They have the right to examine the contraventions provided for in para. (3) and to apply sanctions to
the general director of the National Medical Insurance Company and his deputies.

(5)  -  repealed.
Article 414.  National Agency for Food Safety
(1) The contraventions provided for in art. art. 80 para. (2), (3) and (5), art. 80  , 81, art. 82  , 83, 84,

art. 98 para. (1), art. 114 paragraph (3), art. 128 para. (3), art. 131, art. 155 paragraph (2), art. 157 para. (1), (3),
(5) and (6  ), art. 158, 158  , 158  , art. 183–196  , 269–271, art. 273 points 1), 2), 4), 6), 10), 12), 13), art.
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274 para. (3), (4) and (7), art. 275, 276, art. 278 para.(1)–(3) and (5), art.279–281, 284, 285, art.286 para.(1),
(2) and (5), art.344, art.349 para. (1) and art. 364 para. (7) and (8) are ascertained and examined by the National
Agency for Food Safety.

[Art.414 para.(1) amended by LP250 of 29.07.22, MO267-273/26.08.22 art.568; in force 26.02.23 ]
 (2) The National Agency for Food Safety ascertains and examines the contraventions provided for in

art. art. 80 paragraph (3), art. 84, art. 273 points 1), 2), 4), 6), 10), 12), 13), art. 274 para. (3), (4) and (7), art.
275, art. 278 para. (1)–(3) and (5), art. 279 and 344, carried out in the fields of activity related to his
competence.

[Art.414 para.(2) amended by LP250 of 29.07.22, MO267-273/26.08.22 art.568; in force 26.02.23 ]
 (3) The inspectors from the National Food Safety Agency have the right to find contraventions and to

conclude reports.
(4) The general director, the deputy general directors and the heads of the territorial subdivisions of the

National Food Safety Agency have the right to examine the contravention cases and apply sanctions.
Article 415.  Ministry of Defense
(1) The contraventions provided for in art. 242, 366–373 are ascertained by the Ministry of Defence.
(2) They have the right to establish contraventions and conclude minutes:
a) persons with responsibility in the military centers or in the Great General Staff of the National Army,

for the contraventions provided for in art. 366-373;
b) responsible persons from the military traffic police or from the Great General Staff of the National

Army, for the contraventions provided for in art. 242.
(3) The materials regarding the violations committed by the drivers of the Armed Forces vehicles

(contract soldiers, fixed-term soldiers, short-term soldiers, students of military educational institutions,
concentrated or mobilized reservists), if only the sanction of the fine, shall be remitted by the military traffic
police, in the manner established by the Ministry of Defence, to the respective commanders (chiefs) in order to
settle the prosecution according to the Military Discipline Regulations.

(4) They have the right to examine contraventions and apply sanctions:
a) the Chief of the General Staff of the National Army or the commander of the military command -

regarding the contraventions provided for in art. 242;
b) the Chief of the General Staff of the National Army or the commanders of the military centers -

regarding the contraventions provided for in art. 366-374.
Article 415  .  The State Chancellery and its territorial offices*
(1) The contraventions provided for in art. 266   para. (2  ), art. 266    and art. 326  is ascertained by

the State Chancellery through its territorial offices.
 (2) The heads of the territorial offices of the State Chancellery have the right to ascertain

contraventions and to conclude minutes.
(3) Minutes regarding contraventions shall be referred to the competent court for substantive

examination.
Article 416.  –  repealed.
Article 416  .  –  repealed.
Article 417.  Public communal household services
(1) The contraventions provided for in art. 170-175, 180 are ascertained by the public communal

household services.
(2) The heads of the departments of the communal household public services and their deputies, the

main specialists and coordinators of the communal household and the household operating the housing stock
are entitled to ascertain contraventions and conclude minutes.

(3) Minutes regarding contraventions are sent to the administrative commissions for examination.
Article 418.  Material Reserves Agency
(1) The contraventions provided for in art. 327 are ascertained and examined by the Material Reserves

Agency.
 (2) Sînt în drept să constate contravenţii şi să încheie procese-verbale directorul Agenţiei Rezerve

Materiale şi adjunctul lui.
(3) – abrogat.
Articolul 418 . – abrogat.
Articolul 419. Biroul Național de Statistică
(1) Contravenţiile prevăzute la art. 295 alin. (7)–(8) și art. 330 se constată şi se examinează de către

Biroul Naţional de Statistică şi centrele regionale pentru statistică.
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 (2) Sînt în drept să examineze cauzele contravenţionale prevăzute la alin. (1) şi să aplice sancţiuni
directorul general al Biroului Naţional de Statistică, directorii generali adjuncţi, şefii şi adjuncţii centrelor
regionale pentru statistică.

Articolul 420. Serviciul de Stat de Arhivă
(1) Contravenţiile prevăzute la art.72, 328, 329 se constată de Serviciul de Stat de Arhivă.
(2) Sînt în drept să constate contravenţii şi să încheie procese-verbale directorul Serviciului de Stat de

Arhivă şi adjuncţii lui.
(3) Procesele-verbale cu privire la contravenţii se remit spre examinare în fond instanţei de judecată

competente.
Articolul 421. Executorul judecătoresc
(1) Contravenţiile menţionate la art. 318 şi 319 se constată de executorul judecătoresc.
(2) Executorul judecătoresc este în drept să constate contravenţii şi să încheie procese-verbale doar în

circumscripţia camerei teritoriale a executorilor judecătoreşti în care îşi are sediul biroul său.
(3) Procesele-verbale cu privire la contravenţii se remit spre examinare în fond instanţei de judecată

competente.
Articolul 421 . Inspectoratul Naţional de Probaţiune
(1) Contravenţiile prevăzute la art.318 se constată şi de către subdiviziunile teritoriale ale

Inspectoratului Naţional de Probaţiune.
(2) Sînt în drept să constate contravenţii şi să încheie procese-verbale şeful biroului de probaţiune şi

adjunctul lui.
(3) Procesele-verbale cu privire la contravenţii se remit spre examinare în fond instanţei de judecată

competente.
Articolul 422. – abrogat.
Articolul 423. – abrogat.
Articolul 423 . Serviciul de Informaţii şi Securitate al Republicii Moldova
(1) Contravenţiile specificate la art. 261, 262, 365 , 365  şi 365  se constată de către Serviciul de

Informaţii şi Securitate al Republicii Moldova.
 (2) Sînt în drept să constate contravenţii şi să încheie procese-verbale ofiţerii de informaţii şi securitate

special împuterniciţi prin ordinul directorului Serviciului.
(3) Procesele-verbale cu privire la contravenţii se remit spre examinare în fond instanţei de judecată

competente.
Articolul 423 . Agenţia Naţională de Reglementare a Activităţilor Nucleare
                         şi Radiologice
(1) Contravenţiile prevăzute la art.113 alin.(7) şi art.155 se constată de către Agenţia Naţională de

Reglementare a Activităţilor Nucleare şi Radiologice.
(2) Sînt în drept să constate contravenţii şi să încheie procese-verbale inspectorul principal de stat în

domeniul reglementării activităţilor nucleare şi radiologice şi adjunctul lui, colaboratorii Secţiei inspectorat din
cadrul Agenţiei Naţionale de Reglementare a Activităţilor Nucleare şi Radiologice.

(3) Procesele-verbale cu privire la contravenţii se remit spre examinare în fond instanţei de judecată
competente.

Articolul 423 . Autoritatea Națională de Integritate
(1) Contravențiile prevăzute la art.264, 313 , 313 , 313 , 313 , 319  și 330  se examinează de către

Autoritatea Națională de Integritate, ținându-se cont de prevederile art. 423  alin. (1).
 (2) Sunt în drept să constate contravenții, să examineze cauze contravenționale și să aplice sancțiuni

inspectorii de integritate ai Autorității Naționale de Integritate.
Articolul 423 . Centrul Naţional pentru Protecţia Datelor cu Caracter Personal
(1) Contravenţiile prevăzute la art. 74 –74  se constată de Centrul Naţional pentru Protecţia Datelor cu

Caracter Personal.
(2) Sînt în drept să constate contravenţii şi să încheie procese-verbale directorul, directorul adjunct şi

personalul abilitat cu funcţii de control al Centrului Naţional pentru Protecţia Datelor cu Caracter Personal.
(3) Procesele-verbale cu privire la contravenţii se remit spre examinare în fond instanţei de judecată

competente.
Articolul 423 . Consiliul pentru egalitate
(1) Contravenţiile specificate la art. 54 , 65 , 70 , 70  și 71  se constată de către Consiliul pentru

egalitate.
(1 ) Contravenția specificată la art. 71  se constată și se examinează de către Consiliul pentru egalitate.
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(2) Sînt în drept să constate contravenţii şi să încheie în mod colegial procese-verbale
membrii Consiliului pentru egalitate.

(3) Procesele-verbale cu privire la contravenţii se remit spre examinare în fond instanţei de judecată
competente.

Articolul 423 . Curtea de Conturi
(1) Contravenţiile prevăzute la art. 48  alin. (4), art. 319  şi art. 349 alin. (5) se constată de către Curtea

de Conturi.
(2) Are dreptul să constate contravenţii şi să încheie procese-verbale personalul abilitat cu atribuţii de

audit public al Curţii de Conturi.
(3) Procesele-verbale cu privire la contravenţii se remit spre examinare în fond instanţei de judecată

competente.
Articolul 423 . Comisia Electorală Centrală

(1) Contravențiile prevăzute la art. 48  alin. (1)–(4), art. 48 , 48 , 51 și 53 se constată și se examinează
de către Comisia Electorala Centrală.

(2) Sunt în drept să constate contravenții și să încheie procese-verbale președintele, vicepreședintele și
secretarul Comisiei Electorale Centrale, funcționarii subdiviziunii specializate din cadrul Comisiei Electorale
Centrale, președintele și secretarul Consiliului Electoral Central al Găgăuziei, precum și președinții consiliilor
electorale de circumscripție.

(3) Sunt în drept să examineze cauzele contravenționale și să aplice sancțiuni președintele,
vicepreședintele și secretarul Comisiei Electorale Centrale.

Articolul 423 . Organele de stat cu atribuții în domeniul patrimoniului cultural
(1) Contravenţiile prevăzute la art. 74 alin. (1), pentru bunurile de patrimoniu cultural – monumente de

istorie şi cultură de categorie națională sau monumente de for public de categoria A, şi la art. 74 alin. (3)–(7),
(9)–(11), pentru monumentele de for public de categoria A, se constată de către Agenţia de Inspectare a
Monumentelor.

 (2) Contravenţiile prevăzute la art. 74 alin. (1), pentru bunurile de patrimoniu cultural – monumente de
istorie şi cultură de categorie locală sau monumente de for public de categoria B, şi la art. 74 alin. (2)–(5),
pentru monumentele de for public de categoria B, se constată de către direcţiile/secţiile/serviciile cultură ale
autorităţilor publice locale.

(3) Contravenţiile prevăzute la art. 74 alin. (1), pentru bunurile de patrimoniu cultural – situri
arheologice, şi la art. 74 alin. (6)–(9) se constată de către Agenţia Naţională Arheologică.

(4) Sînt în drept să constate contravenţii şi să încheie procese-verbale:
a) directorul general al Agenţiei de Inspectare a Monumentelor, directorul adjunct şi specialiştii agenţiei

respective, în cazul contravenţiilor prevăzute la art. 74 alin. (1), pentru bunurile de patrimoniu cultural –
monumente de istorie şi cultură de categorie naţională sau monumente de for public de categoria A, şi la art. 74
alin (3)–(7), (9)–(11), pentru monumentele de for public de categoria A;

b) specialiştii direcțiilor/secțiilor/serviciilor cultură ale autorităţilor publice locale, în cazul
contravenţiilor prevăzute la art. 74 alin. (1), pentru bunurile de patrimoniu cultural – monumente de istorie şi
cultură de categorie locală sau monumente de for public de categoria B, şi la art. 74 alin. (2)–(5), pentru
monumentele de for public de categoria B;

c) directorul general al Agenţiei Naţionale Arheologice, directorul adjunct şi specialiştii agenţiei
respective, în cazul contravenţiilor prevăzute la art. 74 alin. (1), pentru bunurile de patrimoniu cultural – situri
arheologice, şi la art. 74 alin. (6)–(9);

d) – abrogată.
(5) Procesele-verbale cu privire la contravenţii se remit spre examinare în fond instanţei de judecată

competente.
Articolul 423 . Consiliul de Integritate
(1) Contravenţiile prevăzute la art. 313 , 313 –313 , 319  şi 330  se constată de Consiliul de Integritate

în privința președintelui și vicepreședintelui Autorității Naționale de Integritate, precum şi în privinţa
inspectorilor de integritate.

(2) Este în drept să constate contravenţiile menţionate la alin. (1) și să încheie procese-verbale
preşedintele şedinţei Consiliului de Integritate.

(3) Procesele-verbale cu privire la contravenţiile prevăzute la alin. (1) se remit spre examinare în fond
instanţei de judecată competente.
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Articolul 423  Administrația publică locală
(1) Contravenţiile prevăzute la art.104 , 116, 126 , 134 , 154, art. 157 alin. (4), (6), (7)–(12), art. 158,

art.178, 179, 180 , 181, art.273 pct.9), 9 ), 11), 15) şi 16), art.326 alin.(1) - (1 ) şi art.364 alin.(1) se constată de
către organele specializate ale administraţiei publice locale.

 (2) Sînt în drept să constate contravenții şi să încheie procese-verbale primarul, viceprimarul,
arhitectul-şef, şefii și șefii adjuncți ai subdiviziunilor specializate din cadrul administrației publice locale,
specialiştii principali şi specialiștii superiori din cadrul acestora desemnați de către primar.

(3) Minutes regarding the contraventions provided for in art. 126  , 134  para. (2), 154, art. 157 para.
(7) and (8), art. 273 points 9), 9  ), 11), 15) and 16) shall be submitted for examination to the administrative
commission, and the minutes regarding the contraventions provided for in art. 116, 178 and 179 are referred to
the competent court for substantive examination.

 (4) In the case of finding the contraventions provided for in art. 104  , 178 and 179, the ascertaining
agent has the right to order the suspension of the execution of construction works and to request the court to
apply the safety measure provided for in art. 439  .

Article 423  .  The competence of the guardianship authority
(1) The guardianship authority ascertains the contraventions provided for in art. 66.
(2) Minutes regarding the contraventions provided for in art. 66 shall be submitted for substantive

examination to the competent court.
Article 424.  Sending the materials to the prosecutor, to the investigating officer
                        criminally
If, during the examination of the contravention case, it is found that the violation contains the

constitutive elements of the crime, the ascertaining agent submits the materials to the prosecutor or the criminal
investigation officer, according to competence.

Chapter IV
SAMPLES

Article 425.  Evidence
(1) Evidence is factual elements, obtained in the manner established by this code, which serve to

establish the existence or non-existence of the contravention, to identify the perpetrator, to establish guilt and to
know other important circumstances for the fair resolution of the case.

(2) The factual elements ascertained by means of the following means are admitted as evidence: the
report on the contravention, the report on the collection of objects and documents, the search report, the report
on the on-site investigation , the minutes regarding other procedural actions carried out in accordance with this
code, the explanations of the person in respect of whom the contravention process was initiated, the statements
of the victim, of the witnesses, the documents, the audio or video recordings, the photographs, the bodies of
crimes, the objects and documents seized, the technical-scientific and medico-legal findings, the expert report.

(3) The evaluation of the evidence is done by the person competent to resolve the contravention case,
according to his conviction that he formed by examining all the evidence administered in relation to the
ascertained circumstances of the case and guided by the law.

(4) No evidence has a predetermined value.
(5) Pertinent, conclusive and useful evidence administered in accordance with this code is admissible.
(6) The data obtained cannot be admitted as evidence:
a) through violence, threats or other means of coercion;
b) by methods that contradict the scientific provisions;
c) by the essential violation of the constitutional rights and freedoms of the person, including the right to

defense or the right to an interpreter/translator.
(6  ) In the case of contraventions under the competence of the state control bodies of the

entrepreneurial activity and that of the bodies of the Ministry of Internal Affairs, the lifting of objects,
documents, data storage devices is not allowed if their lifting stops the economic activity of the person. In the
given case, copies and photo or video recordings are made on documents and data storage devices, they can be
inspected, measured or samples taken, which constitute material evidence.

(6  ) The copies are made with the help of technical means and appropriate procedures, likely to ensure
the integrity of the information contained therein, and by a specialist who works within the judicial bodies or,
as the case may be, outside them.

(6  ) In the case provided for in paragraph (6 ), when it is impossible to make copies and photo or
video recordings from documents and data storage devices or their owner does not allow or obstructs the
performance of these actions, the ascertaining agent collects them for the purpose of making copies and photo
or video recordings, data storage, inspecting, measuring or taking samples, indicating in the prepared report the
elements of individualization of each object, document or data storage device. The objects, documents or data
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storage devices shall be returned by the investigating agent or the competent authority for solving the
contravention case in the shortest possible time, but no later than 3 working days from the moment of their
collection.

(7) The provisions of the Code of Criminal Procedure regarding evidence and evidentiary procedures
shall be applied accordingly to the contravention process, in the part related to statements, with the exceptions
provided by this Code.

Article 426.  On-site research
(1) In order to discover the traces of the contravention, the bodies of the crime and to establish the

circumstances of the contravention or other circumstances that are important for the fair resolution of the case,
the investigating agent performs the on-site investigation (of the land, rooms, objects, documents, animals,
human corpses or animals).

(1  ) In the framework of the on-site investigation at the premises, places of activity or storage of assets
regarding persons carrying out entrepreneurial activity, the ascertaining agent is not entitled to extend the scope
of the investigation to objects that are not related to the circumstances of the offence.

(2) The search of the domicile without the permit of the person whose right to the inviolability of the
domicile is violated is carried out with the authorization of the investigating judge.

(3) In the event of a flagrant contravention, the search at home can be carried out based on a reasoned
order of the investigating officer without the authorization of the investigating judge, and it must be presented
to him immediately or no later than 24 hours after the end of the search at domicile, the materials obtained as a
result of the investigation, indicating the reasons for its performance. The investigating judge verifies the
legality of this procedural action.

(4) The investigating officer examines the visible objects, allows access to them, as appropriate, to the
extent that human rights are not violated. The person carrying out the procedural action makes, as the case may
be, measurements, photographs, videos, drawings, sketches, molds and patterns from traces independently or
with the help of the specialist in the matter. The place of investigation can be delimited by the employees of the
specialized subdivisions for maintaining order and public security within the General Police Inspectorate.

(5) The objects and documents discovered on the spot are examined at that place, and the results of the
examination are recorded in the minutes of this action. If, during the on-site examination, it is impossible to
make copies, photo or video recordings, or to take samples from the objects carrying information, or it is
prevented from carrying out these actions, the objects and documents that constitute criminal bodies are
removed, for which purpose packs, the package is sealed and signed, the fact being mentioned in the report of
the pick-up from the site. The package is unsealed in the presence of the offender or his representative.

Article 427.  Grounds for lifting objects and documents
(1) If it is necessary to pick up certain objects or documents that constitute criminal bodies and if the

exact place and the person where they are are known, the investigating agent carries out, on the basis of a well-
founded decision, their pick up, if they were not picked up in the conditions of art. 426 para. (5).

(2) The retrieval of documents containing information that constitutes state, commercial, banking
secrets, the retrieval of information regarding telephone conversations is carried out with the authorization of
the investigating judge.

(3) It is forbidden to pick up objects and documents during the night, except in cases of flagrant
contravention.

(4) The lifting of objects, documents, data storage devices is not allowed if their lifting stops the
economic activity of the person, it is possible to make copies and photo or video recordings of the documents
and data storage devices, they can be inspected , measured or samples taken from them, which constitute
material evidence.

(5) In the case provided for in paragraph (4), when it is impossible to make copies and photo or video
recordings of documents and data storage devices or their owner does not allow or obstructs the performance of
these actions, the ascertaining agent collects them for the purpose making copies and photo, video recordings,
data storage, inspection, measurement or sampling, indicating in the prepared report the elements of
individualization of each object, document or data storage device and their connection with the contravention
case. The objects, documents or data storage devices shall be returned by the investigating agent or the
authority competent to solve the contravention case in the shortest possible time, but no later than 3 working
days from the moment of their collection.

(6) It is forbidden to pick up objects, documents, data storage devices that do not constitute instruments
that served to commit the contravention or are not important for the contravention process.

(7) In the case of finding the contravention provided for in art. 97, the provisions of this article and of
art. 425 in the part related to the prohibition of lifting objects do not apply.

Article 428.  Grounds for conducting the search
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(1) The contravention detection body within the Ministry of Internal Affairs, the National Penitentiary
Administration, the Intelligence and Security Service, the National Anticorruption Center and the prosecutor
are entitled to conduct a search if they are bodies empowered to examine and/or resolve the contravention
respectively and if from the accumulated evidence or operative investigation materials there is a reasonable
assumption that in a certain room, at home or in another place or on a certain person there may be instruments
that served to commit the offense, objects or other acquired values from the contravention, as well as objects or
documents that may be important for the case.

(2) The search is carried out on the basis of a reasoned decision of the contravention detection body and
only with the authorization of the investigating judge.

(3) In case of flagrant contravention, the search can be carried out based on a reasoned order without the
authorization of the investigating judge, and the materials obtained as a result of the search must be presented
to him immediately or no later than 24 hours after the end of the search performed, indicating the reasons for its
performance. The investigating judge verifies the legality of this action.

(4) If it is found that the search was carried out legally, the investigating judge confirms its result with a
reasoned conclusion. Otherwise, through a reasoned conclusion, it recognizes the search as illegal.

(5) Domicile means a dwelling or a construction intended for permanent or temporary residence (house,
apartment, villa, hotel room, cabin on a maritime or river ship), their immediate annexes constituting their
indivisible part (porch, terrace, attic , balcony, cellar, another common place). Domicile also means any private
land, vehicle, private sea or river vessel, office.

(6) The bodies for detection, examination and resolution of contraventions, empowered with state
control functions in accordance with Law no. 131/2012 on state control over the activity of an entrepreneur,
have the right to carry out searches only assisted by police collaborators and only if all means of control have
been exhausted in accordance with the provisions of Law no. 131/2012 on state control over the activity of an
entrepreneur.

(7) It is prohibited to carry out searches exceeding the premises, in other places, on the basis of other
acts or pursuing other purposes than those indicated in the conclusion of the investigating judge regarding the
authorization of the search or in the reasoned decision regarding the conduct of the search.

Article 429.  Body search and seizure of objects and documents
(1) In the case of contraventions within the jurisdiction, the investigating agent, if there are grounds to

carry out a physical search or seizure, may seize the objects and documents that are important for the case,
which are in the person's clothes, other things or on their body .

(2) The physical search and the seizure of objects and documents can be carried out without a special
order and without the authorization of the investigating judge:

a) in the case provided for in art. 433 paragraph (1);
b) if there are reasonable grounds to assume that one of the persons present at the place of the search or

seizure is hiding objects or documents that may be important for the fair resolution of the case.
(3) The body search is carried out without the consent of the person or his legal representative, under the

conditions of this code.
(4) The physical search, the collection of objects and documents in its process is carried out by a

representative of the ascertaining agent of the same gender as the searched person, with the participation, as the
case may be, of a specialist of the same gender.

(5) When conducting the search, technical means may be used, a fact that will be recorded in the
minutes.

(6) The minutes are concluded in the event of the collection of objects and documents. The copy of the
minutes is handed, against signature, to the person to whom it refers or to his legal representative.

(7) In the case of a misdemeanor for which the sanction of deprivation of the right to drive vehicles is
provided, the investigating agent suspends the right to drive vehicles/takes away the driver's license until the
judgment is pronounced. In this case, simultaneously with the referral of the contravention case for examination
to the competent court, the investigating agent submits, within 3 days at the most, to the court an approach
regarding the application of the safety measure regarding the suspension of the right to drive
vehicles/provisional lifting of the license driving the vehicle. The ascertaining agent can also apply the
provisions of art. 438.

(8) Until the case is settled, the seized objects and documents are kept in the manner provided for in art.
159 of the Code of Criminal Procedure.

Article 430.  Minutes regarding the search and seizure
                        objects and documents, during the on-site investigation



(1) The investigating agent who carries out the search, the collection of objects and documents or the
on-site investigation concludes a report to which he appends, as the case may be, the list of objects and
documents seized. In the minutes regarding the search or the removal of objects and documents, it is recorded
that the rights and obligations provided for by this code were explained to those present, and the statements
made by these persons are recorded.

(2) In the minutes regarding the search or the removal of objects and documents, their voluntary
surrender or their forced removal shall be mentioned, the place and the circumstances in which they were
discovered shall be indicated. The minutes or the list attached to it list the objects and documents seized, their
number, measure, quantity, characteristic elements and, as far as possible, their value, the term for which they
were seized and the body where they will be kept.

(3) If, during the search, the collection of objects and documents or during the on-site investigation, the
persons who are being searched or collected or other persons have violated the order or tried to destroy or hide
the searched objects and documents, the ascertaining agent record the fact in the minutes, indicating the
measures he has taken.

(4) The minutes regarding the search, the collection of objects and documents or the on-site
investigation shall be brought to the attention of all persons who participated in the performance of these
procedural actions or assisted in their performance and shall be signed by each, with the right to formulate
written observations in the respective minutes. The copy of the minutes is given to the persons to whom these
procedural actions were applied or to their representatives.

(5) The refusal of the owner or possessor of the object or document to sign the minutes, as well as their
absence, is recorded by the assistant witnesses.

(6) The objects and documents seized will be, as far as possible, packed and sealed at the place of the
search or collection, which is recorded in the minutes. Sealed packages are signed by the person who carried
out the search or pick-up.

Article 431.  Criminal bodies
(1) Objects, including money, documents, vehicles, other valuables, which there are grounds to assume

served in the commission of the contravention, kept on them the traces of the contravention act or constituted
the object of this act, or may serve as a means of ascertaining the existence or non-existence of the constitutive
elements of the contravention.

(2) The offenses shall be attached to the minutes regarding the contravention, in which they are
described in detail, or they shall be kept in another manner provided by law. Crime bodies that, due to the
volume or for other reasons, cannot be preserved are photographed, and the photographs are attached to the
minutes, in which this fact is recorded.

(2  ) When examining the contraventions provided for in art. 197   and art. 287 para. (8)–(11) and (14),
the motor vehicle is detained and brought to the place established by the ascertaining agent under the conditions
of art. 439.

(3) Until the resolution of the contravention case, the investigating agent ensures the preservation of the
criminal bodies according to the provisions of art. 159-161 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, which are
applied accordingly in the contravention process.

(4) When judging the contravention case, the court decides on the offenses according to art. 439   of
this code and the provisions of art. 162 of the Criminal Procedure Code, which are applied accordingly in the
contravention process.

(4  ) When examining the contravention cases provided for in art. 50 para. (2), art. 128 para. (2) and in
art. 361 para. (4), the investigating officer of the police, when examining those from art. 287 para. (8), (10),
(11) and (14), the Customs Service investigating agent decides on the offenses according to art. 439 7   this
code and the provisions of art. 162 of the Criminal Procedure Code, which apply in the appropriate manner in
the contravention process.

(4  ) In case of the impossibility of applying para. (4  ) of this article in the part related to art. 287 para.
(8), (10), (11) and (14), the Customs Service ascertaining agent confiscates the counter value of the delict body
established by the customs body.

Chapter V
ACTIONS

COERCION PROCEDURES
Article 432.  Coercive procedural measures
The ascertaining agent is entitled to apply, within the limits of competence, the following coercive

procedural measures:
a) detention;
b) forced bringing;
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c) removal from driving the vehicle;
d) alcohol testing or medical examination to determine the state of intoxication caused by alcohol or

other substances;
e) prohibiting the operation of the vehicle by withdrawing the plate with its registration number;
f) suspendarea dreptului de utilizare a vehiculului rutier;
g) amenda judiciară;
h) punerea sub sechestru;
i) ridicarea și aducerea vehiculului la parcare.
Articolul 433. Reţinerea
(1) Reţinerea constă în limitarea de scurtă durată a libertăţii persoanei fizice şi poate fi aplicată în cazul:
a) contravenţiilor flagrante pentru care prezentul cod prevede sancţiunea arestului contravenţional;
b) imposibilităţii identificării persoanei în a cărei privinţă este pornit proces contravenţional dacă au fost

epuizate toate măsurile de identificare;
c) executării hotărîrii instanței de judecată privind expulzarea persoanei;
d) încălcării regimului frontierei de stat, a regimului zonei de frontieră sau a regimului punctelor de

trecere a frontierei de stat.
(2) Reţinerea se aplică de către:
a) poliţie;
b) Poliţia de Frontieră, în cauzele de încălcare a regimului frontierei de stat, a regimului zonei de

frontieră sau a regimului punctelor de trecere a frontierei de stat;
c) Serviciul vamal, în cazul contravenţiilor ce ţin de competenţa lui;
d) Biroul migraţie şi azil al Ministerului Afacerilor Interne, în cazul contravenţiilor ce ţin de competenţa

sa.
(3) Persoana reţinută va fi informată neîntîrziat, într-o limbă pe care o înţelege, despre motivele reţinerii,

faptul informării consemnîndu-se în procesul-verbal cu privire la reţinere.
(4) Persoanei reţinute i se comunică neîntîrziat, contra semnătură, drepturile prevăzute la art.384, faptul

comunicării consemnîndu-se în procesul-verbal cu privire la reţinere.
(5) Persoanei reţinute i se acordă neîntîrziat posibilitatea de a comunica la două persoane, la alegerea sa,

despre reţinere. Faptul comunicării sau al refuzului de a comunica se consemnează, contra semnătură, în
procesul-verbal cu privire la reţinere.

Articolul 434. Procesul-verbal cu privire la reţinere
(1) La reţinerea persoanei se încheie în cel mult 3 ore un proces-verbal cu privire la reţinere, în care se

consemnează data şi locul încheierii, funcţia, numele şi prenumele persoanei care a încheiat procesul-verbal,
date referitoare la persoana reţinută, data, ora, locul şi motivul reţinerii.

 (2) Procesul-verbal cu privire la reţinere se semnează de persoana care l-a încheiat şi de persoana
reţinută. Refuzul persoanei reţinute de a semna procesul-verbal se consemnează în el, cu adeverirea faptului de
cel puţin doi martori.

Articolul 435. Durata reţinerii şi condiţiile privării de libertate
(1) Reţinerea nu poate depăşi 3 ore, cu excepţia cazurilor prevăzute de prezentul articol.
(2) Reținerea poate fi aplicată pe un termen mai mare decît cel indicat la alin. (1), cu autorizația

judecătorului de instrucțiesau, în lipsa acesteia în cazuri excepționale, cu ulterioara autorizare, dar, în ambele
cazuri, nu mai mult de 24 de ore:

a) pînă la examinarea cauzei contravenționale – persoanei suspectate de săvîrşirea unei contravenții
pentru care sancțiunea prevede arestul contravențional;

b) pentru a identifica persoana şi a clarifica circumstanțele contravenției – persoanelor care au încălcat
regulile de şedere a cetățenilor străini şi apatrizilor în Republica Moldova, regimul frontierei de stat, regimul
zonei de frontieră sau regimul punctelor de trecere a frontierei de stat;

c) dacă există unul din cazurile prevăzute la art. 166 alin. (1) și (3) din Codul de procedură penală nr.
122/2003 și persoana este suspectată de săvârșirea unei contravenții pentru care sancțiunea prevede arestul
contravențional.

 (3) – abrogat.
(4) – abrogat.
(5) Termenul reţinerii contravenţionale curge din momentul reţinerii.
(6) Persoanei reţinute i se asigură cel puţin condiţiile prevăzute în Codul de executare pentru persoanele

supuse măsurii arestului preventiv.
Articolul 436. Eliberarea persoanei reţinute
(1) Persoana reţinută urmează să fie eliberată în cazul în care:
a) nu s-au confirmat motivele verosimile de a bănui că a săvîrşit contravenţia;



b) a expirat termenul reţinerii;
c) lipsesc temeiurile de a fi privată în continuare de libertate.
(2) Persoana eliberată nu poate fi reţinută din nou pe aceleaşi temeiuri.
(3) La eliberare, persoanei reţinute i se înmînează copia de pe procesul-verbal în care se menţionează de

cine şi în ce temei a fost reţinută, locul şi timpul reţinerii, temeiul şi timpul eliberării.
Articolul 437. Aducerea silită
(1) Aducerea silită constă în conducerea forţată în faţa instanţei de judecată a persoanei în cazul în care

aceasta, fiind citată în modul stabilit de lege, nu s-a prezentat, fără a avea motive întemeiate, şi nu a informat
instanța care a citat-o despre imposibilitatea prezentării sale, prezența acesteia fiind necesară.

(1 ) Poate fi supusă aducerii silite doar persoana participantă la proces, pentru care este obligatorie
citarea instanței, şi care:

a) se eschivează de la primirea citației;
b) se ascunde de instanță.
(2) Aducerea silită se efectuează de către poliţie în temeiul unei încheieri judecătoreşti cu

aplicarea prevederilor art. 199 alin. (4)–(6) din Codul de procedură penală.
(3) Încheierea privind aducerea silită va cuprinde:
a) data şi locul emiterii;
b) numele, prenumele, funcţia şi semnătura persoanei care dispune aducerea;
c) numele, prenumele şi domiciliul persoanei care trebuie să fie adusă;
d) data, ora şi locul în care persoana urmează să fie adusă;
e) motivul aducerii.
Articolul 438. Înlăturarea de la conducerea vehiculului
(1) Persoana care conduce vehicul este înlăturată de la conducere dacă:
a) există temeiuri suficiente de a presupune că se află în stare de ebrietate inadmisibilă produsă de alcool

sau în stare de ebrietate produsă de alte substanţe;
b) asupra dreptului de a conduce vehicule pe numele său sunt aplicate restricții de conducere;
b ) nu are asupra sa documentul care confirmă dreptul de a conduce sau de a folosi vehiculul, cu

excepția cazului în care dreptul de a conduce este înscris în Registrul de stat al conducătorilor de vehicule, iar
persoana care conduce vehiculul deține asupra sa un act de identitate valabil pe numele său;

c) a expirat termenul de 180 de zile de admitere temporară a vehicului pe teritoriul Republicii Moldova,
cu excepţia cazului în care vehiculul este introdus pe teritoriul vamal de către persoana fizică cu domiciliul în
orice stat străin şi care deţine permis de conducere emis în ţara în care are domiciliu;

d) are domiciliul în altă localitate decît localitățile din stînga Nistrului, municipiul Bender ori localitățile
Gîsca, Chițcani, Zahorna, Merenești și Cremenciug din raionul Căușeni și conduce un vehicul cu plăcuță cu
număr de înmatriculare neutru sau cu plăcuță cu număr de înmatriculare eliberate în unitățile administrativ-
teritoriale din stînga Nistrului sau municipiul Bender, cu excepția prevăzută la art. 53 alin. (22) din Legea
privind siguranța traficului rutier.

(2) Persoana indicată la alin.(1) în situaţia de la lit.a) este obligată să accepte, la cererea agentului
constatator, testarea alcoolscopică, examenul medical, prelevarea de sînge şi de eliminări ale corpului pentru
analiză.

(3) Testarea alcoolscopică, examenul medical, prelevarea de sînge şi de eliminări ale corpului pentru
analiză se efectuează de un specialist abilitat cu asemenea atribuţii. Pentru prezentarea cu bună ştiinţă a unei
concluzii false, specialistul răspunde în conformitate cu art.312 din Codul penal.

(4) Modul de efectuare a testării alcoolscopice, a examenului medical, precum şi de constatare a
gradului de ebrietate produsă de alcool sau de alte substanţe, se stabileşte de Guvern.

Articolul 438 . Interzicerea exploatării vehiculului prin retragerea plăcilor
                           cu numărul de înmatriculare
(1) Se interzice exploatarea vehiculului prin retragerea plăcilor cu numărul de înmatriculare în cazul

constatării abaterilor de la condiţiile tehnice pentru admiterea în circulaţie a vehiculelor, prevăzute de legislaţia
în vigoare.

(2) Plăcile cu numărul de înmatriculare se ridică în cazurile în care:
a) vehiculul este fabricat sau reutilat cu abateri de la standardele şi/sau normativele în vigoare;
b) vehiculul nu a trecut inspecţia tehnică periodică;
c) numărul de înmatriculare nu corespunde standardului stabilit;
d) vehiculul este echipat cu dispozitive luminoase şi/sau sonore speciale fără autorizarea respectivă;
e) parbrizul sau suprafeţele de geam ale portierelor din faţă sînt umbrite cu depăşirea normelor

admisibile ori pe acestea sînt amplasate diferite obiecte care diminuează cîmpul vizual al conducătorului.
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(3) Faptul necorespunderii stării tehnice şi a utilajului vehiculului standardelor şi normativelor în
vigoare se consemnează în procesul-verbal de inspectare tehnică a vehiculului, care se va întocmi în 3
exemplare: un exemplar rămîne la persoana care a decis ridicarea plăcilor, al doilea exemplar se transmite
persoanei care a preluat spre păstrare plăcile, iar cel de-al treilea exemplar se înmînează conducătorului
vehiculului.

(4) Plăcile cu numărul de înmatriculare se vor restitui proprietarului, posesorului sau reprezentantului
acestora imediat după înlăturarea neajunsurilor sau defectelor tehnice care au servit drept temei pentru ridicarea
acestora.

Articolul 439. Ridicarea şi aducerea vehiculului la parcare
 (1) Vehiculul al cărui conducător a fost înlăturat de la conducere este ridicat şi, dacă nu poate fi predat

proprietarului, posesorului sau reprezentantului lor, este adus la staţia de parcare specială sau la subdiviziunea
de poliţie cea mai apropiată de locul constatării contravenţiei.

 (2) Vehiculul poate fi adus la staţia de parcare specială sau pe teritoriul subdiviziunii de poliţie şi în
cazul în care:

a) staţionarea lui poate genera un pericol iminent pentru interesul public;
b) a fost lăsat într-un loc interzis pentru parcare;
c) este necesară identificarea proprietarului (posesorului) vehicului utilizat sau destinat pentru săvîrşirea

contravenţiei;
d) a fost condus de o persoană care nu are dreptul de a conduce vehiculul introdus în țară în baza Legii

nr. 248/2022.
(2 ) În cazul expirării termenului de aflare pe teritoriul vamal a vehicului auto declarat prin acţiune,

acesta este adus către cel mai apropiat birou vamal.
(3) Faptul aducerii vehiculului la staţia de parcare specială sau pe teritoriul subdiviziunii de poliţie se

consemnează într-un proces-verbal, în care se indică:
a) tipul, modelul vehiculului, numărul de înmatriculare, numerele de identificare ale agregatelor

marcate, defectele şi deteriorările lui vizibile;
b) numele, prenumele, funcţia şi semnătura persoanei care a decis aducerea vehiculului la parcare şi care

a organizat aducerea;
c) temeiul de fapt şi temeiul juridic care au determinat aducerea vehiculului;
d) denumirea (numele), sediul (domiciliul), numărul de telefon al persoanei care a organizat (a efectuat)

aducerea vehiculului la parcare;
e) adresa parcării;
f) data şi ora încheierii procesului-verbal;
g) numele, prenumele, funcţia şi semnătura persoanei care a luat în primire vehiculul la parcare.
(4) Procesul-verbal se încheie în 4 exemplare: un exemplar rămîne la persoana care a decis aducerea

vehiculului la parcare, al doilea exemplar se remite persoanei care a organizat aducerea, al treilea exemplar se
înmînează persoanei care a luat în primire vehiculul la parcare, iar cel de-al patrulea exemplar se înmînează
proprietarului sau posesorului de vehicul ori i se expediază recomandat la domiciliu. Despre aducerea
vehiculului la parcare, agentul constatator informează neîntîrziat serviciul de gardă al poliţiei.

(5) Vehiculul parcat se restituie proprietarului, posesorului sau reprezentantului lor legal imediat după
înlăturarea temeiurilor pentru aducerea la parcare prevăzute la alin.(1) şi (2). Cheltuielile de aducere şi de
staţionare a vehiculului la parcare sînt suportate de contravenient.

(5 ) În cazul prevăzut la alin. (2) lit. d), vehiculul se restituie beneficiarului scutirii de plata drepturilor
de import după prezentarea dovezii de achitare a drepturilor de import în vigoare la momentul acordării scutirii.

(6) Pentru deteriorările cauzate vehiculului în timpul aducerii la parcare sau în timpul staţionării lui la
parcare răspunde corespunzător agentul constatator, persoanele care au organizat (efectuat) aducerea
vehiculului la parcare sau care au asigurat păstrarea vehiculului la parcare, în funcție de subiectul care se face
vinovat de survenirea deteriorării.

(7) – abrogat.
(7 ) – abrogat.
(8) Conducătorul, proprietarul sau posesorul vehiculului nu suportă cheltuielile indicate la alin.(5) dacă

lipsesc elementele constitutive ale contravenţiei. În acest caz cheltuielile sînt suportate de stat.
(9) Modul de ridicare, transportare, depozitare şi eliberare a vehiculelor se stabilesc de către Guvern.
(10) În caz de stabilire a sancţiunii contravenţionale prevăzute la art. 287 alin. (8) şi (9), cheltuielile de

scoatere a vehicului auto, a mărfurilor, obiectelor şi a altor valori de pe teritoriul Republicii Moldova le suportă
contravenientul.

Articolul 439 . Suspendarea dreptului de utilizare a vehiculului rutier
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(1) Suspendarea dreptului de utilizare a vehiculului rutier constă în interzicerea temporară persoanei
fizice și/sau persoanei juridice de a utiliza un anumit vehicul rutier prin reținerea plăcuțelor cu numărul de
înmatriculare și a certificatului de înmatriculare. Suspendarea dreptului de utilizare a vehiculului rutier este
aplicată în cazul în care vehiculul a fost folosit la săvîrşirea contravențiilor prevăzute la art. 197 alin. (1)–(3),
(5), (6), (9), (17), (22), (23), art.200  alin.(2) şi (3) și la art.224 alin.(5), (6), (11) şi (12).

(2) Suspendarea dreptului de utilizare a vehiculului rutier se aplică pînă la momentul achitării sancţiunii
pentru contravenţia respectivă, cu excepţia contravenţiilor prevăzute la art.197 alin.(1)–(3) şi (17), pentru care
măsura de suspendare se va aplica pe un termen de 6 luni.

(3) Măsura de suspendare a dreptului de utilizare a vehiculului rutier încetează şi plăcuţele cu numărul
de înmatriculare împreună cu certificatul de înmatriculare se restituie, la cererea contravenientului, cu condiţia
prezentării dovezii de achitare a amenzii, iar în cazul contravenţiilor prevăzute la art.197 alin.(1)–(3) şi (17) –
după expirarea termenului de 6 luni.

Articolul 439 . Amenda judiciară
Amenda judiciară este o sancțiune bănească care se aplică de către instanța de judecată persoanei care a

comis o abatere în cursul procesului contravențional, conform art. 201 din Codul de procedură penală aplicat
corespunzător.

Articolul 439 . Punerea sub sechestru
(1) Punerea sub sechestru este o măsură procesuală de constrîngere care poate fi aplicată de către

judecătorul de instrucție sau de către instanța de judecată, la solicitarea agentului constatator a organului abilitat
cu dreptul de examinare şi/sau soluţionare a contravenţiei respective sau a procurorului, pentru a asigura
eventuala confiscare specială, precum şi pentru a garanta executarea sancțiunii amenzii, conform art. 203–210
din Codul de procedură penală aplicate corespunzător.

(2) Punerea sub sechestru a bunurilor pentru a asigura eventuala confiscare specială şi pentru a garanta
executarea sancțiunii amenzii poate fi aplicată asupra bunurilor persoanei în privința căreia s-a pornit proces
contravențional. Punerea sub sechestru, pentru a asigura eventuala confiscare specială, poate fi aplicată şi
asupra bunurilor altor persoane care le-au acceptat, ştiind despre dobîndirea ilegală a acestora.

(3) Dacă bunurile ce urmează a fi sechestrate pentru repararea prejudiciului cauzat sau pentru a garanta
executarea pedepsei amenzii sînt folosite sau constituie parte a procesului tehnologic de producţie şi
sechestrarea lor ar determina în mod inevitabil stoparea activităţii economice, se iau măsuri asigurătorii pentru
sechestrarea contravalorii acestora.

Capitolul V
MĂSURILE DE SIGURANȚĂ

Articolul 439 . Măsurile de siguranță
În procesul contravențional, în scopul înlăturării consecințelor faptei, a unui pericol ori pentru

prevenirea săvîrşirii faptelor contravenționale prevăzute de prezentul cod, chiar dacă nu sînt întrunite condițiile
de tragere la răspundere contravențională, se poate aplica una sau mai multe din următoarele măsuri de
siguranță:

a) expulzarea;
b) demolarea construcțiilor neautorizate şi/sau defrişarea arborilor şi arbuştilor;
c) confiscarea specială;
d) suspendarea dreptului de a conduce vehicule/ridicarea provizorie a permisului de conducere a

vehiculelor.
Articolul 439 . Expulzarea
(1) Expulzarea este o măsură de siguranță care constă în îndepărtarea silită de pe teritoriul Republicii

Moldova a cetățenilor străini şi a apatrizilor care au săvîrşit o contravenție prevăzută de prezentul cod.
Expulzarea are drept scop înlăturarea unei stări de pericol şi/sau prevenirea săvîrşirii unor fapte socialmente
periculoase de către aceste persoane.

(2) Expulzarea se aplică de către instanța de judecată şi doar în prezența cumulativă a următoarelor
condiții:

a) contravenientul este cetățean străin sau apatrid, cu excepția persoanei care a fost recunoscută ca
refugiat sau căreia i s-a acordat protecție umanitară;

b) cetățeanul străin sau apatridul este sancționat pentru o faptă care constituie contravenție;
c) rămînerea contravenientului pe teritoriul Republicii Moldova este sursa unei stări de pericol pentru

ordinea publică sau pentru securitatea națională, înlăturarea acestei stări fiind posibilă doar prin îndepărtarea
contravenientului de pe teritoriul Republicii Moldova;

d) contravenientul nu poate fi expulzat în statul în privința căruia există dovezi că în statul respectiv
acesta va fi persecutat din motive de apartenență rasială, națională, religioasă, din cauza convingerilor politice
sau va fi supus tratamentului inuman şi degradant, torturii ori pedepsei capitale.
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(3) În privința cetățenilor străini şi apatrizilor care nu pot fi expulzați imediat, instanța de judecată poate
dispune luarea în custodie publică, cu plasarea acestora în Centrul de Plasament Temporar al Străinilor pe un
termen de cel mult 6 luni.

(4) În cazul în care expulzarea însoțeşte sancțiunea arestului contravențional, aducerea la îndeplinire a
expulzării are loc după executarea sancțiunii.

(5) La aplicarea expulzării persoanelor indicate la alin. (1) se va ține cont de dreptul la respectarea vieții
private a acestora.

Articolul 439 . Demolarea construcțiilor neautorizate şi defrişarea arborilor
                          şi arbuştilor
(1) Demolarea construcțiilor neautorizate se aplică în cazul faptelor prevăzute la art.116, 134, 134 , 168,

art.177 alin.(3), alin.(4) lit.c)și d), art.178, 179 şi 226 şi atrage, după caz, remedierea construcțiilor afectate în
urma intervențiilor neautorizate.

 (2) Defrişarea arborilor şi arbuştilor se aplică în cazul contravenției prevăzute la art. 168.
(3) Demolarea construcțiilor neautorizate şi defrişarea arborilor şi arbuştilor se dispun de către instanța

de judecată şi pot fi aplicate chiar dacă este înlăturată răspunderea contravențională în temeiul art. 26 sau
procesul contravențional a încetat în temeiul art. 441 alin. (1) lit. f).

(4) Demolarea construcțiilor neautorizate şi defrişarea arborilor şi arbuştilor se execută de către
contravenient pe cont propriu sau de către autoritățile administrației publice locale din contul proprietarului.

(5) Modul de demolare a construcțiilor neautorizate şi de defrişare a arborilor şi arbuştilor se stabileşte
de către Guvern.

Articolul 439 . Confiscarea special
(1) Confiscarea specială constă în trecerea forțată şi gratuită în proprietatea statului a bunurilor indicate

la alin. (2). În cazul în care aceste bunuri nu mai există, nu pot fi găsite sau nu pot fi recuperate, se confiscă
contravaloarea acestora.

(2) Sînt pasibile confiscării speciale bunurile:
a) utilizate sau destinate pentru săvîrşirea unei contravenții;
b) rezultate din săvîrşirea contravenției, precum şi orice venituri generate de aceste bunuri;
 c) date pentru a determina săvîrşirea unei contravenții sau pentru a-l răsplăti pe contravenient;
d) deținute contrar regimului stabilit de legislație şi depistate pe parcursul desfăşurării procesului

contravențional;
e) convertite sau transformate, parțial sau integral, din bunurile rezultate din contravenții sau din

veniturile generate de aceste bunuri.
(3) Confiscarea specială se aplică de către instanța de judecată la demersul agentului constatator.
(4) În cazul contravențiilor prevăzute la art. 79 alin. (3), art. 287 confiscarea specială se aplică de către

reprezentantul Serviciului Vamal abilitat să examineze cauza contravențională.
(5) Pînă la pronunțarea hotărîrii cu privire la confiscarea specială, agentul constatator dispune restituirea

către proprietar sau către posesorul legal al bunurilor uşor alterabile, în acest caz confiscîndu-se contravaloarea
lor.

(6) Dacă bunurile rezultate din săvîrşirea contravenției şi veniturile de la aceste bunuri au fost comasate
cu bunurile dobîndite legal, se confiscă acea parte din bunuri sau contravaloarea acestora care corespunde
valorii bunurilor rezultate din săvîrşirea contravenției şi a veniturilor de la aceste bunuri.

(7) Dacă bunurile indicate la alin. (2) lit. a) și b) aparțin sau au fost transferate oneros unei persoane care
nu știa și nici nu trebuia să știe despre scopul utilizării sau originea bunurilor, se confiscă contravaloarea
acestora. Dacă bunurile respective au fost transferate cu titlu gratuit unei persoane care nu știa și nici nu trebuia
să știe despre scopul utilizării sau originea acestora, bunurile se confiscă.

(8) Confiscarea specială se poate aplica chiar dacă făptuitorul este eliberat de răspundere
contravențională.

(9) Confiscarea specială nu se aplică în cazul contravențiilor săvîrşite prin intermediul unui organ de
presă sau al oricărui alt mijloc de informare în masă.

Articolul 439 . Suspendarea dreptului de a conduce
                           vehicule/ridicarea provizorie a permisului
                            de conducere a vehiculelor
(1) Suspendarea dreptului de a conduce vehicule/ridicarea provizorie a permisului de conducere a

vehiculelor constă în interzicerea temporară persoanei fizice de a conduce vehicule prin suspendarea dreptului
de a conduce/ridicarea permisului de conducere până la pronunţarea hotărârii judecătoreşti asupra cauzei.
Suspendarea dreptului de a conduce vehicule/ridicarea provizorie a permisului de conducere a vehiculelor are
drept scop înlăturarea unei stări de pericol şi/sau prevenirea săvârşirii unor fapte socialmente periculoase în
traficul rutier.
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(2) Suspendarea dreptului de a conduce vehicule/ridicarea provizorie a permisului de conducere a
vehiculelor se aplică de către instanţa de judecată, la demersul agentului constatator, în procesul de examinare a
contravenţiilor pentru care se prevede sancţiunea privării de dreptul de a conduce vehicule.

(3) Instanţa de judecată examinează, în cel mult 3 zile de la data depunerii, demersul agentului
constatator cu privire la suspendarea dreptului de a conduce vehicule/ridicarea provizorie a permisului de
conducere a vehiculului, cu emiterea unei încheieri care va conţine una dintre următoarele soluţii:

a) admiterea demersului agentului constatator şi suspendarea dreptului de a conduce vehicule/ridicarea
provizorie a permisului de conducere a vehiculului;

b) respingerea demersului agentului constatator şi repunerea în dreptul de a conduce vehicule/restituirea
permisului de conducere titularului.

(4) Suspendarea dreptului de a conduce vehicule/ridicarea provizorie a permisului de conducere a
vehiculelor se aplică de instanţa de judecată pe un termen ce nu poate depăşi termenul maxim al sancţiunii de
privare de drept special prevăzut de sancţiunea normei contravenţionale.

(5) Termenul executării măsurii de siguranţă de suspendare a dreptului de a conduce vehicule/ridicare
provizorie a permisului de conducere a vehiculelor se include în termenul de executare a sancţiunii de privare
de drept special de a conduce vehicule.

(6) Suspendarea dreptului de a conduce vehicule/ridicarea provizorie a permisului de conducere a
vehiculelor se poate aplica chiar dacă făptuitorul este eliberat de răspundere contravenţională.

(7) În cel mult 3 zile de la data pronunţării încheierii, copia de pe aceasta se înmânează agentului
constatator şi persoanei în a cărei privinţă a fost pornit procesul contravenţional sau se remite acestora în cazul
în care nu au fost prezente la şedinţa de judecare a cauzei contravenţionale, faptul expedierii consemnându-se
în dosar.

TITLUL II
PARTEA SPECIALĂ

Capitolul VI
CONSTATAREA FAPTEI CONTRAVENȚIONALE

Articolul 440. Procesul de constatare a faptei contravenţionale şi atribuţiile
                         agentului constatator
(1) Constatarea faptei contravenţionale înseamnă activitatea, desfăşurată de agentul constatator, de

colectare şi de administrare a probelor privind existenţa contravenţiei, deciziei privind examinarea contravenţiei
în temeiul constatării agentului constatator sau procesului-verbal cu privire la contravenţie, de aplicare a
sancţiunii contravenţionale sau de trimitere, a dosarului, după caz, funcționarului abilitat să examineze cauza
contravențională, din cadrul autorității din care face parte agentul constatator, în instanţa de judecată sau în alt
organ spre soluţionare.

(2) Agentul constatator este sesizat prin plîngere sau denunț ori se autosesizează cînd dispune de
informații suficiente pentru a considera cu un grad înalt de probabilitate că este comisă o contravenție fie prin
constatarea faptei contravenționale.

(3) În cel mult 15 zile de la data sesizării, agentul constatator este obligat să verifice sesizarea, să
întreprindă măsurile prevăzute de prezentul capitol și să emită decizia asupra cauzei.

 (4) Procesul contravenţional se porneşte numai în baza plîngerii prealabile a victimei în cazul
contravenţiilor prevăzute la art.69, 104–107.

(4 ) Prin derogare de la prevederile alin. (1)–(3), în cazul în care faptele contravenţionale specificate la
art. 96 alin. (1) lit. a) şi alin. (3) şi la art. 97–103, cu excepţia contravenţiei prevăzute la art. 97  alin.(2), au fost
stabilite de către agentul constatator, acesta notifică titularul de drepturi sau autoritatea abilitată conform Legii
nr. 66-XVI din 27 martie 2008 privind protecţia indicaţiilor geografice, denumirilor de origine şi specialităţilor
tradiţionale garantate despre cele constatate. Dacă titularul de drepturi sau autoritatea abilitată conform Legii
privind protecţia indicaţiilor geografice, denumirilor de origine şi specialităţilor tradiţionale garantate, în
termen de 15 zile lucrătoare de la data primirii notificării, nu depune plîngerea prealabilă, agentul constatator
nu începe procesul contravenţional în conformitate cu prevederile prezentului cod.

(4 ) Constatarea faptei contravenționale și începerea procesului contravențional în cadrul controlului de
stat asupra activității de întreprinzător sau în urma acestuia de către agentul constatator care are atribuții de
organ de control conform Legii nr. 131 din 8 iunie 2012 privind controlul de stat asupra activității de
întreprinzător se efectuează în limitele stabilite la art. 5 din legea menționată.

(5) Dacă la depistarea sau la examinarea cazului contravenţional se stabileşte competenţa unei alte
autorități abilitate să constate contravenția sau să examineze cauza contravențională, procesul-verbal cu privire
la contravenţie şi materialele acumulate se remit în aceeaşi zi conform competenţei.

(6) La solicitarea unor alţi agenţi constatatori, angajatul cu statut special al Ministerului Afacerilor
Interne este obligat să le acorde ajutor la constatarea contravenţiei.
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Articolul 440 . Contravenţia flagrantă
(1) Contravenţia flagrantă este contravenţia descoperită în momentul săvîrşirii ei sau înainte ca efectele

ei să fie consumate.
(2) În cazul depistării contravenţiei flagrante, agentul constatator este obligat să întreprindă toate

măsurile ce nu suferă amînare şi se impun în vederea constatării acesteia.
(3) Procesul contravenţional în cazul contravenţiei flagrante se consideră pornit din momentul

descoperirii acesteia.
(4) Contravenţia flagrantă urmează a fi înregistrată, prin decizie privind examinarea contravenţiei în

temeiul constatării agentului constatator, cel tîrziu, în următoarea zi lucrătoare din momentul depistării. În acest
caz, decizia privind examinarea contravenţiei în temeiul constatării agentului constatator va conţine şi acţiunile
procesuale efectuate pînă la înregistrare.

Articolul. 441. Temeiurile de încetare a procesului contravențional
(1) Procesul contravenţional nu poate fi pornit, iar dacă a fost pornit, nu poate fi efectuat şi va fi încetat

în cazurile în care:
a) nu există faptul contravenţiei;
b) se constată vreunul din temeiurile prevăzute la art.3 alin.(3), art.4 alin.(3), art.20–31;
c) persoana presupusă a fi făptuitor a decedat, cu excepţia cazului de reabilitare a acesteia;
d) pentru acelaşi fapt şi privitor la aceeaşi persoană există o decizie/hotărîre definitivă;
e) pentru acelaşi fapt este pornită urmărire penală;
f) nu este identificat făptuitorul şi/sau termenul prescripţiei tragerii la răspundere contravenţională a

expirat;
g) fapta a fost constatată în cadrul controlului de stat asupra activității de întreprinzător și nu reprezintă

încălcare gravă sau foarte gravă în sensul Legii nr. 131 din 8 iunie 2012 privind controlul de stat asupra
activității de întreprinzător.

(2) Încetarea procesului contravenţional determină repunerea în drepturi a persoanei în a cărei privinţă a
fost pornit.

Articolul 442. Procesul-verbal cu privire la contravenţie
(1) Procesul-verbal cu privire la contravenţie este un act prin care se individualizează fapta ilicită şi se

identifică făptuitorul. Procesul-verbal se încheie de agentul constatator pe baza constatărilor personale şi a
probelor acumulate, în prezenţa făptuitorului sau în absenţa lui.

(1 ) Procesul-verbal de control, întocmit conform prevederilor Legii nr. 131 din 8 iunie 2012 privind
controlul de stat asupra activității de întreprinzător, substituie procesul-verbal cu privire la contravenție și are
regim juridic și forță juridică similare dacă în el se constată fapta contravențională cu respectarea cerințelor
stabilite de prezentul cod.

(2) În cel mult 24 de ore de la data încheierii, procesul-verbal cu privire la contravenţie se înscrie într-un
registru de evidenţă în ordinea încheierii şi depunerii lui la autoritatea din care face parte agentul constatator.

(3) Conținutul Registrului de evidenţă a proceselor-verbale cu privire la contravenţii și modul de ținere a
acestuia se aprobă de către Guvern și sînt obligatorii pentru toate autoritățile din care fac parte agenții
constatatori.

Articolul 443. Conţinutul procesului-verbal cu privire la contravenţie
(1) Procesul-verbal cu privire la contravenţie va cuprinde:
a) data (ziua, luna, anul), ora şi locul încheierii;
b) calitatea, numele şi prenumele agentului constatator, denumirea autorităţii pe care o reprezintă;
c) numele, prenumele, domiciliul, ocupaţia persoanei în a cărei privință a fost pornit procesul

contravențional, datele din buletinul ei de identitate sau, după caz, din alt act care stabileşte identitatea
persoanei, iar în cazul persoanei juridice, denumirea, sediul, codul ei fiscal, datele persoanei fizice care o
reprezintă;

d) fapta contravenţională, locul şi timpul săvîrşirii ei, circumstanţele cauzei care au importanţă pentru
stabilirea faptelor şi consecinţelor lor juridice, evaluarea eventualelor pagube cauzate de contravenţie;

e) încadrarea juridică a faptei, norma materială contravenţională şi indiciile calificative ale elementelor
constitutive ale contravenţiei;

f) aducerea la cunoştinţa persoanei în a cărei privință a fost pornit procesul contravențional şi a victimei
a drepturilor şi obligaţiilor lor prevăzute la art.384 şi 387;

g) obiecţiile şi probele pe care persoana în a cărei privință a fost pornit procesul contravențional le
aduce în apărarea sa, precum şi obiecţiile şi probele victimei;

h) informații despre instituția bancară şi despre modul de plată a amenzii.
(2) În cazul în care persoana în a cărei privință a fost pornit procesul contravențional este un minor, în

procesul-verbal se va consemna şi numele, prenumele, domiciliul părinţilor sau ale altor reprezentanţi legali.
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(3) În cazul în care persoana în a cărei privință a fost pornit procesul contravențional sau victima nu
cunoaşte limba procesului-verbal, se asigură asistenţa unui interpret/traducător, datele lui consemnîndu-se în
procesul-verbal.

(4) În procesul-verbal se individualizează corpurile delicte (se descriu forma, mărimea, culoarea,
greutatea, alte caracteristici care permit individualizarea lor), indicîndu-se datele proprietarului şi, după caz,
măsurile luate pentru valorificarea sau conservarea lor.

(5) Procesul-verbal se semnează pe fiecare pagină de agentul constatator, de persoana în a cărei privință
a fost pornit procesul contravențional şi de victimă cînd există. În cazul în care constatarea contravenţiei este de
competenţa unui organ colegial, procesul-verbal cu privire la contravenţie se încheie de către preşedintele
organului colegial sau de către un membru ales cu votul majorităţii membrilor prezenţi la şedinţa în al cărei
cadru are loc constatarea faptei ori desemnat de către preşedintele acestei şedinţe şi se semnează de către toţi
membrii prezenţi la şedinţă.

(6) Faptul absenței persoanei în a cărei privință a fost pornit procesul contravențional ori al refuzului
acesteia de a semna procesul-verbal se consemnează în procesul-verbal şi se certifică prin semnătura cel puțin a
unui martor, indicîndu-se şi datele de identitate ale acestuia (numele, prenumele, adresa de domiciliu şi numărul
de telefon). În lipsa unui martor, agentul constatator va consemna motivele care au condus la încheierea
procesului-verbal în acest mod.

 (6 ) Nu poate avea calitatea de martor în condițiile alin. (6) un alt agent constatator.
 (7) În procesul-verbal nu se admit rectificări, adăugiri, alte modificări. În cazul necesităţii unor astfel de

acţiuni, se încheie un nou proces-verbal, în care se face consemnarea respectivă.
(8) În cazul în care contravenţia prevăzută la capitolul XIII al cărţii întîi a fost constatată cu ajutorul

mijloacelor tehnice certificate sau al mijloacelor tehnice omologate şi verificate metrologic, agentul constatator,
după stabilirea identităţii conducătorului de vehicul, poate încheia procesul-verbal şi în absenţa persoanei în a
cărei privință a fost pornit procesul contravențional. În procesul-verbal încheiat în cazurile prevăzute de
prezentul alineat se indică tipul, modelul şi numărul de identificare al mijlocului special cu ajutorul căruia a
fost constatată contravenția.

(9) Partea rezolutivă a procesului-verbal cuprinde decizia agentului constatator de sancţionare, de
încetare a procesului contravențional sau de remitere a cauzei funcționarului abilitat sa examineze cauza
contravențională, din cadrul autorității din care face parte agentul constatator sau autorităţii competente să
soluţioneze cauza contravenţională, ori în instanţa de judecată, cu recomandarea, în toate cazurile, dacă
consideră necesar, privind sancţionarea sau privind încetarea procesului, indicîndu-se şi termenul de contestare
în instanţa de judecată.

(10) Dacă norma contravenţională prevede aplicarea punctelor de penalizare sau dacă contravenţia
imputată prevede acumularea a 15 puncte de penalizare, partea rezolutivă a procesului-verbal va conţine şi
menţiunea respectivă.

(11) În cazul deciziei de sancţionare, partea rezolutivă a procesului-verbal va cuprinde şi date privind
informarea persoanei în a cărei privință a fost pornit procesul contravențional despre dreptul de a plăti jumătate
din amendă dacă amenda este plătită în cel mult 3 zile lucrătoare de la data aducerii la cunoştinţă a deciziei de
aplicare a sancţiunii contravenţionale. În cazul în care persoana în a cărei privință a fost pornit procesul
contravențional recunoaşte săvîrşirea contravenției şi acceptă sancțiunea stabilită în procesul-verbal de către
agentul constatator, procesul-verbal cu privire la contravenție constituie actul de decizie asupra cauzei
contravenționale. Faptul recunoaşterii contravenției şi al acceptării sancțiunii stabilite de către agentul
constatator se consemnează în procesul-verbal cu privire la contravenție.

(11 ) În cazul convenirii asupra acordului de colaborare, între agentul constatator şi contravenient, în
partea rezolutivă a procesului-verbal, se va consemna faptul aducerii la cunoştinţa contravenientului a mărimii
amenzii prevăzute pentru contravenţia respectivă.

(12) În cazul deciziei de remitere a cauzei contravenţionale spre examinare funcționarului abilitat din
cadrul autorității din care face parte agentul constatator sau în instanţa de judecată, agentul constatator
transmite după competență procesul-verbal şi materialele cauzei contravenţionale.

(13) Copia de pe procesul-verbal se înmînează persoanei în a cărei privință a fost pornit procesul
contravențional şi victimei la cerere. În cazul procesului-verbal încheiat în absenţa persoanei în a cărei privință
a fost pornit procesul contravențional, copia de pe procesul-verbal se înmînează în modul prevăzut la art.382
alin.(6).

(14) În cazul prevăzut la art.16 alin.(2), agentul constatator expediază materialele cauzei
contravenţionale autorităţii publice locale pentru problemele minorilor şi, după caz, poate solicita, prin demers,
instanţei de judecată aplicarea faţă de minor a măsurii de constrîngere cu caracter educativ conform
prevederilor art.104 din Codul penal.

Articolul 443 . Constatarea contravențiilor cu ajutorul mijloacelor tehnice
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                          certificate ori al mijloacelor tehnice omologate şi verificate
                          metrologic și încheierea procesului-verbal în cazul acestor
                          contravenții
(1) În cazul autosesizării privind săvîrșirea contravențiilor prevăzute la capitolul XIII al cărţii întîi şi/sau

constatate cu ajutorul mijloacelor tehnice certificate ori al mijloacelor tehnice omologate şi verificate
metrologic ce funcţionează în regim automatizat, agentul constatator expediază la domiciliul (adresa juridică)
proprietarului sau al posesorului vehiculului solicitarea privind depunerea declaraţiei cu privire la identitatea
conducătorului vehiculului, cu publicarea concomitentă a solicitării respective pe pagina web oficială a
autorităţii din care face parte agentul constatator.

(2) At the request of the ascertaining agent, the owner or possessor of the vehicle, within 10 working
days from the date of handing over the request to the ascertaining agent, but no more than 30 days from the
date of publication of the request on the official page of the authority of which the ascertaining agent is a part ,
is obliged to submit to this authority a statement regarding the identity of the driver of the vehicle at the time of
committing the contravention. If the owner or possessor of the vehicle is a minor, the obligation to submit the
statement regarding the identity of the driver of the vehicle at the time of committing the contravention rests
with his parents or the person who cares for the minor.

(3) Omitting the presentation by the owner or the possessor of the vehicle of the statement regarding the
identity of the driver of the vehicle, within the term indicated in para. (2), incurs the liability provided for in art.
234, unless the owner or possessor of the vehicle was unlawfully dispossessed of it.

(4) In the case of contraventions ascertained with the help of certified technical means or of
homologated and metrologically verified technical means, the conclusion of the minutes regarding the
contravention takes place in the form of an electronic document on which the digital electronic signature of the
ascertaining agent is applied, in accordance with the provisions of the legislation. In the case of contraventions
detected with the help of certified technical means or of homologated and metrologically verified technical
means, the report is concluded even in the absence of the person in respect of whom the contravention process
was started.

(5) The minutes regarding the contravention and the copies thereof are issued by passing the electronic
document provided for in paragraph. (4) of this article on paper, which has the content specified in art. 443
para. (1).

(6) The copy of the minutes completed in the absence of the person in respect of whom the
contravention process was started is handed over in the manner provided for in art. 382 para. (6) or sent by
post.

Article 444.  Completion of the minutes in case of multiple contraventions
(1) In the case of multiple contraventions committed by the same person, ascertained at the same time

by the same agent, the resolution of which belongs to the competence of the same body, a single report or, as
the case may be, a decision on the contravention cause shall be concluded.

(2) By way of derogation from the provisions of paragraph (1), the contravention will be ascertained
through different procedural acts if at least one of the contraventions is examined in a simplified procedure.

Article 445.  Nullity of the minutes regarding the contravention
(1) Failure to record in the minutes regarding the contravention the mentions regarding the name,

surname and function of the ascertaining agent, the name, surname, date (day, month, year) of the preparation
of the minutes, the series and number of the identity document and the identification number personal
identification (IDNP) or the identification data from the provisional identity card of the perpetrator who
renounces the personal identification number and the automated record in the State Population Register, and in
the case of the legal entity - the lack of its name and headquarters, the circumstances of the commission and the
legal classification of the contravention committed and the date of its commission, the signature of the
ascertaining agent or the assistant witness, in the case of the violator's refusal to sign if the minutes were drawn
up in the presence of a witness,attracts the absolute nullity of the minutes.

 (2) The other violations of art. 443 or other mandatory rules of this code can lead to the nullity of the
minutes regarding the contravention only if they essentially affect the merits of the case.

[Art.445 declared unconstitutional (in the version before the amendment by LP159 of 12.10.18) by
HCC32 of 29.11.18, MO513-525/28.12.18 art.189; effective 11/29/18]

Article 446.  Cases in which minutes are not concluded regarding the contravention
In case of detection of a contravention, the detecting agent does not conclude a report regarding the

contravention:
a) if the contravention liability was removed according to art. 20  -31  ;1 1



b) in the case of the issuing by the prosecutor of the ordinance to refuse to start the criminal
investigation, to terminate the criminal investigation because the deed constitutes a misdemeanor, as well as in
the case of the release from criminal liability of the person with the contraventional liability. In the indicated
cases, the prosecutor issues a reasoned order regarding the initiation of the trial regarding the contravention,
except for contraventions resolved in the manner provided for in art. 29 and 31  ;

c) if the contravention was examined based on the personal findings of the investigating agent;
d) in the case of flagrant contravention;
e) in the case of contraventions found at the state border crossing points, if the person in respect of

whom the contravention process was started recognizes the contravention committed and accepts the sanction
in the form of a fine established by the ascertaining agent, with the issuance of the fine collection receipt
according to art. . 447.

Article 447.  Receipt for collection of the fine at the place of detection of the contravention
(1) In the case of recognition by the person in respect of whom the contravention process was started of

the contravention and acceptance of the sanction in the form of a fine established by the ascertaining agent, the
latter shall issue the receipt for the collection of the fine at the place of detection of the contravention, which
contains the following :

a) date, time and place of payment;
b) name, surname, day, month, year of birth, personal numerical code and domicile of the sanctioned

person;
c) the name, surname and capacity of the ascertaining agent, the authority he represents;
d) the contraventional norm on the basis of which the sanction is applied and the circumstances that are

important for establishing the fact and the legal consequences;
e) the amount of the applied fine;
f) the amount of the fine paid;
g) signatures of the parties.
 (2) The receipt for collecting the contravention fine is handed to the sanctioned person, the fact of

handing being mentioned in the copy on the receipt.
(3) The receipt for collecting the contravention fine is a document of strict record keeping. The way of

recording, keeping and issuing receipts by the ascertaining agents is established by a regulation approved by the
Government.

Article 447  .  Examination of the contravention case by the authority
                          competent
(1) Examination of contravention cases by the investigating agent, the authorities provided for in art.

393 para. (1) lit. b)–d), as the case may be, is carried out in compliance with the provisions of chapters I–VI of
the second book.

(2) After the examination of the contravention case, the ascertaining agent, the competent authority (the
person authorized to examine the case), as the case may be, issues the decision on the case. The administrative
commission's decision on the contravention case is adopted in the form of a decision.

(3) The decision must contain:
1) date (day, month, year) of issuing the decision;
2) the name of the authority (surname, first name, capacity of the person authorized to examine the case)

that issued the decision, the date of the examination of the case;
3) the name, surname, domicile, occupation of the person in respect of whom the contravention process

was initiated, the data from the identity card, and in the case of the legal entity – the name, headquarters, fiscal
code, data of the natural person representing it;

4) exposition of the circumstances established during the examination of the case;
5) the contravention rule that frames the deed of the person against whom the contravention process was

initiated;
6) the solution to the case, which can be:
a) termination of the contravention process;
b) establishing the person's guilt regarding the commission of the imputed contravention and, as the case

may be, the application of the contraventional sanction;
7) the solution regarding the seized objects and documents (criminal bodies);
8) în cazul sancționării, mențiunea privind informarea contravenientului despre dreptul de a plăti

jumătate din cuantumul amenzii, dacă plata este efectuată în cel mult 3 zile lucrătoare de la data aducerii la
cunoștință a deciziei de aplicare a sancțiunii contravenționale;

9) mențiunea privind dreptul de contestare a deciziei, în conformitate cu prevederile art. 448.
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(4) Prezența agentului constatator şi a persoanei în a cărei privință a fost pornit procesul contravențional
la examinarea cauzei contravenționale este obligatorie.

(5) Absența agentului constatator sau a persoanei în a cărei privință a fost pornit procesul
contravențional, citați în conformitate cu legislația, fără motiv întemeiat şi fără înștiințare prealabilă, nu
împiedică examinarea cauzei.

(6) Dacă la examinarea cauzei contravenționale a participat persoana în a cărei privință a fost pornit
procesul contravențional sau apărătorul acesteia, dar nu a fost întocmit proces-verbal al şedinței de examinare,
decizia trebuie să conțină concluziile şi demersurile acestora şi rezultatele examinării demersurilor.

(7) Decizia asupra cauzei contravenționale se semnează de către persoana abilitată care a examinat
cauza, iar decizia organului colegial – de către preşedintele şi de către secretarul şedinței.

(8) În termen de cel mult 3 zile de la data emiterii deciziei, copiile de pe aceasta se remit părților care nu
au fost prezente la examinarea cauzei contravenționale şi, la cerere, celor prezente, faptul expedierii
consemnîndu-se în dosar.

Articolul 448. Contestația împotriva deciziei agentului constatator asupra 
                        cauzei contravenționale
(1) Contravenientul, victima sau reprezentantul acestora, procurorul, dacă este parte în cauza

contravențională, în cazul în care nu sînt de acord cu decizia agentului constatator sau în cazul în care aceasta a
fost emisă cu încălcarea normelor procesuale stabilite de prezentul cod, sînt în drept să conteste decizia emisă
asupra cauzei contravenționale. Termenul de contestare a deciziei agentului constatator este de 15 zile de la data
emiterii acesteia sau, pentru părțile care nu au fost prezente la şedința de examinare a cauzei contravenționale,
de la data înmînării copiei de pe decizia respectivă în condițiile art. 447  alin. (8).

(2) În cazul omiterii termenului prevăzut la alin. (1) din motive întemeiate, dar nu mai tîrziu de 15 zile
de la data începerii executării sancțiunii sau a perceperii despăgubirii materiale, persoana față de care a fost
emisă decizia poate fi repusă în termen, la cerere, de către instanța de judecată competentă să examineze
contestația.

(3) Persoana față de care a fost emisă decizia şi care a lipsit atît la examinarea cauzei, cît şi la
pronunțarea deciziei şi nu a fost informată despre decizia emisă poate contesta decizia agentului constatator şi
peste termen, dar nu mai tîrziu de 15 zile de la data începerii executării sancțiunii contravenționale sau a
perceperii despăgubirii materiale.

(4) Contestația împotriva deciziei emise asupra cauzei contravenționale se depune la autoritatea din care
face parte agentul constatator, conform competenţei teritoriale, care a examinat cauza. În cel mult 5 zile
lucrătoare de la data depunerii, agentul constatator expediază contestația şi dosarul cauzei contravenționale în
instanța de judecată competentă.

 (5) Contestația depusă conform alin. (1) suspendă executarea sancțiunii contravenționale aplicată prin
procesul-verbal cu privire la contravenție sau prin decizia agentului constatator.

(6) În cazul prevăzut la alin. (2), pînă la soluționarea repunerii în termen, instanța de judecată poate
suspenda executarea deciziei.

(7) Filing the appeal after the deadline, according to para. (3), does not suspend the execution of the
finding agent's decision. The court examining the appeal may suspend the execution of the contested decision.

(8) The person who appeals against the decision to apply the contraventional sanction does not pay state
tax.

Article 449.  Referral to the prosecutor in the settlement of the contravention case
(1) If in the contravention process it is established that the deed considered a contravention was

committed under conditions that place it under the scope of the criminal law, the file shall be sent without
delay, through a reasoned conclusion, to the prosecutor, according to competence.

(2) If, during the course of the criminal investigation, the criminal investigation body finds that the deed
considered a crime is a misdemeanor, the file is sent without delay, by reasoned ordinance, to the prosecutor,
who proceeds according to art. 396 paragraph (2).

Article 450.  Notification regarding the causes and conditions that favored 
                          the contravention and the interlocutory conclusion
(1) When determining the sanction, the ascertaining agent determines the causes and conditions that

favored the commission of the contravention and, in case of necessity, notifies the respective authority or the
person with responsibility for their immediate examination.

(2) Finding facts of violation of legality and human rights in the court process, the court issues, together
with the decision, an interlocutory conclusion, by which these facts are brought to the attention of the
responsible person.

(3) Within 30 days, the responsible person notified according to para. (1) and (2) informs the court or
the ascertaining agent about the measures taken by him.
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Article 451.  Inadmissibility of disclosure of materials in the contravention case
The materials in the contravention case cannot be disclosed until the end of the examination of the case

except with the authorization of the investigating agent and only to the extent that he considers it possible,
respecting the presumption of innocence and not affecting the interests of the person, under the conditions of
Law no. 133 of July 8, 2011 regarding the protection of personal data.

Chapter VI 
SIMPLIFIED PROCEDURES FOR FINDING

AND EXAMINATION OF THE INFRINGEMENT
Article 451  .  Examination of the contravention based on the findings
                          personal data of the ascertaining agent
(1) In the case of detection of an act constituting a contravention, the investigating agent shall not

conclude a report regarding the contravention if the following conditions are cumulatively met:
a) the contravention can be ascertained based on the personal findings of the ascertaining agent and does

not require the accumulation of evidence;
b) the person accepts the findings of the ascertaining agent, as being sufficient to prove guilt, and admits

the commission of the contravention;
c) the examination of the contravention and the application of the sanction belong to the competence of

the ascertaining agent;
d) the contravention is not subject to the sanction of confiscation of goods in accordance with art. 439  .
(2) In the case of the commission of the contravention by a minor, the simplified procedure can be

applied only under the conditions of his assistance by his legal representative.
(3) In case of contraventional liability under the conditions of paragraph (1), the investigating agent will

issue a decision by which he will apply a sanction equal to one-tenth of the minimum sanction in the form of a
fine provided for in the special part of the first book.

Article 451  .  The decision regarding the examination of the contravention based on the finding
                          personal data of the ascertaining agent
(1) The decision regarding the examination of the contravention based on the personal finding of the

ascertaining agent is an enforceable document, which will include:
a) date (day, month, year), time and place of drawing up the decision;
b) the quality, name and surname of the ascertaining agent, the name of the authority he represents, the

ID number or another document that establishes his identity;
c) the name, surname, domicile and/or residence, the data from the identity card of the person in respect

of whom contravention proceedings have been initiated or, as the case may be, from another act that establishes
the identity of the person, and in the case of a legal entity – the name, headquarters , its fiscal code, data of the
natural person representing it;

d) the contraventional act, the place, time and circumstances of the case that are important for the
establishment of the facts and their legal consequences, the identity of the victim, the evaluation of any
damages caused by the contravention;

e) the legal classification of the deed, the contraventional material rule and the qualifying indications of
the constitutive elements of the contravention;

f) informing the violator, as well as the legal representative of the minor, of their rights and obligations
provided for in art. 384 and 387 of this code, as well as the consequences of the examination of the violation in
a simplified procedure;

g) the statement of the violator about the recognition of the commission of the violation and the
acceptance of the ascertaining agent's findings as sufficient to demonstrate the guilt of the violator.

(2) Corrections, additions and other changes are not allowed in the decision regarding the examination
of the contravention. In the case of the need for such actions, a new decision is issued in which the respective
record is made.

(3) If the violator is a minor, the name, surname, domicile and/or residence of his legal representative
shall also be recorded.

(4) If the violator is assisted by a lawyer, his identity will be recorded.
(5) The resolutive part of the decision will include: the legal classification of the contravention act, the

decision of the ascertaining agent to sanction the violator, the transfer account of the banking institution to
which the amount of the fine will be transferred, the way of appeal.

(6) The decision is signed by the ascertaining agent and the violator and a copy is handed to the violator
and the victim, if any.

(7) Within no more than 24 hours after its preparation, the decision is entered in the order of preparation
in an electronic register kept by the Ministry of Internal Affairs.
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Article 451  .  Contesting the decisions regarding the examination of the contravention
                          based on the personal finding of the ascertaining agent
(1) The decisions regarding the examination of the contravention based on the personal findings of the

investigating agent can be challenged with an appeal within 15 days from the date of application of the
sanction, in the substantive court according to the territorial jurisdiction.

(2) The decision regarding the examination of the contravention based on the personal findings of the
investigating officer may be challenged by the offender, the victim, the prosecutor or by the heads of the
authorities to which the investigating officers belong.

(3) The decisions regarding the examination of the contravention based on the personal finding of the
ascertaining agent may be challenged on the following grounds:

a) the provisions regarding material competence were not respected;
b) the offender was sanctioned for an act that is not provided for by the special part of the first book;
c) sanctions were applied within limits other than those provided by the special part of the first book;
d) in the decision of the ascertaining agent, the mentions from art. 451   par. (1). The provisions of art.

445 applies accordingly.
Article 451  .  Resolution of the case by the court of appeal
(1) The declared appeal is examined by a judge according to Chapter VIII of Title II, Book Two, which

applies accordingly, with the exceptions provided for in this Chapter.
(2) The court of appeal may adopt one of the following decisions:
1) reject the appeal and maintain the decision of the ascertaining agent if it is:
a) late;
b) inadmissible;
c) unfounded;
2) admit the appeal and annul the decision of the ascertaining agent and adopt one of the following

solutions:
a) ordering the termination of the contravention process;
b) retrial of the case with the adoption of a new decision, but without worsening the situation of the

violator, if he contested the decision of the ascertaining agent.
 (3) The parties shall be informed of the place, date and time of the hearing for the review of the appeal,

but their failure to appear does not prevent the review of the appeal and the holding of the meeting, if the file
contains proof of the summons of each party.

Article 451  .  Collaboration Agreement
(1) The collaboration agreement is a transaction concluded between the investigating agent, as the case

may be, the prosecutor and the violator, who admits his guilt, in full, in exchange for a reduced sentence. The
collaboration agreement can be concluded at any moment of the contravention process until the merits of the
contravention case are settled.

(2) In the event of the conclusion of the collaboration agreement, a penalty equal to one-tenth of the
maximum penalty will be applied to the violator in the form of a fine provided for the offense committed.

 (3) The cooperation agreement can be initiated by the investigating officer, as the case may be, the
prosecutor, the violator or his defender, the legal representative in the event of the violation by a minor. The
investigating officer, as the case may be, the prosecutor is obliged to refuse to conclude the collaboration
agreement if the deed does not constitute a contravention or shows signs of a crime. The refusal to accept the
conclusion of the collaboration agreement is not subject to any appeal.

(4) In the case of the conclusion of the cooperation agreement, the investigating agent, as the case may
be, the prosecutor ceases the accumulation of evidence, and the violator is no longer entitled to withdraw his
agreement.

(5) In the event of the conclusion of the collaboration agreement, the contravention case will be
resolved, by decision on the contravention case, under the terms of the collaboration agreement, according to
the form and content stipulated in art. 451 2 ,  the exceptions provided by this article.

(6) The provisions of art. 444, 451  and 451   of this code will be applied accordingly with regard to
the collaboration agreement.

Chapter VII
JUDGMENT OF THE CONTROVERSIAL CASE IN COURT

Article 452.  Trial of the contravention case
(1) The contraventional case is judged by the court in a public session, orally, directly and adversarially.
(2) By way of derogation from the provisions of para. (1), the contravention case can be examined in

closed session under the conditions and in the manner established by art. 18 of the Criminal Procedure Code.
Article 453.  Preliminary acts
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Within 3 days from the date of entry of the contravention case in court, the judge checks the competence
and, as the case may be:

a) orders the remittal of the file regarding the misdemeanor;
b) sets the date of the examination of the contravention case, orders the summoning of the parties and

other participants in the meeting, undertakes other actions for its smooth development.
Article 454.  The deadline for judging the contravention case
(1) The contravention case is judged within a reasonable time, but not more than 2 months from the date

of entry of the file into the court. The criteria for determining the reasonable term are: the complexity of the
case, the behavior of the participants in the process, the conduct of the court and the investigating agent, the
importance of the process for the interested party. Observance of the reasonable term for judging the case is
ensured by the court.

 (2) If there are reasonable grounds, the judge, by means of a reasoned conclusion, may extend the term
for judging the case by one month.

 (3) In case of arrest of the person according to art. 781, 318  , 3 76 and 433, the trial of the
contravention case is done urgently and with priority.

Article 455.  Participation in the trial of the contravention case
(1) The hearing of the contravention case takes place with the summons of the parties, in the manner

provided by this code.
(2) The presence of the investigating agent or, as the case may be, the prosecutor, if he is a party to the

contravention case, at the trial of the contravention case is mandatory. The absence of the investigating agent or,
as the case may be, the prosecutor, summoned in accordance with the law, without a valid reason and without
prior notification of the court, does not prevent the trial of the contravention case and allows the application of
a judicial fine by the court, in accordance with art. . 201 of the Criminal Procedure Code.

(2  ) If during the trial of the contravention case it is found that the investigating officer is unable to
continue participating in the meeting, he can be replaced by another investigating officer, without resuming the
trial of the contravention case from the beginning. The court gives the agent who intervened in the process
enough time to learn about the materials of the contravention case, including those investigated in court, and to
prepare for further participation in the contravention process. The agent has the right to request the repetition of
some procedural actions already carried out in the meeting in his absence if he has additional circumstances to
concretize.

(2  ) The replacement of the ascertaining agent is ordered by the head of the public authority in which
the ascertaining agent works.

(3) The non-appearance of the perpetrator or the victim, legally summoned, without valid reasons, does
not prevent the trial of the contravention case.

(4) The participation of the apprehended perpetrator is mandatory. His arrival is ensured by the police.
(5) In case the application of the penalty of contraventional arrest is requested, the participation of the

perpetrator and his defender at the trial of the contraventional case is mandatory. The willful non-appearance of
the perpetrator, nor of his defender, allows the sanction of criminal arrest to be applied in their absence.

Article 455  .  Mediation procedure
(1) In the contravention cases provided for in art. 29, until the filing of the case, the court issues, at the

request of the parties, within no more than 3 days from the date of the distribution of the case, a conclusion by
which it orders the suspension of the contravention case and the initiation of the mediation procedure under the
conditions of the Law on at mediation.

(2) At the termination of the mediation, the mediator prepares and signs a report in which he records the
basis for the termination of the mediation process. The minutes are handed to the parties and presented to the
court.

(3) If the parties have concluded a transaction, it is presented to the court in whose proceedings the
contravention case is located and constitutes grounds for the removal of the contravention liability or the
termination of the contravention process in accordance with the provisions of art. 26 and 29.

Articolul 456. Şedinţa de judecare a cauzei contravenţionale
(1) Judecătorul conduce şedinţa de judecare a cauzei contravenţionale, asigură ordinea şi solemnitatea

şedinţei.
(2) La judecarea cauzei contravenţionale, judecătorul:
a) anunţă cauza;
b) verifică prezenţa persoanelor citate;
c) verifică respectarea procedurii de citare în cazul absenţei vreunei persoane citate;
d) ia măsuri, după caz, pentru participarea interpretului;
e) îndepărtează martorii din sala de şedinţă;
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f) identifică persoana în a cărei privinţă a fost pornită procedura contravenţională în baza actelor de
identitate;

g) anunţă completul de judecată şi lămureşte părţilor dreptul de recuzare;
h) lămureşte participanţilor la şedinţă alte drepturi şi obligaţii;
i) preîntîmpină în scris participanţii la proces asupra necesităţii respectării legislaţiei la prelucrarea

datelor cu caracter personal şi, la cererea părţilor, poate permite înregistrarea procesului prin mijloace foto,
video, audio de către participanţii la proces, în condiţiile Legii nr.133/2011 privind protecţia datelor cu caracter
personal.

(3) În cazul de manifestare a lipsei de respect faţă de judecător sau de neîndeplinire a dispoziţiilor
preşedintelui completului de judecată, instanţa de judecată, printr-o încheiere care poate fi inclusă în procesul-
verbal al şedinţei de judecată, poate hotărî aplicarea sancţiunii cuprinse în art.317. Încheierea poate fi contestată
cu recurs în instanța ierarhic superioară de către persoana interesată în termen de 3 zile de la pronunțare.
Cererea de recurs se depune în instanța care a aplicat sancțiunea.

Articolul 457. Cercetarea judecătorească
(1) În cadrul cercetării judecătoreşti se cercetează mai întîi probele prezentate de partea acuzării.
(2) La cererea părţilor sau a altor participanţi la proces, instanţa poate modifica ordinea de cercetare a

probelor dacă este necesar pentru buna desfăşurare a cercetării judecătoreşti. Făptuitorul poate cere să fie audiat
la începutul cercetării probelor sau la orice etapă a cercetării judecătoreşti.

(3) După cercetarea tuturor probelor din dosar şi a celor prezentate la judecarea cauzei, instanţa
soluţionează cererile şi demersurile formulate şi dispune efectuarea, după caz, a unor acţiuni procesuale
suplimentare.

(4) – abrogat.
(5) – abrogat.
(6) – abrogat.
(7) – abrogat. 
Articolul 457 . Dezbaterile judiciare
(1) După finalizarea cercetării judecătoreşti, instanța anunță dezbaterile judiciare.
(2) În luările de cuvînt, participanții la dezbateri nu pot face referințe la alte probe decît cele examinate

în cadrul cercetării judecătoreşti. În cazul în care vor să prezinte probe suplimentare, participanții la dezbateri
vor solicita reluarea cercetării judecătoreşti, indicînd circumstanțele care vor fi cercetate suplimentar în baza
acestora. După examinarea opiniilor părților, instanța emite o încheiere motivată privind admiterea sau
respingerea cererii ori a demersului.

(3) Instanța nu poate limita durata dezbaterilor, însă preşedintele şedinței de judecată poate întrerupe
cuvîntările care depăşesc limitele cauzei contravenționale judecate.

(4) După închiderea dezbaterilor judiciare şi rostirea ultimului cuvînt, părțile își pot depune în instanță
concluziile scrise privind soluția propusă pentru cauza judecată, care se anexează la procesul-verbal al ședinței.

Articolul 458. Problemele ce urmează a fi rezolvate la adoptarea hotărîrii
                        contravenţionale
(1) Examinînd cauza contravenţională, instanţa de judecată este obligată să determine:
a) caracterul veridic al contravenţiei imputate;
b) existenţa cauzelor care înlătură caracterul contravenţional al faptei;
c) vinovăţia persoanei în a cărei privinţă a fost pornit procesul contravenţional;
d) existenţa circumstanţelor atenuante şi/sau agravante;
e) necesitatea sancţionării şi, după caz, caracterul sancţiunii contravenţionale;
f) alte aspecte importante pentru soluţionarea justă a cauzei.
(2) Chestiunile care apar în timpul judecării cauzei se rezolvă prin încheiere judecătorească, inclusă în

procesul-verbal al şedinţei de judecată, care poate fi atacată împreună cu hotărîrea contravenţională.
Articolul 459. Procesul-verbal al şedinţei de judecare a cauzei contravenţionale
(1) Desfăşurarea şedinţei de judecare a cauzei contravenţionale se consemnează în proces-verbal.
(2) Procesul-verbal al şedinţei de judecare a cauzei contravenţionale va include:
a) denumirea instanţei judecătoreşti;
b) data (ziua, luna, anul), ora şi locul şedinţei de judecată;
c) numele şi prenumele judecătorului şi ale grefierului;
d) the names and surnames of the parties, their procedural capacity;
e) mention of completion of the subpoena procedure;
f) the contraventional deed on which the report was concluded, the legal classification of the deed;
g) the requests, approaches and conclusions formulated by the participants in the meeting, the measures

taken;
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h) the evidence investigated in the hearing;
i) withdrawal of the court to the deliberation room;
j) the mention regarding the pronouncement of the decision;
k) data about the audio recording of the court session and the equipment used;
l) enumerating the procedural actions carried out under the conditions of this code, indicating the date

(day, month, year) and time of execution;
m) the date (day, month, year) of the final preparation of the minutes.
(2  ) In case of discrepancies between the content of the minutes and the audio recording, the audio

recording prevails.
(3) The depositions of the parties and witnesses are read and signed by them.
(4) The minutes shall be completed within 24 hours of the closing of the trial session of the

contravention case and shall be signed by the president of the session and the clerk.
Article 460.  Deliberation of the court
(1) The court decides on the contravention case in the deliberation room, ruling on the factual and legal

aspects of the case.
(2) The decision is signed by the judge and pronounced in a public meeting immediately after

deliberation.
Article 461.  Termination of the contravention process in the court session
(1) If, during the trial of the case, one of the grounds provided for in art. 441 or 445 para. (1), the court

terminates the contravention process.
(2) The contravention process can be terminated in cases other than those provided for in para. (1) only

if it is established that the lack of a mention in the minutes regarding the contravention essentially affects the
merits of the case and it cannot be removed by the court.

Article 462.  Court decision
(1) The court decision must be legal, well-founded and motivated.
(2) The court decision consists of an introductory part, a descriptive part and a dispositive part.
(3) The introductory part includes:
a) the date and place of issuing the decision;
b) the name of the court;
c) the name and surname of the judge, the clerk and the parties, the mention of the parties' participation

in the hearings;
d) data regarding the person of the offender (name, surname, date and place of birth, address);
e) the contraventional norm on the basis of which the contravention process was started.
(4) The descriptive part includes:
a) the circumstances found in the trial of the case;
b) the evidence on which the conclusion is based and the reasons for rejecting the evidence;
c) the contravention rule on which the settlement of the case is based.
(5) The device includes:
a) the solution regarding the termination of the contravention process; or
b) the solution regarding the guilt of the person for committing the imputed contravention and, as the

case may be, the establishment of the contravention sanction, the application of the security measure or the
removal of the execution of the sanction.

(6) In addition to those mentioned in paragraph (5), the device will include, as the case may be, the
solution regarding:

a) criminal bodies;
b) the manner and term of appeal of the court decision;
c) other issues regarding the fair settlement of the contravention case.
Article 463.  Delivery of the copy of the court decision
(1) In no more than 3 days from the date of the pronouncement of the court decision, its copy is sent to

the parties who were not present at the hearing of the contravention case and, upon request, to those present, the
fact of dispatch being recorded in the file.

(2) The violator present at the pronouncement of the decision, who was sanctioned with contraventional
arrest, as well as the detained violator, shall be handed without delay, against signature, an extract from the
contraventional decision, and the copy of the decision will be sent to him within the term provided for in para.
(1).

Article 464.  Display and/or dissemination of the sanctioning decision
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(1) The display and/or dissemination of the sanctioning decision of the legal person consists in obliging
it to display and/or disseminate, at its own expense, the court decision regarding its sanction and is ordered by
the court ex officio or at the request of the agent finder or the victim.

(2) The display of the decision regarding the sanctioning of the legal person is done in the place and for
a period of no more than 30 days, established by the court.

(3) Broadcasting of the sanctioning decision is done by publication in the Official Gazette of the
Republic of Moldova and/or in one or more newspapers, and/or through one or more audiovisual
communications services, as decided by the court.

(4) Display or broadcast expenses cannot exceed the maximum amount of the fine sanction applicable to
the legal entity.

Chapter VII 
WRITTEN PROCEDURE FOR THE EXAMINATION OF THE INFRINGEMENT CASE

IN THE COURT
Article 464  .  Conditions for examination of the contravention case in written procedure
(1) The written procedure for the examination of the contravention case in the court of law applies to all

contravention cases whose sanction provides for a fine of no more than 300 conventional units.
(2) The written procedure for examining the contravention case in the court of law does not apply to

contravention cases whose sanction provides for the deprivation of certain rights.
Article 464  .  Examination of the contravention case in written procedure
(1) The contravention case in written procedure is examined by the court in the absence of the parties

and without oral debates.
(2) Within 3 days from the date of entry of the contravention case in the court, the judge sends the

perpetrator and the victim a copy of the minutes regarding the contravention, the evidence and the documents
from the contravention case file, as well as requests the parties to to present himself on the application of the
written procedure and on the contravention case, setting a deadline of 10 days.

(3) If, after the expiration of the term provided for in paragraph (2), the parties have not presented
themselves on the application of the written procedure and on the contravention case, the court will pronounce
a reasoned conclusion regarding the examination of the contravention case in the procedure written.

(4) If the parties, within the term provided for in paragraph (2), refuse the application of the written
procedure and request the examination of the contravention case in open session, the court may order the
summons of the parties if it considers this fact to be necessary or if it admits the request one of the parties to
examine the contraventional case in public session, and the examination of the contraventional case will take
place in accordance with the provisions of Chapter VII of the second book of this code.

(5) The court may, by means of a reasoned conclusion, reject the refusal to apply the written procedure
and the request to examine the contravention case in open session if it considers that, taking into account the
circumstances of the case, public debates are not necessary. The conclusion of rejection is contested along with
the merits.

(6) Dacă din materialele cauzei rezultă că cauza contravenţională nu poate fi examinată în procedură
scrisă, instanţa de judecată, prin încheiere motivată, care se contestă odată cu fondul, dispune examinarea
cauzei în ordine generală.

Articolul 464 . Soluţionarea cauzei contravenţionale în procedură scrisă
(1) Soluţionarea cauzei contravenţionale în procedură scrisă se desfăşoară în termenul şi în condiţiile

prevăzute la art.454.
(2) Hotărîrea judecătorească în procedură scrisă se emite în condiţiile art.462.
(3) Hotărîrea judecătorească emisă se publică pe pagina web a instanţei judecătoreşti şi se comunică

părţilor cauzei contravenţionale, inclusiv prin intermediul Programului integrat de gestionare a dosarelor.
(4) Hotărîrea judecătorească examinată în procedură scrisă se contestă cu recurs care se examinează în

condiţiile prezentului cod.
(5) Instanţa de recurs examinează recursul în procedură scrisă sau cu citarea participanţilor la proces,

prevederile prezentului articol fiind aplicabile corespunzător.
Capitolul VIII

CALEA ORDINARĂ DE ATAC. RECURSUL
Articolul 465. Recursul
(1) Hotărîrile judecătoreşti contravenţionale pot fi atacate cu recurs.
(2) Decizia pronunţată în recurs este irevocabilă.
Articolul 466. Temeiurile pentru recurs
Hotărîrile judecătoreşti contravenţionale pot fi atacate cu recurs, pentru a se repara erorile de drept, în

următoarele temeiuri:
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a) nu au fost respectate dispoziţiile privind competenţa după materie sau după calitatea persoanei;
b) şedinţa de judecată nu a fost publică;
c) the case was tried without the legal summons of a party or who, legally summoned, was unable to

appear or to inform the court about the impossibility;
d) the challenged decision does not include the grounds on which the solution is based, or the reasoning

behind the solution contradicts the ruling or it is unclear, or the ruling of the drafted decision does not
correspond to the ruling pronounced after deliberation;

e) the constitutive elements of the contravention have not been met or the court has pronounced a
sanctioning decision for a different act than the one imputed to the violator, with the exception of cases of legal
reclassification of his actions under a milder law;

f) the violator was sanctioned for an act not provided for by this code;
g) sanctions were applied within limits other than those provided by law or do not correspond to the

committed act or the person of the violator;
h) the violator was previously subject to contraventional liability for this deed or there is a reason to

remove the contraventional liability, or the application of the sanction was removed by a new law or canceled
by an amnesty act, or the death of the violator intervened or the reconciliation of the parties in the case
provided by law;

i) the committed deed was given a wrong legal classification;
j) a law more favorable to the offender intervened;
k) The Constitutional Court declared unconstitutional the provision of the applied law;
l) the international court, by ruling in another case, found a violation at the national level of human

rights and freedoms that can be remedied in that case as well.
Article 467.  The person who has the right to file an appeal
(1) The contraventional court decision can be challenged with an appeal by the violator, the ascertaining

agent, the victim, the prosecutor, as the case may be.
(2) The appeal can be declared on behalf of the parties and by the defender, and on behalf of the arrested

offender, and by the spouse.
Article 468.  The appeal against the contravention court decision
(1) The appeal against the contravention court decision is declared within 15 days from the date of the

court decision or, for the parties who were not present at the trial session of the contravention case, from the
date of handing over the copy of the court decision, under the conditions Art. 463 para. (1).

(2) The appeal is filed in the court whose decision is appealed. The detained person can also file an
appeal with the administration of the place of detention, which is obliged to send it immediately to the court
whose decision is appealed.

(3) The appeal received, together with the contravention file, shall be sent to the appeal court within 3
days at most from the date of expiry of the term for declaring the appeal.

Article 469.  Postponing the appeal
(1) The appeal declared with the omission of the term provided by law, but no later than 15 days from

the beginning of the execution of the sanction or the collection of the material compensation, is considered filed
within the term if the court found that the delay was determined by valid reasons or by the lack of information
about the adoption of the decision of the participant in the process, who was not present at the trial of the case,
nor at the pronouncement of the decision on it.

(2) Until the resolution of the return within the deadline, the court can suspend the execution of the
decision.

Article 470.  Effects of the appeal
(1) The appeal against the contraventional court decision suspends its execution, with the exception of

the sanction of contraventional arrest.
(2) The court of appeal judges the appeal with regard to the person to whom the appeal statement refers

and only in relation to his capacity in the process.
(3) The court of appeal judges the appeal within the limits of the grounds for appeal, having the right, in

addition to the grounds invoked and the requests made by the appellant, to examine other grounds without
aggravating the situation of the violator.

(4) When resolving the case, the court of appeal cannot create a worse situation for the person in whose
favor the appeal was declared.

(5) By extension, the appeals court has the right to judge the appeal also regarding the persons who did
not declare an appeal or to whom it does not refer, having the right to decide on them as well, without creating
a more difficult situation for them engrave.

Article 471.  Judgment of the contravention case with appeal



(1) The appeal is judged by a panel of 3 judges, with the summons of the parties.
(2) The non-appearance of the legally summoned parties at the hearing does not prevent the adjudication

of the appeal.
(3) The court of appeal is obliged to rule on all the grounds invoked in the appeal.
Article 472.  The hearing of the appeal
(1) The president of the court panel leads the hearing of the appeal against the decision on the

contravention case, ensures order and solemnity in the hearing.
(2) When judging the appeal against the decision on the contravention case, the president of the trial

panel:
a) announces the appeal to be judged;
a  ) informs the participants in the process of the need to comply with the legislation for the processing

of personal data and, upon request, may allow the process to be recorded by means of photo, video, audio by
the participants in the process, under the conditions of Law no. 133/2011 on data protection personal;

b) announces the court panel, the name of the ascertaining agent or, as the case may be, the prosecutor,
defense counsel, interpreter and other persons;

c) verifies the presence of the summoned persons, identifies the participants in the process based on
their identity documents and, as the case may be, verifies their quality and credentials;

d) receives recusal requests or other requests, which it resolves by concluding;
e) after enunciating the appeal, give the floor to the appellant, then the respondent and, finally, the

investigating officer or, as the case may be, the prosecutor. If the prosecutor's appeal is among the declared
appeals, the first word is given to him.

(3) The parties have the right to reply regarding the issues arising in the debates.
(4) The violator has the right to the last word.
(5) The court of appeal decides on the contravention case in the deliberation room.
(6) The decision, signed by the members of the trial panel, including the judge who has a separate

opinion, is pronounced in the meeting.
Article 473.  Decision of the court of appeal
(1) After examining the appeal, the appeal court adopts one of the following decisions:
1) reject the appeal and uphold the contested decision if the appeal:
a) it is late;
b) is inadmissible;
c) is unfounded;
2) admit the appeal, overturning the challenged decision, partially or fully, and adopt one of the

following solutions:
a) orders the acquittal of the person or termination of the contravention process in the cases provided for

in art. 441;
b) re-judge the case with the adoption of a new decision, but without worsening the offender's situation;
c) orders the retrial of the case in the first instance if it is necessary to administer additional evidence, if

it found violations of the rules of procedure regarding the formation of the full court, regarding the mandatory
summons of the parties, regarding the observance of the right to defense and the right to an interpreter, as well
as if he found violations of the provisions of art. 33–35 of the Code of Criminal Procedure applied accordingly.

(2) Decizia instanţei de recurs se pronunţă integral sau doar dispozitivul, urmînd a fi redactată în cel
mult 3 zile.

Articolul 474. Conţinutul deciziei instanţei de recurs
(1) În decizia instanţei de recurs se va indica:
a) data şi locul pronunţării;
b) denumirea instanţei care a emis hotărîrea atacată;
c) numele şi prenumele membrilor completului de judecată, precum şi ale procurorului, agentului

constatator, apărătorului şi interpretului/traducătorului dacă aceştia participă la judecarea recursului;
d) numele şi prenumele recurentului, calitatea lui procesuală;
e) numele şi prenumele persoanei sancţionate sau în a cărei privinţă este clasată procedura

contravenţională;
f) numele şi prenumele victimei, iar în cazul persoanei juridice, al reprezentantului victimei dacă

participă la judecarea recursului;
g) dispozitivul hotărîrii atacate;
h) fondul recursului;
i) temeiurile de drept care au dus la respingerea sau la admiterea recursului, motivele adoptării soluţiei;
j) una dintre soluţiile prevăzute la art.462 alin.(5) lit.a) şi b);
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k) menţiunea că decizia este irevocabilă.
(2) În cazurile prevăzute de lege, instanţa de recurs pronunţă o încheiere interlocutorie.

Capitolul IX
CALEA EXTRAORDINARĂ DE ATAC. REVIZUIREA

Articolul 475. Deschiderea procedurii de revizuire
(1) Procedura de revizuire se deschide în favoarea contravenientului în termen de cel mult 6 luni din

momentul apariţiei unuia dintre temeiurile prevăzute la alin.(2).
(2) Revizuirea procesului contravenţional poate fi cerută dacă:
a) instanţa de judecată internaţională, prin hotărîre, a constatat o încălcare a drepturilor şi libertăţilor

omului care poate fi reparată la o nouă judecare fie Guvernul Republicii Moldova a recunoscut, printr-o
declaraţie, o încălcare a drepturilor sau libertăţilor fundamentale care poate fi remediată, cel puţin parţial, prin
anularea hotărîrii pronunţate de o instanţă de judecată naţională;

b) Curtea Constituţională a declarat neconstituţională prevederea legii aplicată în cauza respectivă;
c) legea nouă înlătură caracterul contravenţional al faptei sau ameliorează situaţia contravenientului în a

cărui privinţă nu a fost executată integral sancţiunea contravenţională;
d) există o procedură pornită în cauza dată în faţa unei instanţe internaţionale sau Guvernul Republicii

Moldova a iniţiat o procedură de reglementare pe cale amiabilă într-o cauză pendinte împotriva Republicii
Moldova;

e) prin hotărîre definitivă s-a stabilit că, la constatarea şi examinarea faptei contravenţionale şi la
judecarea acestei cauze contravenţionale, s-au comis abuzuri ce constituie infracţiuni;

f) instanța de judecată sau autoritatea competentă care a emis decizia asupra cauzei contravenționale nu
s-a expus asupra vinovăției sau nevinovăției contravenientului ori instanța de judecată sau autoritatea
competentă s-a pronunțat în privința unui alt subiect de drept decât persoana care a săvârșit fapta
contravențională;

g) s-au stabilit alte circumstanţe de care instanţa de judecată sau autoritatea competentă care a emis
decizia asupra cauzei contravenționale nu a avut cunoştinţă la emiterea hotărîrii sau deciziei şi care,
independent sau împreună cu circumstanţele stabilite anterior, dovedesc că cel sancţionat este nevinovat ori a
săvîrşit o altă contravenţie decît cea pentru care a fost sancţionat sau care dovedesc că persoana cu privire la
care s-a dispus încetarea procesului contravenţional este vinovată.

 (3) Procedura de revizuire se deschide în baza cererii procurorului adresată instanței de judecată,
conform competenței teritoriale a acestuia, sau a cererii contravenientului adresată instanţei care a judecat
cauza/contestaţia sau instanței de fond conform competenței teritoriale, în cazul în care decizia asupra cauzei
contravenționale a fost emisă de autoritățile prevăzute la art. 393 alin. (1) lit. b)–d). În cazul alin.(2) lit.d),
procedura de revizuire se deschide la cererea Procurorului General sau a adjuncţilor lui.

 (4) Cererea de revizuire se face în scris, cu invocarea motivului revizuirii şi a datelor doveditoare.
(5) În procedura de revizuire, instanţa sesizată poate dispune suspendarea hotărîrii neexecutate.
(6) Cererea de revizuire se examinează în conformitate cu prevederile capitolului VII al cărţii a doua.
Articolul 476. Revizuirea deciziilor şi a hotărîrilor în cauzele contravenţionale
(1) Procurorul dispune de dreptul de a înainta cerere de revizuire a deciziei sau hotărîrii emise în cauza

contravenţională dacă se constată că în acţiunile contravenientului sînt prezente elementele constitutive ale
infracţiunii prevăzute de Codul penal.

(2) Cererea de revizuire se depune în instanţa a cărei decizie sau hotărîre a rămas definitivă sau în
instanța de fond conform competenței teritoriale, în cazul în care decizia asupra cauzei contravenționale a fost
emisă de autoritățile prevăzute la art. 393 alin. (1) lit. b)–d).

Articolul 477. Hotărîrea instanţei de revizuire
(1) După examinarea cererii de revizuire, instanţa de revizuire adoptă una dintre următoarele hotărîri:
1) respinge cererea de revizuire dacă este:
a) tardivă;
b) inadmisibilă;
c) neîntemeiată;
2) admite cererea, casînd hotărîrea atacată, şi pronunţă o nouă hotărîre.
(2) Instanţa dispune, după caz, repunerea în drepturi, restituirea amenzii plătite şi a bunurilor, precum şi

a cheltuielilor judiciare pe care persoana în a cărei favoare s-a admis revizuirea nu era obligată să le suporte,
includerea, la cerere, în vechimea neîntreruptă în muncă, a duratei sancţiunii arestului contravenţional.

(3) Hotărîrile emise în procedură de revizuire, cu excepţia celor emise de curţile de apel, pot fi atacate
cu recurs de persoanele enumerate la art.467 în termen de 15 zile şi se judecă în ordinea procedurii de recurs, în
conformitate cu prevederile capitolului VIII al cărţii a doua.

Capitolul X
Î



TRIMITEREA SPRE EXECUTARE A HOTĂRÎRII JUDECĂTOREŞTI.
PROBLEMELE CE URMEAZĂ A FI SOLUŢIONATE LA EXECUTAREA

CONTRAVENTION SANCTIONS
Article 478.  Sending the court decision for execution
(1) Sending for execution of the court decision is the responsibility of the court that judged the case in

the first instance.
(2) Within 10 days from the date of the court decision becoming final, the president of the court sends

the order for the execution of the decision, together with a copy of the final decision, to the body (person)
responsible for the execution of the decision according to the provisions of the legislation of execution. If the
case was judged on appeal, the copy of the decision of the court of appeal is attached to the copy of the
decision.

(3) The bodies (persons) that enforce the court decision shall notify the court that sent the respective
decision about its enforcement within 5 days at most. The administration of the place of detention will notify
the court that sent the decision about the place where the offender is serving the sanction.

(4) The court that pronounced the decision is obliged to follow the execution of the decision.
Article 479.  The problems to be solved during the execution
                          the contraventional sanction
(1) The problems related to the execution of the contraventional sanction are solved, at the request of the

violator, by the competent body (competent person) to ensure the execution of the contraventional sanction or,
at the request of the violator or the ascertaining agent or the competent body (competent person) to ensure the
execution of the sanction contraventions, by the court.

(2) The problems related to the explanation of suspicions and ambiguities in the execution of the court
decision are resolved by the court issuing the final decision, at the request of the violator or the ascertaining
agent or the competent body (competent person) to ensure the execution of the contraventional sanction.

Article 480.  The method of solving the problems related to the execution
                        the contravention sanction by the court
(1) The problems related to the execution of the contravention sanction addressed to the court are

resolved in accordance with the provisions of Chapter VII of the second book, by the court within the scope of
activity of the competent body (competent person) to ensure the execution of the contravention sanction.

(2) The decision of the court regarding the solution of the problems related to the execution of the
contraventional sanction can be appealed by the interested persons within 15 days and is judged in the appeal
procedure in accordance with the provisions of chapter VIII of the second book.

FINAL AND TRANSITIONAL PROVISIONS
Article 481
This code enters into force on May 31, 2009.
Article 482 
On the date of entry into force of this code:
a) The code regarding administrative offences, approved by the Moldovan SSR Law of March 29, 1985

(News of the Supreme Soviet and the Government of the SSRMoldovenesti, 1985, no. 3, art. 47), with
subsequent amendments, is repealed;

b) the normative acts adopted before the implementation of this code will be applied to the extent that
they do not contradict its provisions.

Article 483 
(1) All contravention cases initiated on the basis of facts that are not considered contraventions in

accordance with this code shall be terminated as follows:
a) by the competent authorities to resolve contravention cases, regarding the persons whose files are in

the procedure of these bodies;
b) by the respective courts, regarding the persons whose files have been put on the docket;
c) by the courts of appeal and appeal, regarding the persons whose judgments or decisions are not final.
(2) The judgments or definitive decisions regarding the persons sanctioned for the acts that are not

considered contraventions in accordance with this code are not executed, and the respective persons are
considered not to have been sanctioned for the contravention and are restored to the right they were deprived
of.

Article 484 
The Government, within 6 months from the date of publication of this code:
a) will present to the Parliament proposals for bringing the legislation into force in accordance with this

code;
b) will bring its normative acts in accordance with this code;



c) will ensure the review and repeal by ministries and departments of their normative acts that
contravene this code;

d) will ensure the development of normative acts that will regulate the application of this code.
 
PARLIAMENT PRESIDENT Marian LUPU
 
No. 218-XVI. Chisinau, October 24, 2008.
 
Appendix

https://www.legis.md/UserFiles/Image/RO/2021/mo%20122-128%20md/anexa_218.docx

